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CLASSROOM
ALTERNATIVE:
Teach Your Kids
At Home

The first graphics progam
for the JIGS that makes
all the Apples shine!
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Introducing 816/Paint.
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Take your Apple II to its limit. 816/Paint is the
first graphics program that works with all
Apple Hi-Res graphics modes, including the
4096 color Super Hi-Res mode on the IIGs.
All you need is an Apple Ile, 11c, or Tics.
816/Paint gives you the tools you need for
outstanding results, whether it's illustrations
for video slides, clip art for desktop publishing, or just some creative fun.
816/Paint includes two ProDOS disks:
a 31/2" 800K disk for the IIGs, and a 51/4"
disk for Ile and I lc machines.
No matter which Apple II you own,
816/Paint will deliver unsurpassed color
and creative capabilities. $75.00
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• Scale, rotate, stretch or paint • Full-screen
editing • Color cycle animation • Prints to
ImageWriter II or LaserWriter

,

Four more ways to make your Apple II shine.
Prince
Create and print
colorful stickers,
stationery, labels,
announcements,
greeting cards, report covers, banners and more!
$49.95

Award Maker Plus
Choice of intricate
colored borders, illustrations and personalized messages. $39.95
French parchment
paper available at
$12.95 for 100
sheets.
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Ask your dealer for these Baudville
programs or call us direct at
616-957-3036. VISA and MasterCard
accepted for phone orders. Call or
write for our free catalog today!

Take 1, Deluxe Version
Let your creativity soar with this video
animation studio. Winner, 1986 Classroom
Computer Learning Software Award.
Includes free Animation Library. $59.95
Put the power of Take 1 graphics and animation in your own programs. Try the Take
1 Programmer's TOOLICIT. Easy enough for
the novice BASIC programmer, yet powerful enough for the most serious applications.
$60.00
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Circle 159 on Reader Service Card.
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1001 Medical Park Drive, S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49506
_Writer are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

We've got designs
for Apple's future.
Apple is getting faster and more versatile.
And with the introduction of the IIGsTM
comes AST's state-of-the-art enhancements
that not only support, but augment Apple's
bold claim to the future. Our design formula:
compatibility, flexibility and performance.
Complete compatibility. Throughout
product development we work closely with

major hardware and software manufacturers
to incorporate leading industry standards.
With AST's Apple IIGs products, you can
continue to count on instant compatibility
with popular application software and
peripherals.
Flexibility to suit your system needs.
Our Apple IIGs products are expandable. You
can buy the minimal configuration today and
upgrade as your needs grow. Whether you
work at home, school or in business, you'll
find AST products designed to keep up with
changing applications.
Enhanced Performance. When you buy
an AST Apple product you buy the latest,

most advanced technology available. That's
because our engineering staff represents
several years dedicated to improving Apple
computers beyond their original
design.
All of AS l's solutions for the
IIGs, including the SprintDisk"'
1 MB RAM disk card and
AST2000TM 20 MB hard disk/20 MB tape
backup SCSI storage subsystem, incorporate
ASTs design formula. And our new, exciting
memory and graphics products create new
directions in personal computing.
For a complete layout on ASTs Apple
IIGs designs, contact your nearest AST
authorized Apple dealer, or fill out the
coupon below and send it to the AST Apple
Products Group: AST Research, Inc., 2121
Alton Avenue, Irvine, California 92714-4992.
(714) 553.0340. BBS: (714) 660-9175.
FAX: (714) 660-8063.
ASir
RESEARCH INC. --------Yes, I want more information about
AST Apple IIos innovations.
❑ memory ❑ storage subsystems
❑ graphics
Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
AST Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714-4992
L5TN: Apple Products Group
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SprintDisk, AST-2000 Trademarks of AST Research, Inc. Apple registered trademark and Apple Ilcs trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Gipyright "ci 1986 AST Research, Inc. All rights reserved.

COMPUSERVE.
YOU DON'T HAVE 11) KNOW HOW IT WORKS
TO APPRECIATE ALL IT CAN DO.
You don't have to know about hardware. You don't have to know about
software. All you have to know is that
CompuServe is a computer information
service. You
subscribe to it.
And in
return,
you have
access to an incredible
amount of information, entertainment,
communications and services right at
your fingertips.

Here are a few of the
hundreds of things you can
do with CompuServe.
COMMUNICATE
Even beginners can compose, edit,
send and file messages the first time
they go online with CompuServe's
EasyPlexTM Electronic Mail. Friends,
relatives and business associates—
anywhere in the country—can stay in
constant, convenient touch.
CB Simulator features 72 channels
for "talking' with thousands of other
subscribers throughout the country
and Canada. The chatter is frequently
hilarious, the "handles" unforgettable
and the friendships hard and fast.
More than 100 CompuServe Forums
welcome your participation in discussions on all sorts of topics. There are

Forums for gourmet cooks, golfers,
musicians, pilots, sailors and more, all
designed to show you how easy and fun
it can be to get the most out of your
computer.
If you want to learn more about your
computer system, CompuServe's at
your service. Our Users Forums cater
to specific computer makes and models, and offer information and expertise
on many different types of machines.
You'll find electronic editions of popular
computer periodicals. You can even
find free software.
And if you need answers to software
questions, seek out a Software
Forum. You can often find solutions
quickly and easily online.
Bulletin Boards let you post
messages where thousands will
•
see them. Use our National
Bulletin Board or the specialized bulletin boards found
in almost
every
•
Forum.

HAVE FUN
You'll find •
all sorts of sports and
entertainment trivia iv •
•• games, plus brain-teasing educational games. You can •
go it alone or compete against •

players from all over the country. Test •
your wits in the only online TV-style IL
game show with real prizes. Then, •
when you're ready, go for the ultimate 461
in excitement and get into one of our
interactive space adventures.
••
CompuServe's movie reviews keep
that big night at the movies from being
a five-star mistake. Soap opera
• I
updates keep you up on all the latest
turmoils and tragedies on your favorite
daytime dramas.
For leisure-time reading and relaxing, look into the electronic editions of
some of your favorite magazines,
including OMNI On-Line.

SHOP
CompuServe's ELECTRONIC MALLTM
lets you take a coast-to-coast shopping
spree without ever leaving home. It's an
exciting and easy way to shop online,
buying name-brand goods and services
from nationally known merchants.

SAVE ON TRIPS
CompuServe's travel services let you
control your own travel arrangements
through the convenience of your personal computer. Scan flight availabilities on almost any airline
worldwide. Find airfare
%;•
bargains, then
book your
own flight
\\„
\t41111111\
online.

With CompuServe you've got direct
and connecting schedules for national
and international flights. Plus complete listings of over 28,000 hotels
around the world.
MAKE PHI BETA KAPPA
When you run out of the answers at
homework time, it's time
to turn to CompuServe
for the complete set of continuously updated encyclopedias that doesn't take
up an extra inch of shelf space.
The College Board, operated by the College Entrance Examination Board,
gives tips on preparing for
the SAT, choosing a college and
getting financial aid.
KEEP HEALTHY
HealthNet will never replace a real,
live doctor—but it is an excellent and
readily available source of health and
medical information.
On a more personal note, Human
Sexuality offers information on a variety of topics concerning this very
important aspect of human behavior.
Hundreds turn to it for honest, intelligent and candid answers.
BE INFORMED

of the Board already knows.
(Don't know who the chairman is? Chances are, we
can fill you in on that, too.)
CompuServe gives
you complete statistics on over 10,000
NYSE, AMEX and
OTC securities. Historic
trading statistics on
over 90,000 stocks, bonds,
funds, issues and options. Five
years of daily commodity quotes.
Standard & Poor's. Value Line.
And more than a dozen other
investment tools.
SUPERSITE facilitates business
decisions by providing you with
demographic and sales potential
information by state, county and zip
code for the entire country.
The national business wire provides
continuously updated news and press
releases on hundreds of companies
worldwide.
GET SPECIALIZED
INFORMATION
Pilots can get personalized flight
plans, weather briefings, weather and
radar maps, etc. Entrepreneurs use
CompuServe too for complete step-bystep guidelines on how to incorporate
the IBM s of tomorrow. Lawyers, doctors, engineers, military veterans and
businessmen of all types use similar
specialized CompuServe resources
pertinent to their unique needs.

CompuServe puts all of the latest
news at your fingertips. Our sources
include the AP news wire (covering all
50 states, plus national j So much for so little.
news), the WashingCompuServe makes the most out of
ton Post, the
any
computer, and all you pay is a low,
St. Louis
one-time
cost for a Subscription Kit
— Post-Dispatch,
4aw
(suggested
retail price $39.95). Usage
specialized
rates
for
standard
online time (when
`—'!
11,-,„," business
CompuServe
is
most
and trade publications
active) are just 10 a
and more.
minute.
Find out instantly what Congress did
In most major
today, who finally won the game and
metropolitan
areas
what's happening back in Oskaloosa,
you
can
go
online
with a
with the touch of a button. And, our
local
phone
call.
Plus,
you'll
executive news service lets you tell us
$25.00
Introductory
receive
a
what to watch for. We'll electronically
Usage Credit with the purchase of
find, "clip" and file news for you...to
your
CompuServe Subscription Kit.
read whenever you'd like.
So easy the whole family
INVEST WISELY
can go online.
Our comprehensive investment help
CompuServe is "menu-driven," so
just might tell you more about the stock
beginners can simply read the menus
you're looking at than the Chairman
(lists of options) that appear on their
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card.

screens and then type in their selections. Experts can skip the menus and
just type in GO followed by the abbreviation for whatever topic they're after.
If you ever get lost or confused, just
type in H for help, and we'll immediately cut in with instructions that
should save the day. Plus, you can
always ask questions online through
our feedback service or phone our
Customer Service Department.
Here's how to subscribe.
To access CompuServe, you need a
computer, a modem (to connect
your computer to
your phone) and,
in some cases, some
simple communications so are.
Now you're ready to order your
CompuServe Subscription Kit.
For your low, one-time subscription
fee, you'll receive:
• a complete, easy-to-understand, 170page spiral-bound Users Guide
• your exclusive preliminary password
• a subscription to CompuServe's
monthly magazine, Online Today
All this, plus:
• a $25.00 usage credit!
To order your Subscription Kit or to
receive more information,
call 800-848-8199 (in
Ohio, 614-457-0802).
CompuServe Subscription Kits are
also available in
computer
stores,
tronic equipment outlets and household catalogs.
You can also subscribe with materials
you'll find packed with many computers
and modems sold today.
CompuServe. You don't have to
know how it works to appreciate all it
can do—for you.

CompuServe®
Information Services, P.O. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220
An HER Block Company
EasyPlex and ELECTRONIC MALL are trademarks of
CompuServe, Incorporated.
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UCSD PASCAL, POWER SYSTEM
RELEASED FOR NEW APPLE IIGs
y.
BROOKLYN, NY—Pecan Software Systems, the UCSD Pascal Compan
software
of
family
System
Power
its
nted
announced that it has impleme
development tools for the new Apple IIGS computer.
up
"Working closely with Apple Computer Corporation, we have brought
the latest release of the Power System on the JIGS': said Eli Willner, Pecan's
UCSD
Vice President for Research and Develo_pment. "This means that
asla
Pascal, Modula-2, FORTRAN-77, BASIC and Assembler, as well
the
has
Pecan
IIGS.
Apple
the
on
function
now
aids,
ent
program developm
."
most complete and comprehensive suite of tools for the new Apple machine
the only one that is source—
Pecan's implementation of UCSD Pascal isent familiar to Apple
environm
an
provides
and
Pascal,
Apple
compatible with
Pascal programmers: Furthermore, extensions beyond Apple Pascal are offered
in the areas of multitasking, dynamic memory management, extended precision arithmetic and separate compilation, among other areas.

Pecan Offers Most Complete Set

Of Tools For IIGs Machine

Pecan's UCSD Pascal was iritplemented especially for the new 65816
new
processor, used by the Apple IIGS. It is ProDos compatible and utilizes the
.
features of the Apple IIGS, including extended memory, sound and graphics
The Power System is available for most popular mini and microcomputers,
including the Apple II, Macintosh, IBM PC and compatibles, Atari ST, Amiga,
f
DEC, VAX, TI, Tandy and others. Applications developed using thiPowe
another.
to
machine
one
from
portable
are
System
The Power System Professional Pak, including the Power System developent
ment environment, compiler of choice and six popular program developm
of the
aids, is available for $199.95. A specially packaged and priced version
Power System with UCSD Pascal is available for the educational and recreational programming markets.
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Do you find Apple Pascal limiting now that you've
upgraded to a GS? Send us your original Apple Pascal
disks along with your order and deduct $50 from the price!
Write for a complete list of our other
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INCIDER'S VIEW
Yes, We Hear You

"We have a by Deborah de Peyster,
number of Editor in Chief
programs in
ortheastern Software Inc. has filed for
protection in bankruptcy court, leaving
place to help you
untold numbers of you without prodget the good ucts and without the money you paid for
those products. In your frustration, many of
service you you
have asked us what we can do to help
deserve." you recover your money and protect you

N

from an advertiser that doesn't provide
good service.
Unfortunately, we can't do much right
now to help you get your money back
other than tell you where to file with the
courts (see News Line, p. 17), But we do
care very much about how our advertisers
treat you, and we have a number of programs in place to help you get the good
service you deserve.
The process begins when you send us a
letter of complaint. Sometimes we find out
about problems with products or companies
before we get a letter from you, but most
often you're our best source of what's happening in the market. We'll publicize your
complaints as quickly as we can and report
on problems we discover, as we did in this
column in November and in December's
News Line concerning Northeastern.
By the time we can get information into
print, however, it may be too late to warn
you about poor business practices or faulty
products, because our production cycle is
four months long. (If we receive your letter
in June describing a problem with a manufacturer, the earliest we can print it is
September.)
But we can offer immediate help from
Rita Rivard, our customer-service representative. She makes a copy of every complaint
and sends it to the manufacturer along with
our request to solve the problem. Using this
approach, she's usually able to bring you
and the manufacturer together to solve the
problem. Only once have we been unable
to stem the flow of problems, and, you
guessed it, the problems concerned Northeastern. So what did we do?

6

In October, our publisher decided North
eastern could no longer advertise with us.
How it conducts its business is its own affair, but when its policies adversely affect
you, that's where we draw the line.
You might argue that we should have
kicked it out of the magazine as soon as
we got, say, ten complaints. But that action
wouldn't solve the problem. It wouldn't help
you get your products shipped or money returned. So we'll keep working with the manufacturer to solve a problem as long as we get
a response, but we eventually expect the
complaints to stop. Unfortunately for all of us,
it didn't work with Northeastern. But it has
worked and usually does.
A good case in point occurred two years
ago when another mail-order advertiser
generated a rash of complaints. We worked
with that company and eventually solved
our readers' complaints. The complaints
stopped because the company had learned
something about the service it needed to
provide to be successful. Everyone gained.
Why? Because today that company, Business Computers of Peterborough, is a
leader in setting standards of quality in the
mail-order industry. (The president of that
firm, Bill Gollan, recently called a meeting
of mail-order firms at an industry convention. His goal is to establish a group of
mail-order men and women who will be "legitimate, honest, and hardworking.")
It's Rita who makes that kind of success
possible. And it's not an easy task. But
she's here to help you get the service you
need and to help manufacturers who advertise in our magazine provide that service. If
you have a problem, we need to know, because we do care. But Rita says it best: "I
think the readers really do need somebody
who's going to stand up and intercede for
them. I'm proud of my record of solving
complaints. And when I have 100-percent
success, it's worth it." ■
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The Complete Works
With AppleWorksTM

MegaWorks
Adds to AppleWorks two additional
word processing functions: Spell
Checking and Mail Merging. This
allows you to generate error free
documents and form letters simply
and easily. A great time saver!
• 40,000 word dictionary, you can add
10,000 more words.
• Reformats the corrected/merged
document to maintain pagination and
word wrap.
• Incorporates information into form
letters as often as you like.
• Information can be merged from one
AppleWorks document to another.

ReportWorks
A powerful Report Generator that
enables you to design and create enhanced summaries, forms, lists, statements, plus a wide variety of reports.
Business users will really appreciate
the power and versatility of this
program!
Educators Circle 283 on Reader Service Card.

• Includes information from up to 8
different database and/or spread
sheet files.
• Sorts on 3 fields to increase
flexibility.
• Creates a wide variety of reports in
a multitude of formats.
• Displays a "What-you-see-is-whatyou-get" preview of the report.

ThinkWorks
Easy to use Outline Generator that is
designed to work with AppleWorks. A
terrific writing tool. It makes organizing thoughts fast and easy!
• Labels and indents each entry
automatically.
• A "move" command makes it easy to
move entries to different levels or
under different topics.
• Automatically renumbers the entire
outline after a change has been
made.
• Can also be used as a stand alone.
Circle 263 on Reader Service Card.

Great Holiday Savings!!!
Buy One and get
One FREE!
1-800-345-8112
In PA call 1-800-662-2444
Visa and MasterCard only

Yes! Please send me:
O Two for $125:
MegaWorks
_____ ReportWorks
ThinkWorks
O All Three Programs for $199
O One Program — Call for price
30 Day Money-Back Guarantee!
O Visa 0 MC Exp Date
Card #
O Check is Enclosed
Name
Address
City
)
(
Phone (Home)
Ls/

State Zip
)
(
Phone (Work)
(619) 450-1230

5703 Oberlin Drive • San Diego, CA 92121 I

LETTERS
Two Sides of the Story
I read your article "What's Going
Wrong in Classroom Software?"
(August 1986, p. 56) with great interest. I found myself supporting both
the teacher's and the vendor's sides
of the argument.
As a teacher of gifted students, I
work with a team of six other teachers and a district budget of $5000 for
approximately 500 students. This
money is used for hardware, software, and other materials to support
our curriculum for gifted elementary
students in nine different schools.
Since our program involves enrichment and acceleration and must be
different from subjects taught in the
regular classroom, we write most of
our own curriculum. Most of our
budget goes towards reference books
and audiovisual material. It has taken
us three years to get one Apple Ile,
three Ilcs with color monitors, and
two printers (all of which must be
shared among the nine schools). It
will probably take us four more years
until we have one system available
for each school. Each year we order
four or five software titles, and end
up cutting about half our order because of lack of funds.
I also understand how the vendors,
feel. I'm attempting to write software
to go along with a simulation I hope
to sell. Hours and hours go into the
development of good programs, so
programmers deserve a good price
for their efforts. However, I think educational programmers must create
programs that can be used more efficiently in the classroom. Very few
school districts can afford to have
one computer in each classroom, let
alone one for each student. In our
district, classroom teachers are able
to share computers only for about
half of each school day.
Vendors also have to realize that
school-board members are elected to
keep down costs, prevent tax increases, and so on—not to provide
quality education—so there will occasionally be budget cuts. If teachers
see the value in using software, but
don't have the available funds, they
feel trapped into using pirated software for the good of their students,
rather than do without.
8

Why don't you organize some
"peace talks" between vendors and
teachers from all grade levels and
curriculum areas to help find a solution to the problems on both sides?
Nancy Ann Raphael
R.D. #1, Box 445
Ottsville, PA 18942

Carry-On Luggage
I have an Apple Ile Professional
system with a Monitor II, two Disk Ils,
and an Epson FX-80 printer, with the
original shipping cartons. I want to
take my computer system to France
with me for at least eight months.
Do I need any special adapters or
converters to make my system compatible with European electrical currents? Do you have any suggestions
relating to shipping my system?
Would you advise me to take the
computer at all?
Violet Gallagher
R.D. #1, Box 240
Lewisburg, PA 17837
You can take it with you, but you'll
need an adapter to change from the
U.S. standard 110-volt current to the
European 220-volt current Your system should be all right in transit if
you pack all the components in their
original shipping cartons.
—eds.

Software for the Blind
Our household includes a blind
person who would like to be able to
get more out of the computer. We
have an Apple Ilc, a Cricket speech
synthesizer, and Computer Aids word
processor with voice output.
That's not enough. I'm looking for
software that can convert virtually any
commercial program, especially
AppleWorks and Infocom programs,
to voice output, but I haven't found
anything available on the market yet.
Computer Aids was working on such
a program, but much to our dismay,
it decided to discontinue its research.
It's rather amazing that with the number
of blind computer users, there isn't
more information readily available.
Please let me know if we need different hardware, or if you can point
me in the right direction as to the
type of equipment necessary or names

of software firms that have developed
this type of program. Certainly, there
must be something out there.
Gary Griffith
3511 North 51st Street
Omaha, NE 68104
See "Achieving a Personal Best"
(December 1986, p. 77) for a discussion of hardware, software, and resources for handicapped Apple users.
—eds.

A Disk for Every Drive
In reading past issues of inCider,
as well as other magazines, I've
noted the hard stand the industry is
taking against educators over software
piracy. As I'm not in the education
business, and I don't condone this
action, I must comment on this matter. As a businessperson, I take a
personal interest in the education of
our youngsters.
When I first became involved in
personal computers, it was with the
TRS-80 Model I. At that time, the software educators were using could be
transferred from one computer to another. This was great, but as time
went on, more of the programs required that the disk remain in the
drive for the program to operate.
When Apples came into the school,
they required every machine to have
a disk in the drive.
Now, instead of buying only one or
two program disks, schools are required to buy a disk for every machine. There is no money left over for
backups. I'll use AppleWorks as an
example.
AppleWorks is a great program
and can go a long way toward educating youngsters in the business use
of computers. But alas, every machine must have a copy of the program. Many classrooms have 20 to
45 machines. In addition, some
youngsters may damage or destroy
disks by accident. It costs more
money to replace a now defective
disk, just because of some careless
youngster.
A solution to the basic problem is
for software companies and educators
to get together and talk. I don't mean
to point fingers and accuse one or
the other of causing the problem.
January 1987,

SYLVIA PORTER'S
PERSONAL FINANCE SERIES
MANAGES IT ALL

Your day-to-day finances. Your financial future.
And now, your investments, too.
Your Personal
Financial Planner
Helps you track your day-to-day financial data, then
combines this information with your future financial
objectives to produce the most comprehensive and
easily-understood financial planning program available.

Your Personal
Investment Manager

Tit rail
*

Whether you're a first-time investor or a
sophisticated one, this program enables
you to efficiently organize, analyze, and
manage up to 15 individual investment
portfolios. (Unlimited on hard disk)
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For Your Day-to-Day Affairs:
This Program:
• Manages your investment
transactions: Records, organizes, and classifies all important
data on your purchases, sales,
and other types of investment
transactions.

• Maintains your electronic checkbook and credit card transactions.
Writes your checks and balances
your checkbook.
Prepares and monitors your
budget.

"nirE":145
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Classifies and tracks your taxable
income and expenses.

• Tracks your investment portfolios:
Displays more than 35 kinds of vital statistical
data, plus financial profiles on individual
companies.

Calculates your net worth and
generates customized personal
financial statements.

• Alerts you to investment deadlines:
Transaction deadline dates for dividends and
interest; buy and sell positions; bond
maturities; and much, much more.

Tracks your financial assets - and
your insurance policies.
For Your Financial Future:
Leads you step-by-step through a series
of questions regarding your financial
goals, and your current financial condition.
Your answers will enable your computer to
determine and print a summary of the
amounts you must save each year to meet your financial
objectives — in both real and inflated dollars.
Each SYLVIA PORTER program:
• Interfaces with the others in the Series. You need to
enter data only once.
• Generates unique graphic representations that display
your data in colorful charts.
• Includes a Customized Report Writer that prints out any
report you want, tailored to your specific needs.

• Tracks your retirement investments
• Monitors your investment taxes: Tracks, organizes and
classifies your interest and dividend income, and your capital
gains or losses. Generates year-end reports.
• Includes Telecommunications Access to outside
Database Sources: Lets you access all major outside
databases for automatic price updates (modem required).
• Includes Investment Strategies and Fundamental &
Technical Analyzers
PLUS . . .

FREE
from DOW JONES News/Retrieval
Your Password and 1 Hour of Prime Time
(Value over $120!)
Suggested Retail List Price:
Apple* version: $99.95 each
Available at your favorite dealer,
or contact Timeworks today.

MORE POWER FOR YOUR DOLLAR
Timeworks, Inc., 444 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015
312-948-9200
-- 1984 Sylvia Porter's Personal Finance Magazine Co. & Timeworks, Inc. All rights reserved.

To Order Call:
1-800-535-9497

These programs are
not copy-protected.
*Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer, Inc.
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LETTERS
Both the companies and the educators have caused the problem. Good
software is required in the classroom,
but so is an economical means of replacement.
Harrel Grant
912 Rutgers Avenue
Chula Vista, CA 92013

Further Flexigraphing
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I've experimented with the Flexigraph program by William W. Miller
("Graphs 'On the Fly,' " March 1986,
p. 45) and the suggestions made by
Kenneth E. Mullenix (Letters, June
1986, p. 12) to modify it to produce
line graphs. As I had made changes
to Flexigraph for the same purpose, I
was interested in his approach.
The changes proposed by Mullenix
may cause problems in two types of
graphs. First, his line 235 makes an
unconditional attempt to plot the
graph of the function at the lower
limit of the x-axis, causing an error
(and jump to the error routine) if the
value of f(x) is outside the plotting
range. Second, his modifications will
cause the separate sections of a multipart graph—that is, tan(x)—to be
connected when they shouldn't be.
The following changes to the original Flexigraph program will cause it
to draw line graphs without the above
problems. The variable CT is used as
a flag to connect the current point to
the previous point (if CT equals zero,
then there is no connection).
1) Add these lines:
235 IF T = XL THEN CT = 0 REM
CLEAR CONNECT FLAG AFTER
PLOTTING X AXIS
236 IF (Y > YC% AND CT > YC%) OR
(Y < YC% AND CT < YC%) THEN
GOTO 240 REM IF CURRENT AND
PREVIOUS POINT ARE ON SAME
SIDE OF AXIS, CONNECT
237 CT = 0: GOTO 240 REM CLEAR
CONNECT FLAG
2) Change line 240 to:
240 IF Y < 0 OR Y > 191 THEN GOTO
250
3) And add these lines:
242 IF CT = 0 THEN HPLOT X,Y: GOTO
246 REM DO NOT CONNECT TO
PREVIOUS POINT
244 HPLOT TO X,Y
246 CT = Y REM SET FLAG TO VALUE
OF LAST Y COORDINATE PLOTTED
One other change I made was to
let the program use a different scale
to redraw the same graph. This lets

10
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A disk each month delivered to you...
packed with ten programs for your Apple.

DISCOVER UPTIME. You deserve the best from your
Apple. Have the best and save the most with UPTIME.
We make it easy and inexpensive — a disk each month.
You deserve value. At UPTIME we believe in value.
That's why each month 21,000 people like you enjoy
a disk packed full of programs and information.
Make your life easier & get more from your computer.
Organize your life and be more productive
with home management and finance programs. Have fun learning with our
educational programs and fun
relaxing with games and
adventures. You'll find
business, graphics, utilities
& more!

Ten programs and more on every disk.
What's the opposite of "downtime"? It's UPTIME, of course. Just imagine...a disk each
and every month, delivered right to your door
and packed with programs for your Apple.
Subscribe now, with our introductory offer!
Make the very next disk yours! Fill in the coupon and return it to us, or simply call. We'll
start your subscription immediately, in
addition to sending you ...

17
FREE
PROGRAMS

Put work gloves on your Apple with
UTILITY TIME— 17 programs
including Banner Maker, Musical Keys and Graphix Fun.
For immediate service, call
toll-free: 1-800-437-0033
anytime, day or night.
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TRAVEL EXPENSES

INVESTMENTS

AlphaChart. 2 D/3 D bar and pie charts. Extras include powerful draw, type, and
slide show programs. 26 chart styles. $29.95.

students experiment and view the results. For this, you need the following
changes:
1) Copy line 330 and change the line
number to 332. Don't delete line 330.
Lines 330 and 332 are now identical.
2) Change line 330 to:
330 GOSUB 950: PRINT "SAME FUNCTION/DIFFERENT SCALE (Y/N)":
GOSUB 960: IF R$ = "Y" OR R$ =
CHR$(13) THEN SAME = 1: GOTO 340
3) Change the last part of line 340
to read:
THEN HOME:CALL 62450: IF SAME = 1
THEN TEXT: HOME: GOTO 40
4) Then add these two lines:
342 IF R$ < > "Y" AND R$ < >
CHR$(13) THEN 330
344 GOSUB 610: GOTO 40

CurvePlotter. Line, area, trend, and math function charts. Up to three curves
per chart, 100 points per curve. 12 chart styles. $29.95.
MONTHLY LOSSES
1.0 lee
ree

COMPUTER SALES

DAILY QUOTA

INTEREST RATE

TEST SAMPLES

MILES TRAVELED

STOCK VOLUME

ea

I hope these suggestions will be
helpful to anyone who has encountered either problem in getting Flexigraph to draw line graphs, or anyone
who wants to view graphs of the
same function with different scales.
The basic Flexigraph program has
great potential and can be altered to
suit many needs—as can be seen from
the interest it has already generated.
Earl W. Bryant
Oregon-Davis High School
R.R.#2, Box 50
Hamlet, IN 46534

Printing Problems
3DChart. Nothing else like it! 3D bars plotted versus two variables on a 3D grid.
Up to 144 bars. 14 chart styles. $29.95.
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SNMS & POSTERS

OACCELOGOVEVE00/00 MENIKettelkib
1150/11gfilltl1tifi6 611111615 I NUITATIoNs
NERICATISIENENTS REPORT COUCH Sims
TEXT-ART. Gives your charts an individualized, artistic flair. Type anywhere
on any graphic in 24 type styles. Only $29.95.
Fonts by Beagle Bros.
• Buy any two disks for $39.90.
• Choose three disks for $49.85.

• Get all four disks for $59.75.
• Or send $3.00 for a really great demo-disk.

• Check/VISA/MasterCard/COD.
• 3 months money-back guarantee.

• Requires Apple II and a dot-matrix
printer.

800-826.2989 (Nationwide)
800.231-7316 (California)
(209) 473-2862 for tech. info.
12
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James Troutman's article, "Making
the Grade with AppleWorks" (August
1986, p. 63) was a fine contribution
to inCider. I feel, however, the article
didn't address the problem of printing
AppleWorks spreadsheets—a serious
deterrent for teachers.
In teaching AppleWorks to teachers, I've suggested they use the open
apple-H command, rather than the
conventional print command. This is
helpful because it includes the row
numbers on the left-hand margin. It provides an easy guide for the teacher as
well as the student. Current grade
posting can be done "anonymously"
when each student knows his or her
row number.
Another solution to printing difficulties would be a program to print
spreadsheets sideways. I've used
Power Up's Widespread program
very successfully.
Feeling that AppleWorks is the educator's finest tool, I would suggest
that teachers not reinvent the wheel.

January 1987

Creating templates by grade level and
subject area and sharing that information with other teachers would make
our jobs much easier.
Rose LaRochelle-Colby
23 Schuman Drive
Derry, NH 03038

IT'S A TEXTWRITER
IT'S A CALCULATOR
IT'S A FLASH CARD MAKER
IT'S A CALENDAR
IT'S A GRADE KEEPER
IT'S AN OUTLINER

Peeking and Poking
Is there any way I could get a reference of all the PEEK and POKE
addresses on my Apple Ilc? I've
searched extensively and can't find
one. I enjoy programming in Applesoft and need to know these addresses. Any help you can provide
will be greatly appreciated.
Michael Mills
P.O. Box 65
Vaughn, WA 98394

Available for Apple Ile
& Apple Ilc.
IBM version will be
available later this year.

Beagle Bros' Peeks, Pokes, and
Pointers chart should help you out. It
comes free with any purchase from
Beagle Bros, 3990 Old Town Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92110, (619) 296—eds.
6400.

Keeping Score
While reading "The Tenth Player"
in the July issue of inCider (p. 42),
the author mentions a program called
Playball, designed by Dick Cramer.
Cramer states that a scaled-down
version of this program (with no
graphics) would be available by midsummer for about $40. Being an avid
fan of databases such as these, I'd
appreciate your help in obtaining information about this program, such as
its specifications, where I can purchase it, and when it will be on the
market.
Jason Kupferberg
616 Barnard Avenue
Woodmere, NY 11598
Dick Cramer at Tripos Associates
(6548 Clayton Road, St. Louis, MO
63117, 314-647-1099) reports that the
scaled-down version of Playball will
probably be available this spring.
Drop him a postcard with your name
and address, and he'll keep you up
—eds.
to date.
inCider welcomes readers' comments
regarding articles, letters, or other topics of interest. We reserve the right to
edit letters for clarity, style, and
space. Please address your correspondence to Letters, inCider, Elm
Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

inCider

Homeworker from Davidson is an easy-to-use productivity
program that helps students manage their coursework
through six integrated modules: Textwriter, Outliner,
Flash Card Maker, Calculator, Calendar and Grade Keeper.
The program also features on-screen tutorials, fact finder
files and a clipboard for easy transfer of materials from one
module to another.
The Homeworker software is packaged in a deluxe student
organizer, along with a variety of study accessories:
• fact finder-a quick reference
• easy-to-follow
guide for students
instruction manual
• highlighter and felt tip pen
• study skills book
• metric ruler
• calendar section
• 81/2" x 11" notepad
• phone/address book
• nine separate subject tabs • disk holder

•
• .04'`)

suggested retail price
$8995
Ask your dealer for this Davidson program
or call us directly for assistance:

(800) 556-6141 (213) 534-4070

II Davidson. •
Educational software
_...iiiii,
that works
.40.--
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YOU'LL SWEAR YOU
Eleven new ways to do things like
they've never been done before.
Leave it to BrOderbund to do things a little differently.
All kinds of things.
Like learning how to type. Keeping the family books.
Or making your own toys and printing your own party
invitations.
At BrOderbund, we've become famous for software that not
only seems to transform your computer, but does it with a
sense of style, adventure and fun that quite simply makes you
feel great about what you can accomplish with your computer.
This fall, our exciting releases include entries in our
Productivity, Entertainment, Creativity and Hobbies &
Pursuits series.
And just wait until you get one home. You'll swear you
got anew computer.

GOT A NEW COMPUTER.
IBM

B
HA,.
611.11411C
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M
WHERE IN THE
CARMEN SANDIEGO?

•
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•

The Graphics Library
Holiday Edition has over
100 custom graphics,
fonts and borders specially
designed for 27 holidays.
SCIENCE. TOOIXIT

•

Make your own toys.
Twenty marvelous mechanical models that really
work.

A double hi-res, 3-D color
adventure. Pilot your jet
sled through sky and sea
and try to save the prince.

A mystery educational
adventure where you're
the detective and the whole
USA is your beat.

A complete guide to party
planning and entertaining
with food. Includes menus,
recipes and shopping lists.

The latest research meets
the computer. You learn to
type quickly, accurately
and for keeps.

IBM

•

Weihunti

Enhance Science Toolkit
Master Module with new
tools, new experiments and
new knowledge.
On Balance •
The easiest
way to handle
the money
side of life.

The Lau people have a
slight problem. Out of
control social misfits called
Breakers. Help!

samommigo
Geometry

.,,eXIMENISIMWELIZZLTIMINIROfiffalgt •

An interactive geometry
tutor with all the excitement
of Macintosh graphics.

Create detailed drawings
and bring them to life in
double hi-res movies and
cartoons.

T IS

•

Broderbund®
Take control of the family
finances! This really is the
easiest way to manage the
money side of life.
it APPLE II

A ATARI 520ST Cz COMMODORE IBM IBM

Look for iirciderbund
Products at your favorite
software dealer or call
Broiderbund at (415)
479-1185.

I MACINTOSH

C Broiderbund Software, Inc. 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, California 94903-2101
Apple, IBM, Commodore and Atari are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., International Business Machines Corp., Commodore Electronics, Ltd.
and Atari Corp., respectively. Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.

NEWS LINE
FROM ENGLAND
WITH BOMBS
When programmer Alan
Steele of Coventry, England, fed NATO and Warsaw Pact combat strengths
into a computer and staged
a mock Soviet invasion of
West Germany, he made a
dismaying discovery: The
attackers overwhelmed NATO's conventional forces
every time, leaving the
West no way to win except
by cheating. One way to
cheat is to do what Steele
did in writing his computer
war game—skew the figures to make a fairer
match. Another is NATO's
declared policy in event of
a conventional defense failure: Use nuclear weapons.
Steele's game, Theatre
Europe, has been brought

When it comes to obtaining the required nuclear
launch code, IntelliCreations
shifts from World War III to
the radio drama War of the
Worlds: Besides reading the
code from the manual,
players can make a toll call
(818-886-5936) to a recording that begins with a realistic, increasingly static-filled
BBC bulletin of nuclear
alert following "the breakdown in the Geneva talks."
Next, rather breaking
the suspense, comes a
schmaltzy family scene to
the music-box tune of
Brahms' Lullaby—"Daddy,
what does it mean?" "Hush,
honey, I have to listen to
the news broadcast....
Where's my brave girl?"
The marketing campaign
may be apocalyptic, but
Steele's having to adjust his
troop-strength figures (obtained from sources that include Britain's Ministry of
Defense and the Soviet
Embassy) to prevent a Warsaw Pact walkover is a
sobering story. War games
may never be as popular
as sports simulations or text
adventures—Electronic Arts'
promotional literature proudly
describes Strategic Simulations' Battlefront as ''the
first comprehensive war
game that's playable in less
than two hours." Theatre
Europe reminds us that the
next real war may take no
—E.G.
longer than that.

to the U.S. by Datasoft/
IntelliCreations of Chatsworth, California, after attracting wide attention in its
British release in 1985. War
games have a reputation as
a somewhat specialized
pastime, appealing to historically and tactically
minded battle buffs who
spend hours simulating artillery• positions at Gettysburg
or supply problems at El
Alamein. Theatre Europe
aims to change that, by enacting the most common
nightmare scenario of modern times. Playing against
the computer as either the
NATO or Soviet commander, garners combine
traditional troop movements
and battle maneuvers with
the option of going nuclear
as NATO tries to push back
the invaders.

immommi
POPCORN AND
USHERETTES
It's three years since Apple surprised Super Bowl
z viewers with its famous, fu9 turistic "1984" commercial
heralding the advent of the
Macintosh. Apple's ads
u may never top that success, but its splashy "event

6

marketing" tradition dictates
that it keep trying. To introduce its 1986-87 TV spots
last October 6, Apple
rented the Grand Ballroom
of New York's Plaza Hotel,
had usherettes in Apple
uniforms hand out popcorn,
and invited film critics Gene
Siskel and Roger Ebert to
review the commercials.
The 11 advertisements,
product of a seven-week,
$6 million effort by Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn,
range from school- and
home-education-oriented
Apple II ads to a series
showing the Mac revitalizing corporate life with spiffy
reports printed on LaserWriters.
The centerpiece of the
Apple II campaign is a
montage of parent-and-child
and schoolroom scenes—
Grandma reading a story,
Dad teaching Junior to tie
a necktie, kids on a field
trip to a museum—set to
the tune of Crosby, Stills,
Nash, and Young's 1970 hit
Teach Your Children. The
audience's favorite, however, seemed to be a surrealistically photographed
sequence in which a teenager wakes from a nightmare of forgetting his
school history test and term
January 1987
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paper only to reassure himself by jumping out of bed
and checking his homework on a 11c.
Syndicated TV-show
hosts Siskel and Ebert,
who've retained the vision
and vocabulary of film
scholars while becoming a
boff-a-minute comedy team,
gave the ads thumbs-up reviews in their paid but unrehearsed (in terms of
Apple approval) appearance. Siskel felt the spots
didn't repeat the Apple
name or slogan, "The
power to be your best,"
often enough, but that they
"humanized the computer,
making it as much a part
of growing up as riding a
bike." Ebert noted that the
Teach Your Children ad's
"images were not exactly
startling in their originality,"
but praised the detailed cinematography of four Mac
mini-dramas: "I think as a
group they're some of the
most interesting commercials I've seen."
Both critics noted a
savvy sales pitch beneath
the style, Siskel describing
the II ads as "laying a
gentle guilt trip" on parents
who don't buy computers,
and Ebert pointing out,
"[The Mac ads] appeal to
the fundamental business
instincts—fear, insecurity,
and paranoia. These commercials are not about how
great it's going to be with
[the Macintosh]; they're
about how great things are
for everyone else and how
bad for you [without it]."
Two commercials promote the IIGs; however,
since most dealers had
sold out their Christmas allocations of the machine by
early October, Sculley said,
"We'll be holding the GS
spots back, concentrating
on the Ile and Ilc, until the
inCicler
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Ralph Martin is an avid scuba diver who
frequently dives on some of the hundreds of
shipwrecks dotting the New England coastline. He has accumulated piles of information
on the shipwrecks, and two years ago began
tracking the information with his AppleWorks
database. His records now include more than
1500 shipwrecks. Each record contains about
20 categories—including the ship's name, location, and date sunk. Keeping this sea of information on his AppleWorks database lets
him find data on any wreck immediately.

availability gets better.
When you have custom
chips, yields are noticeably
lower as you ramp up production; we see it growing
stronger in this quarter, and
maybe by [the first quarter
of 1987] we'll be able to
answer all demands."
—E.G.
11111111111111111111111111111111111

LATE NEWS:
MAIL-ORDER
FAILURE
If Northeastern Software
of Shelton, Connecticut,
owes you money, you have
until February 18, 1987, to
file proof-of-claim forms
available from the U.S.
Bankruptcy Court, 915 Lafayette Boulevard, Room
112, Bridgeport, CT 06604.
According to a deputy clerk
of the court, the date represents three weeks' extension from the originally
posted claimant deadline.
Northeastern, a mail-order vendor whose growing
list of service problems and

customer complaints led to
investigation by the U.S.
Postal Service and Connecticut Attorney General's
office (see News Line, December 1986, p. 17), filed
for bankruptcy on October
29, 1986. The Chapter 11
bankruptcy petition gives
Northeastern a temporary
reprieve or stay in creditors' proceedings while
preparing a business-reorganization plan to be
approved by the court.
Northeastern was scheduled to face its creditors at
an initial court meeting on
November 20, 1986; February 18, 1987, is the deadline for all claims.
111111111111111111111111111111111

POWER USERS
These guys aren't
ashamed to be Apple II
users—even at Pasadena,
California's famous Jet Propulsion Laboratory, they're
happy with their Apple Iles.
Hunter McConnell, treasurer of the JPL Apple
User Group, reports that

while most members admit
to a fondness for "games,
graphics, and The Print
Shop," there are "a number of Ils used in the work
here—mostly in data acquisition and processing."
It seems that even scientists and engineers, the
bulk of the JPL group—
with access to more expensive, more powerful minicomputers, mainframes,
and an occasional supercomputer—like the Apple II.
Is it nostalgia for the early
days of computing? Is it
penny pinching in the Purchasing department? Is it
Stickybear or Karateka that
keeps these scientists at
their Apple II keyboards?
No, it's the same old
lure that keeps us at our
Apple Ils—the pull of expandability. McConnell says
some members not only
like to "customize" their
"hot-rod" Apples with
boards of their choice, but
some make their own
boards from scratch: "The
6502, after all, isn't that
complicated a processor,
and a lot of these guys cut
their teeth on it—they know
the 6502 like the back of
their hand."
Wes Huntress, who has
now let his membership
lapse, knew the 6502 as
well as Daniel Boone knew
Kentucky—so well that he
wrote the popular adventure game Wilderness (see
Game Room, February
1986, p. 105, for our
review).
The JPL members aren't
all guys, though—McConnell seemed confused
when we asked if many
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SEE THE LIGHT.
The first lightweight, totally portable, lap,
top computer featuring the Apple lic®, C-VueTM
flat panel LCD display and Prairie Power
Pack"' carrying case.
C-Vue Display Is a Sight For Sore Eyes.
C-Vue's full 80 column by 24 line resolution
features Seiko® LCD technology. A knob adjusts contrast and you can tilt the screen to the
most comfortable viewing angle. (The C-Vue
display is also compatible with the Laser"128.)
The C-Vue display operates on the Prairie
Power Pack. Both computer and display unit
fit easily into the durable Cordura carrying
case.
Who Says "You Can't Take It With You?"
The applications are almost endless, from
traveling salesman and real estate salespeople
to anyone who spends time outside the office
and deals with data.
The 20 lb. lap top combination is easy on
the back. You'll find it
suprisingly competitively priced
and we
welcome
dealer
inquiries. For further
information or to place
your order call 1-800-334-0275. In Atlanta,
call (404) 449-8025. Or write to:

MI

Precision International, Inc.
3028 Adriatic Court
Norcross, Georgia 30071

Also manufacture related LCD products.
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women belonged to the
group. "Of course," he replied. "Maybe we're not
representative of computer
users, but our group has
lots of women, because
most of the women at JPL
are into engineering or
science."
The JPL User Group is
most excited about the Apple IIGs—their desire for
graphics, like maps and
games, and for slots to fit
outlandish boards has been
fulfilled.
—P.S.

A PATENT ON
BANK SWITCHING?
To Applied Engineering
of Carrollton, Texas, the issuance of a patent for its
auxiliary-slot memory-expansion board is an acknowledgment of hard work and
innovation. Checkmate
Technology, a company
that also makes auxiliaryslot boards, sees things differently. It says the patent
won't hold water should
Applied Engineering try to
enforce it.
According to Applied Engineering, the patent covers
its bank-switched-memory
circuit used in RamWorks,
RamWorks II, and RamWorks III boards. These
multifunction boards work
by adding an 80-column
screen and additional bankswitched memory to the
64K in the Apple II, the
company says.
Dan Pote, president of
Applied Engineering, says
his company applied for
the patent in late 1984,
about the time it shipped
the first RamWorks memory
card. "Patents usually take
about four years, but we
were able to expedite
things," Pote says.
Andy Niemic, president
of Checkmate, tells a different story. He says the
patent refers to "bank
switching," which Apple invented. "If anyone has a
right to a patent, it's Apple,
not Applied Engineering.

It's right there in the Apple
Ile Technical Reference
Manual," he adds.
Pote says his company
will enforce its patent rights,
but adds, "We're not looking to put anyone out of business. We are looking to
receive royalties from companies [to whidh] we grant licensing agreements. We're
not like Apple, who uses patents to prevent compatibles.
"There have been some
problems," Pote admits.
"Some companies are moving slowly. One in particular
is being difficult." If manufacturers involved don't come
around to Applied's way of
thinking, Pote says, his company will be forced to sue for
patent infringement.
Applied Engineering has
no choice but to enforce
the patent, according to
Pote: "Do you know what
happens if you ignore your
patent? You lose it."
Niemic, though, isn't concerned with the patent or
its ramifications. He says
when he received a letter
referring to U.S. patent No.
4,601,081 he asked,
" 'What is it?' When I found
out, we all chuckled."
According to Niemic, the
problem with electronic patents is that anyone can get
one, but the company then
has to prove its product is
unique. Applied Engineering's product isn't unique,
Niemic claims: "If I get ten
engineers together and they
each get from point A to
point B the same way, it's
not unique."
What about the prospect
of licensing agreements,
royalties, and, worst of all,
lawsuits? "Do I sound worried?" Niemic asks. "Let
them come."
—D.M.

We're always looking for
news of the Apple world. If
you're making news, send
your press releases and
photographs to News Line,
inCider, Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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TWO WAYS TO ENHANCE THE POWER OF YOUR

AppleWorks
FontWorksby Mark Simonsen

$49.95

Versatile printing for your AppleWorks
Wouldn't it be nice if you had both flexibility and style in
your printouts? FontWorks is the solution that will make
your AppleWorks printouts look better than ever before!
FontWorks reads your AppleWorks files directly and
prints them in your choice of 15 good looking, attentiongetting typestyles. You can even print sideways and
customize typefaces.
No complicated commands to learn. Same easy-to-use
menu style. Works with any Apple Ile, Ilc or II Gs.
Compatible with most dot-matrix printers including
ImageWriter, Epson and Okidata.

FontWorks Font Disk

$29.95

This package has 25 new fonts including Chicago,
Geneva, London, Monaco, New York and Venice.
Add $3. shipping and handling.
California residents add 6% sales tax.
Outside U.S. and Canada add $5.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
800-541-0900 (Outside CA)
800-334-3030 (Inside CA)
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• Automates AppleWorks
• Saves Time
• Increases Productivity
AutoWorks automates AppleWorks by adding timesaving features such as Mail Merge, File Organizing,
Macros, new AppleWorks Commands and Mouse
Control.
With Mail Merge, you can automatically print form
letters, fill out forms from your data base files and you
don't have to exit AppleWorks.
Your mouse can now make menu selections and quickly
scroll through and position the cursor in your document,
data base file or spreadsheet.
With AutoWork's powerful macros, you can automatically
enter hundreds of keys with a single keystroke. The Disk
Librarian helps you keep track of all your disk files.
AutoWorks is compatible with AppleWorks versions 1.1,
1.2, 1.3 and 2.0.
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products:
5. Disable Macros
6. List Macros
AAutollorkp by Alan Bird

AutoWorks automates App eHorks by adding to it several
important tine-saving features including Nail Merge, Macros,
Wee AppleWorks Commands Mouse Control, and File Organizing.
Type entry or used commis
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AppleWorks is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Line 28 Column 6

e for Help

APPLE CLINIC
by Paul Statt,
inCider Technical Editor

Apple's TIME program to write a startup time/date-stamping routine ("Dating
ProDOS Files," p. 146).

Apple Clinic is a forum for discussing
Apple II hardware, software, and related subjects. If you have questions
or answers, or want to make a statement, write to Apple Clinic, inCider,
Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

In a POKE

Time Management
I recently began writing BASIC programs on my Apple Ilc, but I can't
find any information anywhere on how
to access the DATE CREATED and
DATE MODIFIED provisions that appear in ProDOS catalog listings. Can
you point me in the right direction?
Ken Morgan
Beaverton, OR
The right direction is $BF90$BF93—that's where the Monitor
keeps all the time and date information ProDOS uses. (That's 4904049043 in decimal.)
When you start up ProDOS, one of
the first things it does is look for a
Thunderclock (that's a brand of clock
Apple adopted as a standard) in one
of the Apple's slots. If ProDOS finds
a Thunderclock or Thunderclock-compatible card, it installs a routine -that
can read the date and time from the
card and put them into the system date
and time locations—$BF90-$BF93.
If you have no clock, no routine is installed. That doesn't mean you can't
stamp the date and time on your
ProDOS files, it just means you have to
write a routine.
In the back of the manual BASIC Programming with ProDOS (Apple Product
Number A2L2013) you'll find an Applesoft program called TIME that can update your time and date; it's also on the
disk accompanying that book. I recommend that you at least look at such a
professional program before you try to
write your own, because getting the
date, month, year, hour, and minute
from their respective memory locations
isn't easy.
On the other hand, you could
glance at Hints/Techniques this month
to see how Brian Zimmerman used
20

I read all the Hints/Tedhniques in
inCider and find them very interesting.
I understand variables and print statements, but I don't understand the
POKE, PEEK, CHR$, and ASCII commands (for instance, POKE 34, 6). Do
you have a catalogue of all the
PEEKs, POKEs, CHR$, and ASCII
commands, with definitions?
Eric Taylor
Cranford, NJ
Beagle Bros (3990 Old Town Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92110) does—the catalogue is free with any purchase.
PEEKs and POKEs are a back
door into programming your Apple at
the machine level from Applesoft BASIC. A PEEK looks at the value in a
certain location in your Apple's memory—location 34 (decimal), for instance—and tells you what it is. A
POKE—such as the one you mentioned, POKE 34, 6—puts the second
number (6 in your example) into that
memory location.
POKE 34, 6 sets the top edge of
the text window on your screen; normally, you should find that PRINT
PEEK (34) returns zero. Lots of
PEEKs and POKEs deal with the
screen display—setting the size of
windows, clearing text, and positioning the cursor, for example.
Some also deal with graphics displays. A number of these commands
are "soft switches," which are a bit
tricky. If you touch a soft switch—that
is, PEEK or POKE it—you make
something happen. Graphics soft
switches change the display from
graphics to text and back again, or
jump from graphics page 1 to page
2, very quickly. They come in handy
in animation.
It's impossible to list all PEEKs and
POKEs here. The Applesoft BASIC
Programmer's Reference Manual (Apple Product Number A2L4031) lists
some; Beagle Bros, as mentioned
above, is a good source, and some
user groups and bulletin-board systems list them, too.

The BASIC commands CHR$ and
ASC complement each other. For example, if you print ASC("P') you get
80, the ASCII code for the letter,
while CHR$(80) yields P ASCII stands
for American Standard Code for Information Interchange: It's the standard
way computers, which can deal only
with numbers, handle text—translating
it into a numeric code.

ProDOS/AppleWorks
Is there an easy way to convert
ProDOS Apple Writer files to AppleWorks format?
Roger Rodrigues
Burr Ridge, IL
I've been working on programs that
use AppleWorks files. One program
reads spreadsheet data into a graphics
program, and another encrypts wordprocessor files. These programs work
only with. DIF and ASCII files, and I'd
like to enhance them to read the original AppleWorks files. Can you help
me out with a source of information
on how AppleWorks stores its files?
Jim Gibson
Indio, CA
First let's get it straight: AppleWorks
files are ProDOS files. To ,convert
ProDOS files to AppleWorks files, just
choose to make a new file from an
ASCII file; you'll need to know the
ProDOS file's complete pathname.
To convert AppleWorks files to
ProDOS files, just print them to
disk—they're now ProDOS text files.
The problem of reading AppleWorks
directly into an application program is
first one of reading ProDOS files: If
your graphics or encryption software
can do that, you're halfway there.
A ProDOS program, like ProDOS
Apple Writer, reads AppleWorks files
as type "system" files. Your problem
is to make your particular program
read them as type "text" files. With a
byte-zap program you can examine
the beginning of a couple of AppleWorks "text" files ($1A, $19, or $18
file type) and a couple of ProDOS
text files (TXT or $04 type).
What's the difference? Can you
write a routine to change the few
January 1987
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Don't buy a memory today
from a company that may be a memory tomorrow.
Most of the companies making memory boards three years ago have gone
out of business. That's why it pays to
think not only about what you're buying, but whom you're buying from.
First, what happens if something
should fail on the board? Or you just
can't get it to work? If the company
that sold it isn't there to support it,
your board becomes a rather unattractive paperweight.

And your warranty — wastepaper.
What about compatibility? Software
companies simply don't support expansion boards from defunct companies.
And upgradability, when it comes time
to add extra memory?
At Applied Engineering, our seven
years of single-minded devotion to the
Apple have paid off. Today we innovate
and sell more Apple expansion boards
than anyone else — including Apple

Computer. That's why you know we'll
always be here to honor our five-year
warranty. To offer you product upgrades.
Or just to answer a question.
So stick with Applied Engineering.
And let all your memories be good ones.

AE Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006 • (214) 241-6060

APPLE CLINIC
bytes that make the difference?
A good place to start is to write
Debra Hara, MS 3P Apple Computer,
20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA
95014. She can supply you with Apple's documentation of the structure
of AppleWorks files at no cost.
It's possible to convert these bytes
lots of commercial programs read
AppleWorks directly, just as AppleWorks itself does. If anybody can
write a quick-and-dirty routine that
does the trick, inCider can all but
guarantee a spot in Hints/Techniques.

Polyglot
I intend to move from Germany to
the United States next year, and I remember reading in inCider that it's
advisable to sell my European 220V
Apple and acquire or lease a 110V
Apple in the States.
Is it possible to get a 110V Apple
Ile with a German and American keyboard in the U.S.? And a printer? I
work free-lance for a German publish-

ing house, and I'll need to be able to
print all those umlauts and so on.
Brigitte Burkert-Hinojos
Nohfelden, West Germany

auf Deutsch. It's a simple matter of

setting three "switches," which are
easy for the nontechnician to reach.
Willkommen and viel Glueck!

You're right about buying a new
machine here. I advise anybody
who's moving abroad for an extended stay and wants to use his or
her Apple in a foreign land to get rid
of the domestic one and buy an Apple where it's going to be used: When
in Rome, do as the Romans do.
Brigitte, you're in luck, because the
new Apple IIGs was designed for
folks like you. Not only does it have a
German keyboard display, but you
can type in Swedish, Danish, Italian,
Spanish, French, English, or American
English—and can even configure your
keyboard for French Canadian.
Printing "special" characters is a
function of your printer, not the computer. The Apple Image Writer II lets
you print documents in American English, English, Danish, French, Swedish, Italian, Spanish, and, of course,

A Time to Renumber
As an application-software developer working under ProDOS, I sorely
miss the old DOS 3.3 RENUMBER
utility. My solution is to convert ProDOS programs to DOS 3.3, use
RENUMBER, then convert back to
ProDOS. Is there a better way?
Roger P. Lord
Little Compton, RI

A better way, and a best way. In
the ProDOS BASIC Programming Examples disk accompanying Apple's
BASIC Programming with ProDOS

(Apple Part Number A2L2013), there's
a little extra called APA—Apple Programmer's Assistant. (Its filename is
/extras/apa.) It includes such goodies
as automatic line numbering, automatic compressing of REMarks, a

If you feel like a lost soul

when it comes to music software,
get the bible.
Almost every bit of music software you
could possibly want or need can now
be found in a unique single source:
Coda, the bible of music software.
Detailing over 500
items which range from
software to accessories to
books, Coda is a remarkably
user-friendly catalog that takes the
confusion out of searching for the
right music software. It's the
computer-using musician's best

22

resource today. In fact, if you can't find
what you need in Coda, chances are
it doesn't exist.
Order Coda today for only $4.00
by simply calling the number below.
Or write to: Wenger Corp., 555 Park
Drive, Dept. 12, Owatonna, MN
55060. It's not only inspirational,
it's divine guidance.

Coda. 1-800-843-1337.
All major credit cards accepted.
Or call collect 1-507-451-1951.
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SENSIBLE WRITER'
Word Processor

SENSIBLE GRAMMAR"
Proofreading Program

SENSIBLE SPELLER"
Spelling Checker

Sensible Writer,
for all its sophistication, is easy to learn.
It is Macintosh-like and even a casual user
can quickly pick it up. You can use a mouse,
keyboard, or both. More than that, Sensible
Writer has all the features you want! Pull
down menus! Dialog boxes! The ability to handle
two large documents simultaneously! Built-in
mail merge! Rulers to format your documents!
Automatic envelope addressing! And more!
Sensible Writer
reads and writes Appleworks files directly. You'll
like the way it automatically uses extended memory cards and utilizes up to 512K from them. You'll
appreciate the convenience of a program which
loads completely into memory and installs easily
on hard disks.
Sensible Writer
is designed especially for you, the serious word
processor user who demands effective professional documents. It's fast, powerful, and fullfeatured. Compatible with Sensible Grammar
and Sensible Speller, it is available for Apple
IIGs, ;lc or enhanced 128K tie computers on
51/4 and 3.5 UniDisk for $99.95.

This comprehensive program saves you
embarrassment by checking your papers for
grammatical and other writing errors. Featuring
a Macintosh-style user interface, it is easy for
you to use because it is AppleMouse compatible
and also has keyboard commands for speed.
Sensible Grammar
does more than check your writing style. It
also checks capitalization, punctuation, and
abbreviations too. It searches out inconcise,
vague, wordy, repetitive, faulty, informal,
pompous and sexist phrases. It also points
out cliches and slang.
Sensible Grammar
always keeps you in the driver's seat. It never
overrides your judgment. It merely singles out
possible mistakes or improper usage and
suggests corrections. But you are free to
accept or reject them.
Sensible Grammar
is compatible with Appleworks and most ProDOS word processors and is available for
Apple IIGs, //c and 128K //e computers
on 51/4 and 3.5 UniDisk for $99.95.

ProDOS Sensible Speller supports the Apple II
Memory Expansion Card and has a huge vocabulary of 81,000 words derived from the official
Random House Dictionary®. Used in conjunction
with an expansion card, it runs up to three times
faster than before. You can also load everything—
program and dictionaries—onto a hard disk drive.
Sensible Speller
is easy to use. It shows you misspellings in
context, suggests the correct spelling, and
allows immediate replacement of misspelled
words with correct ones.
Sensible Speller
is compatible with Appleworks and most ProDOS word processors. Supplied on UniDisk
3.5 as well as 5Y "disk, it is available for Apple
II computers including IIGS. A non-ProDOS
version is also available. Each is $125.
Stedman's Medical Dictionary, Sensible
Technical Dictionary"' and Black's Law Dictionary are available separately on diskette
for use with the Sensible Speller. Each is
$39.95. Sensible Speller ProDOS now allows
you to merge the dictionaries together.

,
r Software, Inc.

r
ilik Sensible

'Sensible Writer, Sensible Grammar and Sensible Speller ProDOS work wah the following programs, AppleWorks (Apple Computer, Inc.); Catalyst (Quark Inc.); Mouse Desk
(International Solutions). Sensible Grammar and Sensible Speller ProDOS also work with the following word processors, AppleWriter-ProDOS version (Apple Computer. Inc.);
Format II Enhanced-ProDOS (Kensington Microware); MouseWord (International Solutions); Mouse Write-text files (Roger Wagner Publishing); PFS:Write-ProDOS (Software
Publishing, Inc.); Sensible Writer (Sensible Software Inc.); Word Juggler (Quark Inc.); Word Perfect (SS! Software); Zardax-ProDOS (Computer Solutions) and others. Sensible
Speller ProDOS also works with HomeWord-ProDOS (Sierra On-Line); MultiScribe (StyleWare, Inc.); Word-Talk (Computer Aids) and WritingWizard (Scarborough Systems).
Owners of trademarks indicated in parentheses. Black's Law Dictionary (West Publishing, Inc.).
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I'm asking you: What are the com•
mands, and where in the program
should they be listed?
R.H. Bowles
Pueblo, CO

hex-to-dec converter, and, yes, a
function called RENUMBER.
Renumbering the lines in a BASIC
program, for the uninitiated, has several advantages. If you added lots of
lines between original lines while
hacking, such as 22 and 28 between
20 and 30, you can renumber by
tens and achieve the neat look for
which all programmers strive. If you
renumber with small numbers—starting, say, with zero—you can squeeze
your program into absolutely minimum
memory. And if you want to move
some lines—say, a subroutine—into
another program or somewhere else
in the current one, you'll have neat
numbers starting with 10.
RENUMBER not only renumbers all
your program lines, it also changes
line references in GOTO, GOSUB,
and ONERR statements.
The best way to renumber, though,
is to use a good ProDOS BASIC program editor. I can't say enough about
Program Writer, the best $39.95 you'll
ever spend (The Software Touch,
9842 Hilbert Street, San Diego, CA
92131, 619-549-3091). You'll not only
have renumbering in ProDOS and
DOS 3.3, but macros and mouse
control. Why doesn't every programmer have this yet?

There's no such thing as a dumb
question, or a student with too big a
mouth. When you've finished typing
in your program and are either reasonably satisfied or completely frustrated with it and want to see it on
paper, you need to first see where
your printer is connected to your
computer—"what slot your printer's
in," if you'll excuse the jargon. Most
printers are in slot 1—for no other reson than that a printer is usually the
first peripheral people buy.
Type PR#1, or some other number,
if you're the kind of radical whose
printer-ihterface card is in a different
slot, such as 6—and suddenly the
screen goes blank! Don't panic.
You've told the computer that you
don't want what you type to go to
the screen, you want everything to go
to the printer. The PR command designates a slot, 1 through 7, as the
destination for output. PR#0 (slot zero)
designates the video display.
If you don't believe me, type
"hello" and press Return. "Hello"
and "SYNTAX ERROR" should appear on your printed page, just as
they would have on your screen. To
type your program, just tell your Apple to LIST it; your printer churns out
the program. When you and your
printer are finished, type PR#0 to return things to normal. It's simple.

Waiting for Prints
In occasional issues of inCider you
instruct your readers how to enter the
programs listed in the magazine, but
you don't offer directions for printing
them. My user group has elected me
the "mouthiest of the members," so

Figure 1. Catalog of AppleWorks startup disk.
/APPLEWORKS
NAME

CREATED

TYPE BLOCKS MODIFIED

SYS
PRODOS
CATALYSTDESKTOP TXT
SYS
SEG.00
SEG.XM
SYS
APLWORKS.SYSTEM SYS
BLOCKS FREE: 202

30 18-SEP-84
6 28-OCT-85
9 1-OCT-85
9 1-OCT-85
17 4-OCT-85
BLOCKS USED:

78

0:00
0:00
0:00
0:00
0:00

ENDFILE SUBTYPE

18 -OCT -85 0:00
24 -0CT -85 17:27
1 -OCT -85 0:00
1 -OCT -85 0:00
4 -OCT -85 0:00

TOTAL BLOCKS:

14848
2304 R..
4071
3947
7813

256

280

Figure 2. Catalog of AppleWorks program disk.
/APPLEWORKS
NAME

TYPE BLOCKS MODIFIED

*SEG.M0
*SEG.M1
SEG.PR
BLOCKS FREE:

24

CREATED

$00 46 6-OCT-85 14:34
$00 221 6-OCT-85 14:36
SYS
9 21-SEP-86 0:00
0

BLOCKS USED: 280

ENDFILE SUBTYPE

6-OCT-85 14:33
6-OCT-85 14:34
1-OCT-85 19:49

TOTAL BLOCKS:

22854
112528
3670

AppleWorks Blues
After trying out a friend's AppleWorks version 1.0 on my enhanced
Ile, I bought version 1.3. But I can't
get this store-bought program to boot:
It loads the ProDOS 1.1.1 screen,
then tells me "** UNABLE TO LOAD
APLWORKS.SYSTEM **." A copy I
made with the ProDOS User's Disk
doesn't even get as far as ProDOS.
The store where I bought AppleWorks
was unable to suggest a solution
other than to guess that my "non-Apple" drives might be at fault. It graciously consented to take back
AppleWorks 1.3 and refund my money,
but I was really looking forward to using it. Any suggestions?
K.R. Bishop
Fairfax, VA
Don't give up so easily—after all,
you're an Apple ll user.
The easy solution is not to get your
money back, but to try a fresh copy
of AppleWorks. Disks are fragile, and
a lot can go wrong. Since you have
the ProDOS Filer on your User's Disk,
try taking stock of exactly what's on
your AppleWorks disks: If APLWORKS
.SYSTEM isn't there, not even a Cray
XM-P supercomputer could load it.
Try "Listing a ProDOS Directory."
The name of both disks is /APPLEWORKS, spelled out as a volume
name, but not as a filename. Does
your inventory agree with mine (see
Figures 1 and 2)? (By the way, if
you want the expanded version of the
list, including date created, endfile,
and subtype, you need to CATALOG
the disk in ProDOS BASIC. It isn't
hard, but all that concerns you now is
whether the files are there.)
You must have ProDOS on your
startup disk (Figure 1); otherwise you
wouldn't have seen the ProDOS
greeting screen. ProDOS is the first
file your computer finds when you
turn the machine on. It then looks for
a file, any file, that ends with ".SYSTEM." In your case, it's finding that
file but can't load it into memory,
which would be its next step.
So check APLWORKS.SYSTEM. Is it
there? Is it the right size, 17 blocks?
Maybe somebody took something out.
Has it been modified since 4-OCT-85?
Is SYSTEM spelled right?
If you find anything wrong, tell your
dealer—I guarantee he'll be awed by
your knowledge.M
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EVERY TIME I TRIED 1
PRINT A SPREADSHEI
IT RAN RIGHT OFF TH
to mark off a range and print. It's fast, easy, and
looks great.

"Then I got new Sideways for the Apple II"
Now, you too can keep wide spreadsheets from
meeting an untimely end at the edge of the printer paper.
Use new Sideways® for the Apple ll.TM
Sideways turns your text on its side as it prints. So no
matter how many columns you add to your spreadsheet,
they'll all come back out in a single, continuous printout.
For top quality printouts without staples, glue or
tape, Sideways has always been the way to go. And our
latest version has even wider appeal.
Sideways works wonders with AppleWorks
Broadly speaking, new Sideways is the perfect printing companion to the world's most widely used Apple II
spreadsheet program. That's because it looks, acts and
feels like a natural extension of AppleWorksTM itself.
Sideways reads AppleWorks spreadsheet files directly. It even displays
your spreadsheet right on the screen,
and lets you use familiar AppleWorksstyle menus and Open-Apple commands

Give a new twist to all your printouts
With new Sideways, the printing possibilities are
nearly endless. Choose from six different type sizes —
from tiny to extra-large. Select single or double density
printing. Adjust margins, page size, line spacing and
character spacing any way you like.
And it works with every spreadsheet and word
processor we can think of, whether it runs with ProDOS ® or DOS 3.3. Just flip open the manual to find step
by step instructions for using Sideways with an extensive
number of popular programs.
Order Sideways today!
Go see new Sideways for the Apple II at a
software dealer near you. Or to make it even
easier on yourself, just stretch out on your
sofa and call us toll-free. It's just $69.95
with your check, Visa
or MasterCard.

To order call 1-800-822-3865.
(1.617-497-6339 in MA)
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RamWorks® III
Patented Performance from the Recognized Leader

With battery backed RAM porgy RGB pori increased memory capacity, full software
compatibility and more compact design RamWorks HI is a generation ahead
Only RamWorks eliminates AppleApple He's, enhanced, unenhanced,
Works' internal memory limits, increasing American or European versions
the maximum number of records availHighest Memory Expansion.
able from 1,350 to over 25,000. Only
RamWorks increases the number of lines
Applied Engineering has always ofpermitted in the word processing mode
fered the largest memory for the Ile and
from 2,250 to over 15,000. And only
RamWorks 111 continues that tradition by
RamWorks offers a built-in printer buffer, expanding to 1 full MEG on the main
so you won't have to wait for your
card using standard RAMs, more than
printer to stop before returning to Apple- most will ever need (1 meg is about 500
Works RamWorks even expands the
pages of text)...but if you do ever need
clipboard And auto segments large files
more than 1 MEG, RamWorks III has the
so they can be saved on two or more
widest selection of expander cards availdisks. You can even have Pinpoint or
able. Additional 512K, 2 MEG, or 16
The AppleWorks Amplifier.
MacroWorks and your favorite spelling
MEG cards just snap directly onto RamWhile RamWorks III is recognized by
checker in RAM for instant response.
Works I11 by plugging into the industry's
all memory intensive programs, NO
RamWorks, nothingcomes dose to
only low profile (no slot 1 interference)
other expansion card comes dose to
enhancing AppleWorks so much
fully decoded memory expansion conoffering the multitude of enhancements
nector. You can also choose non-volatile,
The Most Friendly, Most
to AppleWorks that RamWorks III does
power independent expanders allowing
Compatible Card Available.
Naturally, you'd expect RamWorks III to
permanent storage for up to 20 years.
expand the available desktop, after all
Using RamWorks III couldn't be easier
It Even Corrects Mistakes.
Applied Engineering was a year ahead of because it's compatible with more off
everyone else including Apple in offering the-shelf software than any other RAM
If you've got some other RAM card
more than 55K, and we still provide the
card Popular programs like AppleWorks, that's not being recognized by your
largest AppleWorks desktops available.
Pinpoint, Catalyst, MouseDesk, Howardprograms, and you want RamWorks III,
But a larger desktop is just part of the
Soft, FlashCalc, Pro-Filer, Managing Your
you're in luck Because all you have to
story. Look at all the AppleWorks enMoney, SuperCalc 3a, and MagiCalc to
do is plug the memory chips from your
hancements that even Apple's own card
name a few (and all hardware add on's
current card into the expansion sockets
does not provide and only RamWorks III like ProFile and Sider hard disks). Ramon RamWorks to recapture most of your
does With a 256K or larger RamWorks
Works is even compatible with software
investment!
111, all of AppleWorks (induding printer
written for Apple cards But unlike other
The Ultimate in RGB Color.
routines) will automatically load itself into cards, RamWorks plugs into the IIe
RAM dramatically increasing speed by
RGB color is an option on RamWorks
auxiliary slot providing our super sharp
eliminating the time required to access
80 column text (U.S. Patent #4601081) in and with good reason. Some others
the program disk drive. Switch from
combine RGB color output with their
a completely integrated system while
word processing to spreadsheet to dataleaving expansion slots 1 through 7
memory cards, but that's unfair for those
base at the speed of light with no wear
who don't need RGB and for those that
available for other peripheral cards
on disk drives.
do. Because if you don't need RGB
RamWorks III is compatible with all

RamWorks III is the newest 3rd
generation RAM card for the Apple Ile. It
incorporates all of the technology and
improvements that years of experience
and over a hundred thousand sales have
given us. By selling more memory cards
than anyone else and listening to our
customers, we were able to design a
memory card that has the ultimate in
performance, quality, compatibility and
ease of use. A design so advanced it's
patented. We call it RamWorks HI, you'll
call it awesome!

Applied Engineering doesn't make you
buy it, but if you want RGB output
you're in for a nice surprise because the
RamWorks RGB option offers better
color graphics plus a more readable 80
column text (that blows away any
composite color monitor). For only $129
it can be added to RamWorks giving you
a razor sharp, vivid brilliance that most
claim is the best they have ever seen
You'll also appreciate the multiple text
colors (others only have green) that
come standard But the RamWorks RGB
option is more than just the ultimate in
color output because unlike others, ifs
fully compatible with all the Apple
standards for RGB output control, making it more compatible with off-the-shelf
software. With its FCC certified design,
you can > i'e almost any RGB monitor
because only the new RamWorks RGB
option provides both Apple standard and
IBM standard RGB outputs (cables included). The RGB option plugs into the
back of RamWorks with no slot 1 inter-

Endorsed by the Experts.
A+ magazine said "Applied Engineering's RamWorks is a boon to those who
must use large files with AppleWorks...I
like the product so much that I am
buying one for my own system." inCider
magazine said "RamWorks is the most
1 wanted a
memory card for
my Apple that was
fas4 easy to use,
and very compatible; so I bought
RamWorks"
Steve Wortuak the creator
of Apple Computer
powerful auxiliary slot memory aud
available for your He, and I rate it four
stars...For my money, Applied Engineering's RamWorks is king of the hill"
Apple experts everywhere are impressed by RamWorks's expandability,
versatility, ease of use, and the sheer

RGB Option

power and speed that it adds to any He
With a RamWorks in your Apple, you'll
make IBM PCs and ATs look like
slowpokes
ference and remember you can order
the RGB option with your RamWorks or
add it on at a later date.

True 65C816 16 Bit Power.
RamWorks III has a built-in 65C816
CPU port for direct connection to our
optional 65C816 card. The only one
capable of linearly addressing more than
1 meg of memory for power applications like running the Lotus 1-2-3'
compatible program, VIP Professional
Our 65C816 card does not use another
slot but replaces the 65CO2 yet maintains
full 8 bit compatibility.

Quality and Support of the
Industry Leader
RamWorks III is from Applied Engineering the largest, most well supported
manufacturer of Apple peripherals and
the inventor of large RAM cards for the
Apple. With our 5 year no hassle
warranty and outstanding technical support you're assured of the most trouble
free product you can buy.

Built-in super sharp 80 column display,
(U.S. Patent #4601081)
• Expandable to 1 MEG on main card
• Expandable to 16 meg with expander
cards, with NO slot 1 interference
Can use 64K or 256K RAMs
Powerful linear addressing 16 bit
coprocessor port
Automatic AppleWorks expansion up
to 3017K desktop
Accelerates AppleWorks
Built-in AppleWorks printer buffer
The only large RAM card that's 100%
compatible with all IIe software
• RamDrive" the ultimate disk emulation software induded free
Memory is easily partitioned allowing
many programs in memory at once
• Compatible, RGB option featuring ultra
high resolution color graphics and
multiple text colors, with cables for
both Apple and IBM type monitors
Built-in self diagnostics software
Lowest power consumption (U.S.
Patent #4601081)
Takes only one slot (auxiliary) even
when fully expanded
Socketed and user upgradeable
Software industry standard
Advanced Computer Aided Design
Used by Apple Computer, Steve
Wozniak and virtually all software
companies
Displays date and time on the AppleWorks screen with any PRO-DOS
compatible dock
Much, much more!
RamWorks III with 64K
RamWorks III with 256K
RamWorks III with 512K
RamWorks III with 1 MEG
RamWorks III with 1.5 MEG
RamWorks III with 2 to 16 MEG
65C816 16 Bit Card
RGB Option
Optional Software:
Pinpoint with RAM
Enhancement Software
VIP Professional

$179
$219
$269
$369
$539
CALL
$159
$129

$79
$219

RamWorks III. The industry standard
for memory expansion of the Apple He
ORDER YOUR RamWorks III TODAY.
See your dealer or call (214) 241-6060,
9 am. to 11 p.m., 7 days, or send
check or money order to Applied
Engineering.
MasterCard, Visa and COD. welcome.
Texas residents add 51/8% sales tax Add
$10.00 if outside USA

It's Got It All

AE Applied Engineering'

• 15 day money back guarantee
• 5 year hassle free warranty

P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-6060

REVIEWS
AppleVVorks 2.0; Everybody's Planner;
VIP Professional; KIX 1.1; ATL
EasyCard; Writer Rabbit

What's New?
APPLEWORKS 2.0
Apple Computer Inc., 20525 Mariani
Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
Integrated spreadsheet, database, and word
processor with mail merge; 128K Apple Ile,
Ilc, JIGS
$250
Rating:
•
AppleWorks 2.0
into mailrrge without jumping through
73-6-ps, packs a couple of useful
spreadsheet enhancements, and
doesn't have to be told that you have
an Apple-standard memory-expansion
card in your II. But that's about it for
new tricks. If you want mail merge,
AppleWorks 2.0 is the best way to
get it—it's quicker and cleaner than
any of the third-party options for older
versions of Apple's integrated program. If you have a llos with lots of
memory, AppleWorks 2.0 is the best
way to get at those megabytes. But if
28

you want macros, mouse control, or
blazing speed, look elsewhere.
Spreadsheets to the Wind
While mail merge is the most visible
new feature, form letters are the least
of the revised AppleWorks' talents.
The spreadsheet in particular has
added commands and a new function
that suits financial analysis better.
The new function is @ROUND,
which rounds spreadsheet entries to a
given number of decimal places (folks
who work with money will probably
choose two places). The @ROUND
function doesn't introduce rounding
errors into calculations, as the "dollars" format from AppleWorks' layout
menu does, and is a must for financial applications.
Spreadsheet formulas can be much
smarter, since the logical operator
function, @IF, has added logical
@AND and @OR functions to its
original "less than," "greater than,"
and "equal to" criteria. At last you
can write a sophisticated worksheet
formula in AppleWorks—it isn't Lotus

1-2-3 or VIP Professional, but the extra logic is crucial to serious spreadsheet work in the sciences as well as
in business.
In addition, you can now copy a
range of values or raw data from one
worksheet into another. The technique
is the same—copying the rows you
want duplicated to the clipboard, then
pasting from it—but now AppleWorks
lets you choose between copying
"values and formulas" and "values
only." Earlier versions forced you to
copy everything.
Memory and Compatibility
If you own an Apple IIGs or a Ile
with an Apple Memory Expansion
card or compatible, enlarging

inCider's Ratings
Excellent—remarkable, a must buy
•••••
Very good—impressive and recommended • • • •
•••
Good—average, solid performance
Fair—Flawed but adequate
M•
Poor—unacceptable or unusable
•
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Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!
FOR YOUR IBM • APPLE • MAC • TRS-80 • KAYPRO • COMMODORE • MSDOS OR CP/M COMPUTER*

50% OFF!
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Each VERSABUSINESS module can be, purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.
VERSARECEIVABLES"

$99.95

VERSARECENABLES'" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due accounts. VERSARECEIVABLES" prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER II'" and VERSAINVENTORY"'.

VERSAPAYABLES"

$99.95

VERSA PAYABLES" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSA PAYABLES" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSA PAYABLES", you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLLT"

$99.95

VERSA PAYROLL" is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automatically, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IV" system.

VERSAINVENTORY"

$99.95

VERSA1NVENTORY" is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORY" keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECENABLES" system. VERSAINVENTORY" prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re
ports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

triP1
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

VERSALEDGER

$149.95

VERSALEDGER II'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSALEDGER Ir can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,

expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.
• VERSALEDGER II" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.
VERSALEDGER II`" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual designed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGER un. manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSALEDGER IP', using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

FOR APPLE & MACINTOSH OWNERS ONLY!
Apple and Macintosh owners only may now take 50% off our listed
price of any module(s) from our VersaBusiness Series. All sales are
final (our normal 30-day money back guarantee does not apply to
sale items).

To Order:
(outside NY State)
(inside NY State)
Write or Call Toll-Free 1-800-431-2818,
1-800-331-0362
Other inquiries call 914-425-1535
'add $4.95 for shipping in UPS areas
'add $6.95 Canada or Mexico
'add $5.95 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas 'add proper postage elsewhere
6
.

7000

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability.
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REVIEWS
AppleWorks just got a lot easier. Version 2.0, like 1.3 before it, recognizes
the card and inflates desktop space
accordingly, but it also loads itself into
memory to cut disk access and lets
you work with bigger files. In short, it
does automatically with an Apple-standard RAM card what earlier versions
did when patched for an Applied Engineering RamWorks or Checkmate
MultiRam auxiliary-slot card.
On a IIGs with a 1-megabyte expansion card, the desktop is 1 megabyte (1024K); on a 256K GS, it's
125K. On a plain (128K) Apple Ile,
the desktop is 56K. I don't know how
big it is with a 512K RamWorks card,
because at press time the latest versions of Applied's and Checkmate's
AppleWorks expansion software didn't
work. The major players were confident, however, that version 2.0 could
be made to work with their hardware.
One warning: While the desktop
size increases automatically, the desktop capacity is still restricted to 12
documents. I don't understand this ar-

THE BEST, MOST
COMPLETE ProDOS-DOS
UTILITIES.
• Copy files, disks, even entire
subdirectories.
• Undelete ProDOS and DOS files.
• Fast 2-pass disk copy on Apple lie, //c or
Laser 12&
• Tree display for selecting
subdirectories—no need to type lengthy
"prefixes:'
• Alphabetize catalog.
• Convert DOS to ProDOS & vice versa.
• And many more.

BACKUP YOUR
PROTECTED SOFTWARE.
With COPY II PLUS' fully automatic bit
copier, simply type in the name of the
program you want to backup and
COPY II PLUS does the rest. (We update
COPY II PLUS often to handle new protections; you as a registered owner may
update at any time for $15 plus $3 s/h.)

tificial limitation—it reminds me of the
eight-file ceiling in ProDOS 1.1.1. With
a 1024K desktop, you might like to
read 13 documents at a time.
Documents are more massive in
AppleWorks 2.0. The maximum spreadsheet size remains the same, 127 columns by 999 rows, but you can now
keep as much as 10K (not 2K) of data
in each row before seeing the dreaded
"Some cells were lost" message. The
maximum number of database records jumps from 1350 to 6350, with
more characters (still 30 categories)
per record. Word-processor files, limited to 2250 lines in AppleWorks 1.3,
can stretch to 7250. Enjoy those giant
files, because you get only a dozen.
Auxiliary-slot cards' desktop patches
aren't the only programs that may not
work with AppleWorks 2.0. It seems
that enhancements that install themselves directly onto the AppleWorks
program disk, like AutoWorks or
MacroWorks, will require upgrades to
mate with the different "SEG" files of
program code. But separate enhancements—those pesky disks you have

Parameters for hundreds of programs are
right on disk. Also includes a track editor,
sector editor and HI-RES disk display.
COPY II PLUS is supplied on a standard
ProDOS diskette. Runs on Apple II, II + ,
lie, //c and Laser 128. Requires at least 64K
and one or two disk drives.
Call 503/244-5782,A
8-5 (West
Coast time) with your =
in hand.
Or send a check for
$39.95 U.S. plus $3 s/h, $8 overseas.

$39.95

CentralPoint
Sof ware
INCORPORATED
9700 S.W. Capitol Hwy., #100
Portland, OR 97219

Winner ofA+ Readers'
Choice Awards!

Backup utilities also available for the IBM, Macintosh, Commodore 64/128 and Atari ST

to leave in drive 2—run fine in their
current versions. Our copies of Pinpoint and FontWorks worked with
AppleWorks 2.0; HabaMerge and
SpellWorks did, too, if for some reason you want to go wild and combine external and built-in mail merge.
All the makers of AppleWorks accessories to whom we talked assured us
they were working on 2.0-compatible
versions of their products.
If you're thinking of moving up to
2.0 from AppleWorks 1.2 or 1.3,
though, you should consider your investment in companion software. You
may not need the new features badly
enough to justify the expense of upgrading six accessory products.
While an accelerator card or IIGs
will make AppleWorks race like the
wind, 2.0 itself is no faster than 1.3.
The spreadsheet is as fast—or as
slow—as before; the database sorts at
the same speed. The word processor
finds and replaces a bit faster—where,
frankly, speed is of least importance.
The only performance advantages of
AppleWorks 2.0 are the result of loading the program into memory and
saving time at disk access.
Mail Call
AppleWorks' mail merge is so quick
and simple it makes you wonder why
Apple never thought of it before; it
works better than any of the thirdparty mergers because it's built in,
with no need to boot another disk or
modify your program disk. The obvious application of mail merge is to
combine a database of names and
addresses with form letters, but enterprising users will come up with innovative merges of other sorts.
Simply put, you print a database
report of names and addresses to the
clipboard—a new option, "Print to the
clipboard (for Mail Merge)" has been
added—then open your letter file in
the word processor. Use Open apple0 to see your options, and you'll note
that "mm" has been added; you simply use that control code in the document wherever you want database
information to appear. The method
isn't without drawbacks—it ties up the
clipboard and keeps you from using
it in the middle of mail merge—but
it's relatively quick and unbeatably
easy to use.
The standard AppleWorks printers
are the same, though the default
printer is now the ImageWriter instead
of the Apple Dot-Matrix. Printer-control
codes are unchanged. It's interesting
to note that even when AppleWorks

Circle 60 on Reader Service Card.
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3.5 Inch, 800K Drives
Only $195
Compatible with Iles, //e, Macintosh and Laser 128!
Now you can add 800K of Apple
compatible storage to your Apple at
an affordable price. These 3.5 inch
drives are functionally identical to
Apple's Unidisk 3.5 and Macintosh
drives but cost half as much!

Works with an
Apple II:
Our 3.5 inch drives connect to an
Apple //e, Apple II Plus, Apple Gs,
or Laser 128 via our "Universal Disk
Controller:' This remarkable interface
card allows you to connect two 3.5
inch drives for a total of 1.6 megabytes
of Apple Unidisk 3.5 compatible disk
storage.

Ideal Drives for IIGs
These are the ideal drives for Apple's
new Iles. Save over S300 on a twodrive combination! If you're upgrading from an Apple II Plus or //e, you
can even connect your current 5'A
inch drive without needing adapter
cables. (Our Universal Disk Controller
supports both 20 pin and DB-19 drive
connectors.)

external drive port. No interface card
is necessary.

Available Now!
Call today and order your 3.5 inch
disk drives. Find out just how
inexpensive it can be to add an
800K disk to your Apple!

(503) 244-5782

Yes, please send me the 3.5 inch 800K drives indicated below:
Simply send in this order form with a
check, or provide your Visa/MC

L Universal Disk Controller card. (Required to

and expiration date

connect 800K drives to Apple II Plus, //e,11Gs, and
Laser 128.) Controls 2 3.5 inch drives. Price includes
our popular Copy II Plus disk utilities - free! $90

To Order By Mail:

issuing bank

To Order By Phone:
Just call us at 503/244-5782
8-5 (West Coast time), M-F, with
in hand!
your

Central Point
Software

These 3.5 inch drives directly connect
to a Macintosh Plus or Macintosh 512
enhanced computer through the

ix( onpoRATED

Daytime phone a(
liMMIMIINNIM1111111=

9700 SW Capitol Highway, #100
Portland, OR 97219

E 800K, 3.5 inch drive for Mac Plus, Macintosh 512
enhanced, Apple 11 Plus, //e, 11Gs, or Laser 128.
(Sorry, not available for //c). 5195 & $10 s/h ($15 to
Canada, $50 overseas)

And ship them to me at this street address ASAP:

Works with a
Macintosh:

Central Point
&I/ware

1111MIWI
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9700 SW Capitol Hwy., *100
Portland, OR 97219

Are you
prepared for
tomorrow?
inCider knows that your world of
computing is as ever-changing as the
lifestyles of the '80s. What's "in" today
may be "out" tomorrow. And if you're
an Apple II* user, not being ready for
tomorrow's changes and challenges
can mean less productivity and efficiency.
That's why an inCider subscription
can be the best investment you make
for all your tomorrows. The "Apple II
Journal" will keep you informed about
every current event, as well as ideas
that are still on the drawing board.

Yes.

I want to be a well-informed
Apple II user! Please send me 12 issues of inCider for $24.97. I'll save 30%
off the newsstand price.
❑ Payment enclosed

❑ Bill me

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Canada and Mexico $27.97, 1 year only, US funds drawn on
US bank. Foreign surface $44.97, 1 year only, US funds
drawn on US bank. Foreign airmail, please inquire. Please
allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

inCider, P.O. Box 911, Farmingdale,
371135
NY 11737

Stay On Top Of The Trends
And to know what's hot and what's
not, you need to Ask inCider—the
popular monthly feature that answers
your questions about the latest software and the newest programming
ideas.
Hardware? In Apple Clinic, you'll
learn what works best for other Apple
users, plus you'll discover some very
economical maintenance and repair
hints.
Then, take a look at Applesoft
Adviser. In no time, you'll become
a natural with BASIC so that you can
be a better and more creative programmer.
And that's just the beginning of
what's in every inCider every month.
The Progressive "Apple II Journal"
inCider is today's Apple II magazine
dedicated to meeting the challenges
you'll face tomorrow. Even our new
look sports a cleaner, more appealing
design for easier reading and reference!
Subscribe now and you'll get 12
issues of inCider for just $24.97—a
30% savings off the cover price! To
order, just return the coupon, or call
1-800-258-5473. (In NH, call
1-924-9471.)
* Apple II is a registered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc.

inCider
Showing you the future that's taking shape today.

REVIEWS
2.0 loads into expanded memory, it
still leaves SEG.PR behind and must
fetch it from disk to print. RamWorks
and MultiRam software has finally
solved this problem and loads all of
AppleWorks into RAM. Apple should
do the same.
Incidentally, it may be because our
first-run review copy uses ProDOS
1.1.1 instead of the new ProDOS 8
(which is supposed to read the IIGs
clock), but AppleWorks 2.0 can't tell
time very well. You have to enter the
date manually on Apple's newest machine, and version 2.0 never timestamped my files at all. It did read
the Applied Engineering TimeMaster
H.O. in my Ile, though.
Read All About It
Apple returns to its original high
standards for printed material with the
AppleWorks 2.0 documentation. It's
clear, grammatical, and full of tips
and tricks for using the software. Apple is writing manuals for noncomputerists these days, and the AppleWorks
Tutorial and Using AppleWorks volumes shouldn't frighten any beginner.
But experienced users can learn from
these books, too.
The best part of the manuals is Part
II of Using AppleWorks: "Tips on
AppleWorks." Apple has learned
something from the wealth of AppleWorks "tip sheets" that have been
paying the rent for more than one
freelance writer. Apple's tips are
loosely organized, which makes them
less than ideal for trouble-shooting,
but that's not a criticism—if I could
create a trouble-shooting cheat-sheet,
book, or phonograph record for
AppleWorks that would answer every
user's questions, I would. 'But I can't,
so I recommend instead that AppleWorks 2.0 users browse through the
tips section carefully.
The Tutorial strikes, a reasonable
balance between the extremes of
"Type @LOOKUP(Al2,131 ...B2)" and
"Your computer speaks a different
language than you do: It only understands 0's and 1's." The lessons are
neither so abstract they're impractical
or so concrete they're incomprehensible; the text is a corny scenario about
Mom's Apple Pie Company, but some
of the sample files that illustrate the
story have real value as templates.
AppleWorks 2.0 is no cheaper than
its predecessors—$250. Owners of
AppleWorks 1.0 to 1.3 can upgrade
for $50 until April 30; you need to
get a request envelope from your ApinCider

power spreadsheets would do well to
consider their investment in software
add-ons—and perhaps in hardware if
they have a RamWorks card—and decide if having the latest AppleWorks is
worth replacing all of it.
Paul Staff
inCider staff

ple dealer and send Apple a check,
your orighial disks, ana the cover of
your AppleWorks Reference Manual.
Apple will send you 3Y,- and 5%-inch
disks, as well as the new manuals
and sample files.
Overall, AppleWorks 2.0 is a must
for people who need mail merge and
for serious spreadsheet users—the
added value of logical AND and OR
functions is inestimable. But users who
don't produce form letters or need
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Insist on GsRAMT
When You Buy Your IIGS'
Expand the JIGS RAM and ROM with the GsRAM or GsRAM Plus
with ROM Pak Available now with 256K to 8 MEG!
GsRAM PlusA
tit ,t ,;
-*MADE'114 USA
A•

cs-RAM

With an optional piggyback card, you can
expand GsRAM even higher than 1.5 MEG!
(Other cards are only expandable to 1 MEG.)

Gs RAM Plus—for Growing
by Leaps and Bounds
MADE IN USA

ii

PPL.
L,
EharlEEkING

Remember the 16K cards for the II+ and
the 64K cards for the Re? At the time, that
much memory seemed like a lot. But when
the owners of these memory cards came to
us for more memory, many had to throw
away their smaller Apple mesnory cards or try
to sell them. Most of our customers told us
that had they known about Applied Engineering's larger memory cards when they
bought their Apple, they would have purchased them at the same time
GsRAM and GsRAM Plus are available now,
allowing up to 8 MEG of memory expansion.
That's 8 times the memory capacity of
Apple's card and just look at the benefits that
only GsRAM and GsRAM Plus have over
Apple's card
• Lower cost
• Has 6 RAM banks (Apple's card has 4)
• Has memory expansion port
• Has ROM expansion port
• No configuration blocks to set
• No soldered in RAM chips
• Expandable to 8 MEG
• Expands AppleWorks internal knits
• Built-in Hi-Res self-diagnostic software
• 5 year hassle free warranty (Apple has a 90
day warranty)
• Made in USA

GsRAM for More
AppleWorks Power
Only GsRAM and GSRAM Plus eliminates
AppleWorks internal memory limits increasing the maximum number of records available from 6,000 to over 25,000 and only GSRAM and GSRAM Plus increases the number
of lines permitted in the word processing
mode from 6,000 to over 15,000. And only
GsRAM and GsRAM Plus offers a built-in
printer buffer so you can continue using
AppleWorks while your printer is printing GSRAM and GSRAM Plus even expand the
number of lines in the clipboard from 255 to
2047 and will auto segment large files so they
can be saved on two or more disks You can

even have Pinpoint or Macroworks and your
favorite spelling checker in RAM for instant
response GsRAM and GsRAM Plus will even
display the time and date right on the
AppleWorks screen Nothing comes dose to
enhancing AppleWorks so much

Turn Your IIGS into a Giant
Simply plug GsRAM into the IIGS memory
expansion slot and you've got up to 8 megabytes of RAM at your fingertips—all of it
instantly and automatically recognized by the
IIGs GsRAM is compatible with all IIGS
software, including AppleWorks, as well as
BASIC®, ProDos, DOS 3.3, PASCAL®, "C' and
CP/M®.

Grow by Bytes or Megabytes
We offer GsRAM in two configurations so
you can increase your memory 256K at a
time (GsRAM) or a megabyte at a time (GsRAM Plus). Both offer full compatibility, lower
cost than other boards, and easy e4andability. And both are extremely low in power
consumption A fully expanded GsRAM operates at only 375 ma, and GsRAM Plus at only
270 ma (even with 6 megabytes on board!)

GsRAM Plus is the first Apple memory card to
use 1 MEG RAM chips on the main board
It's available with 1 to 6 MEG on board If
you don't need the whole 6 MEG now, you
can buy a GsRAM Plus with less memory and
easily expand it in the future
GsRAM Plus can be expanded up to 8
MEG with an optional piggyback card

Easy Expansion
Both GsRAM and GSRAM Plus use standard
RAM chips that are readily available and just
plug right in So unlike other cards, you'll find
expanding your GSRAM or GsRAM Plus easy,
convenient and very economical And with
our optional ROM expansion module you
can even increase the IIGs's ROM space and
all in just one slot

Quality and Support of the
Industry Leader
Applied Engineering is the largest supplier
of Apple peripherals in the world We
invented the first large RAM cards for the
Apple. With a 5-year "no-hassle" warranty and
outstanding technical support, you can be
sure GsRAM and GSRAM Plus will deliver the
performance you're looking for—or return
them within 15 days for a full refund
GsRAM with 256K
GsRAM with 512K
GsRAM with 1 MEG
GsRAM with 1.5 MEG
GsRAM with 2-8 MEG

$169
$219
$299
$379
CALL

GsRAM Plus with 1-8 MEG CALL

GsRAM—for Normal
Memory Requirements
GsRAM is available with 256K, 512K 1

Order today!

MEG or 1.5 MEG of memory already on
board If you don't need the full 1.5 MEG
now, you can choose a GsRAM with less
memory and expand it up to 1.5 MEG in the
future—or upgrade to GsRAM Plus for a
small charge

See your dealer or call Applied Engineering
today, 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 7 days. Or send
check or money order to Applied Engineering MasterCard, VISA and CGD. welcome
Texas residents add 51/8% sales tax Add $10.00
outside U.S.A.

`7 recommend
Applied
Engineering
products
wholeheartedly."
4
Steve Wozniak the creator
of Apple Computer

fd€ APPLIED ENGINEERING"'
The Apple enhancement experts.

• (214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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Everybody's Plan
CREATE DETAILED PROJECT PLANS AND FLOWCHARTS THE CD
EASY WAY. THE PLANNING TOOL FOR THE REST OF US

:11!

don't expect to understand the software overnight—the program works,
but doesn't make it easy for you. Be
prepared to keep the manual on your
lap as you use the program, as
Everybody's Planner, despite using
command menus, is a far cry from
simple or intuitive.
If "milestone" and "task" aren't
high up on your most-used-words list,
they will be soon if you're going to
be even a casual user of Everybody's
Planner. A milestone, as defined in

the manual, is "a major completed
step or event in the project"; tasks
are the individual jobs that must be
completed. On screen, a milestone is
a circle and a task is a rectangle
containing task name, up to four resource names (the person, agency, or
equipment that gets the job done),
and task duration—the number of
working days allotted to each resource to do the job.
Setting up a schedule is time-consuming. You can write or type a list

Planning Ahead
EVERYBODY'S PLANNER
Abracadata Ltd., P.O. Box 2352, Eugene,
OR 97402
Project-management and flowchart software;
64K Apple II Plus, Ile, Ile, Iles
$99.95
Rating: II M•
Scheduling and project management are natural jobs fora computer
program, but they tend to benefit
complex business plans rather than
casual computer users. Everybody's
Planner claims to let you "create detailed project] lans and fl9acharts the
easy way, " and calls itself "the planning tool for the rest of us." The program does create detailed plans and
charts, showing impressive scheduling
power. But project management by definition isn't particularly easy, and Everybody's Planner isn't for everyone.
If the schedules you need to plan
are long and involved, and if you're
going to have to spend a lot of time
preparing charts and diagrams anyway, Everybody's Planner is worth
considering. For example, a contractor
building a condominium complex
would benefit from the program's detailed reports. But if you want to schedule only home repairs, the PTA dance,
or other small tasks, Everybody's Planner frankly isn't worth the hassle.

Keeping Schedules
Everybody's Planner runs under Diversi-DOS, Diversified Software Research's enhanced DOS 3.3, on 64K
Apple II Plus and later machines; it
will work with one disk' drive, but
things go much more smoothly with
two. In addition to the keyboard, the
program works with mice, paddles,
graphics pads, and joysticks.
The program is divided into two
sections: Schedules and Flowcharts.
Most people will find the Schedules
half more valuable, as long as they
inCider

Ac'ilNtST Tf5TA L LY
PORTABLE
APPLE //c

e, Goy.es'"
,s`C‘
4 \,'
(P e
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Use it
wherever yaw!
•
•
•
•
•

Apple //c
FREE Technical support
Is a registered
trademark of Apple
FREE Appleworks support
Computer Inc.
FREE Checkmate Tech software updates
Toll-Free order line (HI, AK & OUTSIDE CA)
Open 7 days a week, (7am — 7pm PST)

JANUARY SPECIALS!
• 10% OFF on all Checkmate Technology Memory Boards!
• 256K Dram Chip (each) only $3.35! (reg. $3.75)

PORTABLE SYSTEM

//c UPGRADES

C-VUE LCD Flat Monitor*
$299.00 C-VUE Back Lighting
Prairie Power System Battery
Apple Back Lighting
Pack & Carrying Case
139.00 Apple //c 1 Meg Memory
512K Multiram CX
225.00
Expansion Board
Proclock //c (int)
129.00 512K Multiram CX/C816
Cigarette Lighter Adapter
24.95 CPU //c Clock (Ext)
Power Extension Cable
16.95 Unidisk 3.5
Power - Y - Adapter
18.95 1 Meg Legend C' Card
Locksmith 6.0

//e UPGRADES

IIGS UPGRADES

• Next-day delivery available
MasterCard and VISA accepted
299.00

Prices subject to change without notice

E! Pricagotes on all
Apple Products & Peripherals

P.O. Box 171466
San Diego, CA 92117

339.00
339.00
64.00
349.00
249.00
69.95

60.00 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
129.00 Promodem 300C
125.00
399.00 Apple Personal Modem
349.00
219.00
280.00 • If you don't see it CALL US!

Enhancement Kit
Proclock //e
Unidisk 3.5/Controller
768K Multiram //e
1024K Multiram RGM
Apple 1 Meg Memory
Expansion Card

250.00
275.00

*14-day
money-back
guarantee

Ordering Information:
(All products F.O.B. San Diego)
1-800-438-2883 (AK, HI, & outside CA)
(619) 2753A
outside U.S.)
Circle 165 on Reader Service Card.
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yourself in less time than it takes using Everybody's Planner; in all fairness, the manual suggests you create
such a thumbnail sketch of your plan
before you start to use the program.
(The reward for your extra time, of
course, is the critical-path, cost, and
other report information a simple list
can't generate.)
It's easy to box yourself into a corner during scheduling. For example,
Everybody's Planner lets you create
up to six screens of information, connecting them by adding lines from
screen 1 to screen 2 and so on. If
you change your mind about adding
a screen, though, you can't back out
by simply pressing the escape key;
you must create a blank or dummy
task or milestone, connect it to the
previous screen, then back out and
delete the new screen.
Also, the text-editing feature is slow.
Each task contains up to eight lines
of information; you edit them line by
line, but must retype the entire line to
change a letter or word, typing "pour
foundation" instead of moving the

cursor to fix "pour foondation." This
may not seem like much, but if you
have six screens of information with
six shapes each, editing can be a
painstaking process. Also, if you type
like me, you increase the margin for error when you have to retype an entire
line instead of fixing only the typo.
Entering task data can be frustrating as well. Everybody's Planner is
finicky about the way you enter information. Even though you know you
should enter Put in smoke detectors
for the task name, Joe and Sam as
the resources, and 2 for the duration;
you may get it wrong unless you've
been paying close attention.
For example, entering Put in smoke
detectors and Joe, Sam 2 doesn't do
the trick. It must be Put in smoke detectors, Joe 2, and Sam 2. Each
resource must be on a separate line,
and the duration must account for
three characters after the last letter of
the resource. Joe002 or Joe 2 (with
an extra space) works; Joe 2 doesn't.
The program presents an error screen

JUDAIC GRAPHICS FOR THE
PRINT SHOPTm
from Davka
11Torld's Foremost Producer of Hebrew Software'

DavkaGraphics63 Jewish symbols and
pictures for your
Broderbund Print Shop
Library—JUST $24.95
•Works with the Print Shop on the Apple 11+, //e, /lc, //GS, and
Macintosh (Mac version $34.95)
• Ideal for personalized Holiday greeting cards, banners, signs, and
letterheads.
• Wide variety of pictures—Holiday and Israel symbols, Bar/Bat
Mitzvah, and much more—all on DavkaGraphics!
Attention Apple II owners DavkaGraphics 2 with 75 new pictures is now available for
$24.95! Please add $2 shipping for all orders.

call toll-free 1-800-621-8227 (In Illinois 1-312-944-4070)
Major credit cards accepted.
Davka Corporation• 845 N. Michigan Ave.• Chicago, IL 60611

with correct examples if you enter information incorrectly, though I found it
was possible to make a mistake, go
back and fix it with the "redraw
screen" function, and lose both the
error message and the on-screen
command menu.
At the heart of the Schedules program is the rescheduling option. This
lets you play what-if games, changing
the time allotted for various tasks and
seeing how that affects the overall
schedule. Rescheduling, like most
things associated. with Everybody's
Planner, takes time; when you select
the function from the menu bar,
you're greeted with "Rescheduling...
wait 20-300 seconds" (most of my
reschedules took one to two minutes).
Still, the reschedule option is extremely helpful. It's fun to see how
changing a few dates affects the
overall schedule.
Reports and Flowcharts
Everybody's Planner is no different
from many database and spreadsheet
programs, in that it's a pain to set up
but fun and productive to play with
once you've done so. Once you've
struggled through Schedules, you enter the Reports stage—a feature that
makes the tedious hours of setting up
the schedule worthwhile.
Reports has seven options: a finance-option input and editing screen,
resource-analysis screen, summary
screen, task report, task chart, expense report, and resource chart. A
$39.95 accessory, Everybody's Planner Reports, requires an 80-column
card but adds 13 more formats, giving alphabetical or chronological
views of resources, tasks, milestones,
and costs such as a monthly resource report or bar chart or tally of
off days and costs to date.
With these options you can analyze
and summarize your plan by cost, resource, and task. For example, the
task chart matches a description of
every task that must be performed to
a bar graph representing its duration.
Solid bars represent tasks considered
critical. Noncritical tasks are dotted,
and thin bars represent slack time.
You should have no trouble printing
reports, schedules, and flowcharts—
Everybody's Planner supports 47
printers and 64 interface cards—but
be prepared to answer some questions about how you want files printed.
The print utility, based on Beagle
Bros' Triple Dump, asks you to specify your print density (0-9), delay after

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card.
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ATLAS"
A GAME THAT T
SERIOUSLY.
15

Exactly what is Might and Magic'"?
Technically, it's a fantasy role-playing
simulation game for you and your Apple
II® series personal computer.
Emotionally, however, Might and
Magic- is an adventure game.
It packs more detail than any
other role-playing game. Yet it has more
text than most adventure games.
It also has more monsters, more
spells, more speed, more individuality,
more geography, more psychology and
even more cartography than the bestselling fantasy game we all know the
name of.
Cartography? That's the science
of map making. Which you'll need to
master pretty quickly.
You see, the map on the right
only gets you. to the outskirts of town.
After that, you're on your own.
Sorry about that.
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See your local dealer or order direct from
New World Computing, Inc. P.O. Box 491415,
LA, CA 90049. Send check or money order for
$54.95 plus $2.00 for shipping and handling
(CA residents, add 6.5% sales tax.) VISA or
MASTERCARD, call toll-free 1(800) 443.1888
In California, call 1(800) 445-1888.
Apple and the Apple logo are registeied trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Might and Magic is a trademark of New World Computing. Inc.
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LEGENDTM
RAM CARDS

• Free patch runs with all
AppleWorks' versions.
• Expand Desktop to 1 meg.
• Free software updates.
• 256K to 1 meg memory.
• Free DOS & PRODOS ramdrives.
• Full service & support.
• 11/11+ Owners: Run AppleWorks'
with expanded Desktop.

S'Card Tm for the

II, II+, //e,
Ms, Ill, Franklin, Laser
• Maximum flexibility, proven
durability.
• Slot independent.
• 1024K AppleVVorksrm on 11/11+, //e
11Gs, Franklin (That's right! Run
AppleWorks' with 1024K
on your 11/11+!).

E'Card Tm for the Ile
• 80 column display • RGB
• 16 levels of Gray Video
• Use Mouse with AppleWorksTM

C'Card "'for the //c
• Easy installation • 1152K //c
• Up to 1024K AppleWorksMesktop
• Use Mouse with AppleWorksrm
Send me info on:
❑ S'Card (11/1I+, //e,
IIGS, Franklin, Laser)
❑ C'Card (//c)
❑ E'Card (//e)

My computer is:
❑ lie ❑ 11/11+
❑ lic ❑ IIGS
❑ Franklin
❑ Laser

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE/ZIP
PHONE
BEST TIME TO CALL

LEGEND

INDUSTRIES, LTD.
22 800-5-LEGEND
OR
(313) 674-0953
M/C, VISA, COD WELCOME
2220 Scott Lake Rd.
Pontiac, MI 48054

C'Cards me trademarks of Legend Industries,
Legend
Itd Apple & AppleWorks are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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carriage return (0-9), indentation in
pixels (0-255), and so on. On the
positive side, Everybody's Planner
prints long schedules and reports
sideways, a nice feature. And the
manual does guide you through the
setup options.
•
The Flowcharts portion of Everybody's Planner is somewhat esoteric,
but you'll find it useful if you want to
learn the theory and terminology of
flowcharts or need help visualizing
your options amid complicated problems. The documentation forms a
good flowchart primer, explaining why
and when you should use a flowchart
even if you don't use the program.
The Flowchart program itself works
well enough, though again you'll
need the documentation for a few
days. Flowcharts isn't as useful as
Schedules, because it doesn't do anything you couldn't do yourself with
pencil and paper. But if you want
flowcharts to distribute to students or
employees, the program will give you
quality charts.
Flawed, but Useful
If your project-planning needs are
less than extensive, Everybody's Planner isn't for you. It's awkward to use,
slow, and its 40-column text screens
(graphics screens are 70 columns)
give the program an old-fashioned
look for Ile or Ilc users. Abracadata
says it has no plans to produce a
ProDOS version; if you want to put
Everybody's Planner on a UniDisk
3.5, you'll have to buy an unprotected disk for an additional $25.
Nevertheless, if you deal with corn
plicated schedules, you'll find a lot of
power hidden inside this clumsy-looking package. You'll have to be patient
and read the manual, but the what-if
scenarios and detailed reports cancel
out the program's shortcomings.
Dan Muse
inCider staff
Editor's note: Abracadata's Mary
Carol Smith replies that as reviewer
Muse notes, project management is a
new concept to many Apple software
users, without the familiarity and
speed of, say, a spreadsheet. She
says that Everybody's Planner on the
II reschedules faster than Microsoft
Project on an IBM PC, and that a
ProDOS version of the product would
reduce program speed and capacity.

s►eDal
Insert
Delete
Celoo-11114
rrese

1-2-3 for the II
VIP PROFESSIONAL
VIP Technologies, do ISD Marketing, 20
Steelcase Road West, Markham, Ontario L3R
1D2, Canada
Integrated spreadsheet, database, and
graphics program; enhanced Apple Ile or 11c,
256K RamWorks or Checkmate card; mouse
and 65C816 coprocessor or TransWarp card
recommended
$249.95
Rating: II■MI •
Ever since the day Lotus 1-2-3 arrived and changed the way computer
users think of spreadsheets, Apple II
users have somehow seemed like
second-class citizens. We can't access
the power the IBM people have, our
spreadsheets have wimpy names like
Mouse Calc, and even the ones with
real power—like SuperCalc3a—fall
short of Lotus' standard.
Well, Apple spreadsheet users don't
have anything to apologize for anymore. VIP Professional, advertised as
a "new generation" worksheet for the
Ile and Ilc, is a complete 1-2-3 clone
that gives you a bigger worksheet
than Lotus' Release 1A, does color
graphics, has a built-in database, and
even lets you automate your work
with macros.
Not only that, but since it's designed to work just like 1-2-3, you
can pick up any of those hundred or
more good 1-2-3 texts or templates
and use them to build worksheets on
your Apple. And to top things off,
Professional goes beyond Lotus with
a Macintosh-like interface, complete
with pull-down menus and dialog
boxes. If you have a mouse, this program is as easy to use as high-powered software can be.
VIP isn't perfect—no program is. Its
unabashed imitation of 1-2-3 even
spreads into areas of that program
Continued on p. 114.
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With the TransWallm accelerator, your lIeTM or II+TM
is 40% faster than the IIGs!
Computing at warp speed!

It's an experience you shouldn't miss. And withltansWarp,
you won't have to. Because TransWarp will run your Ile or
II + software 3.6 times faster —that's 40% faster than
Apple's Host
No more yawning while your AppleTM slowly rearranges
text or calculates spreadsheets. With 256K of ultra-fast RAM,
TransWarp speeds up all Apple software—including AppleWorks, and all educational software, graphics and games. And
it's compatible with all standard peripheral cards (such as RamWorks and Apple memory cards), hard disks, 31/2" UniDisks,
80-column cards, modems, clock cards, mouses and more! You
name it, TransWarp accelerates it. There's even a 16 bit upgrade
chip available.
"TransWarp is great! I have
replaced all my other
accelerators with it!"
Steve Wozniak, the creator
of Apple Computer
An important difference.

With TransWarp, software runs up to three times faster than
with other cards, since the others can't accelerate programs in
auxiliary memory. That's why TransWarp is so much faster than
the rest. Nearly all of today's more powerful programs run partially or completely in auxiliary memory: programs like AppleWorks, Pinpoint, Managing Your Money SuperCalc 3a, BPI and
Pascal, to name a few. Why settle for a card that accelerates
only part of the memory?
There's one more important difference. Sincell-ansWarp
doesn't use memory caching, you get consistent high speed
performance.
A cinch to use.

Simply plug TransWarp into any slot in your Apple II, II + or
He—including slot 3 in the He. Instantly you'll be computing

at speeds you only dreamed about before. And should you
ever wish to run at normal speed, simply press the ESC key
while turning your Apple on.
SincelkansWarp is completely transparent, you won't need
preboot disks or special software. It's ready to go right out of
the package!
Speed = Productivity

Imagine the productivity gains you'll achieve when your
programs are running over three times faster TransWarp is so
powerful, your Apple will make IBM PCsTM and even AT?"
look like slowpokes.
•Totally transparent operation
•3.6 MHZ 65CO2
•256K of ultra-fast on-board
with all software
RAM
• Plugs into any slot, including
•Accelerates main and
slot 3 on the Apple He
auxiliary memory
•Accelerated 16 bit option
•Low power consumption for available
cool operation
• 5-year warranty
Satisfaction guaranteed!

Give your Apple the TransWarp advantage. With our risk-free
15-day money back guarantee, you have nothing to lose but
wasted time. Call today!
TransWarp accelerator
$279
16 bit upgrade (may add later)
$89
For fast response:

Call Applied Engineering, 9 am. to 11 p.m., 7 days at (214)
241-6060. MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add Ws% sales tax. Add $10.00 if outside U.SA Or mail
check or money order to Applied Engineering, P.O. Box 798,
Carrollton, TX 75006.

JeE Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.

P 0. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006

(214) 241-6060

Our Three Rabbits
Are Revolutionizing
"The Three R's"
Reader Rabbit, Writer Rabbit and
Math Rabbit are changing the way children develop and enrich their reading,
writing and math skills. These programs make learning "The Three R's"
fun! Captivating games, graphics and
music bring your child back to the
computer again and again.
What teachers and parents fmd most
revolutionary about our programs are
things your child won't see, and won't
hear. Each game incorporates exercises that build vital analytical,
problem-solving and creative
skills. These skills give your
child the mental tools for
future achievement.
Find out for yourself
why Reader Rabbit,
Writer Rabbit and
Math Rabbit are
teachers' pets
—and children's
favorites!

READER RABBIT (Ages 5-7)*
Winner of the Critic's
Choice Award, Reader
Rabbit features,.
four animated
games which
build fundamental
reading, spelling and
memory skills. It's the
best selling early reading
program available.

MATH RABBIT (Ages 5-7)
The most comprehensive early math program
available, Math Rabbit is "rich in educational
content and fun to play—bound to be a
classic that will be enjoyed by parents,
teachers and children alike." Dr. Carol Wilder
OUR SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU: BUY
TWO, GET ONE FREE! Buy any two programs from The Learning Company and get a
third program free. Hop to it! This offer
expires February 28,1987. See your local
Authorized Dealer or call us for more information: (800) 852-2255;
In CA: (800) 852-2256.

The Learning Company

You'll find all your favorite issues of
inCider in minutes—and in great condition with smart-looking binders or
file cases from Jesse Jones.
Sturdy, protective file cases make
for easy access to each issue, while
rugged binders allow magazines to
lay flat for easy reference. Both hold
12 issues, are custom-designed in
green with gold spine lettering, and
are unconditionally guaranteed.

Order today!
File Cases: $6.95 ea.; 31$20; 6/$36.
Binders: $8.50 ea; 3/$24.75; 6/$48.

WRITER RABBIT (Ages 7-10)
With Writer Rabbit, your
child will learn to love reading
and writing. The program teaches
children how to write complete
sentences and "silly" stories.
Dr. Ariella Lehrer calls it "a must for
every child who is beginning to write."

*NOW AVAILABLE FOR APPLE IIGS
READER RABBIT TALKS!

THE SMART WAY TO
SAVE YOUR inCider

Yes! Please send me protection for my inCider
Binders

File Cases
I enclose my check or money order for $
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

US currency only.
Outside US, add $2.50 per kern for postage and handling.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: Jesse Jones Box Corp., PO Box 5120,
Dept. INCID, Philadelphia, PA 19141

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED !Remember,
all of our programs carry a no-risk, 30-day
guarantee. If you're not completely satisfied
with our product, we'll refund your money.

545 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Circle

141 on Reader Service Card.
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Get TheWinner.

Accounting

Back to Basics"
Accounting System

1111..11111111111111FOnly $199 For Peachtree° Software's
Award Winning Back To Basics Accounting
SystemT=-The Easy To Use, Foolproof
System That Installs In Only 30 Minutes.
10,000 A+ readers voted and
Peachtree's BACK TO BASICS
was the number one choice in
Business Accounting Software.
■ PUT THIS WINNING SYSTEM TO
WORK FOR YOU.
I It's easy to install using screen
menus. Review only 7 pages of
the manual.
IIt's very user friendly. Simple
to use with Apple II+, Apple Ile,
Apple 11c, Macintosh and IBM.
You don't need experience—
accounting primer and software
tutorial guide you step-by-step.
No computer language to learn—
system uses plain, everyday English.
GET AWARD WINNING-POWER.
BACK TO BASICS is so powerful
your business may never outgrow it.
It may be the only accounting system
you'll ever need to buy.
Handles totals up to $21,000,000.
Single transactions available up to
$999,999.99.
Password security protects
information.
• Journals and reports updated as
each transaction is recorded.
• On-line help function displays
up-to-date information for customers,
vendors, and chart of accounts.
Void transaction facility
automatically creates reversing
entry.
More than 30 reports in all 3
modules—can be viewed on
screen or printed.
DON'T DO WITHOUT BACK
TO BASICS EFFICIENCY
ANY LONGER.
• Organize information for more
precise money management.
• Get tighter controls over money
going out, money coming in.
• Reduce errors and wasted time.
• Pay less in accounting and
audit fees.
Circle 44 on Reader Service Card.

The 3 most popular
accounting modules come
in this one integrated system, ;„,,f
ready to install and use,
together or separately, the
minute you receive them.
• General Ledger
• Accounts Payable
• Accounts Receivable

•

•Auirratiati

IMIINEFVX•10,
--;`—04- 1.9

HERE ARE MORE OF THE MANY
FEATURES THAT MADE THIS
SYSTEM AN A+ WINNER:
GENERAL LEDGER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-line help displays Chart of Accounts.
MTD and YTD show on income statements.
Allows automatic Journal entries.
Check processing and printing capability
through Cash Disbursements.
Optional cost of sales ranges.
User modifiable Chart of Accounts included.
Allows up to 3 checking accounts.
Up to 10 departments with separate income statements.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calculates receivables on balance forward basis.
Prints statements and mailing labels.
Allows automatic posting to General Ledger.
Accepts partial payments.
Calculates finance charges.
Up-to-date customer information can be scrolled for review
at any time.
• Customer ID's can be alpha or numeric.
• Verifies customer credit limit.
• Calculates up to 3 sales taxes per entry.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 10 vendor payment terms.
Calculates cash discounts.
Accepts partial payments.
Automatic posting to General Ledger.
Prints vendor mailing labels.
Up-to-date vendor information can be scrolled for review
at any time.
• Customer ID's can be alpha or numeric.
• Prints computer checks or processes hand-written checks.
• Invoices automatically or manually selected for payment.

AND THESE ARE SOME OF THE
REPORTS YOU GET WITH
THE SYSTEM:
• Chart of Accounts
• Balance Sheet
• Customer Master List
• Check Register
• Vendor Master List
• Account Activity Report
• Trial Balance
• Accounts Receivable Aging
• Detailed General Ledger
• Cash Receipts Journal
• Detailed Accounts Receivable • Cash Requirements Report
• General Journal
• Open Invoice Register
• Disbursements Journal
• Cash Reconciliation Form
• Sales Journal
• Finance Charges Journal
• Income Statement
• PLUS16 MORE REPORTS!

■ YOUR NO RISK, NO NONSENSE
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you aren't satisfied with a product
purchased from us, simply return the
complete product in saleable condition
within 30 days of your purchase. Your
purchase price will be refunded promptly.
SUPERIOR SUPPORT SERVICES
"Among the finest in the industry"
according to InfoWorld Magazine. No
unnecessary contracts. Pay only for
the time you use.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. and is used with the express
permission of its owner. IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines.

460-•
CALL TODAY TOLL FREE 1.800.247.3224 8:30 to 6:30 ET

In Georgia CALL 404.564 • 5800 to order, for more information or for a dealer near you.

Order
Now. Rush me THE
BACK TO BASICS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM.
❑ Apple II+ with two 51/4 disk drives.
Apple Ile or II c with
two 51/4 disk drives. 0 Macintosh 512K with 2 drives or
❑
hard disk. 0 IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT or compatible computers with MSDOS 2.0 (or greater) and 128K.

SHIP TO:

METHOD OF PAYMENT:

NAME

❑ CHECK D MONEY ORDER

❑ VISA 0 MASTERCARD ❑ AMERICAN EXPRESS

CREDIT CARD

COMPANY

EXPIRATION DATE

ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
SIGNATURE

STATE

ZIP
❑ HOME
❑ WORK

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
For each unit ordered, include $5.00 shipping
and handling. Georgia residents include$7.96
sales tax. Orders will be shipped UPS unless
otherwise specified.
MAIL TO:

Peachtree Software'

Systems Company
ktifr An Intelligent
Dept. INC 187/4355 Shackleford Rd.
Norcross, Georgia 30093-9990

Take a look at ten personal-finance
programs: Compare prices and
capabilities and find the one
that's right for you—at least you'll
see where your money goes.
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Personal Finance

MAKING
THE
RIGHT MOVES
by Cynthia E. Field
ou've probably said it yourself: A penny saved is
a penny earned. But that's not quite true. Because your paycheck is subject to taxes, for each
y
penny you save you've probably earned about a penny
and a third. And if that penny saved is invested wisely, it
clones itself.
If you have a hard time saving pennies, let alone dollars, a personal-finance program can help you watch your
assets more closely, manage them more aggressively, and
invest them more wisely (for manufacturer and price information for the ten packages reviewed here, see the accompanying Product Information box and Table). In less
sophisticated terms, your Apple II can help you save both
time and money. Prove it, you say? You're on!
Who, Me?
Some market researchers claim that 85 percent of U.S.
households consider managing money about as much fun
as mowing the lawn. People who prepare written budgets
and play "what if" with finances are thought to comprise
the remaining 15 percent.
Where do you fit in? Though there's no "scientific" survey to support the theory, you and other computer users
probably lean toward the financially savvy end of the
spectrum.
You already use your Apple II productively to process
words and data and to write your own software. How
many people in the so-called majority would bother to devote hours to learning assembly language or Pascal, or to
mastering AppleWorks?
In short, personal financial management is one more
way you can use your Apple II to improve your quality of
life and that of your family.
Don't Mortgage the Farm
Unless you're already thinking about upgrading your

inCider

system, there's no need to invest in any gee-whiz hardware to begin computerizing your finances.
Packages like The Home Accountant, Time Is Money,
and Personal Accountant I TO- require only 4877M—three
programrcan help you track your expenditures and determine budgetary goals. Their time-honored laundry-list menu
setup makes learning them a straightforward process.
The Home Accountant and Time Is Money can even
print your checks. So can Your Personal Net Worth,
which requires a 64K Apple II.
A check-writing feature can save you time. When you sit
down at the Apple to pay your bills, you type in the
payee and the amount due. The computer maintains a
check register on disk and prints checks for you. Most
programs can "remember" information such as names
and dollar amounts for bills you pay routinely. Why keep
typing things you don't have to?
Most programs have an override feature for checks you
have to write manually—such as the ones you give to the
supermarket clerk: You simply type the information, but bypass the automatic check-printing feature. That way your
register is accurate. Nearly all personal-finance programs
reconcile your accounts with the statements you receive
from your bank.
When More Isn't More
Believe it or not, programs that require more memory
don't necessarily do more. Sometimes they do less, but
do it better.
An example is Mouse Budget. True to its name, this
program can help you keep a rein on expenses. Mouse
Budget won't print checks for you, but it sports the Macintosh interface. The program requires a mouse, which
makes moving around the screen and highlighting information a lot easier.
Another Mac-like finance program is Personal Accountant 2.0. Like the earlier version (1.0) cited above, Per-
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sonal Accountant 2.0 doesn't print checks, but can help
you get a better handle on your finances. The program
differs from most others in that it's a double-entry system.
Nevertheless, the program cleverly gets around the "debit" and "credit" mumbo-jumbo that seems to confuse people. At only $49.95, Personal Accountant is a bargain in
Quiche
an even better example of a sleek program
tha s not overblown with features. Quicken .gessentially-ache
__ghboals-maila
gram. It keeps a register, remembers payees, prints checks, and reconciles statements.
Beyond these features, Quicken has a simple, easy-touse database that lets you search and list checks paid—
for prop
erty taxes or the kids' braces, for instance. Rumor
has it that Uncle Sam likes people who are organized
about these things.
Quicken has the popular AppleWorks stackinq-filecard
menu setup and an AppleWorks inteOration_function that
may make it the program of choice for many of Ruth Witkin's fans. In a nutshell, you design an AppleWorks
spreadsheet template and import information from
Quicken.
With a little creativity, you can design budgets, plan tax
strategies, even print financial reports such as profit-andloss statements. If you run a smaJJ-business, Quicken is
one program that can help you manage its finances better
than some manual bookkeeping systems can.
Beyond the Basics
Well-regarded programs perform basic money-manage
ment tasks such as those described above. Some finance
programs, like Dollars and $ense, have ra hics capabilities to let you compare your actual expenses o budgeted
amounts—sometimes in color! With a graphics printer, you
can get hardcopy results.
But let's face it. You're well beyond the day when you
could use a board, two nails, and a bunch of fender
washers to keep track of money in and money out. Some
people put their money into things that don't even exist
yet—soybean futures, for instance. Other people don't use
money at all—they use plastic!
Because the world of finance, even personal finance, is
so complicated, there's an increasing need for advice
Managing Your Money

MENE

Smart Money

•••Il

Sylvia Porter

III••

Personal Accountant 2.0

• INII

Quicken

•••

Time Is Money

• ME

Dollars and $ense

••

Mouse Budget

••

about financial planning, insurance needs, and investments. Fifteen years ago you could turn to the print media—newspapers and books. Today you can go to a
personal financial adviser, or you can invite one into your
home in the form of a software program.
Sylvia Porter's Personal Finance Series is currently
composed of two volumes. The first, Your Personal Financial Planner, includes the basics and much more.
Using this program you can set up a budget, track income and expenses, do tax planning, manage your assets, and stay current on your net worth. These features
are common to many home-finance programs.
One feature isn't. Sylvia Porter has prepared a financialplanning module that helps you think ahead to your children's college education, your retirement years, or that
Boston Whaler. You can prioritize your goals, and the software will show you how to achieve them.
Sylvia Porter's program offers some other useful features, too. Pull-down menus and two desktop accessories
(memo pad and calculator) make the program convenient
and easy to use.
If Sylvia Porter isn't your style, how about Andrew Tobias? This noteworthy financial journalist has written Managing Your Money—the cream of the crop among homefinance programs. That isn't to say that it's appropriate for
everyone. It costs about $200.
Tobias' program brings new meaning to the word "comprehensive." Sure, Managing Your Money will help you set
up a budget, balance your checkbook, figure your net
worth, print checks, and all that. But what other program
can calculate your life expectancy, help you determine
how much life insurance you need, then tell you how
much you should pay for it?
Managing Your Money has abundant financial-calculator
features to help you determine rates of return on such investments as savings accounts and real estate. Comparisons can help you pick the investment that's best for you.
The program's Portfolio Manager isn't just a stock-market
investment database—it's an analytical tool.
Tobias has included a loan calculator to help you play
"what if" with auto purchases or home-equity lines of
credit. The program generates amortization schedules to
keep track of your growing equity and decreasing interest
payments.
As if these features weren't enough, Tobias has included
a template for playing "what if" with your taxes. You esti-

Product
Dollars and $ense 1.5
Monogram
8295 South La Cienega
Boulevard
Inglewood, CA 90301
(213) 215-0529
$119.95

Managing Your Money 1.2
MEGA
285 Riverside Avenue
Westport, CT 06880
(800) 631-MECA
$199.95
Reader Service Number 305

Reader Service Number 303

The Home Accountant

III•

Your Personal Net Worth

IN

Personal Accountant 1.0

III

Table. Overall ratings: home-finance packages
compared.
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The Home Accountant
2.02
Haba/Continental
6711 Valjean Street
Van Nuys, CA 91446
(818) 994-1988

Mouse Budget 1.0
International Solutions
(out of business at press
time, new distributor to be
announced)
$69.95

$.7.1.1q5
Reader Service Number 304
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mate income, expenses, and credits that would appear on
various forms and schedules in your tax return, and Managing Your Money calculates your tax bracket and the
amount you'd owe.
What happens when the tax laws change? Managing
Your Money provides simple ways to modify tax-rate
schedules and other variables to generate realistic—and
current—results.
What If I Can't Afford a Guru?
Even if you agree that Managing Your Money is the
best thing to hit home computers since the 3y2 inch disk,
you'd have to be pretty serious (not to mention pretty upscale) to buy 'Managing Your Money.
How about a less expensive program that has most of
the features you could ask for, including check printing,
graphics, a financial calculator, and an easy-to-use interface? Where would the smart money go? To Smart
Money, of course!
This refreshing new program from Sierra On-Line boasts
a "modified" Mac interface, with icons across the bottom
of the screen—large icons that are easy to see and easy
to figure out. You can use a mouse or the keyboard to
move from one to the next; as an icon is highlighted, its
name (Add Account, for instance) appears beneath it.
There are no pull-down menus, elevators, grow boxes,
or scroll bars, but this program doesn't need them. A
quick browse through the handsome, well-organized manual is all you need to get started.
Smart Money handles the basics—and gives you room
to grow. You might start out just using the checkbook-balancing features. See how things go for a few months,
then get together with the rest of the family and work out
a tentative budget you can modify later on.
When the time comes to refinance your house (or buy
your first one, or a second), you can test various mortgage scenarios with Smart Money's financial calculator.
The calculated results seem a little slow in coming (the
program isn't called Turbo Smart Money), and you can enter interest only to a precision of two decimal places, but it's
still a whole lot faster than calculating the old way.

bility should appeal to Apple users who prefer to keep
their program disk in a 3%-inch drive and their data disk
in a 5%-inch drive.
As a general rule, each floppy holds a year's worth of
data. Most home-finance programs can store 1000-3000
transactions on each 51%inch disk, a capacity that should
be adequate for most families.
Some personal-finance programs, including Smart
Money, Managing Your Money, Personal Accountant 2.0,
and Time Is Money, support popular memory-expansion
boards, too. This area seems to change rapidly, so check
with your dealer or vendor to ascertain compatibility with
your system.
What's It Going to Cost Me?
Prices for home-finance software range from $49 for
Quicken to $200 for Managing Your Money. Most programs are positioned at the lower end. Personal Accountant (both versions), Mouse Budget, The Home Accountant, Your Personal Net Worth, and Smart Money cost less
than $100. Your Personal Financial Planner (Sylvia Porter)
and Time Is Money are priced at $100 each. Dollars and
$ense is $120.
If you want check printing (remember that not all programs offer this feature), plan to spend another $70 for
500 imprinted, continuous-form checks and window envelopes (why type addresses anymore?). The bottom line is
that paying for checks and envelopes can more than double your initial investment in the software itself.
The most outrageous example of this hidden cost is that
buying checks for Your Personal Net Worth from the vendor suggested in the package increases your total outlay
to $206.95. (I added in the $10 you have to pay for the
backup for this copy-protected program.) For that price
you could purchase Managing Your Money, or Smart
Money with 1000 checks and envelopes!

Cost/Benefit Analysis
Let's say you've spent $175 for Sylvia Porter's program
and your first 500 checks and envelopes. Subtract from
that the minimum $30 it would have cost for 500 of the
plain-vanilla checks you used to purchase from your bank
and the 500 "el cheapo" envelopes you ordinarily picked
Some Technicalities
up at the drugstore. That leaves $145—not a princely
Smart Money (like Mouse Budget, Personal Accountant
sum, but nothing to throw away, either.
2.0, Managing Your Money, Dollars and $ense, and
Using a computer program to organize your finances
Quicken) supports Apple's UniDisk 3.5. This inherent fleximay prevent you from racking
up what your bank politely calls
a "service charge" of $15 for
Your Personal Financial
each of those basketballs with
Planner VH5-1.2
which some people try to pay
(Sylvia Porter's Personal
their
bills.
Personal Accountant
Finance
Series,
volume
1)
Smart Money 1.0
One Apple II user I know
Softsync Inc.
Timeworks Inc.
Sierra On-Line
(who shall remain nameless in
162 Madison Avenue
444 Lake Cook Road
P.O. Box 485
case any of his checks are still
New York, NY 10016
Deerfield, IL 60015
Coarsegold, CA 93614
(212) 685-2080
(800) 535-9497
(209) 683-6858
out there) and his wife would
$49.95
$99.95
$79.95
sometimes forget to record the
Reader Service Number 306
checks they wrote. Now, once a
Reader Service Number 310
Reader Service Number 308
week he sits down at the comQuicken A.11
Your Personal Net Worth
Time Is Money 1.01
puter to write checks (it takes
Intuit
1.1
Turning Point Software
less than an hour). He credits
540 University Avenue
Mindscape Inc.
11A Main Street
his Apple Ilc and Quicken with
Palo Alto, CA 94301
3444 Dundee Road
Watertown, MA 02172
this new-found discipline. Watch(415) 322-0590
Northbrook, IL 60062
(617) 782-4877
ing his finances more closely,
$49
(800) 221-9884
$100
he
has money left over at the
$79.95
Reader Service Number 307
Reader Service Number 309
end of the week.

Information

Reader Service Number 311
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* APPLE *
COMPUTER
INCLUDES
DRIVE

Compare
AT $850

APPLE
COMPATIBLE

$395

LASER 128

FREE
HOME
TRIAL

FREE DELIVERY
PRINTER

RETAIL
S349

7,91,TPTITRIT,

$99

LETTER
QUALITY

imms:r $ 14 9
HOMEWRITER

NEAR LETTER QUALITY

The Home Accountant and art Apple Ile made Howard "Bruce" Brewster, Jr., take a closer look at his finances. As a result, Bruce and his family shop at discount
stores instead of department stores and purchase furniture
at wholesale prices. The computer has helped Bruce visualize as never before examples of "squandered money,"
such as when you pay $1.50 for a brew at the local pub
when a can at home would- cost about 60 cents.
Patricia Erickson, a schoolteacher and homemaker, uses
her Apple Ilc and Sylvia Porter's program to manage her
household finances. Having used the program only since
last July, Pat is already convinced that her budget is
"more accurate and much more organized" than ever before. She's used the program's planning features to discipline the family to save for a new television and to finish
remodeling the basement.
Keith Russell, a technical writer and programmer from
Utah, swears by Time Is Money. "It's fast, simple, and
reliable." Keith feels that it's easier to write checks by
hand, so he doesn't use this feature of the program. "I
just want to keep track of my money," he adds.
More Fun Than...
But what about those market researchers who claim that
85 percent of U.S. households find money matters only
about as much fun as mowing the lawn? Unfortunately,
your Apple II can't help you cut the grass, but it can help
you keep an eye on your finances. Finance and Apple
computers may not equal fun for everyone, but using a
home-finance software package is more fun than, say,
bouncing a check or being audited.111

FREE HO E TRIAL I

MONITOR

Write to Cynthia Field at 10 Border Avenue, Wakefield,
RI 02879.

GREEN SCREEN

I Know, I've Been There

$59
MODEM

DISK DRIVES

1200 BAUD
98
HAYES COMPATIBLE
NEM

FREE HOME TRIAL

RADAR DETECTOR
High
Performance

$7

CABLE TV
NO
PAY TV
CONVERTERS/
DECODERS
. JERROLD
• OAK
• HAMLIN

SUPERHET
FREE HOME TRIAL

QUICK DELIVERY

-800-345-5080
Circle 32 on Reader Service Card.

IN\
isiaM
CALL TODAY
FOR PRICE

PRO-TECH-TRONICS
6870 Shingle Crk Pkwy
#103
Minneapolis. MN 55430

I've saved my own story for last (to give my editors
an easy place to cut). I directly credit my Apple Ilc and
my home-finance software with saving me nearly $1000
last year. I'm not talking about time—I'm talking cold,
hard cash.
I joined the rush to refinance my home last spring.
The onslaught of applicants caused many a bank to be
overwhelmed. In my case, a bank error nearly cost me
$750 when I paid off an existing equity loan.
How did I know precisely what I owed—and how did
I muster the confidence to speak up (vociferously!) at
the closing? Two years ago when I took out that equity
loan, I used a computerized loan calculator to prepare
an amortization schedule.
And just the other day, a few moments with Managing Your Money encouraged me to withdraw some savings from a money-market account at my local bank
(not the same one that nearly messed up my mortgage) and deposit it with an out-of-state bank. I figure
I "earned" about $150 for the five-minute analysis and
the 20-minute round trip to the bank.
If I were to calculate a cash equivalent for the hours
my Apple II has saved me in helping prepare my tax
return and analyzing various investment scenarios, I
could easily justify buying a new IIGs—which I will have
done by the time you read this.E
—C.F.
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Softstrip"
COMPUTER READABLE PRINT

NOW! TRANSFER DATA PROGRAM TO PROGRAM WITH
SOFTSTRIP°

•

Now you can move data between programs quickly and easily using
SOFTSTRIP data strips.
Using the Softstrip System, you can move data between computers and
such programs as WordStar and MacWrite, dBASE and AppleWorks,
Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel and ReadySetGo and many others.
We've created a series of several dozen Application Notes on Softstrip data
strips. These lead you through simple steps to make the file transfer as
easy as possible, adding even more versatility to your personal computer
when you purchase the SOFTSTRIP SYSTEM. The advanced system you've
been hearing so much about.
All you need to move data between programs is STRIPPER' software at
$19.95 and the Softstrip System Reader at $199.95.
For a complete list of Application Notes, contact your dealer or call Cauzin.

JANUARY CASE HISTORY
A comprehensive new book covering Turbo
Pascal programming includes 15 pages of
SOFTSTRIP data strips, enabling readers to input
extensive programs using the SOFTSTRIP
SYSTEM READER.
Jeff Duntemann, author of "Turbo Pascal, Second
Edition — Revised and Enlarged" convinced
publishers Scott, Foresman & Co., to include the
data strips as a service to readers.
Some programs included in the book are lengthy — up to 800 lines.
All 300K of listings are incorporated in the SOFTSTRIP data strips for
easy entry with the Reader. An index indicates which files are contained
in each strip.
Duntemann said inclusion of the data strips will let readers spend more
time learning the intricacies of working with Turbo Pascal and
significantly less time typing in the various programs.

~•'

Softstrip
Users' Groups: Call for Special User Group Discounts.

ACT NOW! Don't delay. See your local Softstrip dealer or call us at
1-800-533-7323. In Connecticut: 203-573-0150.

CAUZIN
835 South Main Street
Waterbury, CT 06706
(203) 573-0150

For Europe and Asia Contact:
Softstrip International, Ltd.

53 Bedford Square
London, WC1 B3DP England
01-631-3775 Telex: 263874SOFTST G
Circle 233 on Reader Service Card.

This data strip contains
IBM2MAC, a utility that
runs on the IBM and
converts an IBM file to
Macintosh format.

In Connecticut Call 378-3662 or 378-8293
Garfield Eat Your Words
20.00
Mr. & Mrs. Potato Head
20.00
Snoopy Writer or Fix-It
moo
34.00
Sensible Software Report Card
Scarborough Systems
25.00
MasterType New & Improved
MasterType's Writer (5'/"or 31/4")
45.00
25.00
MasterType's Filer
25.00
Scholastic Wizware Agent U.S.A.
Math Shop or Success with Typing
32.00
16.00
Square Pairs
23.00
Microzine 1
Operation: Frog or Turtle Tracks
25.00
25.00
Logic Builders
25.00
Story Tree or Story Maker
Simon & Schuster Chem Lab
25.00
Lovejoy's Preparation for SAT
39.00
Typing Tutor III
32.00
22.00
Kermit's Electronic Storybook
Spinnaker Adventure Creator
19.00
Delta Drawing
25.00
Facemaker: Golden Edition
26.00
Fraction Fever, Story Machine,
17.00
or Facemaker
Grandma's House or Rhymes & Riddles 17.00
21.00
In Search Of...
Kidwriter
25.00
Alphabet Zoo, Trains, or Math Busters
19.00
Kindercomp or Kids on Keys
19.00
19.00
Megabots
21.00
Snooper Troops Case I or II
Springboard Early Games or Stickers
21.00
Fraction Factory or Make a Match
18.00
24.00
Mask Parade or Easy as ABC
21.00
Rainbow Painter or Puzzle Master
Terrapin Enhanced Terrapin Logo V3.0 64.00
TimeWorks
Evelyn Wood Dynamic Reader
44.00
Weekly Reader Stickybear Series: Sticky
Bear ABC, Car Builder, Codes & Cyphers,
Basic, Basket Bounce, Bop, Drawing, Math,
Math II, Math Word Problems, Music,
Numbers, Opposites, Reading, Reading
Comprehension, Shapes, Spellgrabber,
Typing, & Townbuilder (each)
23.00

Modems
Anchor Automation
235.00
Signalman Express 1200
355.00
Signalman Lightning 2400
Volksmodem 12
179.00
Hayes Hayes Micromodem //e
139.00
Hayes 300 Baud Smartmodem //c
159.00
139.00
Hayes 300 Baud Smartmodem
379.00
Hayes 1200 Baud Smartmodem
Hayes 2400 Baud Smartmodem
579.00
Transet 1000
269.00
Novation Novation Apple Cat II
189.00
Novation 212 Apple Cat II
355.00
479.00
Novation 2400 Baud External
Prometheus Pro Modem 1200 (External) 279.00
ProModem 1200G (Non Expandable)
199.00
Pro Modem 1200A (Internal)
249.00
89.00
Pro Modem 300c
Communications Buffer
(2K Exp. to 512K)
105.00
Alphanumeric Display
69.00
U.S. Robotics
U.S. Robotics Password 1200
199.00
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400
399.00
Zoom Telephonles Zoom/Modem //e 105.00
115.00
Zoom/Modem //e Plus

Accelerators/Ramcards
Z-80/80 Col.
Advanced Logic Systems Add-Ram 16
Add-Ram 80/64
Apple Computer
Apple II Memory Expansion Card
Apple //e Extended 80 Col. Card
Apple //e Enhancement Kit
Applied Engineering
RamWorks III (64K to 3 MB)
RamWorks Expander 512k or
2Meg Version
RamFactor (256K to 1MB)
Z-RAM II (256K to 1MB)
Z-RAM Ultra 1 (256K or 512K)
Z-RAM Ultra 2 or 3 (256K to /Meg)
GS-RAM (256K to 1.5Meg)
Phasor (//+, //e, and IIGS)
TransWarp Accelerator (//+ and //e)
TimeMaster H.O. (//+ and //e)
ViewMaster 80 (//+)
Z-80 Plus
Apricorn Apricorn 64K Extend-It
Apricorn 16K Ramcard II+
AST Research SprintDisk w/256K
SprintDisk w/512K
Checkmate Technology
MultiRam CX (256K)
MultiRam CX (512K)
MultiRam CX+ Piggyback (512K)
MultiRam //e (128K)
MultiRam RGB (128K)
MultiRam //e (320K)
MultiRam RGB (320K)
MultiRam //e (576K)
MultiRam RGB (576K)
MultiRam RGB (832K)
MultiRam RGB (1024K)
Zee-80A
Micro Sci Micro Sci 80/64e
MCT MCT Speed Demon
Titan Industries Saturn 128K Ram
Accelerator //e

65.00
52.00
22500
89.00
45.00
Ca
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
139.00
219.00
105.00
119.00
119.00
75.00
79.00
189.00
269.00
139.00
175.00
199.00
129.00
169.00
159.00
189.00
189.00
219.00
249.00
26900
55.00
52.00
145.00
175.00
219.00

AST Research Multi I/O Clock/Calendar 99.00
Multi I/O Clock/Calendar/2 Ser. Ports 139.00
Prometheus VERSAcard
129.00

Quadram Multicore w/OK
Multicore w/256K
Street Electronics
Business Card Parallel
Business Card Serial

149.00
279.00
179.00
159.00

Printer Interface Cards
Apple Apple Super Serial Card
115.00
54.00
Apricorn Apricord //c
92.00
Super Serial Card
Orange Micro Pro Grappler
79.00
75.00
Serial Grappler Plus
Grappler+
75.00
Buffered Grappler+
119.00
79.00
Grappler //c
lmagebuf ter 64K
69.00
(For lmagewriter II Printer)
Hot Link
49.00
TextPrint Print-It! (Parallel or Serial)
132.00
Thirdware Choice of Parallel, Serial
(ImageWriter I), or Serial (ImageWriter II)
89.00
Finger Print Plus II+, //e, //c
Finger Print G+
(Par. Interface Grappler Compatible) 69.00
Finger Print Super Serial Card
69.00

Clock/Calendar
Peripherals
99.00
Applied Engineering TimeMaster H.O.
BSR Interface
39.00
//c System Clock
65.00
Quadram
62.00
Pro Dos Clock/Calendar Card
Creative Peripherals //c System CLock 55.00
69.00
SMT No Slot Clock (II+ & lie)
70.00
Street Electronics Livewire
Thunderware Thunderclock Plus
109.00
X-10 (USA) Inc.
X-10 Powerhouse Computer Interface
49.00
15.00
X-10 Wall Switch Module
15.00
X-10 Lamp Module
X-10 Appliance Module
(Specify 2 or 3 Pin)
15.00

Video Cards
Video 7 Color Enhancer He
Color Enhancer //c
Screen Enhancer //e
Screen Enhancer //c

119.00
89.00
89.00
49.00

Accessories
Kensington System Saver
Cool + Time
Curtis Diamond
Curtis Emerald
Curtis Ruby
Curtis Sapphire
Apple Mouse //e
Apple Mouse //c
Pico Universal Joystick II+, //e, //c
Hayes Mach II Joystick
Hayes Mach III Joystick
Kraft Quickstick //c
Kraft Universal 3 Button
Joystick (11+//e, //c)
Koala Pad Plus w/Graphics Exhibitor
Trackhouse Keypad (//e Standard)
Trackhouse Keypad
(//e Programmable)
Mockingboard A Board
Mockingboard B (Speech Chip)
Mockingboard C Board
Echo II Plus
The Cricket //c
Rainbow Paper Pak (300 Sheets)
ImageWriter Ribbon-Black
ImageWriter Ribbon-Color
ImageWriter II - 4 Color Ribbon
ImageWriter Rainbow Pack (6 Colors)
Environmental Software: Apple Skins
Apple //c or //e w/Monitor II Cover
Apple //c w/Color Monitor Cover
Apple //e Professional System Cover
Apple //c, //e, or UniDisk Drive Cover

59.00
69.00
30.00
36.00
54.00
47.00
119.00
89.00
25.00
29.00
35.00
49.00

Citizen
189.00
120-D (120cps) W/NLQ 10" Carriage
289.00
MSP-10 (160 cps) 10" Carriage
389.00
MSP-15 (160 cps) 15" Carriage
329.00
MSP-20 (200 cps) 10" Carriage
489.00
MSP-25 (200 cps) 15" Carriage
Cal
Epson LX-86
Call For
Cal
FX-85
Cal
FX-286
Most
Cal
Recent
LQ-800/1000
Cal
EX-800/1000
Low! Low!
Cal
LQ-2500
Prices
Juki 6000 (10 cps) Daisywheel/Par./Ser. 219.00
349.00
6100 (18 cps) Daisywheel/Par.
489.00
6200 (30 cps) Daisywheel/Par.
689.00
6300 (40 cps) Daisywheel/Par./Ser.
125.00
Okidata Okimate 20 Color Printer
Microline 182P (120cps Dot Matrix 10") 229.00
Microline 183P (120cps Dot Matrix 15") 389.00
Microline 192Plus
(200cps Dot Matrix 10")
359.00
Microline 193P/us
529.00
(200cps Dot Matrix 15")
Microline 292P (240cps Dot Matrix 10") 509.00
Microline 293P (240cps Dot Matrix 15") 649.00
Microline 192 Apple
(160cps Dot Matrix 10")
389.00
Microline 193 Apple
559.00
(160cps Dot Matrix 15")
Panasonic KXP-1080AP (100 cps)
249.00
ImageWriter Compatible
219.00
KXP-1080i (120 cps) NLQ Mode
269.00
KXP-1091i (160 cps) NLQ Mode
329.00
KXP-1092 (180 cps) NLQ Mode
449.00
KXP-1592 (160 cps) NLQ Mode
599.00
KXP-1595 (240 cps) NLQ Mode
269.00
KXP-3131 (16 cps) Daisywheel
409.00
KXP-3151 (23 cps) Daisywheel
Star Micronics NX-10 (120cps) Parallel 239.00
NX-15 (120cps) Paralle
389.00
SG-15 (120cps) Paralle
339.00
SD-10 (160cps) Paralle
449.00
SD-15 (160cps) Paralle
489.00
SR-10 (200cps) Paralle
589.00
SR-15 (200cps) Paralle
Toshiba
499.00
P-321 24 Pin (216cps)Par/Ser 10"
P-341 24 Pin (216cps) Par/Ser. 15"
739.00
1079.00
P-351 24 Pin (288cps) Par/Ser. 15"

Disk Drives/Hard Drives
Central Point Software
Mix and Match 5% & 31/2" Drives:
Universal Disk Controller
Universal Disk Controller/800KB
Drive Bundle
Hi-Tech Peripherals Full Height
5 1/4" Drive for Apple //e
Half Height 5 1/4" Drive
for Apple //e or //c
Apple //c Drive Adaptor
Micro Sei A2 Full Height
A5 Slimline //e
A5 Slimline //c
Micro Sci C2 Controller
Mitee AD-1 Full Height //e
AD-3C Slimline //e or //c

119.00
279.00
129.00
129.00
15.00
149.00
149.00
159.00
49.00
139.00
129.00

Pico Products
Apple Half-Height II+, //e, //c
ProAPP ProAPP 20 MB Hard Disk
System (l1+, //e, & //c)
Video Technology Computers, Inc.
Laser FD 100c (Apple //c)
Laser FD 100 (Apple II Series)

Monitors

Ordering Instructions
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
To order, call us anytime Monday thru Friday
9:00 to 9:00, Saturday 10:00 to 6:00. For fast
delivery if ordering by mail, send cashier's
check, certified check or money order. Fortune
1000 & Government checks honored immediately. Personal and other company checks allow
2-3 weeks to clear. Mastercard & Visa, include
card # & expiration date. Connecticut residents
add 7.5% sales tax. Sorry, we cannot accept
COD's. Purchase Orders: All merchandise FOB
CT. and Handling. Please call (203) 378-3662 for
credit information and terms.
Shipping Charges - Software Only - $3.00
Minimum charge U.S. Mainland. U.S. Postal,
APO, and FPO add 3% ($5.00 Min.). Alaska or
Hawaii add 6% ($10.00 Min.). Canadian orders
add 10% ($15.00 Min.). Foreign Orders except
Canada-Add 18% ($25.00 Min.).
Hardware - Please call for shipping charges.
Our Policy - We do not guarantee machine
compatibility. All products are new and include
factory warranty, therefore All sales are final.
Defective software will be replaced by the same
item only. Defective hardware will be replaced
or repaired at our discretion. Prices &availability
subject to change without notice. Products purchased in error, subject to 20% restocking fee.
All returns must have an authorization number
or they will not be accepted. Call (203)378-3662
to obtain one before returning defective products for replacement.

Visit Our New Showroom:
Exit 32 off 1-95
CODE - IN0101

32.00
79.00
85.00
139.00
65.00
65.00
119.00
99.00
82.00
12.00
4.50
5.00
12.00
27.00
19.00
21.00
23.00
7.00

Brother
M1109AP ImageWriter Compatible
HR-20 (20cps) Daisywheel
HR-35 (35cps) Daisywheel
TwinWriter 5
Fortis/Dynax DX45 Dual Head Printer

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card.

10.50
10.50
10.50
10.25
10.25
12.50
13.00
12.00
15.99
14.00
21.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
25.00
24.00
27.00

269.00
349.00
729.00
Call
839.00

Visit Our New Showroom: Exit
-

Station House Square
2505Street
Main
06497
Stratford,
Conn. Monday- Friday 9
Stra
Telephone Hours:
da 9Saturday '10-6
M
Showroom Hours:
Saturday 10-6
Orders Only TO1_

Call
139.00
139.00

399.00
Amdek Color Monitor 600 (RGB)
Gold Star 13" Composite Color Monitor 169.00
Princeton Graphics
399.00
HX-9 9" RGB Color
429.00
HX-12 12" RGB Color
115.00
Sakata SG-1000 Green
125.00
SA-1000 Amber
339.00
SC-200 RGB Color
589.00
SC-300P RGB Color
125.00
Taxan 115 12" Hi-Res Green
129.00
116 12" Hi-Res Amber
620 12" Hi-Res RGB Color (640X200) 389.00
179.00
410-80/64 RGB-I1 Interface
259.00
Teknika MJ-22 RGB Color Monitor

Blank Media
5 ,/," Blank Diskettes
BASF 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Elephant 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Verbatim 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Sony 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Maxell 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Nashua 5.25 SS/DD (box of 10)
Memorex 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
3M 5.25" SS/DD (box of 10)
Dysan 5.25" SS/D0 (box of 10)
31/2 " Blank Diskettes
BASF 3.5" DS/DD (box of 5)
Bulk (Sony) 31/2 " DS/DD (box of 10)
Centech 31/4" DS/DD Color Disks
(box of 10)
Sony 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)
Fuji 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)
Verbatim DS/DD (box of 10)
Maxell 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)
3M 3.5" DS/DD (box of 10)

139.00

PROCUlill ?LLB r> 1-800-832-3201
Computers
Central Point Software
389.00
Laser 128K Computer
The Laser 128 includes an Expansion Slot,
RGB Video Output, Parallel Printer Port, and
a 10 Key Numeric Keypad! Most Apple Compatible Computer Available at Any Price!
Laser 128 2nd Disk Drive
139.00
(51/4", % height)
Laser 128 800K 3.5" Drive w/Controller 279.00
69.00
Laser 1282-Slot Expansion Box
Laser 128 Cables
24.00
(Parallel, Serial, or ROB)

Back-Up Utilities & Boards
Alpha Logic Locksmith 8.0
Central Point Software
Copy II Plus Version 6
Wildcard II
Computer Applications
Nibbles Away III/NADOL
Golden Delicious Software LTD
CIA Files
Untie° Software E.D.D. IV
E.D.D. IV Plus (II, 11+, Ile w/Disk II)
E.D.D. IV Plus (Ile w/DuoDisk
or UniDisk)

58.00
20.00
70.00
29.00
29.00
29.00
105.00
115.00

Entertainment
24.00
Access Software Beach-Head II
20.00
Accolade Dam Busters or Fight Night
32.00
Double Accolade
20.00
Hard Ball or Laws of the West
20.00
Psi 5 Trading Co. or Ace of Aces
23.00
SunDog V2.0
Activision
25.00
Alcazar or Master of the Lamps
32.00
Alter Ego (Male or Female)
25.00
Borrowed Time or Space Shuttle
Countdown to Shutdown or
25.00
Rocky Horror Show
25.00
Ghost Busters or Labyrinth
25.00
Great American Road Race
Hacker, Hacker II, or
25.00
Tess Times in Tonetown
25.00
Little Computer People Discovery Kit
25.00
Mindshadow or Tracer Sanction
Murder on The Mississippi or Shanghai 25.00
20.00
Star League Baseball
36.00
Avalon Hill Under Fire!
Avant-Garde Dave Winfield's Batter Up 24.00
24.00
Joe Theismann's Pro Football
Bantam Publishing
22.00
Cave of Time or Escape
25.00
I'Damiano the Wizard of Partestrada
25.00
Sherlock Holms: "Another Bow"
18.00
Baudville Video Vegas
23.00
Broderbund Airheart
29.00
Breakers
Captain Goodnight & the Islands of Fear 23.00
Championship Lode Runner or Karateka 23.00
25.00
Mask of the Sun
Data East
24.00
Karate Champ or Kung Fu Master
DataSof t Alternate Reality
23.00
"The City" or "The Dungeon"
23.00
Bruce Lee, Conan, or Mr. Do
19.00
Gunslinger or Theatre Europe
23.00
Mind Persuit or Crosscheck
23.00
The Goonies or Zorro
Never Ending Story or 2216 Baker Street 23.00
Electronic Arts
34.00
Adventure Const. Set or StartMet 1
11.00
Age Of Adventure or One-On-One
31.00
Amnesia or Robot Rascals
28.00
Arctic Fox or Ring Quest
31.00
Bard's Tate or Reach For The Stars
34.00
Bard's Tale The Destiny Knight
Battlefront or Make Your Own
28.00
Murder Party
34.00
Carriers At War or Europe Ablaze
28.00
ChessMaster 2000 or Ogre
28.00
Lords of Conquest
11.00
Music or Pinball Construction Set
7 Cities of Gold or Super Boulder Dash 11.00
28.00
SkyFox, Archon II, or Scrabble
24.00
Software Golden Oldies or Dark Lord
Timothy Leary's Mind Mirror or
24.00
Marble Madness
EPYX Ballblazer or Rescue on Fractulus 25.00
25.00
Championship Wrestling or Destroyer
25.00
G.I. Joe or Pitstop II
25.00
Koronis Rift or The Eidolon
25.00
Summer Games II or Winter Games
25.00
Temple of Apshai Trilogy
World Games or
25.00
The Movie Monster Game
24.00
World's Greatest Baseball Game
25.00
World's Greatest Football Game
22.00
Firebird Licensees, Inc. Elite
25.00
Colossus Chess IV
32.00
Hayden Software Sargon III
26.00
infocom A Mind Forever Voyaging
25.00
Cutthroats, Seastalker, or Ballyhoo
Deadline, or Starcross or SpellBreaker 31.00
25.00
Hitchhker's Guide or Trinity
30.00
Infidel or Sorceror
Leather Godesses of Phobos
25.00
or Moon Mist
25.00
Witness, Planetfall, or Enchantor
25.00
Zork I, Wishbringer, or Fooblitzky
28.00
Zork II, Zork III, or Suspect
Micro League Sports
25.00
Micro League Baseball
25.00
General Manager/Owner
Microprose Crusade in Europe or
25.00
Conflict in Vietnam
25.00
Gunship or Decision In The Desert
22.00
F-15 Strike Eagle or Acrojet
22.00
Silent Service
22.00
Solo Flight or Nato Commander

Mlndacape Dick Francis' High Stakes
25.00
or Sub Mission
25.00
Forbidden Castle or Voodoo Island
Indiana Jones: "Revenge of The Ancients" 25.00
25.00
James Bond: "A View To Kill"
25.00
James Bond: "Goldfinger"
29.00
Racier
25.00
Rambo: "First Blood Part II"
Stephen King's 'The Mist" or Infiltrator 25.00
25.00
The American Challenge Sailing
19.00
The Halley Project or Bop'N'Wrestle
Omnitrend Software
64.00
Omnitrend's Universe I
41.00
Omnitrend's Universe II
One Step Software Golf's Best Pinehurst 19.00
19.00
Golf's Best St. Andrews
41.00
Origin Systems Moebius
34.00
AutoDuel
41.00
Ultima III: Exodus or Ultima IV
Polarware
15.00
Expedition Amazon or Oo-Topos
Coveted Mirror, Xyphus or Transylvania 15.00
15.00
Sword of Kadash or Crimson Crown
24.00
Random House Alpine Encounter
39.00
APBA Major League Baseball
30.00
Tournament Bridge
22.00
Sierra On-Line Championship Boxing
32.00
Kings Quest I, II, or III
25.00
The Black Cauldron
Simon & Schuster Spy Hunter or Tapper 19.00
25.00
Star Trek (Kobayashi Alternative)
32.00
Sir-Tech Wizardry
22.00
Knight of Diamonds
25.00
Legacy of Llylgamyn
22.00
Rescue Raiders
16.00
Wiziprint
27.00
Usurper. The Mines of Qyntarr
22.00
Spectrum Holobyte Gato
Strategic Simulations
Battalion Commander or Objective Kursk 25.00
25.00
Battle For Normandy or Field of Fire
36.00
Battle Group
30.00
Battle of Antientam
19.00
Gemstone Healer
24.00
Gemstone Warrior, or Wizard's Crown
25.00
Geopolitique 1990 or Rails West
38.00
Germany 1985 or Carrier Force
25.00
Imperium Galactum or Broadsides
38.00
Kampfgruppe or Reforger 88
24.00
NAM or Professional Tour Golf
38.00
North Atlantic '86 or Warship
24.00
Phantasie II, or Panzer Grenadier
24.00
Ring's of Zilfin, or Colonial Conquest
24.00
Roadwar 2000 or Shard of Spring
36.00
U.S.A.A.F. or Mech Brigade
49.00
War in Russia
35.00
Sublogic Flight Simulator II
35.00
Jet
24.00
Tellurium Agatha Christie: The Scoop
12.00
Amazon or Dragon World
12.00
Fahrenheit 451 or Shadow Keep
24.00
Nine Princes In Amber
24.00
Perry Mason: Mandarin Murders
12.00
Rendezvous with Rama
Windham Classics Alice in Wonderland 26.00
Below The Root or
26.00
Swiss Family Robinson
26.00
Wizard Of Oz or Treasure Island

Utility/Language Software
Apple Computer Apple II Instant Pascal 115.00
199.00
Apple Pascal V1.3
Beagle Brothers MacroWorks,
19.00
Beagle Basic, or Beagle Screens
42.00
Beagle Compiler
Beagle G.P.L.E. or Super MacroWorks 26.00
18.50
Big•U, Double Take, or Pro-Byter
21.00
0-Code-Extra K, or Power Print
16.00
DiskQuIck or I.O. Silver
13.00
Dos Bos or Silicon Salad
18.50
Fat Cat
11.00
Tip Disk #1
15.50
Pronto Dos or Utility City
21.00
Triple Dump
45.00
Borland Turbo Pascal 3.0
35.00
Turbo Database Tool Box
22.00
Turbo Tutor
Funk Software
39.00
Sideways Prodos & Dos 3.3
Meacom
28.00
UniDos (Dos 3.3 for the UniDrive)
32.00
Gushy Software Bag of Tricks II
Beneath Apple Dos or
13.00
Beneath Apple ProDos
65.00
Roger Wagner Merlin ProDos
42.00
Merlin Assembler
69.00
Merlin Combo Pack
Software Masters Visible Computer 6502 36.00
The Byte Works
59.00
ORCA/M Macro Assembler ProDos
26.00
The Software Touch AutoWorks
34.00
FontWorks
20.00
Graftx Pro
34.00
Program Writer
49.00
Videx AppleWorks Modify Plus 128K
Vllberg Brothers
35.00
DMP Utilities (Image Writer or Epson)
65.00
Zedcor ZBASIC

Graphics Packages
Adhesion Gary Kitchen's Game Maker 32.00
GameMaker "Designer's Library" Sports 18.00
GameMaker "Designer's Library" Sci-Fi 18.00
21.00
The Christmas Kit (Paper Models)
27.00
Greeting Card Maker
26.00
Designer's Pencil
Bantam Software
26.00
Walt Disney Card & Party Shop
26.00
Walt Disney Comic Strip Maker
29.00
Baudville Blazing Paddles
52.00
Prince (C.Itoh or Epson)
29.00
Prince (Image Writer II-No Ribbons)
29.00
Pix-It

Pix-It Shape Library 1, 2, or 3
Take 1
Take 1 Programmer's Toolkit
Actors & Actions or Heros & Villains
Beagle Brothers Alpha Plot
Beagle Graphics
Flex Text or Frame Up
Font Mechanic, Minipix Disk #1 or #2
Shape Mechanic
Broderbund Toy Shop
Toy Shop Refill
Animate
Dazzle Draw
Print Shop Enhanced or Fantavision
Print Shop Companion
Print Shop Graphics Library I, II, or III
or Holiday Ed.
Print Shop Paper Refill
Data Transforms Fontrix 1.5
Font Paks 1-15 ea.
Electronic Arts Movie Maker
Penguin Software
New Complete Graphics System
The Graphics Magician
The Graphics Magician Jr.
Roger Wagner Printographer
Sensible Software
The Graphics Department
Simon & Schuster
Great INTL Paper Airplane Const. Kit
Springboard Newsroom
Certificate Maker
Newsroom Clip Art Collection Vol. 1
Newsroom Clip Art Collection Vol. 2
Newsroom Clip Art Collection Vol. 3
Graphics Expander Vol. 1
Spinnaker T-Shirt Shop
Unison World Printmaster
Art Gallery I
Art Gallery II or III
Weekly Reader Stickybear Printer

12.95
34.00
39.00
18.00
21.00
31.00
15.50
15.50
21.00
39.00
18.00
44.00
38.00
32.00
25.00
16.00
12.95
54.00
14.00
27.00
26.00
26.00
14.00
26.00
67.00
25.00
35.00
3600
18.00
25.00
18.00
25.00
34.00
25.00
25.00
19.00
23.00

Communications
Apple Computer Access II (lie, Ilc only) 62.00
27.00
Compuserve Compuserve Starter Kit
Dow Jones Dow Jones Membership Kit 22.00
72.00
Hayes Smartcom I
65.00
PSI Software Commworks (//e & //c)
62.00
Quark Terminus lie
159.00
Softronics Softerm 2
United Software Industries
ASCII: Express Pro: Prodos or Dos 3.3 75.00

Business Software
Advanced Logic Systems SpellWorks
The Handlers (11+, Ile, 11c)
Apple Apple Works (1/e, //c)
Apple Writer II 2.0 ProDos (Ile, 11c)
Quickfile (Ile only)
Batteries Included Paper Clip
BPI Systems
BPI General Accounting ProDos
BPI AR/AP/PR or Inv. ProDos (ea.)
Broderbund On Balance
Bank Street Writer (He, tic) or Speller
Bank Street Filer (128K) or Mailer
Dow Jones Software
Dow Jones Membership Kit
Good Software Investor III
Amortizer III
Habe/Arrays Home Accountant
Home Accountant //c
Human Edge Software Mind Prober
Mind Over Minors
Intuit Quicken
Living Videotext
Think Tank V1.1 (II+ or Ile)
Manzanita
BusinessWorits
System Manager (Required)
GUAR/AP/ or Inventory Control
Payroll Module
The Business Accountant
System Manager (Required)
GL/AR/AP/ or Inventory Control
Payroll Module
The Advanced Business Accountant
System Manager (Required)
GL/AR/AP/ or Inventory Control
Payroll Module
MECA
Managing Your Money (Version 2.0)
Megahaus MegaWorks
ReportWorks
Thinkworks
Monogram Dollars and Sense
(11+, //e or //c)
Forecast (64K or 128K)
Nolo Press Will Writer (Version 2.0)
PSI Software Graphworks 1.3
Jeeves
Peachtree Back To Basics
Accounting System: GL/AR/AP
Back To Basics GL, AP, AR
Personal Choice Software
Filler's Choice
Personal Choice Collection
Planner's Choice
Writer's Choice
Pinpoint Publishing Pinpoint
Pinpoint Spelling Checker
Pinpoint Document Checker
PinPoint Toolkit
Point To Point
Infomerge
RunRun
Pinpc int //e Upgrade Kit
Pinpoint Ram Enhancement
PinPoint Modem Enhancement
PM Software ProFILER 2.1
Professional Software Fleet System 3
Integrated Word Processing,
Spell Checking & Thesaurus

31.00
59.00
199.00
119.00
79.00
38.00
219.00
219.00
62.00
44.00
44.00
22.00
149.00
56.00
47.00
45.00
28.00
31.00
35.00
79.00
65.00
249.00
279.00
65.00
195.00
225.00
65.00
249.00
279.00
119.00
79.00
79.00
79.00
72.00
38.00
29.00
45.00
29.00
99.00
52.00
35.00
75.00
35.00
35.00
49.00
39.00
39.00
28.00
69.00
45.00
28.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
52.00
49.00

Quark Catalyst //e V3.0
Word Juggler & Lexicheck //e
Roger Wagner Publishing
Mouse Write (ver 2.6.8)
The Write Choice
Scarborough Mastertype's Writer
(5.25" or 3.5" format)
Sensible Software Bookends-ProDos
Bookends Extended
(Req. 80 Column Card)
Sensible Grammer ProDos (3.5" & 5.25")
Sensible Speller-Dos or ProDos
w/3.5 & 5.25"
Sierra On-Line Smart Money
Homeword Plus (128K) w/Speller
Simon & Schuster
JK Lessees Income Tax
Webster's Spelling Checker (ProDos)
Software Publishing
All Programs for //e with 128K or //c
PFS: Workmates
(File/Report/Plan/Write)
PFS: Graph
PFS: File/Report Bundle
PFS: Write or Plan (//e, //c)
Sorclm/IUS SuperCalc 3a
Style Ware Multiscribe
Timeworks
Sylvia Porter's Financial Planner
VIP Software VIP Professional
(Lotus 1-2-3 Work-Alike)
Word Perfect Corporation
WordPerfect V1.1 (//e & //c)

59.00
59.00
89.00
42.00
45.00
67.00
82.00
56.00
69.00
52.00
45.00
45.00
38.00

149.00
76.00
76.00
76.00
105.00
46.00
62.00
145.00
85.00

Educational Software
38.00
Addison Wesley Smart Eyes
Apple Apple Logo // 128K (//e, //c only) 85.00
Bantam Software
25.00
Fantastic Animals or Road Rally USA
25.00
Creative Contraptions
Barron's Computer SAT Revised Version 32.00
18.00
Baudville Guitar Wizard
Ted Bear Discovers...Ralny Day Games 18.00
Better Working
38.00
File & Report or Spreadsheet
Homework Helpers: Math Word Problems 32.00
32.00
Homework Helpers: Writing
32.00
Typing Made Easy
38.00
Word Processor
Broderbund
45.00
Science Tool Kit Master Module
26.00
Science Tool Kit Module I or II
29.00
Type!
32.00
Variable Feasts
25.00
Welcome Aboard Muppets!
Where in the World is Carmen,
26.00
San Diego?
Where in the USA is Carmen,
29.00
San Diego?
14.00
CBS Software Adventure Master
23.00
America Coast to Coast
23.00
Body in Focus or Dinosaur Dig
28.00
Forecast! or T-Rex
45.00
Goren's Bridge
56.00
Mastering The SAT
20.00
Success w/Algebra (ea.)
14.00
Success wlMath (ea.)
Davidson & Associates
Alge-Blaster, Classmate or Math Blaster 28.00
28.00
Grammer Gremlins
52.00
Homeworker
39.00
Speed Reader II
11.95
Speed Reader Data A, B, 0, or D
28.00
Spell-It or Word Attack!
Designware
29.00
European Nations & Locations
29.00
Grammer Examiner
49.00
Remember
25.00
Spellicopter or Spellagraph
29.00
States & Traits or Mission Algebra
29.00
The Body Transparent
Fisher Price Alpha Build or Logic Levels 16.00
26.00
First Man on The Moon Math
26.00
Jungle Book Reading
26.00
Peter Rabbit Reading
26.00
Peter & The Wolf Music
32.00
Grolier Publishing EduCalc
26.00
Friendly Filer or Easy Graph
26.00
Science Island or Treasure Hunter
Harcourt, Brace, Joyanovich
26.00
Computer SAT
intracorp, Inc.
36.00
Intracourse Analysis Module
29.00
Intracourse Compatibility Module
59.00
Intracourse Anal. & Comp. Module
Learning Company
Bumble Plot, Games, or Reader Rabbit 25.00
28.00
Gertrude's Puzzles or Secrets
19.00
Juggle's Rainbow
22.00
Magic Spells or Word Spinner
25.00
Math Rabbit or Writer Rabbit
Moptown Hotel, Parade, or Number
25.00
Stumper
32.00
Robot Odyssey I or Rocky's Boots
25.00
Mindscape Bank Street Storybook
32.00
Bank Street Music Writer
32.00
Crossword Magic
25.00
Keyboard Cadet or Luscher Profile
45.00
Perfect Score SAT
Peachtree/Eduware Algebra 1, 2, 3, or 4 23.00
29.00
Algebra
23.00
Decimals or Fractions
18.00
Compu-Read (V 3.0)
23.00
Introduction to Counting
18.00
PSAT or SAT Word Attack Skills
23.00
Spelling Bee w/Reading Primer
23.00
Writing Skills 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
Personal Choice Software
38.00
Term Paper Writer
28.00
PinPoint Micro Cookbook (//e or Ho
Appetizers, Desserts, or Soups & Salads 11.95
Randam House Charlie Brown's ABC's 20.00
20.00
Charlie Brown Typing Is a Ball
20.00
Garfield Double Dares

Tracking the flow of money through
your small business demands
accurate recordkeeping, efficient
organization, and ease of use.
inCider evaluates three integrated
accounting systems—one of which
may be just right for your operation.
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Business Finance

RINGING UP

PROFITS
by Gregory R. Glau

A

nyone who operates a small business needs an
intelligent accounting system—not only a package that tracks all the information every company generates, but something a bit stronger, as well: a
program that helps you understand what's happening to
all the money that flows through a business. Your Apple
can be a big part of the solution to these problems. With
a good accounting system, it'll do wonders for any busipess. Let's examine three integrated packages—each with
its own virtues and drawbacks—that are designed to help
the business owner reach financial understanding.
An Overview
All three systems reviewed here—BusinessWorks from
Manzanita, BPI, and Peachtree's Back to Basics—are integrated: Their subsidiary modules (such as accounts receivable) report your summarized accounting data to the
general-ledger part of the package.
If you have recurring accounts-payable charges or recurring
amounts of accounts receivable, any of these programs will
automatically post the information.
You can instruct any of these systems to pay all your
invoices or only selected bills. If you write a check by
hand, you can enter the data into the program without
printing another check. Once the software prints a check
(or a series of checks), it automatically prints a check register. The same is true of accounts receivable: You let
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each system know whether you want to send statements
to alFor just selectee customers, as well as those to which
you'd like to add finance charges, should their accounts
become past due.
The BusinessWorks and Peachtree systems are completely menu-driven—they're easy to learn and you won't
get lost. All five BPI packages work with user-entered
commands. Each available command is shown on screen,
so you never have to learn a command list. BPI programs
use a queue, a series of commands that lets you perform
one step right after another.
BPI and BusinessWorks let you transfer data to an
Apple-Works spreadsheet; Peactrtree ckse-sal. All three
packages allow password protection and include built-in
mailing lists for receivable and payable acchx,iiate, so it's
easy to create mailing labels from your files.

Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
General Ledger
Inventory
Payroll

BPI
■
••
M••
U.
••

BusinessWork.;
•• •
INIIIIM•E
••••
•••••

Peachtree
••
•
NA
NA

Table. Ratings chart for three integrated small-business
accounting systems.
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One of Peachtree's strongest features is the terrific accounting book ridden inside its manual. You not only learn
how to operate the system, but you also get something
you could use as a textbook of basic accounting.
An interesting BusinessWorks feature is its use of show
windows. When you're entering bills and can't recall
someone's account number, or you're writing checks and
can't remember a vendor identification number, just ask
the system, and a window pops up to display account
data. Scroll through the list until you spot the one you're
looking for. If you have to scroll to accounts not shown in
the initial show window, though, the process accesses the
disk each time, so it gets a little slow.
A few criticisms here: Peachtree uses abbreviated codes
for account names in its examples, although the program
can accept and work with numerical designations for receivable and payable accounts. In the real world, you
never use abbreviations for customer codes—it's too easy
to make a typing error. Instead, you use numbers, which
Peachtree should do in its examples. BusinessWorks does
the same thing in its Accounts Payable package; these people
should know it's all too easy to misspell a name or code.
BPI is burdened with too many disks. Its General Accounting, Accounts Receivable, and Accounts Payable—
which Peachtree handles with three 5%-inch disks—are •
spread out on a total of 16 disks.
Working with Receivables
Accounts Receivable is the heart of your system: That's
money your customers owe you, cash you expect to collect. In effect, these dollars represent a loan you've made
to certain customers, who charge at least part of their purchases. Who are they? How old are their bills? Who's
paying, and who's not? Should you add a finance
charge? How much? How do you handle returned merchandise? Can you offer prompt-payment discounts to
your customers? There are a thousand questions you
could ask, but the bottom line is to select the accounting
system that matches most closely what you're now doing
or would like to do.
BusinessWorks' Accounts Receivable allows up to 1000
customers (up to 10,000 on a hard disk). You can credit
your sales to as many as 16 sales representatives, with
nine payment terms and up to 40 lines per invoice. If you
use handwritten bills, you can still enter data into the
system.
BPI Accounts Receivable lets you use either the balance-forward or open-invoice method of tracking customer
charges and payments. You're allowed four types of ac-
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counts, including revolving charge accounts and accounts
with fixed monthly payments.
Peachtree's accounts-receivable module allows 300 customers witn a maximum of 1000 invoices and 780 payments per month.
You start BusinessWorks' Accounts Receivable by entering current information about each customer—purchases
so far this year, whether or not you want to generate a
monthly statement, sales-tax rates, and other data-27 categories per customer. One small bug here: The program
can accept a date in the future as a client's most recent
date of payment.
A helpful credit-inquiry report displays all current invoices, credit memos and payments, any outstanding finance charges due, and so on. You know instantly how
any current balance compares to the credit limit you preset for each customer.
As do other modules in the BusinessWorks series, Receivables produces useful reports, including a cash-flow
summary that tells you how much cash to expect and
when you should get it, assuming everyone pays on the
latest possible date before a finance charge is added.
Other helpful reports detail your best customers, list accounts that have reached their credit limits, and analyzes
the performance of your sales representatives.
If you try to write an invoice for more of a particular
item than you currently have on hand, the program tells
you that you can't fill the order and won't let you enter
the data. This is fine as far as it goes, but precludes back
orders, with which you'd still show the product as on
order, but not price it on the invoice, as the customer
hasn't received it yet.
The program lets you sell things that aren't in your inventory-control system just by typing in the data—that lets
you sell and invoice things like labor. You can charge tax
on some items, but not on others, as needed. The system
lets you distribute your sales data to as many as 16 general-ledger accounts (materials, labor, and so on), enough
for most businesses.
BPI Accounts Receivable lets you enter your charges or
credits in batches—up to 41 invoices at one time—saving
disk access. It automatically increments invoice numbers
as you work and displays a breakdown of where it expects each customer's charge totals to be distributed; you
can add others as the transaction requires.
Peachtree's accounts-receivable module does what you'd
expect: tracks who owes you what, and how long they've
owed it. While the program doesn't generate invoices, it
produces detailed statements, with various messages determined by an account's age. You can assign each customer
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a credit limit; if he or she exceeds this figure, the program
warns you with an on-screen message.

A Few Slips
BPI's indexes leave a bit to be desired. I couldn't find
TAX or SALES TAX in the Accounts Receivable index, and
had to play with the program to determine that it can't
automatically calculate sales tax.
BusinessWorks lets you sell a fraction of your inventory,
which is fine for some items, but not for others. For example, one item in the sample data is a $150 bike. The program lets you sell .01 of these bikes and bills it at $1.50,
which, of course, can't really happen.
Peachtree's accounts-receivable module includes the
severest Limitation of any of these packages: It allows you
only 300 customers. In the real world, we want our businesses to grow (which means more customers); we all have
people who don't pay their bills right away, too, but we can't
take them off our books to make room for new ones.

Accounts Payable
BusinessWorks' Accounts Payable allows up to 1000
vendors (up to 10,000 with a hard disk), with up to nine
payment codes and eight distribution accounts.
BPI Accounts Payable uses a flexible disk-allocation
technique: The number of vendor accounts is determined
by the number of active general-ledger accounts, the number of checking accounts you'll use to pay your bills, and
so on. With 400 regular suppliers and 200 occasional vendors, you can have 350 general-ledger accounts and ten
checking accounts, and still track 1000 open invoices.
Peachtree's Accounts Payable lets you have 300 vendors, and you can post up to 650 invoices per month.
You can distribute the data from those bills to 115 different
accounts.
When you enter an invoice into BusinessWorks' Accounts Payable, the program automatically assumes the
due date is 30 days hence, so it's right most of the time.
As does BusinessWorks' Accounts Receivable, Payables
produces comprehensive, clear
reports. Besides the usual features, such as an aging report, you can ask for a cashflow-requirement summary to
show you how much cash
you'll need and when you'll
need it.
BPI's Accounts Payable system starts with a lot of flexibility. As you enter the name of
each vendor, you let the software know when invoices are
due, whether the supplier allows a discount, and so on.
The program uses vouchers,
user-designated code numbers
for customer invoices. According to BPI, that makes it easier to track internal distribution of each purchase to your
various general-ledger accounts.

Payable Weaknesses
BusinessWorks' Accounts Payable allows a maximum of
only eight characters per vendor invoice number. Some of
your suppliers may have lengthier invoice numbers you'd
have to truncate.
BusinessWorks lets you post any amount to any generalledger category, without any error checking to see if such
a move is possible. For example, when you pay vendors
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by asking BusinessWorks to write a check, it takes money
from your bank account—in the examples, ledger account
#1000. When you post a supplier invoice, you must designate the type of purchase—office supplies, material, and
so on. If you ask the program, though, to charge a vendor invoice to a supplier and distribute that amount to account #1000, the cash account, the program accepts it.
No system should let you distribute a purchase to your
cash in the bank.
BPI's Accounts Payable lets you enter your vouchers in
batches, which is supposed to reduce data-entry time. The
Payables module works much more slowly than the other
parts of the system, though. The program takes 30 seconds to save an invoice with one charge and one distribution—before you tell the system you're done with this
particular batch. Once you do that, you wait another 20
seconds for the software to complete the posting.

Inventory Control
Inventory is a very individual function for most business
owners, as there are specific informational items they want
from such a system. Do you want to know how many of
each item you've sold over the past year? Your average
gross profit (both as a dollar amount and on a percentage
basis) for each product you handle? Items currently out of
stock? What's on order? What's selling? What's not?
BusinessWorks' Inventory can handle up to 1000 items on
a 314-inch disk, or up to 10,000 items on a hard disk.
BPI's Inventory Control can manage about 850 items on
a floppy disk; the number of items with which a hard disk
can deal depends on the size of the hard disk, but the
maximum the system can handle is 32,761 items.
BusinessWorks' Inventory provides 11 reports you can
tailor to your particular needs, automatically posts sales
data to as many as 16 general-ledger accounts, lets you
quickly adjust prices up or down for all or some of the products you sell, creates purchase orders, and even calculates
the profit you're making on each item. The manual is complete and interesting, and includes a basic introduction to accounting principles as they apply to inventory control.
You can set up the package to use LIFO (the newest
parts in stock are assumed to be sold first) or FIFO (you
expect to sell your oldest items first), average costing (which
calculates a new cost each time you receive items), or standard costing, with which you assign to each item a price
that may or may not reflect what you actually paid.
BusinessWorks' Inventory has 24 fields for each data
item, including a basic description (22-character maximum), the last date an item was sold, and three pricing
levels for which you set the discount rates.
BusinessWorks' reports are complete and filled with
things you'd never think of, until you see them printed
and say, "Hey—that's good." For example, you might
want to know which products are making the most profit
for your company. Inventory can tell you. How about those
items you've overstocked? That information is also available.
BPI's Inventory Control system is invoice-oriented: Every
transaction in the BPI system is handled through an invoice. Even cash sales require posting to a Cash invoice.
It also tracks up to ten departments or divisions inside
your company, and lets you write invoices from each location. BPI allows three costing methods: LIFO, FIFO, and
the average-cost technique.
BPI also will send the information to your accounts-receivable section (an invoice written in inventory will usually
be charged to someone who has an account with your
business).
The system is complete in that if all your business sells
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is inventory, this package will print a trial balance and income statement. In a very real sense, this is not just an
inventory-control .system, but a full-blown general-ledger
that focuses on inventory. The highlight of BPI's Inventory
Control program has to be its reports—some 30 available
printouts with variations for a department or location
breakdown.
Inventory Slips
BusinessWorks' Inventory allows only 1.2 characters for a
manufacturer's model number, which in some cases won't
be long enough. Item quantities—the number you have in
stock, the number you've sold this year, and so on—are
shown with trailing decimal places (73 items in stock
shows as 73.00). You may not care for this, as it appears
to be a dollar amount rather than a quantity.
Once you've entered an item, all fields aren't available for
editing. If you enter an incorrect year-to-date sales total and
want to change it, you won't be able to access the data to
edit it. The program provides on-screen help, but it's limited
to a brief explanation of the menu items available.
The biggest weakness of BPI's Inventory Control program is simply that it runs too darned slowly. Data entry is
pretty fast, until you finish the invoice and save it to disk.
At best, with only a single item billed, saving the information takes nearly half a minute. The program then shows
you a distribution screen on which you indicate what was
sold—materials, sales tax, and so on. That, too, must be
saved to disk. Preparing an average single-item invoice,
including the time to save and print it, takes about two
minutes. An invoice with five items billed and a couple
back-ordered, almost put me to sleep when the system
took a minute and 20 seconds before it got to the distribution screen.
Payroll
Payroll at one time was the simplest of accounting functions. An employee worked for so many hours at a certain
rate of pay; you multiplied it and handed him or her the
cash. Somewhere along the line the process got more
complicated. Now there are deductions for any number of
things, as well as endless tax reports.
And our payment methods are more complex, too, as
we may have some employees on salary, others on commission, a few paid hourly plus commission—and then
there are vacation pay, sick leave, overtime, insurance,
and holiday pay, until the whole thing consumes not just
the dollars it takes to pay our people, but hours and
hours every payday.

Product Information
Back to Basics
Peachtree Software Inc.
4355 Shackleford Road
Norcross, GA 30093
(800) 247-3224
$199
Includes General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable; requires
64K Apple Ile or 11c, two
drives
Reader Service Number 300
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BPI
BPI Systems Inc.
3001 Bee Cave Road
Austin, TX 78746
(512) 328-5400
$395 each module
Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, General Ledger,
Inventory, Payroll; requires
64K Apple Ile or 11c, two
drives
Reader Service Number 301

Both BusinessWorks and BPI Payroll can create employee checks and W-2 forms. Both can handle tip income and let you reimburse employees for expenses.
BusinessWorks allows up to 300 employees on a 3X-inch
disk, or 1000 on a hard disk. This package tracks payrollcost data for up to 200 job codes, lets you work with six
shift differentials and three overtime rates, and can handle
25 commission rates. BusinessWorks can also pay employees who work on a piece-rate basis.
BPI's Payrdl handles about 100 people and can send
information from those records to up to 70 general-ledger
accounts. You can use three methods of compensation:
salaried, hourly, or commission.
BusinessWorks' Payroll features both automatic and manual calculation modes; manual makes you enter each individual deduction amount—a very slow process. You also
can edit the federal tax tables, which means you're up
and running with BusinessWorks the day you buy the
package.
There are three ways to do BPI payroll: manually,
whereby you see the data for each employee and enter
any changes from the norm; automatic_for no payroll adjustments; and select, whereby you pick specific people
for this pay period. The fastest choice here is automatic,
but if you have one employee with overtime or an adjustment during this pay period, you have to use one of the
slower methods. You can't say something like, "I'd like to
manually do payroll for employees 12 and 17 and automatically process the rest."
You can't use BPI's Payroll the day you buy it, as the
tax tables won't be up to date. You need to send for the
current version, but that gives you time to get familiar with
the program. BPI's Payroll provides more than 20 detailed
reports. They're all accurate, and even allow some
customization.
Payroll Weaknesses
I found it easy to overtype BusinessWorks' Payroll. For
some reason, the program doesn't want to even accept
the standard single default key entry, with which you can
type the next keystroke you need, and the system will automatically pick it up.
If( you accidentally print BPI payroll checks on your
screen, the manual says, "The checks cannot be printed
on paper without reentering the payroll information...."
It's also not particularly fast—once you've entered the payroll information, saving the data for each employee takes
an average of 30 seconds.

BusinessWorks
Manzanita Software
One SierraGate Plaza
Suite 200-A
Roseville, CA 95678
(916) 781-3880
$95 (System Manager, required by all modules),
$4_45 (Payroll) $395 per
other moriule
Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, General Ledger,
Inventory, Payroll; requires
128K Apple II or 11c, two
314-inch drives
Reader Service Number 302
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The program hung when I asked it to halt printing in
the middle of its last payroll check. It indicated it was finished (which it wasn't) and asked if I approved the check
run. I said sure, but it decided it had a TERMINAL ERROR 4 AT LINE 5923 OF PROGRAM 521. It also said
DATA DISK WRITE PROTECTED, which it wasn't. Pressing
the return key cleared the message, but I still don't know
why it appeared at all.
Where It All Ends Up
All the information generated by receivables, payables,
inventory, and payroll ends up in your general ledger,
which summarizes information gathered from all the subsidiary parts of an accounting system. Since all modules
of the packages I examined are designed to work together, they all interface with their respective generalledger programs to automatically post data to the proper
categories. Once that information has been transferred, the
general ledger will create an income statement and balance sheet, along with other reports that summarize your
business transactions.
BusinessWorks' General Ledger allows up to 1000 accounts, in up to 99 departments, and produces income
statements for each. It's also the only package that tracks
your monthly budget amounts for both sales and cost accounts, and can prepare printouts that make it easy to
compare the totals.
BusinessWorks produces five journals: General, which
records any miscellaneous transactions, Cash Disbursements, which lists every payment for any purpose, Cash
Receipts, which records funds taken in, Purchases, which
tracks everything you buy for resale, and Sales, which details your sales activity.
BusinessWorks allows for recurring journal entries, which
are particularly helpful for tracking factors (such as depreciation) that you must record at the end of every accounting period, but that aren't automatically generated in
another section of the system.
If you have the other parts of the package, the main thing
you'll do with the General Ledger program is create reports
based on the information stored in the system, and
BusinessWorks provides a wide variety of report options.
One of the more misunderstood forms you may get
from your accountant is called the Source and Use of
Funds Statement. Basically, this report tells you where you
received funds and where you spent them, detailed from
all areas of your company. BusinessWorks not only provides this report (with user-determined variations), but tells
you what the information means and how to understand it.
BusinessWorks takes a page from BPI's operation and
allows a report queue, an automatically printed series of
reports, in the order you select.
BPI doesn't call its system a general ledger, but rather
General Accounting, which is exactly what it is. Like
BusinessWorks, the BPI system interfaces with the system's other modules to automatically collect and store data
in general-ledger files. But BPI's General Accounting is
also a standalone package, with miniature accounting systems built into the program. There's even a journal that
duplicates the keys on your cash register, so that you can
track your daily sales in exactly the categories you want.
BPI gives you approximately 1000 accounts to parcel
out as you want—general ledger, payroll journals, vendor
data for the built-in payables system, or customer accounts for receivables. For some small companies, this arrangement may be terrific, and BPI's General Accounting
may be the only software they need. For most businesses,
though, particularly those that let some of their customers

charge their purchases, 1000 accounts will be used pretty
fast. If you want to track payroll information for your employees, you'll use one account for each person, plus an account for every data item associated with the payroll process:
FICA, federal withholding, state withholding, and so on.
Note that although the General Accounting system includes factors such as payroll, it doesn't calculate them
for you—to actually figure your payroll, you need BPI's
Payroll module. While General Accounting prints checks
when you disburse cash, it's designed to work with handwritten invoices: You enter the data and the program
stores them, but it doesn't print invoices, nor will it send
statements to customers.
General Accounting provides a wide range of reports,
including income statements (for up to ten departments in
your company), and prints a trial balance and detailed
balance sheets, as well as all information contained in
each journal.
Peachtree's General Ledger provides for recurring expenses, and makes automatic journal entries when you request them. It includes a cash-cftsbursemnts journal (in
which you record information about me checks you write),
a cash-receipts journal (where you record data about the
funds you collect), and a cash-sales journal (for the cash
sales you make).
All disk space is dynamically allocated: Space you use
for one purpose will decrease the capacity for other sections of that module. The package allows 254 accounts
and lets you post 1500 checks per accounting period.
G/L Problems
BPI's General Accounting suffers from the same malady
as other modules of the system; it's just slow. I was surprised that although it tracks vendor names, you must
manually enter the mailing address each time you want to
send a check. I imagine this saves disk space (as there
are only 1000 accounts available), but it defeats the purpose of computerized accounting.
Neither BPI nor Peachtree provides a statement of
Sources and Uses of Funds.
The Bottom Line
Both Peachtree's Back to Basics and BPI's modular system are solid accounting packages. The Peachtree program is easy to set up and use, but the number of
available accounts severely restricts it. Peachtree's system
isn't as complete as the other two, so if you want to track
inventory or do payroll, you'll have to buy another
program.
BPI gives you more flexibility, and each module can
stand alone; if you need only to control your inventory or
accounts payable, BPI provides a strong base. Unfortunately, the modules operate slowly (some are worse than
others), and pieces of the system are getting a bit long in
the tooth.
Manzanita's system is the best in all applications. Part of
the reason is that it's newer—more efficient and up to
date—but it's also because the package shows signs of
intelligent design. Reports are bright and helpful—they
don't just give you information, but attempt to explain why
certain transactions occur; you can manually adjust timesensitive factors, such as payroll tax tables, so you don't
have to buy a yearly update; most of the defaults are the
items, quantities, steps, and so on you'd probably choose
anyway; and, finally—believe it or not—the system manages to make accounting almost fun.■
Write to Greg Glau at P.O. Box 1627, Prescott, AZ 86302.
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Choose the Right
Accounting Software for the
Right Reasons . . . and
the Right Price ! !

1. Can I leave a month open and work on
the next month?
2. Can I have immediate account balance
without posting?
3. Can I change a receivable after it has
been posted?
4. Can I search for invoices by date,
customer name, etc.?
5. Can I recover a specific payable without
printing a full report?
6. How many account numbers can I have
for each payable?
7. Does the point of sales update the
inventory in case of a credit memo?
8. Does the point of sales automatically
check customer credit?
9. tAre the State and Federal tax values
in Payroll when I buy it?
10. Can I use different check formats
without reprogramming?

COST

DASH/TM
Accounting

Back to BasicsT
Peachtree

Computronics
VesaBusinessTM

BPITM

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

10

1

10

12

YES

N/A*

NO

NO

YES

N/A*

YES

NO

YES

N/A*

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

$99.00

$195.00

$549.0°

$2125.00

Payroll an "' ` P.ntory Control ale not available for Apple products.

For information please call: 1-800-628-2828, Ext. 625 or (408) 356-3616
C '0., 50 on Peace; Service Card.

William F. GoIlan
President

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
OF PETERBOROUGH, INC
UPPER UNION ST. • PO Box 94 • W. PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458-0094

'We're celebrating.
Apple II users.
RAPHIC INTERFACES

COMPUTERS
Apple Computer
CALL

All Products
Central Point

389.95
139.95
69.95

Laser 128
Disk Drive #2
Expansion Box

MODEMS

✓

D.C. Hayes
Micro Modern Ile w/sw
Smart 1200
Smart Modem 2400
Prometheus
Pro 300 Ilc w/sw
Pro 1200
Pro 1200 A w/sc
US Robotics
Password 1200
Courier 2400

139.95
369.95
579.95
90.95
279.95
249.95
200.95
399.95

PERIPHERALS

✓

Amdek
Color 600 RGB
Apple Computer
Mouse II E
Mouse II C
Super Serial Card
Applied Engineering
RamFactor II E w/1 mb
RamWorks III II E w/1mb
ZRam 11C whImb
Checkmate Tech
Witham II E 64K +80
Multiram II E 256K +80
Multiram II E 512K +80
Multiram II E 64K RGB + 80
Multiram II E 256K RGB +80
Multiram II E 512K RGB + 80
Multiram II E 1024K RGB + 80
Multiram 11 CX w/256K
Multiram II CX w/512K
Multiram CX w/1 mb
Multiram II CX16 w/256
Multiram II CX16 w/512
Multiram CX16 w/1mb
Multiram CX-Piggy w/512k
Curtis
Emerald
Printer Stand
Ruby
Disks 5.25" (10)
Maxell SS/DD
Memorex SS/DD
Verbatim Bonus SS/DD
Disks 3.5" (10)
Full DS/DD
Manes DS/DD
Memorex SS/DD
First Class Peripherals
10-mb Sider
20-mb Sider II
Kensington
System Saver
Koala Technologies
Koala Pad +
Joysticks
Kraft
Kraft Quickstick
Hayes Mach Ill's

399 95
119.95
89.95
115.95
289.95
269.95
389.95
129.95
149.95
179.95
159.95
179.95
225.95
279.95
149.95
189.95
380.95
205 95
249.95
444.95
190.95
36.95
CALL
54.95
10.95
13.95
10 95
26.95
28.95
25 95
489 95
729.95
59 95
79 95
2995
4995
35.95

RAPHIC INTERFACES
Orange Micro
Grappler w/16k
Grappler * wi64k

119 95
149 95

Grappler C
Grappler RS-232C
Hot Link Ilc
Image Buffer II w/64k
ProGrappler
Textprint
Print It
Thirdware
Fingerprint +. IIC (ea)
Fingerprint G+, SS (ea)

79.95
75.95
49.95
69.95
75.95
132.95
89.95
66.95

VPRINTERS
Apple'
Imagewriter 11 10"

499.95

Brother
HR 15XL Daisywheel (20 cps)
HR 25 Daisywheel (23 cps)
HR 35 Daisywheel (35 cps)
Citizen
MSP 1200 (120 cps) 10"
MSP 10 (160 cps) 10"
MSP 20 (200 cps) 10"
MSP 15 (160 cps) 15"
MSP 25 (200 cps) 15"
MSP 35 Daisywheel (35 cps) 15"
Epson America
All Products
Juki
6000 Daisywheel (10 cps)
6100 Daisywheel (18 cps)
6200 Daisywheel (30 cps)
Okidata
ML 192+ (200 cps) 10"
ML 193+ (200 cps) 15"
ML 292 (200 cps 24 pin) 10"
ML 293 (200 cps 24 pin) 15"
Silver Reed
Exp 800 Daisywheel (40 cps)

319.95
519.95
729.95
195.95
299.95
329.95
399.95
489.95
519.95
CALL
179.95
349.95
489.95
374.95
544.95
519.95
649.95
66995

APPLE II GS
Activision
Paintworks Plus
Writers Choice Elite
Applied Engineering
GS Ram Products
Broderbund
Drawing Table
Fantavision
Newsmaker
Print Shop
Meca
Managing Your S
Megahaus
Pageworks
Microprose
Silent Service
Orange Micro
Maintenance System
RamPak 4 GS w/512k
RamPak 4 GS w/4mB
PBI
Commworks 16
Visualizer
RogerWagner
Mousewrite V 2.6
Softsw itch
Word Perfect
Word Perfect 1.1

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
34.95
70.95
94.95
CALL
CALL

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ALS
Spellworks
The Handlers

31.95
58.95
Apple

Appleworks

199.
9.5/

Arrays
Home Accountant
Tax Advantage

44 95
44.95
Batteries

37.95
BPI Software
AR. GL. PR. AP. IC (ea)
218.95
Broderund/Bankstreet
Filer.Mailer.Writer.Speller (ea)
43.95
Compuserve
26 95
Subscription Kit
Intuit
34.95
Quicken
Meca
Managing your S
118.95

Paper Clip

Mas,e,Co d

"BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Megahaus/Works Series
78.95
Mega,Report,Think (ea)
Microsoft
60.95
Multiplan
Monogram
- -Irr 71.95
Dollars & Cents 11c,11+ (ea)
37.95
Forcast
PBI
64.95
CommWorks
-444.95
Graphworks
28.95
JEEVES
Quark
58.95
Catalyst, Word Juggler 3.0 (ea)
Roger Wagner
88.95
Mouse Write (new)
41.95
Write Choice
Sensible Software
55,95
Sensible Grammar
68.95
Speller IV, Bookends (ea)
Sierra On Line
44.95
Homeword +. Filer (ea)
51.95
Smart Money
Simon .1 Schuster
44.95
JK Lassers Income Tax
37.95
Websters Speller Ck.
Software Publishing
75.95
PFS:WR, GR RP. PL (ea)
75.95
PFS:FilelReport
148.95
PFS:Workmates
Sorcim/fUS
108.95
Super IIIA
SSI
84.95
Word Perect
United Software
79.95
ASCii Express

U

TILITIES/LANGUAGES

Activision
Designers Pencil
Kitchen's Game Maker
Baudville
Actors & Actions
Business
Blazing Saddles
Take 1
Beagle Brothers
Alpha Plot, D-Code, Extra-K.
Triple Dump (ea)
Apple Mech., Bag, Diskquick, FlexText, Font Mech., Frame-Up, 10
Silver, Pronto Dos. Util. City (ea)
Basic, Big U.. Dbl. Take. Fat Cat,
Macro Works. Probyler (ea)
DOS Boss, Silicon Salad (ea)
Graphics
GPLE
Mini Pix #1
Power Print
Tip Disk #1
Typefaces
Borland International
Turbo Pascal 3.0 (Reg. cpm)
Turbo Tool (Reg. cpm)
Turbo Tutor
Broderbund
Animal
Dazzle Draw
Print Shop
Print Shop Companion
Print Shop GL 1.2.3 (ea)
Print Shop Refill Paper
Central Point
Copy II -IData Transforms
Fontrix
Font Set(s) (ea)
Funk
Sideways
Mindscape
Mister Pixel's
Cartoon. Paint Set (ea)
Color Me (Main)
Hugga. Rainbow, Shirt &
Tink Tonk (ea)
Polarware
Complete Graph. Sys.
Graph. Magician Paint/Anim.
Graph. Magician Jr.
Pinpoint
Document Checker
Infomerge
Modem Enh. Kit
Keyplayer
Pinpoint (New)

25.95
31 95
17.95
33.95
28.95
33.95
20.95
16,95
18.95
13.95
30.95
25.95
16.95
20.95
12.95
15.95
44.95
34.95
21.95
43.95
37.95
31.95
24.95
16.95
13.95
20 95
53.95
13.95
38.95
26.95
25.95
13.95
25.95
25.95
14.95
38.95
51.95

22.95
CALL
49.95

DUCATIONAL/PERSONAL
Pinpoint Ram Exp.
Pinpoint Spellchecker
Pinpoint Toolkit
Point to Point
RunRun

Roger Wagner
Merlin Assembler
Merlin Combo
Merlin Pro
Springboard
Certificate Maker
Newsroom
Newsroom Clip Art V1
Newsroom Clip Art V2
Newsroom Graphic Exp V1

22.95
38.95
27.95
74.95
27.95

41.95
68.95
64.95
29.95
34.95
17.95
24.95
24.95

DUCATIONAL/PERSONAL
Barrons
Computer SAT
56.95
Fantavision
31.95
On Balance
CALL
37.95
Science Tool Kit
38.95
Toy Shop
29.95
Type
CALL
Variable Feast. Geometry
CBS
Adventure Master
14.95
Body in Focus, Coast to Coast,
22.95
Dinosaur Dig (ea)
44.95
Goren's Bridge
Mastering SAT
54.95
Success Series (ea)
24.95
Davidson Associates
AlgeBlaster, Classmate, Mathblaster,
Spell-It. Work Attack (ea)
27.95
Grammar Gremlin
27.95
Homeworker
52.95
38 95
Speed Reader II
Design ware
Body Trans., Europe Nations, States
& Traits, Gram. Exam (ea)
28.95
Remember
48 95
24.95
Spellcopter. SpLe
lla
cktraon
zai
m
e (e
a)
Arts
Cut & Paste
11.95
Financial Cookbook
35.95
Movie Maker
26.95
Fisher Price
Alpha Build. Logic Levels, Up &
Add-Em. Seaspeller (ea)
16.95
Man-on-Moon. Jungle Reading, Peter R.25.95
Reading. Peter W. Music (ea)
Harcourt Brace
SAT
48.95
Hayden
38.95
SAT Math. Verbal (ea)
Learning Company
Addition Mug., Magic Spells, (ea)
25.95
Bumble Plot. Games. Reader Rabbit,
24.95
Moptown Hotel. Parade (ea)
Gertrudes Secrets. Puzzle (ea)
1
28
7:9
95
Juggle's Rainbow
32.95
Robot Odessey. Rocky's Boot (ea)
Mindscape
31.95
Bank St. Story B.
24%
Keyboard Cadet, Lusher Profile (ea)
Perfect Score SAT
61.95
Pinpoint
Added Menue's (ea)
11.95
Micro Cookbook
27.95
Random House
Charlie Brown Series +
19.95
All Products (ea)
Scarborough
Boston Diet. Personal Net Worth (ea) 51.95
24.95
Mastertype New, Filer (ea)
29.95
Run For S. Song Writer (ea)
Writing Wizard
4=0
5 )

CALL TODAY ORDERS ONLY 1-800-845-3003

"We'll support, service, and warranty everything we sell
and stand behind it 1000/0."

. ...7 years serving
Join us!
GAMES SOFTWARE
Simon & Schuster
Chem Lab, Great Paper Air'P. (ea)
Lovejoy's SAT
Make a Match, Math Buster (ea)
Typing Tutor III
Spinnaker
Adv. Creator. Trains, Sum Ducks,
Counting Parade, Alpha. Zoo lea)
BW File/Report, SW Spread., WP (ea)
Delta Drawing
Fraction Fever
Grandma's House
Homework Math/Word
Homework Writing
In Search of
Kids on Keys
Kid Writer
Kindercornp
Math Busters
Rhymes & Riddles
Snooper Trooper1,2 (ea)
Story Machine
Springboard
Early Games
Easy ABC. Mask Parade (ea)
Fraction Factory
Music Maestro
Piece Cake Math
Puzzle Master, Rainbow P..
Stickers (ea)
Timeworks
Evelyn Wood Reader
Silvia Porter $ Planner
Xerox/Weekly Reader
Sticky Bear Series (ea)

24.95
38.95
22.95
31 95
20.95
40.95
24.95
17.95
17.95
31.95
31.95
20.95
18.95
24.95
1895
23.95
17.95
20.95
17.95
20.95
23.95
18.95
23.95
23.95
20.95

V

GAMES SOFTWARE

Access
23.95
Accolade
DamBusters, Fight N., Hard Ball, Laws
of West, Psi 5, Sundog 2.0 (ea)
20.95
Double Accolade
35.95
Activision
Alcazar. Borrowed Time, Countdown to
Shut., Ghostbuster's Hacker. H.E.R.O.,
Little CPU Disc.. Master Lands, Mindshadow, Pitfall, Road Race, Flock N' Bolt,
Space Shuttle Tracer Sanction,
Zen ii
(ea)
24.95
Alter Ego
31.95
Hacker II. Shanghai (Ea)
24.95
Star Lge. Baseball
20.95
Avalon Hill
Under Fire
35.951
Avant Garde
Dave Winfield
23.95
Theisman's ProFootball
23.95
Blue Chip
Barron, Millionaire, Squire,
Tycoon (ea)
31.95
Broderbund
CALL
Airhcart
Art of War. Serpents Star (ea)
28.95
Breakers
28.95
Capt Goodnight, Champ Lode R.,
22.95
(ea)
Karateka
Mask of Sun
24.95
Where in the World
28.95
CBS
Murder by Doz.
24.95
Datasoft
Alternate Reality
27.95
Bruce Lee. Conan. Goonies.
Mr Do. Zoro, Pooyan (ea)
23.95
Dig Dug
21 95
Never Ending Story
22.95
26.95
2129 Baker St.
Electronic Art
Age of Adv., Super B. Dash, 1 on 1, Music
Const. Set, Pinball Const. Set. 7 Cities
10 95
Gold. Archon (ea)
Adv Const. Set. Carriers At War, Wilderness
Europe Ablaze (ea)
33.95
E pyx
Baseball, BallBlazer, Champ. Wrestling,
Destroyer. Eidolon Fax, Football, G.I. Joe,
Koronis Rift, Mission Impossible. Summer
Games 1.2, Pitstop, Winter Games (ea)
49
Hayden
Beach-Head II

Sargon III

31 95

Inlocom
Cutthroats, Seastalker, Zork I,
Wishbringer, Witness, Hitchikers,
Forbidden Quest, Enchanter, Planet
Fall, Ballyhoo, Fooblitsky
(ea)
24.95
Deadline, Starcross, Spellbreaker
Suspended (ea)
30.95
Leather Goddess, Trinity. Moonmist
24.95
Mind Voyaging
27.95
Suspect. Zork Ulf, Sorceror, Infidel
27.95
Micro Lge. Sports
Baseball
24.95
Microprose
Acro Jet, F-15, Gunship, Nato C
Silent Serv., Solo Flight (ea)
23.95
Conflict Viet., Crusade Europe,
Decision Desert
25.95
(ea)
Mindscape
American Challenger. Forbidden Castle,
James Bond View K., James Bond
Gold F., Steven Kings Mist, Voodoo
Island, Halleys P., Rambo Pad II
(ea)
24.95
Deja Vu
39.95
D. Francis High Stakes, Ranter (ea)
28.95
Tinka's Mazes, Sub-Fair, Adventure,
Buddy Boots, Tuk
(ea)
22.95
Uninvited
CALL
One Step
Golf's Best Pinehurst
30.95
Golf's Best St. Andrew's Old
30.95
Origin
Autoduel, Moebius (ea)
40.95
Ultima 3 & 4 (ea)
40,95
Polarware
Coveted Mirror, Crimson Cr (ea)
15.95
00-0topos, Swords Kadash,
15.95
Xypnus (ea)
Sierra On Line
24.95
Black Caldron
King's Quest 1,11 (ea)
31.95
Simon & Schuster
ire;
19.95
Spy Hunter
24.95
Star
Sir Tech
Rescue Raiders
21.95
Wizardry 1
31 95
Wizardry 2
25.95
Wizardry 3.4 lea)
28.95
Witrarint
16.95
Spectrum
21 95
Gate
Orbiter
CALL
Strategic Simulations
Bailie 85
24,95
24.95
Battalion Commander
35.95
Battle Group
24.95
Battle Normandy
24 95
Broadsides
Carrier Force
37 95
Colonial Conquest
24.95
Computer Baseball
29.95
24 95
Field of Fire
Gemstone Warrior
23.95
24.95
Geopolitique 1990
Germany 85
3795
Impenum Galactum
24 95
Karnpfgruppe
38 95
Nam
23 95
N Atlantic 86
38 95
24.95
Panzer Grendier
24 95
Phantasie II
Rails West
24.95
Retorger 88
38.95
Rings of Ziffin
24 95
USAAF
35 95
War in Russia
48 95
Flight Simulator
Jet

35.95
29 95

Member Better Business Bureau
Seven Years

BCP Introduces OUR

(

Superior Products. . .
MODEMS
...unsurpassed reliability, unlimited tech support
and a customer service
department where you're
always #1.
30 gat,
00€1, back

/japan tee
• JG-1200 (External, 1201:1 Baud, 1 yr. warranty)
• JG-2400 (External, 2400 Baud, 1 yr. warranty)
• PG1200A (Internal, 2400 Baud software, 2 yr. warranty)

$189.95
$319.95
$199.95

RIBBONS
...vacuum sealed to
preserve freshness and
long life. All six packs
come carefully packaged
in a convenient container
for easy storage. Stock
up now, so next time you
won't run out.
*Apple Imagewriter I/II
*Apple Imagewriter II Rainbow
*Apple Scribe
*Brother HR 15/35 MS
*Epson MX-FX/Citizen 10"
*Epson MX-FX/Citizen 15"
*Epson LX 80/90
*Epson LQ800
*Epson LQ1000
*Okidata ML 82A, 92, 93
*Okidata ML 192, 193

Black
26.95

Colors
29.95

46.95
31.95
26.95
34.95
28.95
27.95
37.95
14.95
39.95

29.95
39.95
33.95
30.95
42.95
20.95
44.95

Colors: GR, BR, PU, BL, RD, YL.

Customer Service (603) 924-9406
' Our Terms and Conditions
• Shipping-Software $3.00 min.
' Shipping-Hardware CALL
' APO/FPO 3% ($6.00 min)
' Alaska/Hawaii 6% (10.00 !min)
• Canadian 10% (15.00 min)

' Foreign 18°/a (25.00 min)
• PO's FOB NH + Handling
• Credit Card-OW Charge
• Prices Sub;ect to Change
• 1 T-Shirt per order

CALL TODAY ORDERS ONLY 1-800-845-3003 "Tr

Smart home buyers turn to
AppleWorks when it's time to talk
financing. Investing a little time in this
mortgage-comparison spreadsheet
may yield big dividends.
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Using AppleWorks

FINANCING THE
AMERICAN
DREAM
by Robert L. Tighe

T

he decline of mortgage interest rates over the
past two years has fueled an increase in the
number of people buying and refinancing homes.
Prospective home buyers soon find out, though, that different savings and mortgage institutions offer a bewildering
variety of financing plans, interest rates, and prepaid percentages. The choice you make can end up saving or
costing you thousands of dollars.
Making sense of all this and finding the best deal may
involve visits to several institutions, followed by hours of
computations with your trusty calculator and reams of paper. Your AppleWorks spreadsheet, though, can save you
time and money: It can do all the calculations you need
and can even automatically tell you which loan package is
the best value.
When you arrange a mortgage, the best value may not
be the one with the lowest starting cost: Thirty years of
high monthly payments may follow a low initial outlay. The
spreadsheet we'll set up (see the accompanying Figure)
will tell you not only which loan is the cheapest initially,
but also how long it will take you to "repay" a higher
initial cost if you choose a loan with lower monthly payments. This feature, for example, can compare your
present mortgage with a refinanced loan.

The third major section of costs includes the funds that
are included in your monthly mortgage payment: payment
on the principal and interest on your loan and monthly
installments on your property taxes and insurance.
Three variables change when you move from one lending institution to another—interest rate, loan-origination
points, and discount, points.
An interest-rate charge is the familiar percentage lenders
charge you for using their money. Loan-origination points
and discount points are also percentages, but they determine the value of one-time payments to your lender. The
origination fee pays the lender for the cost of processing
your loan; the discount fee is in theory a payment you
make to compensate the lender for giving you a lower
mortgage' interest rate. Both percentages vary with the demand for loans and competition among lenders.
Once you've set up the spreadsheet, all you have to do
to compare different lending institutions is type in interest,
origination points, and discount points for each, then let
the spreadsheet formulas calculate the rest. In many cities,
newspapers provide weekly lists of these rates for leading
lenders. If you can't get this information through a newspaper or real-estate office, call the lenders directly.

Creating the Spreadsheet
General Structure
The spreadsheet lists the costs of buying a home in
three major sections. The first is Ctosing Costs; it includes
all the fees you must pay to process the mortgage and
house title, including origination and discount points. Second are Prepaid Items, advance deposits you must pay
on the interest, insurance, and taxes on your property. Together, Closing Costs and Prepaid Items make up your
total initial payment.

inCider

Let's set up your AppleWorks mortgage spreadsheet.
The first thing we'll do is speed up the process of entering numbers as the spreadsheet gets larger. To prevent it
from recalculating everything on each entry, press OA-V
and select Recalculate, Frequency, and Manual.
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Cell

Value

Cell

Formula

D20
D21
D22
D23
D24
D26
D28
D30
D31
D32

+ C20
+ C21
+ C22
+ C23
+ C24
+ D8*.002
+ D8*.007
+ C30
+ C31
+ C32

D36
D37
D38
D39
D40
041
D42
D43
D44
D45
D46

+ C36
+ D11*012/36500*036
@IF(D9> .8,.5,0)
+ D11*D38/100
+ D39/12"2
+ 041
+ D8*.004/12
+ D41"D42
+ C44
+ 08*.015/12
+ D44*D45

Table 1. Figuring closing costs.

Table 2. Formulas to calculate prepaid costs.

To enter labels for the rows, begin in cell A4. Type in a
series of equal signs to create double lines in rows 4, 6,
and 56 (columns A through D).
Now type in the labels for the rows, which are in columns A, B, and C. Begin in cell A8, type in the label
"Value of Property," then go down column A as you type
the labels listed in the Figure.
Begin entering formulas by setting a general rule for displaying the values in the spreadsheet. We'll want most entries to show as dollars and cents, so press OA-V, select
Value Format and Dollars, type 2 for two decimal spaces,
and press Return. Now AppleWorks will display all values
in a $xx.xx format. We'll change this format for specific
cells when necessary.
The formulas in each column tend to repeat those in
other columns, so we're going to create the list in column
D, then copy it to columns E, F, G, H, and I. Begin in
cell D8. First widen the columns: Press OA-L, select Columns, press the right arrow nine times to select columns
D through M, select Column Width, press OA-right arrow
four times, and press Return.
Cell D8 will be a large dollar amount and won't need
decimal spaces: Press OA-L, select Entry, Value Format,
and Dollars, and press Return to select 0 for zero decimal
spaces. Type the "formula" +C8 into this prepared cell.
Copy the information in cell D8 to cell 011 as follows:
Press OA-C, select Within worksheet, press Return to select cell D8 as the source, then press the down arrow
three times (to cell D11), and press Return. Type R to
select Relative.
Now go to cell D9; it contains a figure representing the
percentage of the value of your house under mortgage.
Press OA-L, select Entry, Value Format, and Percent, and
press Return to select zero decimal spaces. Now type in
the formula to calculate the percentage: @IF(D8>O,D11/
D8,0).
The loan interest rate is often expressed in eighths of a
percent, so we need three decimal spaces in cell D12.
Go to D12, press OA-L, select Entry, Value Format, and
Fixed, and type 3 for three decimal spaces.

custom, so we have to change the value format of cells
D16 and D18: Go to cell D16, press OA-L, select Entry,
Value Format, and Fixed, type 2 for two decimal spaces,
then press Return. Now repeat this procedure in cell D18.
Cells D17 and D19 use points values to calculate dollar
amounts (points times property value). In cell D17, type
the formula +D16*D11/100. In cell D18, use a similar formula: +D18*D11/100.
Most of the other closing costs are fixed amounts. For
these, we'll use a "formula" that refers to the previous

Closing Costs
Go down to cell D14, which now contains the sum of
all the closing costs listed in rows 16 through 32. To add
these costs, type in the following formula:
@SUM(D19 D32) + D17.
Loan-origination and discount fees are almost always
listed as percentages without the percent sign; thus, 1.25
points means 1.25 percent of the purchase price (purchase price times .0125). The spreadsheet follows this
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Mortgage Comparison Sheet:
3
4
5
6
$
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Amer. Fed.
Value of Property
Percent financed
AMOUNT of LOAN
Interest Rate
CL0S8NG COSTS
Loan Origination
Amount

le Loan Discount

Amount
19
20 Appraisal Fee
21 Final Inspection
22 Credit Report
23 Underwriting Fee
24 Tax Service

$72,000
908
$64,800
7.875
$2,179.00
.50
$324.00
1.00
$648.00
$250.00
$35.00
$100.00
$37.00

G===

30-year loans
Amer. S&L
572.000
90%
$64,800
7.000
$2,503.00
1.00
$648.00
1.00
$648.00
$250.00
$0.00
$35.00
$100.00
$37.00

1st Nat.

1st S&L

$72,000
90%

572,000
90%

$64,800
7.750
$2,341.00

$64,800
8.000
$1,855.00

1.75
$1,134.00
$0.00
$250.00
$0.00
$35.00

$100.00
$37.00

1.00
$648.00
$0.00
$250.00
$0.00
$35.00
$100.00
$37.00

25

26 Settle to Title Co
$144.00
$144.00
$144.00
$144.00
27 Insurance Binder
28 Title Insurance
$504.00
$504.00
$504.00
$504.00
29
30 Recording. Fees
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
31 Survey
$125.80
$125.00
$125.00
$125.00
$0.00
$0.00
32 Pest Inspection
$0.00
33
34 PREPAID ITEMS
$2,020.77
$2,027.42
$1,980.82
$2,034.08
35
36 Interest : S days
30
30
30
30
Total
37
$419.42
$372.82
$412.77
$426.08
.5
.5
.5
38 Mort Ins : Rate
.5
Premium
$324.00
39
$324.00
$324.00
$324.00
+2 months
$54.00
$54.00
40
$54.00
$54.00
41 HazardIns: Months
10
10
10
10
Amount/mo.
42
$24.00
524.00
$24.00
$24.00
43
Total
$240.00
$240.00
$240.00
$240.00
44 Prop Tax
Months
11
11
11
11
Amount/mo.
45
$90.00
$90.00
$90.00
$90.00
Total
46
$990.00
$990.00
$990.00
$990.00
47
48 MONTHLY PMT
$610.84
$572.12
$605.24
$616.48
49
50 Term of Mortgage
360
360
360
360
51 Monthly Pmt : P&I
$469.84
$431.12
$464.24
$475.48
$24.00
$24.00
$24.00
52 Hazard Insurance
$24.00
$90.00
$90.00
$90.00
53 Prop Tax
$90.00
$27.08
$27.00
54 Mortgage Insurance
$27.00
$27.00
55
56
57
$4,361.77
$3,889.08
58 TOTAL INITIAL COST
$4,206.42
$4,483.82
$605.24
59 MONTHLY PMT
$610.84
$572.12
$616.48
60
43
61 Months to Repay Init Cost
57
14
0
62
63 NOTES: 1. Zero indicates the loan with the lowest initial coat.
64
2. NA indicates that a high initial cost will never be retrieved.

Figure. Sample AppleWorks spreadsheet with mortgage-comparison data for four lending institutions.
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—InfoWorld Review Board
"It's more than good—it's indispensable.
Home and small business checking software
used to be too expensive, too hard to use, and too
rigid, and It took too long to use. Quicken has
changed all that:'
—Ken Landis, A+ Magazine
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FREE! TAX REFORM
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BEFORE QUICKEN: Who doesn't want to get rid
of the hassles of paying bills, managing finances,
and keeping records?

AFTER QUICKEN: Finally, antotnate your
finances with software so fast and so automatic
that time and hassles evaporate.

If you write checks, you need QuickenLthe
breakthrough software that automates financial management for business and home.
The breakthrough is Quicken's fully
automatic design. Quicken is so automatic it remembers your recurring bills and
pays them—all you do is sign the checks.
Automatic macros cut laborious data entry
down to two keystrokes. Quicken manages
your checkbooks and even finds and fixes
your mistakes. It tracks and totals your expenses by date, payee, and category.
Quicken is so completely automatic it
remembers to save and backup your data,
even if you forget!
And if you use Lotus or AppleWorks,
Quicken will automatically fill in your spreadsheets with your financial data!
Quicken does the paperwork for you.
It's bill-paying time. Fire up Quicken and the
screen looks just like a check. Your first bill
is the bank loan, you press two keys and,
zap, Quicken's macros write out the full
check. Next, the American Express bill. It's
a biggee. You're glad Quicken knows exactly
how much cash you have. Macros write the
check, letting you pick how much to pay. You
slip paper checks in the printer. Don't
bother positioning them, Quicken does that
for your Sign the printed checks and slip
them into Quicken's window envelopes
...you're done.

Recordkeeping? That's done for you.
With each bill, Quicken filled out your
records, updated all balances, and saved it
all on disk. Need to record a check you
wrote at the store? No problem, Quicken's
macros update your records in an instant.
Expense tracking, tax reporting, budgeting?
Simple. Say you want to know your charity
spending. Ask Quicken, and you get an
itemized list and dollar total. You'll always
know exactly where your money is going.
Want spending for Job 104 or Account 3072?
The answers are just keystrokes away.
Need cost reports, P&L's or other
financial reports? Set up the spreadsheet
you want in AppleWorks or Lotus** 1-2-3
or Symphony. Quicken's ingenious
Spreadsheet Transfer actually reads your
spreadsheet and fills in the numbers you
want, where you want them.
Dread reconciling the checkbook? Quicken
makes it simple. And you can't go wrong: If
there's a mistake, Quicken will pinpoint the
error and automatically correct for it!

• Patent Pending • 'Lotus Transfer Utility available for $15 from Intuit

For every business and home—for computer experts and total novices. Quicken
handles an unlimited number of transactions
and accounts. Personalized checks are available for any bank; details are in the Quicken
package.
At $49, Quicken pays for itself. So
don't waste another moment. Order now
and get the new Tax Reform Analyzer free.

Quicken

TRY QUICKEN RISK FREE
CALL 800 624-8742 (CA residents call 800 468-8481)
OR send this coupon with payment to:
Intuit, 540 University Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301 (415) 322-0573

30 DAY RISK FREE TRIAL:
Please send me
copies of
Quicken and Tax Reform Analyzer at If not completely satisfied, return
within 30 days for refund, but feel
$49.00, plus $3.00 shipping & hanriling each, plus sales tax if in CA, CO, free to keep Tax Reform Analyzer.
DE, HI, MD, NE, PA, TX.

Compatibility:
IBM' PC, XT, AT, PCjr., and compatibles with 192K RAM and
one or two floppy disk drives or hard disk. Any printer. No modem
required. 1-2-3 and Symphony optional.
Apple' Ilgs. Ilc and Ile (Ile requires extended 80-column card).
with one or two floppy disk drives, or UniDiskTm 3.5. Any printer.
No modem required. AppleVkrks optional.
Product names are trademarks of their respective
manufacturers.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 is the biggest tax change in 50 years. What
should you do to save money now?
Find out fast with Quicken's new Tax
Reform Analyzer—a disk of powerful
worksheet templates to use with
Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, Multiplan:
SuperCalc:or Appleworks. And it's
free, just for trying Quicken.
Just type in the key numbers from
your last 1040 return. Tax Reform
Analyzer shows where the new law
affects you and the dollar change in
your tax bill. Next it lists what specific
actions you can take and the tax
dollars you'll save.
Try Quicken for 30 days. If you return
it, Tax Reform Analyzer is yours to
keep (offer ex i s 1/1
/87). Details
are also in specially mar to oxes
of Quicken.

Card #
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PREMIERE ISSUE: OCTOBER 1986

Announcing an Exciting
Newsletter Exclusively for
AppleWorks Users!
Now all the applications... all the solutions... all the tricks and techniques
of the most popular Apple II program are yours every month in The Main Menu.
Here in 8 to 12 pages of articles and features every month, you'll get the concentrated know-how
to unleash all the power and promise that AppleWorks has to offer.
• Use It! Want to use your spreadsheet as an
electronic checkbook?...create a mailing list with
your word processor? Those are just two examples
of the many ways this hands-on tutorial will give
you real solutions to real problems and "real
world" applications, month after month!
• Link Up. Here's where you learn how to use
different software and peripherals with AppleWorks.
Discover how to use a mouse, plug in a modem,
add extra memory or attach a different printer. Shift
into a n" disk drive...or link your AppleWorks
with software enhancements like Pinpoint, MegaWorks and others.

• Focus on Function. Want to cut and paste between applications? It's easy...when you know
how it happens. Whatever AppleWorks functions
you want to know more about, you'll find them all
covered in depth right here in The Main Menu.
• Answers. And just in case your particular problem doesn't pop up right away, write away for answers to your special technical questions. You'll
learn lots from others' questions, too.
• PLUS! Inside info on New Products, often before they're released...Heard Here First is an advance look at news, trends, gossip and more
affecting AppleWorks or any compatible products...Reviews of major AppleWorks compatible
software, books and other resources. And Favorites
might be worth the Charter subscription price all by
itself, with a quick-reading technical trick or special
function that could make it happen for your home
or business computing needs.

AppleWorks & Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
me 12 issues of The Main Menu for the low subscription price of $49.97.
YES! Send
I'll save 50% off the regular rate.
0 Payment enclosed D Bill me
(print) Name
Address
City

State

Zip

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: If you are not completely satisfied with The Main Menu, you may cancel your
subscription and receive a full refund on all unmailed issues. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of your first issue.
Mall to: The Main Menu • CW Communications/Peterborough
PO Box 802 • Peterborough, NH 03458-997
1.871C

DON'T MISS EVEN
ONE VALUE-PACKED ISSUE!
So much is happening in the fast moving world
of AppleWorks, you won't want to miss a single,
savvy issue of The Main Menu—and you don't
have to! Just complete the coupon or order card
and mail today. You'll hit the ground running with
the very first issue of The Main Menu, and you'll
save 50% off the regular subscription price with a
special Charter rate of just $49.97. Two good reasons to ACT NOW and get the power—and the
promise—of AppleWorks working for you!
For immediate seance, CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-258-5473 (In NH, dial 924-9471).

column. AppleWorks will copy it to other columns, then
change it. The only exceptions are the settlement to the
title company, the title insurance, and (in some regions)
the insurance binder. For now, type in the values as
shown in Table 1.
Prepaid Items
Cell D34 contains the sum of the prepaid deposits on
taxes, insurance, and interest charges. To add them, type
in the formula + D37 + D39 + D40 + D43 + D46.
Five cells in this section must have a different value-display format. First go to cell D36. Press OA-L, select Entry,
Value Format, and Fixed, and press Return. Repeat this
sequence in cells D41, D44, and D50. In cell D38, press
OA-L, select Entry, Value Format, and Fixed, type 1 for
one decimal space, and press Return.
Usually expressed in terms of days or months of average payments, formulas for prepaid costs are based on a
variety of state and local regulations for minimum deposits.
If you change the minimum number of days or months
required, the deposit changes. Cells D36, D38, D41, and
D44 list these time periods; we'll insert values later. For
now, type in the formulas as shown in Table 2.
A deposit on mortgage insurance is not only normally
paid in advance for one year, it also usually includes an
additional reserve of two months' payments. You may not
need this insurance, though, if your mortgage is for less
than 80 percent of the value of your house. The mortgage-insurance-rate formula in cell D38 thus includes an
IF statement: If your mortgage is for more than 80 percent
of the property value, the rate is 0.5 percent of the loan
amount; if less than 80 percent, no insurance deposit is
required (0.0 percent of the loan).
The formulas in cells D42 and D45 include multipliers
(.004 and .015, respectively) that approximate insurance
and property-tax rates. You'll probably have to adjust them
to match rates in your geographical area.
Monthly Payment
Included in the monthly payment on your mortgage are
not only the payment on principal and interest, as in any
other loan, but also partial payments on your property
taxes and insurance premiums. In cell D48 type the formula @SUM(D51...D54).
Other than the standard loan-amortization formula in cell
D51, the remaining formulas in this section (see Table 3)
simply bring down values already obtained in previous
sections.
The Total Cost
We now drop down into the section of the spreadsheet
that brings together all the elements discussed above. In
cell D58, type +D14 + D34. In cell D59, type + D48.
Finally, we have a formula that calculates the number of
months it will take to "repay" a high initial payment that

Cell

Value

D50
D51

+ C50
(D12/1200)/(1 -((1 +(D12/
1200))*( - D50)))* D11
+ D42
+ D45
039/12

D52
D53
D54

Table 3. Values to compute monthly payment.

inCider

Cell

Value

D8
D11
D12
E12
F12
G12
H12
112
D16
E16
F16
G16
H16
116
D18
E18
D20
D22
D23
D24
D30
D31
D36
D41
D44
D50

72000
64800
7.875
7.0
775
8.0
20
20
0.5
1.0
1.75
1.0
10
10
1.0
1.0
250
35
100
37
12
125
30
10
6
360

Table 4. Testing your spreadsheet with the values from
the accompanying Figure.

gives you lower monthly payments. For example, if you
have to pay an extra $900 at the start, but your monthly
payments are $90 less, the repayment period will be ten
months (900 divided by 90). Subtract the lowest possible
initial cost (L58) from the initial cost in this column (D58),
then divide by the difference in corresponding monthly
payments.
Go to cell D61, press OA-L, select Entry, Value Format,
and FiXed, and press Return. Now type in the following
formula (.01 is added to the divisor to avoid a division-byzero error; the formula is ignored if the monthly payment
in this column is too large): @IF(L61 > = D59,(D58 - L58)/
((L61 - D59)+.01)+ .5,@NA).
Creating the Remaining Columns
We're now ready to copy column D across the spreadsheet into columns E, F, G, H, and I.
First, press OA-1, then move down to cell D4. Press
OA-C, select Within worksheet, move the cursor down to
row 61 to highlight column D, and press Return. Press
the right arrow, type a period, then hit the right arrow four
more times. Press Return, and AppleWorks presents you
with the first formula in the column. You'll copy almost all
formula functions relative to the column into which they're
moving: Type R for relative 56 times. There may be a
delay as the screen scrolls to the next section of the
spreadsheet, so don't type R too quickly each time.
Stop when you reach the formula in cell D61. In this
last formula, press the following keys in sequence: N, R,
R, N, N, R. All references to column L should be unchanged, while references to column D should be relative.
The Minimum Cost
Now for the two cells that find minimum initial cost and
corresponding monthly payment. Go to cell K58. (To move
there quickly, press OA-F, select Coordinates, type K58,
65
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KIX is designed for power-users who want to increase their
productivity and the ease-of-use of their Unidisk or hard disk system.
It includes a menu program for launching applications and a family
of 25 utilities for organizing and managing files on the disk.
KIX utilities replace the cumbersome ProDOS Filer. With simple
commands you can quickly copy, move, rename, or delete a file;
create, delete, or list a directory; format a disk; or copy a volume.
But that's not all! KIX expands the functionality of ProDOS. You
can merge and compare files; print directories; search the disk for
key words or filenames; write- or read-protect sensitive files; datestamp files (without a clock card); dump the screen to a printer;
and much, much more.
KIX works with AppleWorks and most other ProDOS-based
software. It can reside on disk or in RAM and is compatible with
all Apple II drives and memory expansion cards.
Try it for 30 days! If KIX doesn't save you a lot of valuable time,
send it back for a refund. You can't lose! And, at $49.95, KIX is
a real bargain!
To Order Call:

415-626-2080

Send Check! Money Order to:

Kyan Software Inc., Dept. 21
1850 Union St. #183
San Francisco, CA 94123
Enclose $4.50 for shipping: $15.00 outside North America;
Calif. residents add 6.5q sales tax.
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THIS CHRISTMAS...
make someone smarter.

3 Volumes That Add Encyclopedia
Power To Appleworks!

IMAGI MEDIA SOFTWARE
16640 ROSCOE PL.
SEPULVEDA, Ca. 91343
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and press Return.) Type in the label Minimum Cost. Go
down to cell K60 and type Corresponding. In cell K61
type Payment. Now go to cell L58 and type in the formula
aMIN(D58...158).
Go down to cell L61. It should contain the value of the
monthly payment corresponding to the loan with the minimum initial cost. To compute this, we have to search for
the column that contains the minimum value shown in cell
L58, then take the monthly-payment value from that column. The formula for this is long, so it's separated into
two cells. In cell L61, type the formula @IF(D58 = L58,
D59,@IF(E58=L58,E59,@IF(F58=L58,F59,M61))).
In the above formula, if columns D, E, and F don't contain the minimum-initial-cost figure, we switch to cell M61,
which will check columns G, H, and I. Go to cell M61
and type @IF(G58 = L58,G59,igilF(H58= L58,H59,
icelF(158=L58,159,@NA))).
The Final Entries
Now return to cell D8. To test the spreadsheet you've
just created, type in the values from the sample in the
Figure, as shown in Table 4. Finally, type the titles and
notes into rows 2, 63, and 64.
Go to row 61 and press OA-K four or five times, allowing the spreadsheet to recalculate, until the values in rows
58 and 61 stop changing. If these final values match the
ones in the Figure, you've completed your spreadsheet.
Note that the lender in column G provides the loan with
the lowest initial payment—you'll save money immediately
with this institution. The lender in column E has the highest initial cost, but the low interest rate it offers lets you
"repay" that added cost within 14 months. If you plan to
keep the mortgage for more than a year and a half, you'd
save by choosing this institution.
You're ready now to insert the property value and loan
amount you need into cells D8 and D11. When you get
information from a lending institution, type its name as a
label into row 5 and enter the interest rate (row 12), origination points (row 16), and discount points (row 18) into
the column under that name. If you don't have six lenders
to compare, enter 20 for the interest rate and 10 for the
origination points in the unused columns to guarantee that
cost totals in the unused columns will be higher than any
other totals.
Alterations
Most of the fees and percentages in this spreadsheet
are average values, and many will be different in your
area. If these approximations aren't adequate, print the labels in columns A and B, take the list to a lending institution, and ask the loan officers to fill in appropriate values.
They may provide alternative formulas, or you can create a
new formula based on the resulting value. Recalibrate your
spreadsheet by placing these new values into column D.
To use this spreadsheet to check out home refinancing,
simply use one column for your current mortgage. Enter
your current interest rate into row 12 of this column and
make the initial cost in row 58 zero (type in a zero, which
will replace the formula). Press OA-K four times to calculate the time it will take you to "repay" the cost of refinancing the loan.
AppleWorks can help you get the best value for your
loan dollar. Make a wise investment—with your AppleWorks spreadsheet as your financial adviser, shopping
around for a mortgage is smart money management].

Write to Robert Tighe at 3030 Estrella Brillante NW, Albuquerque, NM 87120.
January 1987

Finance: Programming

KIDS HAVE
FIN
inCider's Money Counter program
helps kids figure their "finances"
am a little, about BASIC 0 boot.

ave you ever tried to program a computer?
wants
Yecch—computers are great for Karateka and other 'games,
write programs?
Maybe you do—you can do lots of neat things with your Apple if you know a little
about programming. For instance, you can "control your finances." You may think
finances are for grownups, but if you ever earn or spend any money, you have
finances, too.
The simple Money Counter program presented here (see the accompanying P
gram listing) asks you how much money you made, how you made it, and h
much you spent, then figures the amount you have left. It's the "least word" i
BASIC programming—small and easy to type in, and easy to change, too.
Money Counter handles two kinds of "input"—the information you put into your
Apple. The first kind, in lines 120-130, 170-180, and 260-270, uses the BASIC GET
command. When you want to tell your Apple to "get" the next key someone
presses at the keyboard, you use the GET command in your pr
gram. You don't have to press Return after hitting the key. It's
especially good to use GET when only one or two responses are possible, such as Y for yes and N for no.
The other kind of input is called INPUT. It's use
1 in lines 110, 150, 160, 200, and 210.
After the INPUT command, the compute
waits for someone to type and press

H

by Paul Statt. inCider Technical Editor
inCider
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Return after hitting the key. It's especially good to use
GET when only one or two responses are possible, such
as Y for yes and N for no.
The other kind of input is called INPUT. It's used in
lines 110, 150, 160, 200, and 210. After the INPUT command, the computer waits for someone to type and press
Return, then takes whatever information was typed. Use
INPUT in your programs when you're not sure how much
the person running the program will have to type in.
Notice that input can be either words or numbers. If it's
words, you need to put the input into a text string, such
as A$, C$, E$, or F$. When the input's going to be a
number, you can just use a letter to represent it, such as

G, B, or D. You can add and subtract numeric strings as
you would numbers—that's what they stand for—but you'll
usually just PRINT text strings. You can see both kinds of
output in lines 220, 240, and 250.
Line 310 is a CALL, which tells your Apple to use one
of its built-in subroutines—in this case, subroutine number
—1184, which prints "Apple ][" on screen, then clears it.
See if you can find other ways to END your program.
There's another CALL in Money Counter, too—can you
find it and figure out what it does? Can you spot any
other subroutines in Money Counter?
Money Counter was made to play with—go ahead and
experiment, and have fur-1M

Program listing. Money Counter.

10 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR# 3"
*
20 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 9: PRINT "* * * MONEY COUNTER *
*
30 HTAB 100: VTAB 10: PRINT " COPYRIGHT 1987,INCIDER MAGAZINE";
40 HTAB 100: VTAB 13: PRINT "
50 HTAB 100: VTAB 14: PRINT "THIS PROGRAM ADDS UP YOUR INCOME";
60 HTAB 100: VTAB 15: PRINT "AND SUBTRACTS WHAT YOU SPEND";
op ;
70 HTAB 100: VTAB 16: PRINT "
90 HTAB 100: VTAB 17: PRINT "
HIT ANY KEY TO BEGIN": CALL
756
110 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12:
111 INPUT "HOW MUCH MONEY DID YOU HAVE THIS MORNING? $";G
120 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12: PRINT "DID YOU MAKE ANY MONEY TODAY? (Y/N)";
130 GET A$
140 IF A$ < > "Y" GOTO 170,
150 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12: INPUT "HOW MUCH MONEY DID YOU MAKE? $";B
160 HTAB 100: VTAB 13: INPUT "WHAT FOR? ";F$
170 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12: PRINT "DID YOU SPEND ANY MONEY TODAY? (Y/N)";
180 GET C$
190 IF C$ < > "Y" GOTO 220,
200 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12: INPUT "HOW MUCH MONEY DID YOU SPEND? $";D
210 HTAB 100: VTAB 13: INPUT "WHAT FOR? ";E$
220 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12: PRINT "YOU ARE WORTH"" ""$"B + G — D
230 G = G + B — D
240 HTAB 100: VTAB 13: PRINT "YOU MADE"" ""$"B" ""FROM"" "F$
250 HTAB 100: VTAB 14: PRINT "YOU SPENT"" ""$"D" ""ON"" "E$
260 HTAB 100: VTAB 15: PRINT "DO WANT TO CONTINUE? (Y/N)";
270 GET F$
280 IF F$ < > "Y" GOTO 300
290 GOTO 120
300 HOME : HTAB 100: VTAB 12: PRINT "YOU ARE WORTH"" ""$"B + G — D
310 CALL — 1184

HOUSECALL TM
Now you can have a
doctor in the family.. .

cial
$49.95
List Price: $79.95
68

ith "HouseCall", the computerized home medical encyclop
y to use — designed for the layperson
cational — provides background information on condit
curate — written by physicians for non-medical personnel
er 400 diagnoses — accessed through symptom index
or topic index.
Ideal for home, school, business.
For IBM/compatible and Apple II

Dealer Inquiries Invited!
Call 800-233-3556 or (303) 773-1237 111
20 Day Money Back Guarantee For Direct Customers
w=====mw
Circle 214 on Reader Service Card.

Please Send Me:
El Copy Protected or ❑ Non-Copy Protected (additional $5.00) version of HouseCall. $5.00 shipping
and handling must accompany all purchases.
Colorado residents add 4% sales tax.
Type of Computer
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
0 Check U Visa O MC Exp. Date
Credit Card No.
FROM:
ROCKY MOUNTAIN MEDICAL SOFTWARE
5680 Greenwood Plaza Blvd.
Greenwood Village, CO 80111

January 1987

7 Meg Hell Meg Ilc
Want the best & easiest-to-use memory card on the
market - at the best price? Buy Checkmate Technology's
State-of-the-Art MULTIRAM RGB RAM CARDT' from usw/
BATTERY BACKED-UP STATIC RAM options that can load
& save programs like AppleWorks for 10+ years! It's a FAST
CHEAP REPLACEMENT FOR HARD DISKS, USER EXPANDABLE TO 7 MEGABYTES, compatible will all (100%) 3rd
party software/hareware, has an optional 65C816 slot saver
Co-Processor card ($147), sharp 80 columns/Double Hi-Res,
& FREE RGB*! It's a direct substitute for Ramworks1-111'' or
Apple 80 col cards, has a 5 YR WARRANTY & FREE
AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE UPDATES ONLY FROM US! For
a limited time, you can buy Autoworksm' (BEST AppleWorks MACRO/mail-merge program on the market +
more) for $23 with every 512k or larger Ile/Ilc card.
MultiRam RGB expands to 1 Meg RAM + optional 4 Meg's
battery protected piggyback RAM + optional 2 Meg's STATIC
RAM. MultiRam Ile expands to 768k and can piggyback w/
MultiRam RGB. And the software & manual is the best on
the market!
FREE APPLEWORKS EXPANDER SOFTWARE WITH
EVERY CARD - loads ALL (even printer routines) or PARTS
of AppleWorks, runs faster, expands Desktop over 2048k,
stores 23,000+ records & 4,800+ word processor lines, autosegments large files onto multiple disks! FREE APPLEWORKS
TIME/DAY/DATE ON-SCREEN w/ clock, AUTO-COPY TO
RAM, ULTRA-FAST PRODOS/DOS 3.3. RAM DISK & RAM
TEST. Optional CP/M & Pascal Ram disk ($20/ea)!
MultiRam

MultiRam

RGB
Card

Ile
Card

64k MULTIRAM . . . . 169.
128k MULTIRAM . . . . 179.
320k MULTIRAM . . . . 199.
576k MULTIRAM . . . . 229.
832k MULTIRAM . . . . 254.
1024k MULTIRAM . . . . 279.
1344k MULTIRAM . . . . 419.
1600k MULTIRAM . . . . 449.
1792k MULTIRAM . . . . 479.

129.
139.
164.
199.
234.
0 0

Checkmate Technology's MultiRam CX card easily expands your Ilc to 640k and has a CX+ Piggyback to add
another 512k (over 1152k total)! It's 100% compatible with
all Ilc software/hardware & upgradable with a 65C816 kit
($1 05) to likely run new technology software-all using about
50% less power than Z-RAM! It has the SAME FREE SOFTWARE, FREE UPDATES & 5 YR WARRANTY AS Ile CARDS.
Fora limited time, buy a Ilc System Clock for $50 w/ 512k
or larger card.

256k MULTIRAM CX
512k MULTIRAM CX
768k MULTIRAM CX Combo . . . .
1024k MULTIRAM CX Combo . . . .
256k MULTIRAM CX+
512k MULTIRAM CX+

179.
209.
328.
354.
210.
222.

1200 Baud Ilc Modem (+$20/cable)
Clip-on Ilc Rechargable Battery
Ilc Flat Panel Display (W 0 W !)
Ilc System Clock (w/ 512k+ card)

159.
129.
299.
50.

WHY BUY FROM COIT VALLEY COMPUTERS RATHER THAN SOME MAIL ORDER
HOUSES? Only we offer a 15 day MultiRam
complete money back satisfaction guarantee, extra software, more support, free automatic software updates, free 64k w/ each
256k/512k/768k Ile card. We know the products,
&stock them forfast shipping! CALL FOR QUESTIONS, PRICES, DISCOUNTS. SCHOOLS &
GROUPS WELCOME.
Autoworks. Ramworks IIVTimemaster II H.0./Z-ram. respective trademarks of Software TouCh, Applied
Engineering. 'Cell for RGB Connectors/cables (not included).

0

ORDER NOW!
COIT VALLEY COMPUTERS
(214) 234-5047
14055 Waterfall Way
Dallas, Texas 75240

167.
SpeeDemon 11/11+/Ile-3500/0 Speedup Card
62.
Apple Ile Enhancement Kit
Cermetek 1200 Baud internal modem Ile/11+/Ilgs 184.
319.
Incomm 2400 Baud external univ. modem
Clockworks Clock (Thunder/Time HOT' compat) 89.
322.
13" Teknika RGB Monitor*
34.
AutoWorks (Best AppleWorks Macro+)
ProAPP 10/20 Meg Hard Disks (+ FREE software) Call
135.
Apple Compatible Drives Ile/II+ (1Ic + $15)
39.
256k Memory Chips-1 yr warranty (8)

PHONE (

Terms: Add $4-Ground or $6-Air shipping & phone # to each U.S.
MultiRam card order (foreign orders/FPO/APO extra). Add 3% for
MasterCardNisa (include #/expir) & P.O.'s. Forfast delivery send
Cashier's/Certified check/Money Order. C.O.D. (add $6) & personal checks accepted (allow 16 days). Tex res add 6'/u% tax.

MC/VISA

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

ID

SIGNATURE

QTY DESCRIPTION

COIT VALLEY COMPUTERS
(214) 234-5047 [
MCI 2969684
Telex 6502969684 (WUI)

Circle 79 on Reader Service Card.

PRICE

SHIPPING
EXP

TOTAL

14055 Waterfall Way
Dallas, Texas 75240

6.1.,41q041,404.1dgff

BRINGING IT ALL
BACK HOME
A growing number of school-aged kids
aren't going to school. They're getting their
education the old-fashioned way—at home.

W

by Lafe Low, Assistant Editor

hen Michelle and Marie Barr wake up in the morning, they get
dressed and have breakfast, just as their friends do. But while other
children are putting on coats and hats and running to catch the
school bus, Michelle and Marie are getting ready to do their day's studies
right at home.
It's not for everyone, but at least two families, the Barrs of Wakefield, Massachusetts, and the Pagnonis of Methuen, Massachusetts, are finding that the
best way to give their children what they consider top-quality education is to
do it themselves. And these do-it-yourselfers are discovering that the Apple II
makes a great teacher's aide.

An Apple for the Teacher
Joseph and James Pagnoni are attending the sixth and ninth grades, respectively, at home. Their father, Mario Pagnoni, a teacher at Methuen High
School, teaches his sons when he's not at school. According to Pagnoni, the
family's two computers, an Apple Ile and an Apple II Plus, play a big part in
James' and Joseph's education.
The individualized attention afforded by teaching your children at home is the
"cornerstone of education," Pagnoni says. He notes he enjoys working with "a
student body of two and a faculty of one." Another great advantage of home
education, he says, is the flexible curriculum it permits. His children can follow
their own interests and spend as much or as little time as they like with any
subject they choose.
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The first clock
card to add time
and date to
AppleWorks'
screens and files.

Timemaster H.O. So many
features its become the world's
best selling clock card.
T is the smart way to put the time and date on 'our Apple
1Ile® or II + g. Because only the Timemaster H.O. packs
ALL the important features of all the competition combined,
including leap year, year (not just in PRO-DOS), month,
date, day of week, hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds. It's totally PRO-DOS, DOS 3.3, PASCAL and CP/M
compatible. And, of course, it works better than any other
clock with AppleWorks.
With the Timemaster H.O., you're assured of reliable,
trouble-free operation along with simple, one-command
time setting, accuracy through leap years, and a firmware
maintained interrupt setting.
If you're using or writing software for other clock
cards, you're still covered. Because the H.O. will automatica14, emulate them. And only the Timemaster H.O. adds 15
new commands to BASIC. The H.O. even comes complete
with two disks full of sample programs, including a computerized appointment book, a DOS dating program, interrupt
programs, and over 30 programs that others charge you
extra for — or don't even offer. As a low-cost option, you
can add true BSR remote control to the H.O., giving you
remote control of up to 16 lights and appliances in your
home or office.
• Time in hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds; date
with year, month, day of week and leap year • 24-hour
military format or 12-hour AM/PM format • Eight software
controlled interrupts so you can run two programs at the
same time (many examples included) • Can be set to the
second • Allows AppleWorks to time and date stamp all data
automatically• Displays time and date on AppleWorks
screens and files • Five-year warranty
Timemaster H.O.
$129.00
BSR option (may be added later)
$ 39.00
Call to order today 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. seven days, or
send check or money order to Applied Engineering. MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 5Vti%
sales tax. Add $10.00 outside U.S.A.

dolE Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.
P 0. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006 (214) 241-6060
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James spends about half his study time with the family's
Apple Ils, while his younger brother, Joseph, spends
about a quarter of his time at the keyboard. Word processing is the activity of choice. "The best thing you can
do with a computer is word processing," Pagnoni says. "If
a kid learns to process words, he writes more and he
writes better. No one does any creative writing any more,
unless it's an assignment." Using a word processor makes
writing less of a chore for children, he continues: "Revision is less of a drudgery."
Pagnoni's sons have taught themselves how to type with
MasterType and Typing Tutor (see the accompanying
Product Information box for details). They've also learned
how to play the piano with help from their Apple and a
program called Pen Musician. Using a Gibson Light Pen,
they create musical notes on screen; the computer then
plays back the melody. James has been learning conversational Spanish with Spanish for the Traveler. He also enjoys electronic novels—he's currently involved in Brimstone.
"It's not like you couldn't do it without a computer,"
says Pagnoni of teaching James and Joseph, but notes
that it helps considerably, especially when he's at work:
"The computer is a good tutor." When he gets home,
Pagnoni checks their work, looks over their shoulders and
offers help, then gives them further assignments.

Reading, Writing, and Computing
Last year, Ann Barr began educating Michelle and
Marie at home, using her Apple Ile. Since then she's noticed a change in the girls' personalities and performances. "They used to come home cranky and moody
because of the pressure at school," Barr recalls. She tried
to encourage them, explain things they might have
missed, and go over their homework with them. "I finally
said 'This is crazy,' and decided to begin home educating," Barr says. "I was doing it anyway. Now the pressure
[from school] has been alleviated, and they're eager to
learn."
A typical "school" day at home for Michelle and Marie,
now doing coursework for grades six and four, respectively, starts with reading, followed by questions on the
material, penmanship practice, or letter writing. The girls
spend about five hours a day doing actual assigned work,
but there's always extra activity to fill their remaining time.
Marie and Michelle spend about an hour a day doing
logic and math exercises on their Ile. They've also learned
how to program in BASIC. "They've just figured out how
to get the screen to flash," Barr says.
"The girls seem to retain more knowledge from the
computer than they would from a textbook," she continues. They do number and math drills with Number Master
and use KidWriter to compose stories and design accompanying pictures. They've learned AppleWorks as well,
and have amassed a number of data disks with letters,
recipes, notes, and other information. Bank Street Writer is
another favorite.
The environment home education creates can also motivate children to do more than their required coursework.
When 11-year-old Michelle wanted to write a letter—in Italian—to her grandfather, who lives in California, she bought
an Italian/English dictionary on her own and looked up
one by one the words she needed. She also included an
English translation, just in case.
Michelle wrote "at least the English part of her letter"
on her Apple computer, Barr says. She couldn't tell for
sure, because Michelle uses a unique copy-protection
scheme for her disks: She put labels on them that warn
intruders to "Keep Out!"
January 1987

Viewmaster 80
Michelle has pursued her interests in other areas as
well, Barr says. She was curious to see how beans grew,
so she set up her own experiment. She put some bean
seeds inside wet paper towels, checked their progress every day, and recorded their growth rates. She'll enter her
results into the Apple as soon as she sorts them out.
These weren't assignments—they were just things she
wanted to do, according to Barr.
Moving the School Home
In the early 1970s, about 15,000 households were involved in home education. Today, according to Patricia
Lines, senior policy analyst with the U.S. Department of
Education, anywhere from 120,000 to 260,000 families
have adopted a stay-at-home approach to education.
All states now allow home education, although three
(Iowa, North Dakota, and Michigan) still require that a
home-schooling parent be a certified teacher.
In setting up their curricula, both Ann Barr and Mario
Pagnoni worked closely with their respective school systems. Getting approval for home education is "pretty
loosely structured," Pagnoni says. He sent a written request to the Methuen School District and obtained a copy
of its curriculum to use as a guideline. "Every school system is different," adds Pagnoni. "Some may have you
prepare a written curriculum."
Applying for home-schooling permission is rather simple
in Wakefield, Barr says. She wrote to the school system and
stated her reasons and intentions; she included a rough outline of the material she planned to present (a combination of
the Wakefield school system's curriculum and a Christian curriculum from Alpha Omega publications).
"There's more than one way to learn and more than
one way to teach," Barr says, applauding the Wakefield
School District's willingness to acknowledge and support
home schooling. "Wakefield is really good about it. Some
egotistical school systems think it's a slap in the face
when you want to teach your kids at home.
"I have the school system on their [the kids'] side," she
continues. "They [the Wakefield School District] are really
progressive. [The school board] even invited me to the
school-committee meeting when my proposal was going to
be voted on, and it was passed unanimously. They should
be commended."
The Opponents' Voice
While the personal approach to education offers definite
advantages, opponents of home education argue that it
shuts children out from interaction with their peers and
keeps them from developing strong friendships. Neither
Pagnoni nor Barr feels this is a problem.
"Schools are not the great agent of socialization," Pagnoni says, noting that when he walks through the open
classrooms at the school where he teaches, he often sees
kids in detention as punishment for talking.
Community activities, 4-H clubs, drama clubs, and
sports teams provide ways around some of the peer contact kids at home miss. According to Pagnoni, his sons'
friends usually come over after school is out. To say that
kids aren't learning how to socialize by not being in
school "just isn't correct," Pagnoni emphasizes.
Every day of the week Michelle and Marie Barr play
with children their own age. They attend church, Girl
Scout meetings, violin lessons, and gymnastics lessons.
They socialize less than children in school, but the peer
pressure is less, too, Barr says. "Plus I know they're
safe," she adds. "I'm glad my girls are home with me."
Continued on p. 77.
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ne look at the chart will give you some of the
reasons there's only one smart choice in 80
column cards for your Apple. But the real secret to
Viewmaster 80's success is something even better:
Total compatibility.
Each Viewmaster 80 includes our powerful AppleWorks expand software, allowing AppleWorks to run on
the II+ with only 64K (or more) memory. (We recommend the RamFactor memory card, but any compatible
Apple memory card will work.) The software provides
our full range of AppleWorks enhancements, including
expanded records, word processor, multi-disk saving,
time and date display on screen with any PRO-DOS
clock, and more!
The Viewmaster 80 works with all 80 column
applications, including DOS 3.3, PRO-DOS, CP/M,
Pascal, WordStar, Format II, Applewriter II, dBase II,
Visicalc, Multiplan, and
of others—including AppleWorks.

hundreds

Here are just a few of the powerful features the
Viewmaster 80 delivers for a great price ($149):
• 80 Characters by 24 lines • Fully compatible with all
Apple languages and software • Highest compatibility
with existing 80 column software • Very low power consumption • High speed (18 MHZ) scroll rate • Upper and
lower case characters and true descenders, both inverse
and normal; all on-screen editing functions are supported • User-definable cursor shape • Compatible with
Apple II, II + and IIe • Five-year warranty
Call today to order or for more information, 9 am.
to 11 p.m. seven days, or send check or money order to
Applied Engineering. MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 51/8% sales tax. Add $10.00
outside U.S.A.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

AE Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
(214) 241-6060
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Home Education:
Ten Tips for Buying
„ Software

AA

Do you ever have the feeling you're being bombarded with advertising that belittles you for not owning
a home computer? If you're not running a business,
what can you do with a home computer, anyway?
Recipe files hardly justify spending $1000 to $2000.
If the whole family's eager to use it, though, maybe
it's worth the expense. The development of educational
skills may alone make the outlay of funds worthwhile. If
you're going to use your Apple to help your schoolaged children gain in vital skill areas, it's hard to put a
price tag on the machine's ultimate worth. Because of
their infinite patience, computers are excellent tutors.
So where do you go from there? At an average of
$40 a package, how do you choose the best educational programs for your children?
With a little guidance, even families unfamiliar with the
educational-software market can make intelligent buying
decisions. The ten tips that follow won't make you an
expert overnight, but they'll help you avoid some common pitfalls.
1) Determine compatibility. It may sound elementary,
but it's good advice nevertheless: Before you buy,
make sure the program in question runs on your particular Apple system. Take into account the package's
RAM requirements, special print options, and so on.
2) Check with the school. Ask your child's school for
a list of the educational software it uses. You may want
to consult your child's teachers, too, regarding the specific programs they think would prove most helpful.
Also, ask for a copy of the form school- personnel use
to evaluate software. If it works for them, it's probably
worthwhile for you, as well.
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5) Check the feedback. Software developers don't always take into consideration the basic principles of
learning. For example, children ought to receive support and positive feedback for correct responses—text
(GREAT, TERRIFIC, and so on), graphics (animation), or
sound. The program shouldn't give negative or demeaning feedback for mistakes. Rather, look for statements that help the child make a more accurate
second or third attempt at a response. If you wouldn't
stand for sarcasm or rudeness from a teacher, why
condone it in a software package?
6) Make sure your child is in control. Clearly, you'll
want software that takes individual differences into account. Are the directions reasonably clear and easy to
follow? Is a HELP screen available? Must the child type
his or her responses, or can he or she use a joystick?
Can your child control the rate at which the program
executes? Some children need more time to view and
respond than others; this is especially important when
teaching handicapped children.
7) Read the documentation. If accompanying documentation is vague or doesn't seem to make sense,
imagine how frustrated your child will be. For educational software, documentation should include the objectives the software is supposed to accomplish. How will
reaching these goals benefit your child? The documentation should supply specific, easy-to-follow instructions.
In addition, it should list the distributor's address and
phone number.
8) Preview the software. Ask for permission to try out
the program in the store; sample copies should be
available for this purpose. If the school your child attends has the software in which you're interested, try to
take a look at its copy. Ask teachers or students for
their opinions of the program, too.
9) Determine the level of the material. Keep your
child's capabilities and needs in mind. When your child
attends school, the teacher introduces new material
based on the learner's background. Some educational
programs, though, assume that certain material has
been covered in class. It's up to you, the parent, to
determine whether a drill or tutorial program has "prerequisites." For instance, if your child hasn't mastered
subtraction, he or she isn't ready for long division. Prerequisites exist in most subject areas, and to benefit
from any educational software package, the child must
be ready for the material. Furthermore, the program
should present it in an educationally sound sequence,
in natural increments. Here, again, your school can
help you decide.

3) Verify a "way out." Try out the software before
you buy it. Check for "user friendliness." Does the program provide easy exit? Can the child simply press a
key to quit at any point, or must he or she turn the computer off to end the program? Children can easily become
frustrated with programs that complicate basic tasks.

10) Learn what's out there. Be aware of the various
types of educational programs on the market. Ask educational-software companies to put you on their mailing
lists. (Most magazines such as inCider include tear-out
reader-service cards you can use to receive catalogues
and• announcements.) Stop by your local computer
store and pick up free advertisements. While you're
there, ask to preview new programs.

4) Look for interaction. In most cases interaction with
the exercise is one of the chief advantages of using a
computer instead of a workbook. Interacting with an
educational program provides more individual attention
than a student would receive in a week from a busy
teacher. Responding to drills (reviews of material or
skills already learned), seeking correct responses in tutorial programs (which introduce new concepts), and
making decisions in simulations all encourage the development of thinking skills through active response.

Separating the junk from the worthwhile programs
can be difficult. These tips should alert you to points
you should look for, as well as questions you should
ask. When it comes to investing your money in educational software, finding the best programs—the ones
that fit your child's needs—really pays off.11
—Dr. Edward D. Watson,
Professor of Elementary Education,
Trenton State College, Trenton, New Jersey
January 1987

From the sophisticated realism, detail, and intellectual
stimulation of Flight Simulator

...to the brute-force fun, thrills and excitement of Jet...

I 3c

V'SetIlliSS: of 4:16,25 4 2T. 23 .2.1 7E. 22

..with new adventures in Scenery Disks...

...SubLOGIC. The State of the Art in Flight.

See Your Dealer. For additional product ordering information
or the name of the dealer nearest you, call (800) 637-4983
Circle 156 on Reader Service Card.

kLOGIC

•If -

C-c,rporaticory

713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
1217) 159-8482 Telex. 206995

ORDER LINE: (800) 637-4983
10.s tasKa and Hawa.0
except in 1111,
Open 7 AM to 9 PM Central Time

"Home education
does take a lot of time
and it's a sacrifice.
We do what we need
to do to provide a
quality education for
our kids."

Continued from p. 73.

Schooling their children at home at their own pace has
proved effective for Pagnoni and Barr. Joseph Pagnoni finished his second-grade curriculum by Thanksgiving; James
completed his fifth-grade work by Christmas. "Why should
schools tell us what to learn and when?" Pagnoni says.
Ann Barr agrees. Last year Michelle and Marie finished
their year's work by Christmas. By the end of the school
year, both had completed the material for their next respective grades, according to Barr.
Until last year, Michelle and Marie were educated traditionally. They were "neck and neck" with their classmates,
according to Barr. After their first year of home schooling,
though, Barr says Michelle ranked in the 72nd percentile
and Marie in the 66th overall on the Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills, required of all Massachusetts schoolchildren.
Pagnoni puts less stock in test results. He says it isn't
relevant to compare his children's learning progress to
that of children educated in traditional surroundings. "It's
not a controlled experiment," he comments. "If a kid does
poorly on one test, you could say, 'See, send him to
school.' If he does well, you could say, 'Pull him out.' "
It Ain't Easy

Setting up a program of home schooling and carrying it
out isn't an easy task, according to both Pagnoni and
Barr. It requires careful preparation, a great deal of work,
and much patience.
"The first thing you should do," according to Barr, "is
go to the library and ask the librarian to recommend
some good reading books, and go through the card catalogues." Barr adds that it's also a good idea for a parent
to take a BASIC programming class, or at least read his
or her computer manual thoroughly, to get a better idea
of how to use the machine for educating kids.
Although computers are becoming more prevalent in the
classroom, parents shouldn't count on the schools to
make children computer literate, Barr observes. She recalls
that when she applied for permission to teach Michelle
and Marie at home, the Wakefield school district didn't
suggest any computer curriculum, but she wanted to
make sure her daughters learned about computers: "I
don't know how I would have exposed my girls to computers, except to buy one. I really believe the world is run
by computers. There's no getting around it. I feel we
should prepare our kids for that."

Product
Information
Apple Logo, $100
AppleWorks, $249
Mouse Paint (packaged

with Apple Mouse),
$149 (Ile), $99 (11c)
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Reader Service Number 312
Bank Street Writer

(home edition)
Broderbund Software
17 Paul Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 479-1700
$69.95
Bank Street Writer

(school edition)
Scholastic Software
730 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 505-3129
$79.95
Reader Service Number 313
Brimstone

Broderbund Software
$44.95
Gibson Light Pen System

(includes Pen Musician, Pen
Painter, Pen Animator, and
Pen Designer)
Koala Technologies
3100 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95052
$249
Reader Service Number 314
Kidwriter

Leaving the Nest

Educating children at home is one thing when you're
teaching the basics, but another when you get into chemistry and British literature. "K-8 is the best time to stay
home," Pagnoni says. During that period, he explains, you
can give children a solid foundation. "It's great to teach
an elementary kid how to read, but it's a problem when
you have to teach calculus," he adds. Advanced courses,
plus the experience of school dances and organized
sports, are tough to duplicate, according to Pagnoni.
Barr says she'll probably keep Michelle and Marie at
home at least through the junior-high-school level. The
Wakefield district has already let Michelle and Marie take
certain courses, such as science labs, at the local school.
"Home education does take a lot of time," Barr says,
"and it's a sacrifice. We do what we need to do to provide a quality education for our kids."
Pagnoni warns that home schooling isn't for everyone:
"It's a lot of work. [But] it's an alternative [to traditional
education], and a good one."•
inCider

Spinnaker Software
One Kendall Square
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1200
$39.95
Reader Service Number 315

MasterType

Scarborough Systems/
Mindscape
25 North Broadway
Tarrytown, NY 10591
(914) 332-4545
$39.95
Reader Service Number 316
Moptown Parade

The Learning Company
545 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 328-5410
$39.95
Reader Service Number 317
The Newsroom

Springboard Software
7808 Creekridge Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(612) 944-3915
$49.95
Reader Service Number 318
Number Master

The Home School
3611 Boundary Street
San Diego, CA 92104
(619) 284-9769
$69.95
Reader Service Number 319
Spanish for the Traveler

Roger Wagner Publishing
10761 Woodside Avenue
Suite E
Santee, CA 92071
(619) 562-3670
$59.95
Reader Service Number 320
Story Tree

Scholastic Software
$39.95
Reader Service Number 321
Typing Tutor

Simon & Schuster Computer
Software
One Gulf & Western Plaza
New York, NY 10023
(212) 245-6400
$49.95
Reader Service Number 322
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WHICHEVER DOOR YOU CHOOSE,
THE PRIZE IS FUN AND EXCITEMENT
BEYOND YOUR WILDEST
FANTASIES

Aour quest for the best fantasy
game is over. You've found not one,
but three...from SSI. The play and
feel of each game may differ; but
in terms of fun, excitement and
challenge, all three are equally exhilarating, intense, and absorbing.
WIZARD'S CROWN'
Guide eight valiant adventurers on a
perilous quest to recover the precious
Wizard's Crown that lies imprisoned
behind spell-woven walls in the ruins
of Arghan. Armed with different skills
and weapons. your characters must
search for clues among the maze of
streets, buildings and dungeons. When
your heroes clash with the vile denizens of Arghan, you can let the
computer resolve each battle quickly,
or you can personally direct the action
with a multitude of combat options.
On diskette for 64K Apple
C-64'. $39.95.

GEMSTONE HEALER"
This is the sequel to our best- selling
Gemstone Warrior' in which you
braved the horrors of the Netherworld and successfully recovered the
magical Gemstone. To your dismay.
you discover that the Gemstone has
been damaged. Hence, you must
return to the Demons' lair. locate the
Healing Tools and heal the Gemstone.
Don't worry if you haven't played
Gemstone Warrior because everyone
will enjoy GEMSTONE HEALER's
fast-paced, action-packed excitement.
On diskette for 64 K Apple
C-647$29.95.

= '986 0,

PRANTASIE ir
This role-playing game promises to
duplicate the phenomenal success
that the first Phantasie" achieved.
In PERNTASIE II, the Dark Lord
fashioned an evil orb that has enslaved your people. Command a band
of one to six travellers to brave the
Dark Lord's wrath, locate the orb
and find a way to destroy it. If you've
played the original Phantasie, you
can transfer those same characters
to this sequel If you haven't, simply
create new characters and embark
on a thrilling mission'
On diskette for 48K Apple. C-64",
Atari ST $39.45.

Now that you've had a tantalizing
peek at the fantastic adventures
beyond, will it be Door #1, Door #2,
or Door #3? The best answer Why.
all three, of course!
To get started, you'll have to
open another door, that of your local
computer/software or game store.
If there are no convenient stores near
you. VISA and MasterCard holders can
order by calling toll-free 800-443-0100.
x335. To order by mail, send your check
to: Strategic Simulations. Inc.. 1046
N. Rengstorff Ave., Mountain View CA
94043. Be sure to specify the computer
format of the game. California residents,
please add applicable sales tax.
Add $2.00 to your order for shipping
and handling. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
In the Continental CS., U.P.S. Blue service
faster shipping time ) is available for$4.00.
Apple, Atari Atari ST and C-04 are trademark: of Apple
Computer, Inc., Atari, Inc. and Commodore &aroma,
Ltd. respeareely.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC.
Circle . 160 z
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DATE

POWER UP YOUR
BUSINESS.
SUCCESS WITH
APPLEWORKS!
An exclusive collection
of 10 easy-to-use
templates on a disk
that will get the power of
AppleWorks working for you!

Here's the kind of "computer-ease"
that goes right to your bottom line!
Ten time-saving, work-saving templates
that make AppleWorks a full time partner
in your business, Instant know-how
you can apply immediately to a wide range
of valuable business needs, including:

"En watt eliffacm pato:news. FILL shook) be., re. so MA
doesnlaves a page botontary. Ortee
relocate PILL. be sure
hang< the CALL statement to reflect pas new kvation You
I also have to relocate HIMEM to prote,t the moone to
PILL. to mtaln that the point you HPLOT honor
ea igthervatme is mskte the °Nett goo want total. I( thy. Font
nes on the hordes or outskle of an object. youll get 30111, strange
results..
. K. and
d the WAee
will be, the
ootto at the
slam to the

O Prepare a Price Quote
O Personalized Form Letter
O Build a Mailing List
O Create a Customer 0 Figure a Loan
Amortization
Database
O Publish a Company 0 Analyze your Personal or
Newsletter
Business Balance Sheet
O Plan a Home or
Business Budget

O Prepare an Annual
Expense Summary

E

S, send me the added power of hotCider's
SUCCESS WITH APPLEWORKS. I get 10 ready-to-run
Templates on a disk, plus complete documentation
booklet for just $29.97
Foreign Airmail, add US $1.50 per item.

( )Payment enclosed ( )Visa ( )Amex ( )MC
Imagine! Any one of the applications included would
be worth the low cost of this unique disk all by itself.
But you get all ten, ready-to-run templates for just
$29.97. Less than $3.00 each, PLUS a detailed
documentation booklet that guides you quickly and
easily into each application.
Start Boosting Your Personal Productivity Now!
Complete the coupon or attached Order Card and
mail with payment or CALL TOLL FREE and charge it to
your credit card for quickest service and the surest
way to boost your productivity... turn your Apple II into
a profit center for your business!
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5473 (In NH, dial 1-924-9471)

Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

(print) Name

Address

City

Mail to:

State

Zip

hotCider
80 Elm St.

Peterborough NH 03458
'AppleWorks and Apple are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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even when playing with the text and background color
choices (pink on green, orange on black) available through
the firmware Control Panel—most of them, anyway.
There's a faint shimmer or tendency to wash out with
some high-contrast combinations such as black on white.
Existing software's hi-res graphics looks smashing,
measurably sharper than composite color, on the AppleColor RGB. Double-hi-res graphics, unfortunately, poses a
problem: With the GS' firmware Control Panel set for a
color display, you get beautiful color but fuzzy text. Set for
a monochrome display, the text is as sharp as a Ilc's but
the colors disappear. It's not strictly software incompatibility, since the programs run fine, but it'll mean awkward
toggling or choosing the lesser of two evils.
The answer to double-hi-res disappointments, of course,
is the GS' new super-hi-res capability. All we have is a
prototype version of a painting program, but its sample
screens look terrific. We can't yet change the palette or
shade pixels, but we're impressed and impatient. We can't
wait to see more.
Similarly, we don't have any software that uses the Ensoniq digital synthesizer chip for music or speech, though
we just got a pair of Bose RoomMate speakers that plug
into the rear headphone/speaker jack, giving not stereo
(MDldeas is advertising a $60 card) but wonderfully reverberating double-mono sound. They make psychedelic patterns when placed next to the RGB monitor, which is
apparently sensitive to RF interference, but they make II
software sound terrific.
I emptied neighboring offices by using the Control Panel
volume setting to crank up Activision's Rocky Horror Show
(a slow-paced game, but a great opening rendition of the
famous Time Warp song), and the low-pitched beep when
you turn the GS off resembles a bass-drum roll. But
whether it's through the Bose speakers or the GS' built-in
one, we haven't heard the Ensoniq do its stuff.
The Time Warp or other games' music becomes a rapid
scramble when the GS' Control Panel is set from "normal" to "fast" speed, toggling the 65C816 processor from
1 to 2.8 MHz—and giving a mighty boost to Apple II applications, though not catching a Ile with an accelerator
card. Using AppleWorks 1.3 as an example, a plain Ile
finished my word-processing search-and-replace test in
24.3 seconds. The GS' "normal" performance was a
shade quicker, 22.9 seconds, while the "fast" mode took
only 9.7 seconds—but, if you need the last degree of
speed, the Ile with Applied Engineering's TransWarp card
won in 7.2 seconds.
The same was true when recalculating a 1000-cell
AppleWorks spreadsheet: The Ile and "normal" IIGs tied
at 50.5 seconds and the "fast" GS blasted them with 20.5
seconds, but the TransWarp took 15.6. Even so, the GS'
two and a half times' 65CO2 speed is 'nothing to sneeze
at—the AppleWorks spreadsheet test, for example, beats
the same exercise with Lotus 1-2-3 on an IBM PC, though
not an AT. (Yes, Paul Statt's first idea was to stick a
TransWarp into the IIGs. When turned on, the computer
displayed the TransWarp logo, then froze, torn between
two CPUs, forever.)
4) The Control Panel
The Control Panel is the central Desk Accessory in the
firmware Toolbox. It's fun to press Control-Open apple-Escape and roam up and down the 40- or 80-column menu,
but until we see ProDOS 16 (or at least ProDOS 8, also
known as ProDOS 1.2) we won't be fully in control.
For one thing, the standard ProDOS 1.1.1 supplied with
many current applications (though not the identically labeled 1.1.1 on AppleWorks 2.0 disks) disables the interinCider

rupts that recognize the Control Panel key sequence; the
Panel's usually available between applications, but not always within them. Press Control-Open apple-Escape in the
middle of AppleWorks 1.3 and nothing happens—until you
quit AppleWorks, when the Control Panel belatedly appears over the "Enter Prefix" screen. I couldn't get it in
ProDOS 1.0.1 programs either, though Paul found it popped
up whenever he set the prefix to /RAM in applications like the
Convert utility and Disk BASIC, and it's always available after
a Control-Reset to enter ROM BASIC.
It refused to come out from under the Pascal 1.3 operating system of the AppleWorks tutorial; it showed up under self-booting games and my DOS 3.3 master disk,
though not during DOS 3.3 Apple Writer or Smartcom I. It
also answered happily to slightly patched versions of
ProDOS 1.1.1, such as mine with The Software Touch's
menu routine.
As for the Control Panel functions, we've had mixed
luck—we can always change screen colors and sound
pitch and volume, and usually toggle between the two
speeds (I could speed up my patched AppleWorks 1.3,
but not slow it back down). Paul was disappointed that
you can't use the slot-assignments submenu to switch on
the fly between a rear-panel port emulating a card ("Slot
6: Disk Port") and an actual card in an expansion slot
("Your Card"); changes take effect when you restart your
GS, so you don't really have the equivalent of 14 slots
active all the time.
Finally, there's the -"Alternate Display Mode," described
in the manual as a temporary fix for programs affected by
the GS' displaying information "differently than earlier
models of the Apple II." If this is what we hope it is—a
way to turn off mousetext so unenhanced programs' inverse capitals are legible—it made no difference with the
programs we tried. Clearly, we won't know all about the
Control Panel until we have an operating system that fully
supports it.
5) Compatibility
The good news for users is that, even with old ProDOS
and other programs, the GS earns the same high compatibility rating we gave it in our preview in the October issue. With a few predictable exceptions and a few mildly
surprising ones, the machine runs afi the software we've
thrown at it, from plain and patched copies of AppleWorks
1.1 and 1.3 to Pinpoint, Foundation, and SuperCalc3a.
While it's a great game machine, the GS has been reluctant to boot copy-protected games—our Rocky Horror
Show and Where Fn the USA is Carmen Sandiego? disks,
for instance, require a Control-Reset to go into BASIC, Escape-4 to change from 80 to 40 columns, and PR#6 to
start the disk. All our games ran smoothly once underway,
though designer Dan Bunten resolved to fix some wayward GS graphics when he visited to preview Electronic
Arts' Robot Rascals (the disk, finished two days earlier,
worked and looked cute on our Ile).
As for grownup applications, VIP Professional loaded
halfway and stopped, searching for the RamWorks-type
memory card it requires; MultiScribe loaded, then hung
up. (GS versions of both products are in the works.) While
Pinpoint was fine, its rival Fingertips hung up AppleWorks
in background mode and showed a skewed video display
as a foreground program. Our GS gagged on DOS 3.3
Apple Writer II.
As Apple warned us, most communications software
failed to access the GS' modem port properly (most programs go directly to the II's serial-communications chip,
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GS Products:
What We're Missing
Our October and November issues contained previews, based on phone calls and rumor hunting, of
third-party hardware and software products for the IIGs.
Here, for the record, is the official rundown of items
announced after the GS' introduction. As of late September, none of these products (except the Bose loudspeakers and Mouse Write) had actually reached the
inCider offices; announced availability dates range from
October 1986 to March 1987.
Software
Activision Inc., 2350 Bayshore Parkway, Mountain View,
CA 94043: Version Soft, the French creators of the late
lamented Mouse Desk, Mouse Write, and Mouse Calc,
have produced full-powered, full-color MacWrite and
MacPaint imitations for the 512K Apple IIGs. Writer's
Choice Elite ($99.95) can work on 16 documents at
once, merging text with images from Paintworks Plus
($79.95) and its 128 super-hi-res palettes.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 6 Jacob Way,
Reading, MA 01867: After charming Macintosh owners,
Tom Snyder Productions' Puppy Love ($19.95) moves
to the GS. Teach your animated dog amazing tricks! Compete in the National Pet Show! Never mind that you're
learning about programming and artificial intelligence!
Baudville, 1001 Medical Park Drive S.E., Grand Rapids,
Ml 49506: It supports hi-res and double-hi-res on the
Ile and 11c, but 816/Paint ($75) is at its best with the
GS' super-hi-res modes and 4096 colors. So versatile it
can even use Blazing Paddles or Da771e Draw images,
or read and write to DOS 3.3.
Broderbund Software Inc., 17 Paul Drive, San Rafael,
CA 94903: Besides GS updates of Fantavision
($59.95, super-hi-res, a library of Ensoniq sound effects)
and The Print Shop (512K, $69.95, eight-color printouts), there's Drawing Table (512K, $89.95), a colorful
way to draw charts, diagrams, floor plans, or otherwise
work with shapes for the ImageWriter II or LaserWriter.
For desktop publishers, Newsmaker (512K, $89.95) arranges text fonts, borders, and graphics (including
AppleWorks or Print Shop files) in one to four columns
for ImageWriter or LaserWriter output.
Chancery Software Ltd., 200-1120 Hamilton Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2S2: Ported straight from the Macintosh with only a pit stop to add color, CSL Marks is a
mouse-controlled, spreadsheet-style gradebook for
grade K-12 teachers. It costs $98 for a single user
and $300 for a school site license.
Data Pak Software Inc., 14011 Ventura Blvd., Suite
507, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403: "Anything goes on a
page," says an on-screen message in GraphicWriter—
sort of MacWrite plus MacPaint plus full color, a $149.95
word processor that allows not only different fonts, but
both plain or filled shapes and freehand color graphics in
movable "regions" of a desktop-publishing document.
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Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA
94404: Besides the colorful graphics of Deluxe Paint,
EA promises to wring out the Ensoniq chip with Music
Construction Set.
First Byte Inc., 2845 Temple Avenue, Long Beach, CA
90806: Four talking educational programs, developed
for the Mac, now sound even better on the GS.
Speller Bee helps ages 5-13 spell; KidTalk is a talking word processor for ages 3-13; MathTalk gives individual spoken assistance for math problems; and
First Shapes talks kids 3-8 through the world of geometry and problem solving.
Great Wave Software, 104 Gilbert Avenue, Menlo Park,
CA 94025: Kids will learn letter recognition and keyboard skills from ABKey and introductory music from
KidsNotes, two super-hi-res and synthesized sound
games in the KidsTime II package ($39.95).
MECA, 285 Riverside Avenue, Westport, CT 06880: Andrew Tobias' Managing Your Money ($199.95), long a
popular personal7finance helper, moves to the GS and
adds several new features, ranging from buy-or-lease
comparisons to five-year budget and tax forecasting.
Megahaus Corporation, 5703 Oberlin Drive, San Diego,
CA 92121: Desktop publishing plus word processing
with a Mac-style interface—PageWorks ($125) pours
new, ASCII, or AppleWorks text into columnar and other
formats for page layout and editing. It supports the
ImageWriter and LaserWriter.
MicroProse, 120 Lakefront Drive, Hunt Valley, MD
21030: Apple II submariners have already discovered
Silent Service ($39.95). But can you survive a World
War II South Pacific tour in super-hi-res with sound effects and mouse/icon control?
PBI Software, 1111 Triton Drive #201, Foster City, CA
94404: Change AppleWorks spreadsheet data to twoor three-dimensional super-hi-res graphs with Visualizer
($99.95). It supports the LaserWriter and color ImageWriter II, and has its own mini-spreadsheet for quick
jobs. Or call a friend with CommWorks/16 ($49.95), a
communications program that uses the GS' extra memory and Ensoniq sound chip to offer an 8MB message
buffer and digitized talking status or error messages for
ASCII, Xmodem, or AppleWorks file transfer.
Roger Wagner Publishing, P.O. Box 582, Santee, CA
92071: The latest version of this firm's mouse-based
word processor, MouseWrite 2.6 ($149.95), runs on
the Ilc and enhanced Ile but takes advantage of IIGs
memory. It supports a 12-document desktop, ImageWriter II color printing, spell checking, mail-merge, and
communications. Meanwhile, power users await SoftSwitch, a desk accessory that copies the Mac Switcher,
flipping among multiple programs in memory. A "switch
to disk" feature lets you resume work at a particular
point in a particular file days later.
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Scholastic Software, 730 Broadway, New York, NY
10003: Complete with a Street Electronics Echo voice
synthesizer card, Talking Text Writer ($249.95) combines word processing and speech for kindergarteners
through sixth graders. The GS version uses color to
highlight spoken text and marked blocks.
Spinnaker Software Corp., One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139: Two of the Homework Helpers series
for grades 7-12, Math Word Problems and Writing ($49.95
each), have been upgraded to support 314 inch disks
and extra memory.

CMC Computer Systems, 1514 East Edinger #H, Santa
Ana, CA 92705: Will this company offer lots of SCSI
hard disks? Listen, it's announced a SCSI adapter for
the Ilc as well as a Ile/IIGs card.
DataDesk International, 7650 Haskell Avenue, Suite A,
Van Nuys, CA 91406: Hailed as "the first enhanced
keyboard ever available for Apple computers," the
Turbo-ADB Keyboard sports 101 keys, including 15
function keys. Like the standard GS keyboard, it plugs
into the computer's Apple Desktop Bus port while
daisy-chained mice, tablets, or other devices plug into
its own.

Style Ware Inc., 5250 Gulfton, Suite 2E, Houston, TX
77081: TopDraw (512K, $99.95) promises to work like
MacDraw in color, letting designers arrange, rotate,
move, flip, and fill shapes or objects in up to 12 simultaneous colors. MultiScribe GS expands on StyleWare's Ile/11c MacWrite imitation, with up to eight
documents full of fonts and typestyles open at once. Both
support the LaserWriter as well as dot-matrix printers.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, P.O. Box 105203, Atlanta, GA 30348: Hayes' Smartmodem 1200A is an
internal 1200-baud modem card for the II Plus and Ile
as well as the GS. It uses Hayes' popular "AT" command set and costs $439; updated Smartcom I software will be $119.

VIP Technologies, do ISD Marketing, 20 Steelcase
Road West, Markham, Ontario L3R 1D2: The Ile/lIc version depends on the bank switching of a RamWorks or
Checkmate-type memory card, but the GS version of
VIP Professional uses up to 4.25MB of RAM for its
mouse-controlled clone of the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet,
database, and graphics program. It claims five times
the speed of the 8-bit version.

MDIdeas Inc., 1111 Triton Drive #205, Foster City, CA
94404: OctoRam is a IIGs memory card whose 256K
or 1MB modules allow expansion up to 8MB; it's
$129.95 with 256K, $399.95 with 1MB, or $699.95 with
2MB, The SuperSonic card ($59.95, speakers not included) has two amplifiers to produce true stereo
sound with software (such as Electronic Arts' promised
Music Construction Set) that uses the GS' Ensoniq synthesizer chip. The Conserver ($129.95) combines a
cooling fan, monitor stand, holder for one or two UniDisks, and power outlets to control six devices.

WordPerfect Corp., 288 West Center Street, Orem, UT
84057: The price is the same ($179), but WordPerfect
1.1 for the GS answers users' complaints about the Ile/
Ilc version—not by using the mouse or otherwise altering the word processor, but simply by running three
times faster with a quadrupled edit buffer.
Hardware
Applied Engineering, P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX
75006: The GS-RAM card uses 256K chips to carry up
to 1.5MB memory; GS-RAM Plus uses 1MB chips to
carry up to 6MB. A 2MB piggyback card can boost
the cards to 3.5MB and 8MB respectively.
AST Research Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, CA
92714: Besides supplying 256K, 512K, or 1MB of system memory, the RamStakPlus card carries four ROM/
EPROM sockets designed to hold applications in
ProDOS ROM disks. The AST-VisionPlus digitizer
transfers black-and-white or color video images to the
GS' super-hi-res graphics; menu-driven software lets
users zoom, rotate, select contrast and gray levels, and
otherwise manipulate captured images. The AST-2000
unit combines a 20MB SCSI hard disk and 20MB tapebackup drive.
A-Squared Systems, 10 Skyway Lane, Oakland, CA
94619: Reportedly working on a GS video digitizer to
rival the AST product.
Bose Corp., 100 The Mountain Road, Framingham, MA
01701: The same RoomMate loudspeakers you can
connect to your Walkman, $229 a pair with little Apple
logos on the speaker grilles. Essential for serious music
software, though the boss is sure to hear when you're
playing games.

inCider

Orange Micro Inc., 1400 N. Lakeview Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92807: The RamPak 4GS card ($259 with
512K) is expandable to 4MB of GS memory, it includes
RAM-caching utility software. The Grappler Plus parallel
printer interface has been replaced by the ProGrappler
($129), with pull-down menus for the enhanced Ile and
Desk Accessory support for the GS. The JuiceBox
($119) is a filtered cooling fan, surge suppressor, and
analog timer that tracks your GS' hours of operation.
Peachtree Technology, 3120 Crossing Park, Norcross,
GA 30071: This firm sent us an unsolicited S-20 +
SCSI hard drive ($1395). Either they're moving fast
into the GS market, or they thought we covered the
Macintosh Plus.
ProAPP Inc., 10005 Muirlands, Suite 0, Irvine, CA
92718: While the firm's 10MB ($795) and 20MB ($995)
hard disks connect to either SCSI or conventional connector cards, its high-speed 40MB drive ($1995) is
strictly SCSI.
Prometheus Products Inc., 4545 Cushing Parkway, Fremont, CA 94538: There's a new press release, but the
Hayes-compatible ProModem 1200A card described
($295 with software) matches the one reviewed in our
November issue.
Street Electronics Corp., 1140 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013: The Echo Plus (Ile) and Cricket (11c)
speech, music, and sound synthesizers are unchanged,
but the Echo Ilb card with built-in speaker ($129.95)
promises text-to-speech and natural speech capability
for both the Ile and IIGs.
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PROFESSIONAL
HANDICAPPING SYSTEMS
Professor Picks Football.
$99.95; with win/loss power ratings $149.95; Professional
Series"' $199.95
Expanded Lottery/Lotto Analysis
Lottery: 3-4 digits $79.95; Lotto: max. of 99 digits $99.95; Enhanced Lottery/ Lotto $129.95
PC-3 Portable Computer (4k)
Choice of Thoroughbred/Greyhound/Trotter Gold EditionTM^ software. $249.95
Model 100 Portable Computer (32k)
Choice of Thoroughbred/Greyhound/Trotter Gold Edition", software with Master Bettor' $649.95

1111 1:R?FERSSIIONEIAI
PROFESSIONAL SERIES. (Tho/Grey/Trot)
The alt new Professional Serteaff, represents
the most advanced handicapping software
available.
Analysis Module.
Complete bet analysis highlights this basic Professional
Series" module. Full 50 tracks/kennels/etc. $249.95
Factor Value/MultIple Regression Module.
Factor Value Weighting highlights this addition module"
$149.95
Data Base Manager Module.
Automatic storage of last 11 races highlights this module. ($99.95
with Factor Value Module) $149.95
GOLD EDITION*. (Tho/Grey/Trot)
1111111%. The classic Gold Edition" from Prof. Jones
offers flexibility, results, and ease of use.
Gold Edition.
Enhanced Gold Edition.
Limited Gold Edition.
Ultra Edition-.

$159.95
$199.95
$299.95
$399.95

Handicapper's Bulletin Board now available
VHS Training Tapes now available
Terms: Free shipping all software. Add $6.00 COD / $6.00 UPS
Blue / $9.00 Out-of-country / ID residents add 5./o / 3 weeks personal checks / cash price only add 2% Visa. MC, AMEX. Prices
subject to change.

Circle 49 on Reader Service Card.

WE SUPPORT USERS OF

AppleWorks (and /// EZ PIECES).
The National AppleWorks Users Group (NAUG) is an association of
AppleWorks users. NAUG members share information, hints, suggestions
and ideas about AppleWorks through a monthly newsletter. Here is a partial
list of articles that appeared in the November issue of the Forum:

- How to use a memory card as a RAM disk.
- How good is Sensible Speller?
- How to prepare outlines with the word piccessor.
- improving spreadsheet graphs with the word processor.
- How to produce return address labels.
- How to solve printer and interface problems.
- What you 'should know about ProDOS pathnames.
...And lots more.
NAUG shares an electronic bulletin board and maintains a library of public
domain disks. A one-year NAUG membership costs $24. We will refund the
balance of your dues if you are ever dissatisfied.

National AppleWorks Users Group
Box 87453, Canton, MI 48187
Send information about AppleWorks Seminars.
Enclosed is $24 for a one-year NAUG membership.
Enclosed is $3 for a sample NAUG newsletter.
I Name:
I Address:
City:
Phone:

State:

Zip:
inader Of

Is your computer used for business or your education?

JOIN NAUG NOW
to maximize your 1986 tax deductions.
AppleWolke le atrademark of Apple Computer, Ins.
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Circle 55 on Reader Service Card.

and the GS uses a different one). These old programs,
like Apple Access II and Smartcom I, worked successfully,
however, with a Super Serial Card or internal modem with
its own serial port, such as our Hayes Micromodem, in an
expansion slot. Pinpoint's Point-to-Point supports the GS'
8530 serial chip as well as the older machines' 6551; PBI
Software says the current CommWorks does the same,
though it's also preparing a special CommWorks/16.

6) Disks and Cards
The TransWarp is out of the question, RamWorks and
Checkmate auxiliary-slot cards will find no auxiliary slot in
which to fit, and 80-column cards are superfluous. Otherwise, we've had pretty good luck putting add-on cards
into the GS, once we mastered the Control Panel trick of
toggling between default (emulation) assignments and our
own cards.
As I said, our Super Serial Card and internal modems
work. Our existing ProDOS programs don't recognize the
GS' built-in clock, but happily read an add-on clock (Applied Engineering's Timemaster H.0.). Mixed results from
our Apple-type memory cards (Applied's RamFactor, AST's
SprintDisk): ProDOS 1.1.1 didn't recognize them, either as
RAM disks or AppleWorks 1.3 desktop expanders, as it
does on my Ile. But AppleWorks 2.0 and its "new"
ProDOS 1.1.1 accepted them for both purposes, though it
didn't automatically load onto them to cut disk access. (It
loads onto a RamFactor in my Ile and onto the 1-megabyte Apple expansion card in our GS' memory slot. Only
that slot, GS system memory, supports the Control Panel's
RAM-disk partitioner.)
My old Disk II 5y,-inch drive and controller card work in
the GS' slot 6; Central Point Software's Universal Disk
Controller, sold with the Laser 128, is a fraction too long
to fit into the GS' case, and the computer ignored it and
its accompanying low-cost 311%-inch drive.
But other drives with DB-19 connectors, from the UniDisk 3.5 to the Disk Ilc or DuoDisk, work great with the
11c-style "Smart Port" rear connector. It lets you daisychain up to two 314- and two 51/rinch drives; the microfloppies, which come first or closest to the GS (new 3.5 Drive
before UniDisk 3.5, if you have one of each), are seen as
slot 5 devices and the 5ycinch units are slot 6.
A lot of users will have to forget about the nice, simple
idea of drive 1 and drive 2; if you have one of each size
of the new platinum drives as we do, the GS, unless told
otherwise with the Control Panel, tries to boot first from the
51%-inch (slot 6, drive 1) and then the 314-inch (slot 5, drive 1).
Paul spent most of a day trying various combinationsUniDisk alone; DuoDisk alone; 3.5 Drive, 5.25 Drive, Disk
Ilc; UniDisk, 3.5 Drive, 5.25 Drive, DuoDisk. (On the last,
only the first of the DuoDisk drives worked; it was
slot 6, drive 2.)
Don't Publish This

But there are still plenty of cards we haven't tried, and
plenty of programs we haven't tested. Most of all, our hands
are tied by not having the new ProDOS or new software; Paul
and I are already dickering over who gets to keep the GS
on his desk, but it almost seems a shame to use it for oldshoe AppleWorks 1.3 all day. (I haven't even upgraded to
2.0, since my copy of AutoWorks isn't compatible.)
I could write a IIGs update for January, but I'd have to end
it with some platitude like "The GS shows more impressive
potential all the time"-something about the potential and the
high quality easing initial negative feelings about price-"but
its fortune can't be told until there are volume shipments
and new software packages." And I know you hate plati-Eric
tude endings.III
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fill1811
ease excuse e in erruptiom but a
scheduled event has come due„.

X
as

Time-Trax ir" is an active, time and date oriented calendar program.
When a scheduled event is due Time-Trax II will beep and display your
entry! Time-Trax II will remind you of meetings, appointments, errands,
phone messages, birthdays, holidays, bills to pay and much more. With
Time-Trax llyou can even schedule advance notice reminders so that you
are ready for your important event! No more excuses that you forgot to
look at your calendar!
Time-Trax II is easy to use. With just a few simple keystrokes you can
make, review, copy and edit entries. Easily change the time or
date of an event and edit text of any entry. Time-Trax
cut, copy and paste commands along with its clipboard makes it simple to enter regularly scheduled
events. Search for any name, phone number or other
information in any entry. Customize Time-Trax II with
your own meaningful category labels for your entries.
Print out a day, a month or any period of time easily.
Keep schedules for any number of users.
And best of all Time-Trax II uses the AppleWorksT" user interface, so if you're using
Appleworks you're ready for Time-Trax II!
Busy people everywhere need Time-Trax II. Time-Trax It can be installed as a Pinpoint Desk Accessory and then either run as a normal desk accessory or an active
one! When active Time-Trax II will run behind other programs like AppleWorks,
Manzanita BusinessWorks- and Profiler- and will actually interrupt you while you
are working to notify you of a scheduled event!

Ilc System Clock
The //c System Clock"' is a perfect addition to
any Apple //c or Laser 128. Simply plug it into
either your printer or modem serial port and then
plug your printer or modem into the //c System
Clocks pass through port. Your ProDOS software will then be able to
read the time and date.
Included with software to display
the time and
date on the
AppleWorks
menu too!

Creative
Peripherals
Unlimited, Inc.
li 800-228-1165 National
"" 714-770-3334 Calif.

Ca

SEIKO® DATAGRAPH 2001
Imagine having your Time-Trax II schedule
loaded into a wrist watch. That's exactly
what you get with the Seiko Datagraph
2001-. Now you can be anywhere and
Time-Trax II will notify you of your
important events with an alarm and
display on an easy to read 4 line
LCD screen. The Seiko Datagraph 2001 version comes complete with Time-Trax11, the Seiko
Wrist Terminal (it's also a very
nice watch) and a combination
ProDOS clock/interface for your
computer. No other cards or
accessories are needed. We
include everything you need.

PRICING
$69.00'
1. Time-Trax II
2. Time-Trax II with
SYSTEM
//e ProDOS Clock
$158.00 Value Only $129.00"
3. Time-TraxII with
REQUIREMENTS
//c System Clock
$158.00 Value Only $129.00"
1. ProDOS compatible clock 4. Time-Trax If & Seiko
Datagraph 2001 (specify //e or //c)
S229.00
2. Apple //c. //e (Enhanced
$89.00
//e recommended) or IIGS 5. //c System Clock
6. Pinooint V2.0 (ordered with any product)
3. 80 column capability
'Introductory offer
Only $59.00
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Mastercard, Visa and COD

AppleWorks, ProDOS and Apple are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. BusinessWorks. RoFiler, Seiko, Pinpoint and Loser 128 are trademarks of Manzanita Software, Custom Computer
Products. Hatton Corporation of America, Pinpoint Publishing and Virtual Cambinatics, Inc., and Video Technology. Inc. respectively. Time-Trax II is a trademark of Creative Peripherals
Unlimited, Inc.

Creative Peripherals Unlimited, Inc. 22952 Alcalde Drive, Suite 160, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Circle 31 on Reader Service Card.

APPLEWORKS IN ACTION
Creating an Employee Database—Part 1

"Keeping track
of employee
data is
crucial—the
AppleWorks
database can
keep the facts
at your
fingertips."

by Ruth K. Witkin

86

irtually every company, large or
small, keeps records on employees. Management needs to
know positions, salaries, salary review
and increase dates, hiring dates, work
performance, and special skills; insurance carriers need to know which
employees are married and which are
single, names of dependents, beneficiaries, and birthdates; government
needs to know about payroll and deductions. And that's just for starters.
Keeping track of these facts is crucial
if you're to use your company's human resources effectively and meet outside reporting requirements. With
AppleWorks, you can create a fullfledged employee database, have the
facts at your fingertips, and produce
timely reports as often as you want
them.
In this session, the first of two
parts, assume you run a small company that imports and sells musical
instruments. Sales, warehousing, and
shipping are your main operations.
You'll enter categories, insert the first
batch of records, print an employee
roster, select records, and find a record and change it. In next month's
column, I'll explain how to delete and
insert records in this database, produce a wage and salary report, view
a report on screen, and select records on two criteria.
To make entering the information as
easy as possible, the employee database contains only ten categories and
12 records. You can have up to 30
categories, which means you can add
such information as addresses, phone
numbers, Social Security numbers,
hours of work, eligibility for benefits,
and emergency contacts, and even
keep track of assigned parking spaces
and telephone extensions.
When you see such key combinations as OA-Y, hold down the open
apple key and type Y. With repeated
combinations, such as OA-left arrow
(11 times), hold down the open apple
key and press the left arrow key 11
times. You'll be working with the insert
cursor (the blinking underline) until the
instructions say otherwise. If you
make a typo, press the delete key to
back up the cursor and erase the
character. If you save to disk with a

V

one-drive system, follow the screen
prompts that tell you when to swap
the Program disk for the data disk.
Creating the Database
Use the AppleWorks Startup and
Program disks to bring up a new database screen. Name this file EMPLOYEES. You should now see the
Change Name/Category screen. To
make the categories and entries more
visible, set the caps-lock key to
uppercase.
Figure 1 shows the categories and
records. Here's what the abbreviations stand for: MI is middle initial,
EMP is the employee number, L INC
DATE is the last date the employee
received a salary increase, and N
REV is the month and year of the
next review.
The cursor is on the C in Category
1. Press OA-Y to delete those words.
Now type in the following categories
and be sure to press the return key
after each one: LAST NAME, FIRST
MI, EMP, DEPARTMENT, POSITION,
SALARY, HIRE DATE, L INC DATE,
AMOUNT, and N REV.
Check to make sure you've entered
every category correctly. If one's
missing, place the cursor on the category immediately below the spot
where the missing one belongs, press
0A-I to insert a blank line, type the
category name, press OA-Y to delete
the dash at the end, and press
Return.
Press OA-S to store the database
on disk. AppleWorks now informs you
that you'll go into the Insert New Records mode automatically. Press the
spacebar or the return key. Record 1
appears with all the categories.
Type BYRD and press the return
key. Type BURT E. and press the return key. Type 103 and press the return key. Refer to Figure 1 and type
the other entries from Department to
Hire Date the same way. Notice that
when you press Return after the hire
date, AppleWorks converts 9-12-79 to
Sep 12 79. The word DATE in a
category name tells AppleWorks to
convert what you type to a three-character month, one- or two-digit day, and
two-digit year. You'll see this happen
with the last increase date, too.
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Power Play.
In personal computer performance, power makes the
difference. When you increase your computer power, you
improve your performance. It's that simple.
WordPerfect 1.1 for the Apple IIe/IIc and the new
Apple IIGs* works on that perfectly simple premise. And
works beautifully. WordPerfect 1.1 is the word processor
designed to get the most out of your Apple IIe/IIc or IIGs.
The most power. The most efficiency. The most functions.
And the most for your money.
Power to the Core.
WordPerfect 1.1 will give your Apple the power to
process your words, thoughts and ideas like never before.
With scores of useful and unique functions, WordPerfect
will do almost any word processing task you can imagine.
For instance, with WordPerfect 1.1 you can do footnotes, with automatic numbering and placement at the
bottom of the page. And you can create macros, do a mail
merge, set headers and footers, and check your spelling
with WordPerfect's 50,000-word dictionary (115,000
words on Apple IIGs).
Plus text entry and display on WordPerfect 1.1 is twice
as fast as on the previous version. And WordPerfect now
supports true proportional printing for both HMI and
microspacing printers.
WordPerfect 1.1 features include:
• Headers and footers
• 50,000-word
spelling dictionary
• Hyphenation,
(115,000 on Apple IIGs)
automatic prompting
• Align on any character
• Indent left
• Automatic formatting
and left/right
on screen
• Macros
• Automatic page numbering • Mail merge
• Block features (bold, delete, • Overstrike
move, save, underline, etc.) • Right justification
• Bold and underline text
• Search and replace
• Center text
• Super/subscripts
• Chaining of macros
• Text file
• Comprehensive file
create/edit/
management
invoke
• Date set/format/insertion • Widow/orphan
• Extensive printer/font
protection
definition
• Word look-up
• Flush right
and count
• Footnotes
• And more.

Easy as Pie.
For all its capabilities and functions, WordPerfect 1.1
is remarkably easy to learn and use. By utilizing
designated function keys and a template, WordPerfect
doesn't require you to memorize strings of keystrokes.
Features like bold, underline and center are easy to
locate and just a couple of simple keystrokes away.
In addition, WordPerfect's newly revised step-by-step
manual contains thorough learning examples for
beginners and a complete reference section for experienced users. And on-line help screens are provided for
easy assistance with individual functions.
An install program is also included to let you take
advantage of expanded memory and other ProDOScompatible hardware.
Harvest the Power.
Give your Apple a power boost today. Get WordPerfect
1.1 for the Apple He/IIc and IIGs. It's the perfect way to
squeeze the most out of your Apple.
For more information, call or write WordPerfect
Corporation, 288 West Center St., Orem, Utah 84057
(801) 227-4000. W
*Runs under ProDOS-16.

Circle 272 on Reader Service Card.

ordPerfect

CORPORATION

APPLEWORKS IN ACTION
Figure 1. Categories and records in the employee database.
CATEGORY

RECORD 1

RECORD 2

RECORD 3

LAST NAME:
FIRST MI:
EMP:
DEPARTMENT:
POSITION:
SALARY:
HIRE DATE:
L INC DATE:
AMOUNT:
N REV:

BYRD
BURT E.
103
SALES
MANAGER
625
9-12-79
9-10-86
50
SEP 87

FULTON
FRISBY
45
WAREHOUSE
MANAGER
575.17
8-23-78
12-12-86
48.5
DEC 87

TATE
TONY
146
SALES
ENGI NEER
550
1-31-85
9-30-86
38
OCT 87

CATEGORY

RECORD 4

RECORD 5

RECORD 6

MORITA
LAST NAME:
FIRST MI:
TAEKO
EMP:
122
DEPARTMENT: ADMINISTRATION
POSITION:
SECRETARY
375.5
SALARY:
HIRE DATE:
2-14-80
L INC DATE: 5-1-86
AMOUNT:
33
N REV:
MAY 87

GREENE
NAT
143
ADMINISTRATION
CONTRACTS
617.33
3-30-81
3-30-86
45
APR 87

SPOLBERG
CLARA W.

CATEGORY

RECORD 7

RECORD 8

RECORD 9

LAST NAME:
FIRST MI:
EMP:
DEPARTMENT:
POSITION:
SALARY:
HIRE DATE:
L INC DATE:
AMOUNT:
N REV:

WEISSMAN
BEN
161
TELEPHQNE
SALES
400.5
4-15-86
11-12-86
28.5
NOV 87

RYAN
MICHAEL
134
WAREHOUSE
ORDER PICKER
300
2-22-80
4-21-86
21.25
FEB 87

AVEN
EVELYN S.
105
ADMINISTRATION
BOOKKEEPER
367.5
11-16-75
9-1-86
28
MAR 87

CATEGORY

RECORD 10

RECORD 11

RECORD 12

LAST NAME:
FIRST MI:
EMP:
DEPARTMENT:
POSITION:
SALARY:
HIRE DATE:
L INC DATE:
AMOUNT:
N REV:

TUZZOLINO
PHILIP
86
SALES
SALES
375.32
6-21-72
2-24-86
27.5
MAR 87

WENNERSTROM
JEFFREY M.
134
SALES
ENGINEER
380.75
5-23-78
5-23-86
24.5
MAR 87

CLARK
DAVID

Now enter the last increase date,
amount, and next review date in Record 1. After you enter SEP 87, Record 2 appears, awaiting your entries.
Fill Records 2 through 12 the same
way. When you're finished, an empty
Record 13 should be on screen. Press
OA-S to store the database on disk.

Changing the Multiple-Record
Screen Layout
AppleWorks now brings up the records in the multiple-record screen, but
displays only the first five categories.
With a bit of squeezing, you can dis88

27
TELEPHONE
SALES
427
3-1-75
7-11-86
45
JAN 87

95
WAREHOUSE
ORDER PICKER
237
5-23-79
2-28-86
18
AUG 87

play eight categories. Leave the cursor in the LAST NAME category.
Press OA-L to bring up the Change
Record Layout screen. Reduce the
width of the LAST NAME column by
pressing the OA-left arrow keys three
times. Press the right arrow key to
move to the FIRST MI column. Reduce
its width by pressing the OA-left arrow
keys five times. Move the cursor to
each of the following columns and reduce their widths the same way:
EMP
DEPARTMENT
POSITION

OA-left arrow (12 times)
OA-left arrow (4 times)
OA-left arrow (3 times)

SALARY
HIRE DATE
L INC DATE
AMOUNT
N REV

0A-left arrow (8 times)
0A-left arrow (5 times)
OA-left arrow (5 times)
OA-left arrow (9 times)
OA-left arrow (8 times)

Your cursor should now be in the N
REV category, which contains important information you won't see on
screen unless you switch, its position.
Press OA-< twice to jump the category to the left of L INC DATE. Now
press the escape key twice, once to exit
the Change Record Layout screen and
the other to confirm the standard direction of the cursor. The multiple-record
layout, returns to the screen.
Creating the Employee Roster
Figure 2 shows the employee roster produced by this database. The
-first step is to create a report format.
Press OA-P to bring up the Report
Menu screen. Press the return key to
confirm a new tables report. Type
ROSTER and press the return key
again. AppleWorks now displays the
Report Format screen, which is similar
to the Change Record Layout screen
where you reduced the column
widths and switched columns.
Deleting Unneeded Categories
This report needs only the employee numbers, last names, first
names, hiring dates, departments,
and positions. Delete the other categories. Press the right arrow key five
times to move the cursor to the SALARY category. Press OA-D.
You can delete categories even
when they don't appear on screen,
but seeing what you're doing makes
it easier. Press the right arrow key
four times, then the left arrow key
three times. Your cursor should now
be on the L INC DATE category. Delete the three salary categories by
pressing OA-D three times. The cursor is now on Len78, the character
count of the remaining categories.
This indicator helps you determine the
character size to use when you print
a report.
Switching Category Positions
It's as easy to switch categories on
the Report Format screen as it is on
the Change Record Layout screen—in
fact, the keystrokes are identical. First,
press the left arrow key to move the
cursor to column F. Now move the
hiring dates to column D by pressing
OA-< twice. Next, press the left arr UN key to move the cursor to the
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Quality Products You Can Depend On
MACH II and MACH III Joysticks

INTRODUCING THE NEW MACH IV
JOYSTICK
It saves you Time, Space and Money
CH Products new MACH IV JOYSTICK is two controllers in one. A
high-precision mouse replacement and joystick combined. This means
you can use it with any program that requires a mouse or with any
program that requires a joystick.
The MACH IV saves you time because it is faster and easier to use
than a mouse. It also doesn't require cleaning every 10 hours like most
mechanical mice.
The MACH IV saves you space because it doesn't require any desk
space or special surfaces-to operate. You can even use it on your lap.
The MACH IV saves you money because it costs less and provides
a longer life expectancy than a common mouse. And with the flip of a
switch you have the added advantage of a joystick control for use with
your favorite game or simulation program.
It works better and is compatible with more software than any other
pointing device available today. Try it yourself and we're sure you will
agree that the MACH IV JOYSTICK is the best cursor control available
today.
Available for the Apple IIE/IIC, Macintosh, IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles.
Suggested Retail:
MACH IV Apple 11E/11C
(Apple IIE computer requires an Apple mouse card.)
MACH IV Macintosh (works as a mouse only)
MACH IV for IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles
MACH IV for IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles with Designer
Pop-up" Menus

$ 89.95
$ 89.95.
$119.95
$139.95

are the number 1 choice of retailers and consumers today. They provide
more features, longer life cycles and greater precision than all others.
With compatibility across a wider range of programs — from games to
business to graphics to cad applications. With high quality metal connectors now standard on all models, they are plug in compatible with
the Apple II, 11E/ IIC, IBM PC/XT/AT, IBM PCjr and most compatibles.
Suggested Retail: MACH II — $44.95; MACH III — $54.95

PADDLESTICKS
are a new and unique paddle control design that promises to bring the
fun and excitement back to paddle-type games. They are faster, easier
to operate and are less fatiguing than conventional-type paddles. The
PADDLESTICKS operate as a single-axis joystick and are currently
plug-in compatible with the Apple II and 11E/ IIC computers.
Suggested Retail: $24.95 (Pair)
CH Products, the leading manufacturer of precision analog joysticks
for industry and home delivers the highest quality computer peripherals
available today.
SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY
or for credit card orders call:
1-800-624-5804
1-800-262-2004 (In California)
for more information call:
(619) 744-8546
1225 Stone Drive, San Marcos, California 92069
A Joystick Technologies Inc, Company
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EMP

LAST NAME

FIRST MI

HI RE DATE

DEPARTMENT

1
Page
1-15-87
POSITION

105
103
95
45
143
122
134
27
146
86
161
134

AVEN
BYRD
CLARK
FULTON
GREENE
MORITA
RYAN
SPOLBERG
TATE
TUZZOLINO
WEISSMAN
WENNERSTROM

EVELYN S .
BURT E.
DAVID •
FRI SBY
NAT
TAEKO
MICHAEL
CLARA W
TONY
PHILIP
BEN
JEFFREY M.

Nov 16 75
Sep 12 79
May 23 79
Au c 23 78
Mar 30 81
Feb 14 90
Feb 22 80
1 75
Mar
Jan 31 85
Jun 21 72
Apr 19 86
May 23 78

ADM IN I STRATI ON
SALES
WAREHOUSE
WAREHOUSE
ADM I N I STRATI ON
ADM I N I ST RAT I Cit-,1
WAREHOUSE
TELEPHONE
SALES
SALES
TELEPHONE
SALES

BOOKKEEPER
MANAGER
ORDER PICKER
MANAGER
CONTRACTS
SECRETARY
ORDER PICKER
SALES
ENGINEER
SALES
SALES
ENGINEER

Figure 2. Employee roster created with records in the employee databa se.

keys seven times. Next, press the
right arrow key twice to move the
cursor to the FIRST MI column. Press
OA-left arrow. Move to the HIRE DATE
column and press OA-left arrow again.
Move to the DEPARTMENT column and
press OA-right arrow four times. Move
to the POSITION column and press
OA-right arrow twice. The print-width

EMP category. Move the employee
numbers to column A by pressing
OA- < twice.
Adjusting Column Widths
Some categories need more space,
others have too much. Reduce the
width of the employee numbers column by pressing the 0A-left arrow

SCRG

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP

•

• = quikLioader
The qulkLoader" provides absolute security of
programs. The program can be put onto an
EPROM chip, plugged into the quikLoader, and the
quikLoader plugged into any slot of the APPLE" ][,
][+, or //e. The program cannot be misplaced, and
it will load when needed.
Any program that can be loaded as files can be
stored on the quikLoader with the aid of an EPROM
programmer board (such as the PROmGRAMER'), and our new PROGRAMMERS AID
program. Up to 512K of programs can be stored on
each quikLoader. Access to these programs can
be as easy as turning on the computer.
An example of a practical application is
APPLEWORKS''. We can transfer your copy of
APPLEWORKS for an additional $89.50, and the
program will be up and running within 2 seconds
after turning on the computer. There is no need to
use either the startup or program disks.
The quikLoader provides many other benefits. As soon
as power is applied, DOS loads automatically from the
card.
Included with the quiktoader are the popular
programs FIO and COPYA. These programs, as well as
any that you add, will show on the catalog screen. The
program is selected with a single keypress.
Installation Is easy, just plug it Into any peripheral slot.
It will work on a APPLE II, ][+, or He.

$179.50
DOS 3.3, Integer, Fld, and COPYA are copyrighted programs or APPLE
COMPUTER Inc., and are licensed to Southern Calllornia Research Group for
dstriwarin only with queLoader.
APPLE and APPLEWORKS are trademarks or APPLE COMPUTER INC.
quikLoader (designed by Jim Sather) Is a trademark of S.C.R.G.

PROmGRAMERDesigned by Bob Wee

Sdreers by Bob SandeoCederbf

The PROmGRAMER is an Inexpensive EPROM
programmer for the APPLE IF, and //e computers. The
unit plugs into any slot of the computer, and allows
programming any standard 5 volt, 27 series EPROM. The
ZIF socket allows rapid programming, copying, duplication,
$149.50,
or modification of EPROMs.

SLOT 3 CLOCK
The SLOT 3 CLOCK is designed to plug into slot 3 of the
//e without Interfering with auxiliary memory. PRODOS'"
is fully supported, and the card is APPLESOFT'
compatible. Installation software and long-life lithium
$79.50
designed by Chuck she.,
battery are included.

•

SWITCH-A-SLOT
The SWITCH-A-SLOT is an expansion chassis,
which allows the user to plug in up to four peripheral
cards in one slot. One of these cards is selected for
$179.50
use, and onlythat card draws power.
SWITCH-A-SLOT and EXTEND-A-SLOT work well
with most slow to medium speed cards. They are not
recgmmended for high speed data transfer devices

indicator should now read Len75.
Right-Justifying a Category
The employee numbers will surely
look better with an even right margin.
Press the left arrow key five times to
move to column A and press OA-J to
right-justify the numbers. Press the return key twice to confirm no decimal

Paddle-A(1mile

The PADDLE-ADAPPLE game expansion
adapter plugs into the 16-pin interior game I/O
socket, and allows you to select between one of two
devices, or use two joysticks for games such as
$29.95
ARCHON— and ONE-ON-ONE—.
There are three versions to adapt to any combination of the
newer type APPLE connector (the 9-pin 0 sub-miniature),
or the older 16-pin plug.
Auk: Aeiwpie

Paddle-A6M61' • mit •
pow
The PADDLE-ADAPPLE
'D' has two 9-pin sockets.
„....

EXTEND-A-SLOT
The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your
APPLE", allowing an easy change of cards. $34.95

•

16-9 Adapter

for APPLE ][ and ][+

With this adapter, owners of early APPLEs can take
advantage of the newer 9-pin game products, such as
joysticks, MUPPET LEARNING KEYS"', etc. $14.95

BOOKS BY JIM SATHER
Understanding the APPLE ][ - The definitive source of
information about how the APPLE I works. Forword by
$22.95
Steve Wozniak.
Understanding the APPLE He - This companion
know
to
needed
volume covers the additional Information
$24.95
details of the computer hardware.

411.0

The PADDLE-ADAPPLE
'COMBO has one 16-pin
socket and one 'V
',sub-miniature connector.

9-16 Adapter

for APPLE Ile & Ilc
This permits the use of most 16-pin I/O devices with the
APPLE //e or //c. The only limitations are those devices
that use the annunciators or the $C040 strobe. NOTE:
The //c does Dm support the use of two joysticks. $14.95

i The PADDLE-ADAPPLE
'1 has two 16.pin sockets.

SIX MONTH WARRANTY
TEN DAY TRIAL
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINES

(800) 821-0774
(800) 635-8310
Outside of U.S. or for information, call (805) 529- 2082
SHIPPING CHARGES: U.S. & Canada - $2.50
From California
Rest of U.S.

Other countries:SWITCH-A-SLOT:$10 surface,$25 air.
$5 surface, $10 air.
Other items:
at your local dealer or direct from:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RESEARCH GROUP
Post Office Box 593-R Moorpark, CA 93020
Telex 658340-SCRG (Intertel SNC)

VISA, MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

RamFactot
The Highest Performance, Speed and
Software Compatibility of Any Slot 1-7 Memo))) Card
for the Apple II+, He or IIGs

N

ow anyone with an Apple 11+, Franklin, Laser 128, Apple Ile or IIGS preferring to use slots
1 through 7 can now enjoy the speed and performance that theyve been waiting for.
With RamFactor, you'll be able to instantly add another 256K, 512K, or a full 1 MEG on
the main board and up to 16 MEG with additional piggyback card And since virtually all
software is automatically compatible with RamFactor, you'll immediately be able to load
programs into RamFactor for instantaneous access to information You'll also be able to
store more data for larger word processing documents, bigger data bases, and expanded
spreadsheets. And with the battery back-up option you can switch on your Apple and any
of your favorite software will be up and running in less than 1 second!

Features:
• Up to 16 MEG total memory, 256K to 1
MEG on main board Up to 16 MEG with
additional memory on piggyback card
• Fully Apple II Memory Expansion compatible
• Compatible with Apple Ile, II+, IIGS,

Franklin and Laser 128
• Battery back-up option allows you to turn
on your Apple and run your favorite
programs in less than 1 second!
• Automatically recognized by ProDos, DOS
3.3, Pascal and standard CP/M
• Built-in RamDrive' software (a true RAM
disk not disk caching)
• Systems are directly bootable from RamFactor if desired
• Built-in linear addressing 16 bit
co-processor port
F4reotu,
• Built-in self diagnostic software
-...1•1011EERING
• Automatic expansion with AppleWorks 1.3
or later
• Allows Apple II+ and Ile to run your
AppleWorks without buying additional
software
Apple He, JIGS or II+ with an 80 column
card RamFactor, no other standard slot card • Accelerates AppleWorks
• Displays time and date on the AppleWorks
comes dose to enhancing AppleWorks so
screen with any ProDos dock
much.
• Fits any I/O slot except slot 3
True 65C816 16 Bit Power
• Fully socketed and user upgradeable
RamFactor has a built-in 65C816 CPU port • Much, much more
for direct connection to our Ile 65C816 card
for linearly addressing up to 16 MEG for the
$239
RamFactor with 256K
most powerful 16 bit applications (II+
RamFactor with 512K
$289
65C816 card under development)
COPYRIGHT

Very Compatible
All the leading software is already compatible with RamFactor. Programs like AppleWorks Pinpoint, BPI, Managing Your Money
Dollars and Sense, SuperCalc 3A, PFS, MouseWrite, MouseDesk, MouseCalc, Sensible
Speller, Applewriter lie, Business Works
ReportWorks, Catalyst 3.0 and more. And
RamFactor is fully ProDos DOS 3.3, Pascal 1.3
and CP/M compatible. In fact, no other slot
1-7 memory card is more compatible with
commercial software.

AppleWorks Power
There are other slot 1-7 cards that give
AppleWorks a larger desktop, but that's the
end of their story. But RamFactor is the only
slot 1-7 card that increases AppleWorks
internal memory limits, increasing the maximum number of records in the database and
lines permitted in the word processor, and
RamFactor is the only standard slot card that
will automatically load all of AppleWorks into
RAM dramatically increasing speed and
eliminating the time required to access the
program disk, it will even display the time
and date on the AppleWorks screen with
any ProDos dock RamFactor will automatically segment large files so they can be
saved on 5'/4", 31/2", and hard disks. All this
performance is available to anyone with an

Powerful Program Switcher
With RamFactor, you can organize
memory into multiple work areas and switch
between them. Each work area can contain
different programs and even different operating systems Now you can switch from one
program to another or even switch from
AppleWorks to DOS 3.3 to CP/M to Pascal to
ProDos in under a second And with our
Battery back-up option, you can have
permanent storage for up to 20 years.

Quality and Support of the
Industry Leader
RamFactor is from Applied Engineering
the largest, most well supported manufacturer
of Apple peripherals and the inventor of large
RAM cards for the Apple. With our 5 year no
hassle warranty and outstanding technical
support, you're assured of the most trouble
free product you can buy.

RamFactor with 1 MEG
RamFactor with 2.16 MEG
Battery Back-up Option
65C816 16 Bit Card

$389
CALL
$179

$159

Order RamFactor today . . . with 15 day
money back guarantee and our "no hassle"
five year warranty. See your dealer or call
(214) 241-6060, 9 am. to 11 p.m., 7 days, or
send check or money order to Applied
Engineering MasterCard, Visa and CGD.
welcome. Texas residents add 51/2% sales tax
Add $10.00 if outside USA

Applied Engineering'"
The Apple enhancement experts
(214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006

APPLEWORKS IN ACTION
places and three blank spaces between
columns A and B. The nines in column
A indicate the right-justification; they
won't appear in the printed report.
Arranging Employee Records
It makes more sense to print the
records in alphabetical order instead
of randomly as you entered them.
Press the right arrow key to move the
cursor to the LAST NAME category.
Now press OA-A to start the Arrange
command. Press the return key to
confirm From A to Z.
Printing the Employee Roster
This report, as the Len indicator
shows, is 75 characters wide—ideal
for printing in the standard ten-pitch
type. All you need to do is set the
margins. Press OA-O to bring up the
Printer Options screen. First, tell
AppleWorks to start printing one-half
inch from the top of the page: Type
TM and press the return key. Type .5
and press the return key again. Next,
set the left margin: Type LM and
press the return key. Type .3 and
NEW technique
for winning at
Blackjack

press the return key again. And finally, set the right margin: Type RM
and press the return key. Type .3
and press the return key. Press the
escape key to return to the Report
Format screen.
Now turn on your printer. Press
OA-P to start the Print command.
Press the return key to confirm the
printer (or type a printer number, then
press Return). Type today's date, and
press the return key twice (the second time confirms one copy). And
here's the employee roster in alphabetical order. Press OA-S to store the
database on disk and bring back the
multiple-record layout. Any arranging
has a universal effect, so these records are arranged alphabetically, too.
Selecting Records
Let's pretend you have hundreds of
records in your database and you
want to see only the names of employees in the Warehouse department.
Press OA-R to bring up the Select
Records screen. Type 4 to select the
DEPARTMENT category and press
Computer tested,
authenticated
and verified

CAN YOU AFFORD TO GO TO VEGAS WITHOUT US?
His APPLE became a Blackjack table at Caesar's Palace!
Complete, with all the glitter, CHEZ 21 will dazzle from 1 to 5 players at a time,
remember their names and bankrolls (along with everyone else who plays) and TEACH
THEM TO WIN with the NEWEST, SIMPLEST, most reliable and usable technique in the
history of the game. Makes card counting obsolete. Proven successful in Casinos from
Monte Carlo to Las Vegas. Requires Apple II, II+, 11c/Ile with 48K RAM and one disk drive.
For VISA/MasterCard orders Call our 24 hour 7 day Order Desk— (512) 629-8062 or
send Check or Money Order for $39.95 plus $2.00 S+H to Microlon, Inc. 24 Royal Crest,
New Braunfels, Texas '78130

Texas residents please add $2.05 each for sales tax
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the return key. Press the return key
again to confirm Equals. Next, type
WAREHOUSE as the comparison information and press the return key.
You have no further comparisons, so
press the escape key. Instantly, AppleWorks displays the Clark, Fulton, and
Ryan records, the only ones that
match the comparison. Now return all
the records to the screen by pressing
OA-R and typing Y.
Finding and Changing a Record
Clara Spolberg, due for a merit review this month, did indeed receive a
salary increase effective January 12th.
The quick way to find one record
among many is to use the Find command. Press OA-F to bring up the
Find Records screen, type SPOL as
the comparison information, and press
Return. Presto—the Spolberg record
appears. Now press OA-Z to zoom
into the single-record layout. Press the
return key five times to move the cursor to the SALARY category. Press
OA-E to switch to the overtype cursor.
Type 482 and press the return key
twice. Next,. type 1-12-87, press OA-Y
to erase the excess characters, and
press the return key again. Type 5 (to
make' the amount 55) and press the
return key. And finally, press the right
arrow key five times. Type 8 (to make
the next review JAN 88) and press
the return key again.
Though this is only Record 8,
AppleWorks claims it's the end of the
file, which really means it's the only
one with matching information. You
don't want to insert any new records,
so press the return key to confirm
No. The Spolberg record reappears.
Press the escape key to exit the Find
Records mode.
Now press OA-Z to zoom into the
multiple-record layout. The earlier records haven't disappeared—they're just
"hiding" under the dashed line. Press
OA-1 to bring them into view. Press
OA-S to store the database.
Next month, when you use this database to create a wage and salary report, you'll want everything as it is now.
If you're eager to experiment, first save
the database under another filename
and play around with that one.■
Ruth K. Witkin is a consultant in computer applications for business. Write
to her at 5 Patricia Street, Plainview,
NY 11803. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope if you'd like a
personal reply.
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From Origin comes an all new version
of the Computer
Classic,

Available on Apple

is a dark time. The
evil Wizard, Mondain,
sends forth relentless
hordes of his daemonic
minions to ravage the
lands of Britannia. Thou art the one of
whom the Prophets speak. The champion who will track Mondain deep
into the darkest depths of the earth,
to the farthest reaches of space and
time, to vanquish this immortal foe.
The original Ultima® I was a pioneering product that established new
standards in
„...,,,,,,,,,
----,
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fantasy role,—,.____
playing
-'--,
,,,-..,_
,_
.,,2
games and
_:.
3 started what
:
::..
: .::
1• 7.
_. .7:
- :--41
-„,
:,:-.:rait--has become
the best selling saga in
the history of computer gaming. Now,
Origin Systems brings you the new
Ultima® I, completely rewritten in
assembly language and employing state of the art graphics.
Journey back to the First Era of the Dark Ages and embark on the original quest
of the Ultima° chronicles.

=--- -to--

a

aVOR/G/N/
SYSTEMS /NC 340 HARVEY ROAD, MANCHESTER, NH 03103 (603) 644-3360

AUTODUELTM is a futuristic fast-paced strategy
role-playing game where
the right of way goes to the
biggest guns.

RING QUESTTM is a
graphic adventure where
you must traverse a land
fraught with perils in
order to put an end to the
havoc caused by the Ring
of Chaos.

MOEBIUSTM takes you
through the elemental
planes of a colorful Oriental world of fantasy and
adventure in search of the
Orb of Celestial Harmony.

OGRETM is a strategy
game fought on the nuclear battlefield of tomorrow as an inhuman
juggernaut Cybertank
battles conventional
forces.

Ultima"' is a registered trademark of Richard Garriott/Ring QuestTM is a trademark of Origin Systems, Inc. /MoebiusTm is a trademark of Greg Malone/Ogre' and
Autoduel® are registered trademarks of Steve Jackson Games, Inc./Applerm is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Authors wanted. Call us today.
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APPLESOFT ADVISER
A Database Sort Index

"Indexed-array
techniques give
your database
program
greater utility
as a data-filing
system."

by Dan Bishop

n the last three installments of Applesoft Adviser, I described how
you can write your own databaseI
management program in Applesoft
BASIC. In October (p. 86), I outlined
a method for storing and retrieving information: adding data to the program itself in the form of data
statements, which the program then
reads from memory and displays using READ and PRINT commands. In
November (p. 124), I introduced arrays and showed you how to use BASIC's FOR/NEXT looping commands
to read data and fill arrays. This set
the stage for December's column (p.
102), in which I added a sequentialsearch routine, making it possible to
search for records containing any
match to a string of characters you
enter.
All three columns are based on a
simple credit-card inventory program,
which lists company name, card number, and expiration date. By making
slight alterations, you can adapt the
program to any simple data-filing operation. A feature article in inCider's
December issue, "Making a List (And
Checking It Twice)" (p. 86), uses the
same program format in a mail-list application, including a subroutine for
printing mailing labels.
This month's Program-listing, Database Sorter, expands ,your database
program to include a printout routine
and two sort options using indexedarray techniques, which give it greater
utility as a data-filing system. We'll use
the same credit-card program we've
developed over the last three months
and add a simple routine to create a
list of your data, sorted by company
name or expiration date.
The sorting technique uses an indexed array containing subscripts
from the appropriate data array, arranged in sorted order. Once you understand how this procedure works,
you can add this subroutine to your
own database and conduct a sort on
any field you want.
A New Menu
If you compare December's DataBase Matchmaker listing with this
month's program, which is longer,
you'll find much of it the same. I've
changed some line numbers so that

you can add the new features; this is
apparent in the menu subroutine in
lines 700-790. Lines 700-730 present
the same two menu options that appeared in December. I've added lines
740 and 750 to include sorting by
company and by expiration date. The
last option, with which you end the
program, is now option 5 instead of 3.
The allowed selections, stored in
variable M, are expanded to include
any number between one and five.
Thus line 780 must use five as the
maximum allowed entry instead of
three. But with these simple changes,
the menu subroutine now handles the
additional features.
One other change must be made.
The menu subroutine returns control
to line 60, which now includes two
more addresses to handle the two
new options:
60 ON M GOSUB 300, 800, 1100,
1200, 90

Line 1100 begins the subroutine
that handles sorting by company, and
the subroutine that sorts by expiration
date begins at line 1200.
Using an Index for Sorting
The Program listing requires one
new array, an index, which must be
as large as the array containing the
data you want to sort. You'll notice in
line 10 that an index array called IX
has been dimensioned to NE along
with the other arrays that contain
data. (NE, you recall, is the number
of records in the database.)
The biggest change in adapting
December's program to Database
Sorter is in the subscript notation
used with array elements containing
data. Before indexing, all references
in the program to a particular element
use the variable CT as a subscript,
which is given the value of the desired element's subscript. Last
month's program displays or prints
the CT'th element using CDS(C1),
CN$(CT), and ED$(CT) for that card's
company name, card number, and
expiration date.
With indexing, the subscript isn't a
simple variable like CT, but the array
variable IX(CT). The program finds the
desired element by cycling through
the index array (IX(1), IX(2), IX(3), and
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APPLESOFT ADVISER
so on) and applying the value contained in the index element to the
company-name array. References to
the three array elements containing
credit-card information become
CD$(IX(CT)), CN$(IX(CT)), and
ED$(IX(CT)).
The Program listing reflects this
technique, a change from December's display routine (lines 150-190).
I've added lines 1500-1580, the subroutine that lets you print your selected record. The basic elements of
this subroutine appear in the mail-list
program featured in December's article "Making a List."
Also note that the sequential-search
routine in lines 1000-1095 is identical
to the one in December's listing, except for the index subscript in lines
1010 and 1050. With the indexed
subscript, the program uses the order
provided by the most recent sort operation to search sequentially through
the database. If you conduct a search
immediately after starting the program, it will follow the order of the
records in your data statements to
search through the database. Then if
you order a sort by company name
and conduct the same search, it will
follow the sorted order of company
names.

Program listing. Database Sorter.
1 REM
DATABASE SORTER
2 REM DEMO OF SIMPLE INDEXED
3 REM ARRAY SORT TECHNIQUE
4 REM
*** ***** * ***** *******
5 REM
6 REM BY DAN BISHOP
7 REM
APPLESOFT ADVISOR
8 REM INCIDER MAGAZINE-01/87
9 REM *********************
10 READ NE: DIM CDCNE),CWNE),ED$(NE),IX(NE)
20 L$ - "
":.READ T$
30 L$ = "---" + L$ + L$ + L$ + L$
40 GOSUB 200: REM READ DATA
50 GOSUB 700: REM DISPLAY MENU
60 ON M GOSUB 300,800,1100,1200,90
70 GOTO 50
90 HOME : END
96 REM *********************
97 REM
98 REM COMMONLY USED ROUTINES
99 REM
100 INPUT "PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE...";X$
110 HOME : RETURN
115 REM
116 REM
120 HOME : PRINT T$: PRINT L$
130 PRINT "COMPANY / CARD NO.","EXP.DT."
140 PRINT L$: PRINT : RETURN
145 REM
146 REM
150 PRINT CT;". ";CD$(IX(CT));"
(# ";IX(CT);"
160 PRINT "
";CN$(IX(CT));
170 IF LEN (CN$(IX(CT))) < 11 THEN PRINT ,;
180 PRINT ,ED$(IX(CT)): PRINT L$
185 IF P$ = "Y" THEN GOSUB 1500
190 RETURN
******** *************
196 REM
197 REM ROUTINE TO READ DATA
198 REM
199 REM
200 READ NR.
210 FOR J = 1 TO NE
220 READ CD$(J),CN$(J),ED$(J)
230 IX(J) = J
240 NEXT J
250 RETURN
296 REM *********************
297 REM ROUTINE TO DISPLAY
298 REM NR RECORDS AT A TIME
299 REM
300 HOME :CT = 0:P$ = "N"
310 INPUT "DO YOU WANT RECORDS PRINTED ON PRINTER?

(Y/N):

; p$

320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
496
497
498
499
500
501
502

IF P$ < > "Y" THEN P$ = "N"
GOSUB 120: FOR J = 1 TO NR:CT = CT + 1
GOSUB 150: REM DISPLAY RECORD CT
IF CT = NE THEN J = NR
NEXT J
GOSUB 100: IF CT = NE THEN 390
GOTO 330
P$ = "N": RETURN
REM *********************
REM DATA BLOCK FOR DATABASE FILES
DATA 13: REM # OF ENTRIES IN LIST
DATA CREDIT CARD INVENTORY
DATA 6: REM # OF RECORDS/SCREEN
DATA
JACK'S PIZZA,"8-6211-48","1999,12"
DATA
SUE'S SHOES, "421-37-8","1988,05"

Index Manipulation
Initially, the program dimensions the
index array (line 10) to the same dimensions as the database arrays.
Then, as the program reads each
record into the appropriate arrays, it
assigns the index-array value for that
particular index element:
230 IX(J) = J
So, at the start, IX(1)=1,1X(2)=2,
and so on. The sequence of values
in the index array matches the actual
order of records in your database.
Two sort subroutines, at lines 1100
and 1200, sort by company name
(the CD$ array) and expiration date
(the ED$ array), respectively. Both of
these subroutines begin by calling a
third subroutine, at line 1300, which
initializes the primary counter, CT =1,
and the secondary counter, NXT = 2.
The sort subroutines then enter a
loop that determines whether there's
an element in the array that should
precede the current element. If it
finds one, the program inserts its subscript before the current value, moving all values between it and the
current value up the index array—sort
of like moving all the values one step

Listing continued
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Fleet
System 3TM
Integrated Word Processing, Spell Checking
and Thesaurus
• Powerful, Easy lb Use
Word Processing
Helps you type, insert,
delete and rearrange text.
Perfect for book reports,
term papers or full office
use.
• 90,000 Word Dictionary
Eliminates embarrassing
misspellings, and can spell
check a 10 page document
in approximately 1 minute!

John and Mary Customer
3 Fleet Lane USA
Productivity,
esigned to
Dear John andisMary,
defined as "The act of bringing all parts tol er to
.cessing, Spell
EASY
make a better whole." Fleet System 3 has been carefull
INTEGRATION
bring you the most essential writing tools - Word
Checking and Thesaurus, all in one extremely powe I wonderfully
system.
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0,000 Word Dictionary ensures
much more.
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that embarrassing misspellings
with
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pioeF5sional
integrated Thesaurus
provides you with tens of thousands f synonyms
work
a
crisp,
and helps students, writers, and business people to improve their

• Integrated Thesaurus
Provides thousands of
synonyms and antonyms
and helps improve your
reading, writing and
vocabulary skills
immediately.

reading, writing and vocabulary skills immediately!
Invest in the best .... Fleet System 3. The ultimate, integrated
writing tool.
Sincerely ,

hest.
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Includes every important word processing feature, including Mail Merge and an Extra Text area—
(a second 80 column screen) that works like a scratch pad for storing and merging information. Invest in the
best. Fleet System 3 . . . the VALUE PACKED integrated writing system. Required Hardware: Apple Ile or
IIc with 128K • Disk Drive • Suitably interfaced printer.
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A PSI

CALL 1-800-343-4074 for the Dealer nearest you!
Over a quarter of a million programs in use worldwide since 1980
PSI, 51 Fremont Street, Needham, MA 02194 (617) 444-5224

Fleet System 3" is a trademark of PSI—Fleet System 3" was designed and written by Visiontronics, Ltd.—Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Company. Some printers may not support certain Fleet
System 3 functions andlor require an interface. Please check with your dealer. Dealer and Distributor inquiries are invited.

Correct Misspelled Words
As You Type,
1,1tecui

a4te,uavu1.,/

Spell checking programs are a
pain, because it takes longer to
check a letter than to write it!
SPELLBOUND ELIMINATES HASSLE:

As you type, Spellbound beeps at
you when it detects a misspelling.
Simple! SPELLBOUND can display a
list of spelling alternatives. Easy!
WHAT QUORUM HAS DONE:

Quorum has reverse engineered the
spelling problem. Most letters
average 160 unique words. In theory,
comparing your letter to 80,000
words sounds great. In real life
practice, it's a time consuming
hassle and inefficient. Instead of
comparing your document
inefficiently to words you'll never
use, Spellbound compares each
word you type with the words
research has proven to be the most
frequently misspelled.
With over 9k of dictionary space,
SPELLBOUND doesn't rob one byte
from Appleworks' desktop. To begin,
your dictionary starts with nearly
1000 words that research proves to
be the most frequently misspelled.
Plus, you can easily add and remove
words by using Appleworks' own
word processor.
SPELLBOUND's AUTOPILOT FEATURE:

Imagine AUTOPILOT automatically
replacing misspelled words with
what you're trying to spell.
SPELLBOUND's DICTIONARY SEARCH:

Imagine finding the word you want,
even if you only know one letter.
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR CHECKING:

As a bonus, Quorum gives you a
second dictionary: The Most
Commonly Used English Words. With
this, you've got an online typographical error checker. Versatile.
For APPLEWORKS

Only

100% *my 34de
3atujadoc6wmaitia !

SPELLBOUND just '49"
add P2 s/h • CA add 6.5% tax
For your nearest dealer
or to order direct

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-222-2824

in CA: 1-8CO222-2812
From om • b pat PST

4110 nT1

fluters mow

QUORUM INTERNATIONAL, Unitd.
INDUSTRIAL STATION, PO BOX 2134-1C
OAH1AND CA 94621
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503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

THE MERCANTILE,"0817-2553","1986,11"
DATA
DRIVER'S LICENSE,"A-222115","1989,08"
DATA
HAPPY HOUR BAR & GRILL,"000-00-001","1999,11"
DATA
DATA SALLY'S HAIR SALON, "5-928-3",
MARTY'S MECHANICS,"522-88-6178","1988,02"
DATA
XYZ INVESTMENTS,"3-6211-8497","1986,10"
DATA
SLICKER OIL CO.,"41-28545","1988,08"
DATA
JOE'S TOOL CO.,"83214","1990,09"
DATA
LE CAFE CLUB,"523-523-9929","1987,01"
DATA
HARRY'S HEALTH CLUB,"21-88-44-669789","1992,02"
DATA

OLIVE'S GAS—M—UP,"499-276-366",
DATA
REM *********************
REM ROUTINE TO DISPLAY MENU
REM
REM
HOME : PRINT T$: PRINT L$: PRINT
PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF YOUR SELECTION...": PRINT
1. LIST ALL CARDS."
PRINT "
2. SEARCH FOR A CARD."
PRINT "
3. SORT BY COMPANY."
PRINT "
4. SORT BY EXP. DATE."
PRINT "
5. END THE PROGRAM."
PRINT "
PRINT : INPUT " CHOICE ====> ";M$
M = VAL (M$): IF M < 1 OR M > 5 THEN PRINT u**** INVALI
CHOICE ****": PRINT : GOTO 72
D
0
790 RETURN
796 REM *********************
797 REM ARRAY SEARCH ROUTINE
798 REM
799 REM
800 HOME : PRINT T$: PRINT L$
810 PRINT : PRINT "YOUR CREDIT CARD LIST WILL BE SEARCHED"
820 PRINT "FOR ANY PARTIAL MATCH ON COMPANY NAME.": PRINT
830 PRINT "ENTER THE CHARACTER STRING TO BE USED"
840 PRINT "FOR THE SEARCH (OR PRESS RETURN):"
850 PRINT : INPUT "====> ";S$
860 IF S$ = "" THEN RETURN
870 S = LEN (S$):CT = 0
880 GOSUB 1000
890 IF F = 0 THEN GOTO 980
900 GOSUB 120: GOSUB 150
910 PRINT
<P> FOR PRINTE
920 PRINT "PRESS <M> FOR MORE;": PRINT "
<Q> TO QUIT. ===> ";
D COPY;": PRINT "
930 GET X$
THEN 930
940 IF X$ < > "M" AND X$ < > "P" AND X$ <
950 PRINT X$: IF X$ = "P" THEN GOSUB 1500
960 IF X$ = "Q" THEN GOTO 995
970 IF CT < NE THEN GOTO 880
980 PRINT : PRINT "NO FURTHER MATCHES FOUND."
990 GOSUB 100
995 RETURN
*********************
996 REM
997 REM
SEQUENTIAL ARRAY
SEARCH ROUTINE
998 REM
999 REM
1000 F = 0:CT = CT + 1
1005 HOME : PRINT "SEARCHING INDEX ENTRY "CT"..."
1010 L = LEN (CD$(IX(CT)))
1020 IF S > L THEN 1090
1030 D = L — S + 1
1040 FOR J = 1 TO D
1050 D$ = MID$ (CD$(1X(CT)),J,S)
1060 IF D$ = S$ THEN J = D + 10:F = 1
1070 NEXT J
1080 IF J > = D + 10 THEN GOTO 1095
1090 IF CT < NE THEN GOTO 1000
513
696
697
698
699
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
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MANAGING YOUR CHECKBOOK?
MANAGING YOUR BUDGET?
MANAGING YOUR BILLS?
MANAGING YOUR CASH FLOW?
MANAGING YOUR TAXES?
MANAGING YOUR INSURANCE?
MANAGING YOUR STOCKS?
MANAGING YOUR BONDS?
MANAGING YOUR REAL ESTATE?
MANAGING YOUR TAX SHELTERS?
MANAGING YOUR SAVINGS?
MANAGING YOUR MORTGAGE?
MANAGING YOUR AUTO LOAN?
MANAGING YOUR RETIREMENT?
MANAGING YOUR CALENDAR?
MANAGING YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNTS?
MANAGING YOUR CAPITAL GAINS?
MANAGING YOUR ANNUITIES?
MANAGING YOUR APPOINTMENTS?
MANAGING YOUR DIVIDENDS?
MANAGING YOUR INTEREST?
MANAGING YOUR RECORDS?
MANAGING YOUR VALUABLES?
MANAGING YOUR KEOGH'S?
MANAGING YOUR IRAS?

MANAGING YOUR MONEY
BY ANDREW TOBIAS.
THE ONLY FINANCIAL
SOFTWARE THAT DOES IT ALL.

Software that
makes your
personal computer
worth having.

1986 • MECA • 285 Riverside Avenue, Westport CT 06880 • For IBM PC, XT, AT, PCjr (256K), Compaq, Tandy 1000 (25610, 1200HD, 3000, Apple Ile, Ilc (128K, Two Drives)
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card.

GOLEM
COMPUTERS

*************************
APPLE
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

AT SUPER SAVINGS
*************************
PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE
1-800-345-8112
111 PA 1-800-662-2444 ME
GOLEM
PRICE
HARDWARE SPECIALS
PROMODEM 300C IIC (PROMETHEUS)
MICROMODEM IIE/SMARTCOM I (HAYES)
SMARTMODEM 300/SMARTCOM IIC-(HAYES)
PROMODEM 12000 W/SOFT (PROMETHEUS)
MEGARAM PLUS (256K) 80 COL UP TO 1BM (AST)
SPRINTDISK 15(2K) DISK CACHE/UT-TO 2MB (AST)
PRINTER MS010 (CITIZEN)
PRINTER MSP•20 (CITIZEN)
GRAPHLER • (ORANGE MICRO)
MACH HI JOYSTICK W/FIRE BUTTON (H PROD)
BLANK MEDIA 51/4 DS/OD 10 (GOLEM)
UTILITIES
THE PRINT SHOP
THE PRINT SHOP GRAPHICS I. II, III
MACROWORKS (BEAGLE BROS)
SIDEWAYS (PRO DOS)
SIDEWAYS
TURBO PASCAL (CP/M)

77.00
131.00
15E00
184.00
190.00
285.70
295.00
385.00
72.00
31.00
6 50

2050
ea. 1 t 25
18.50
37.00
30.00
39E0

BUSINESS
REPORT WORKS
PFS: FILE/REPORT BUNDLE
REAL ESTATE ANALYZER III
THINKTANK

69.00 •
7E00
17E00
75.00

WORD PROCESSING
SENSIBLE SPELLER IV (PRO DOS. DOS)
PFS. WRITE W/SPELLING CHECKER Ilk!
BANK STREET WRITER (64K OR 1281()
SENSIBLE GRAMMAR CHECKER
MEGAWORKS
HOMEWORD W/SPELLER (646 OR (28K)

ea. 64.00
70.00
ea. 4E00.
51.00
71.00
ea. 41.00

EDUCATION
TYPING TUTOR III
WHERE IN THE WORD IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO
WHERE IN THE US IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO
MATH BLASTER!
EVELYN WOOD DYNAMIC READER
STICKYBEAR MUSIC
ALPHABET ZOO

2E00
2150
2E50
2E00
46.00
21.00
18.70

HOME
DOLLARS AND SENSE II•/Ile 64K
DOLLARS AND SENSE Ile /1Ic 128K
MANAGING YOUR MONEY IMECA)
NEWSROOM
CUP ART VOL 1 (FOR NEWSROOM)
CLIP ART VOL 2 (FOR NEWSROOM)

66.00
66.00
11E00
34.00
17.00
22.00

RECREATION
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II ISUBLOGICI
KARATEKA (BRODERBOND!
FOOBLITZKY (INFOCOM)
SILENT SERVICE (MICROPAGSEI
F-15 STRIKE EAGLE (MICROPROSE)
SUMMERGAMES II OR WINTER GAMES (EPYX)
SARGON III (HAYDEN)
GATO (SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE)
ULTIMA II (ORIGIN)
ULTIMA IV (ORIGIN)
HITCHHIKERS GUIDE (INECICOM)
WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM)
BATTLE OF ANIIETAM (STRATEGIC SIMULATION)
COMPUTER BASEBALL (STRATEGIC SIMULATION)
ALTER EGO - MALE OR FEMALE (ACTIVISION)
SHANGHAI (ACTIVISION)
SPY HUNTER OR TRAPPER (SIMON & SCHUSTER)

32.00

20.50

2125
20.50
20.75
ea 22.25
23.25
21.00
29.75
3E00
23.25
2125
33.00
25.50
et 29.00
23.25
ea. 18.00

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE

APPLESOFT ADVISER
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1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1395
1496
1497
1498
1499
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580

RETURN
REM

******************

REM
SORT INDEX BY COMPANY
REM
NAME
REM
GOSUB 1300
FOR J = 1 TO CT
IF CD$(IX(J)) > CD$(IX(NXT)) THEN K = J:J = CT + 10
NEXT J
GOSUB 1330
IF NXT < = NE THEN GOTO 1110
RETURN
REM

*******************

REM
SORT INDEX BY EXP.DT.
REM
REM
GOSUB 1300
FOR J = 1 TO CT
IF ED$(IX(J)) > ED$(IX(NXT)) THEN K = J:J = CT + 10
NEXT J
GOSUB 1330
IF NXT < = NE THEN GOTO 1210
RETURN
********** ****** ***
REM
REM
ROUTINES COMMON TO
REM
BOTH SORTS
REM
HOME : PRINT "SORTING RECORDS."
PRINT " PLEASE WAIT..."
CT = 1:NXT = 2: RETURN
IF J < CT + 10 THEN GOTO 1390
XX = IX(NXT)
FOR J = NXT TO K + 1 STEP - 1
IX(J) = IX(J - 1)
NEXT J
IX(K) = XX
CT = CT + 1:NXT = NXT + 1
RETURN
REM *********** ***** **
REM PRINT-OUT ROUTINE
REM
REM
PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#1"
PRINT L$
PRINT CT;". ";CD$(IX(CT));" (# ";IX(CT);")"
PRINT "
";CN$(IX(CT))
PRINT "
EXP.DT: ";ED$(IX(CT))
PRINT L$
PRINT
PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#0"
RETURN
End of Listing.

Table. Example of how the index-array contents can be exchanged during sorting, making it possible to refer to the data array in a sorted order.

1-800-345-8112 • PA 1-800-662-2444
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
To order call toll free or send check or money order VISA/MC C.O.D.
orders welcome. Personal and company checks allow 10 working
days to clear. Specify if to backorder or to send refund. California
residents add 6% sales tax. Include phone number with order.
Shipping and handling: All shipments U.P.S. it possible. Continental
U.S. add 92.50 for 1 to 3 items. 4 to 6 items add 95.00. APO, FPO
Alaska, Hawaii and Canada add 83.00 per item. All hardware
purchases are prepaid or VISA/MC; shipped U.P.S. - include 5%for
shipping & handling. C.O.D. orders all 81.90. Mail orders to:

Data Array
(CDS)

Before Sort

CD$(1) = COW
CD$(2)= PIG
CD$(3) = DOG
CD$(4) = HOG
CD$(5) = HORSE
CD$(6) = LAMB

1X(1). 1
IX(2)= 2
IX(3)= 3
IX(4)= 4
IX(5) = 5
IX(6)= 6

Index Array (IX)
During Sort
After Sort
IX(1)= 1
IX(2) = 3
IX(3)= 4
IX(4) = 2
IX(5) = 5
IX(6) = 6

IX(1) = 1
IX(2)= 3
IX(3)= 4
IX(4) = 5
IX(5)= 6
IX(6)= 2

Data Array
Ref. by Index
CD$(1X(1))= COW
CD$(IX(2)) = DOG
CD$(IX(3)) = HOG
CD$(IX(4)) = HORSE
CD$(IX(5)) = LAMB
CD$(1X(6))= PIG

GOLEM COMPUTERS

P.O. BOX 6698 • WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91359
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
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Figure. Flowchart of the sort algorithm used by Database Sorter. Portions of
three subroutines are combined in this chart to make it easier to follow the
logic involved in the sorting process.
1100
( START
(1320)
CT=1 NXT.2

1130

1110
J=1

J=J+1

IS THE CURRENT
PRIMARY ELEMENT'
CD$ (IX(J))
GREATER THAN
CD$ (IX INXT))....
i.e., IS IT OUT OF
SEQUENCE P

7- -

- - _J

NO

YES
K=J
SET FLAG= J.CT+10
AND END LOOP

TRUE

1340
XX=IX(NXT)
1350
J. XT

1360
NO

IX(J)=IX (J-1)
1370
J= J-1

IX(K)=XX

1390
CT.CT+1
NXT.NXT+1

THIS ROUTINE MOVES ALL INDEX
VALUES BETWEEN IX(J) AND IX(NXT)
"UP THE LADDER" ONE STEP, AND
PLACES VALUE IX (NXT) AT BOTTOM
AT IX (J ).

up a ladder. In other words, if you're
sorting six elements whose current
values are those shown in the Table
(During Sort), then, if CT=4 and
NXT =5, the sort will reach a point in
the first loop (see the Figure) at
which the program will compare
CD$(IX(4)) = PIG to CD$(1X(5))=
HORSE. When this occurs, the value
in IX(4),2 moves up the ladder to
IX(5), while the value in IX(5),5 moves
down to IX(4). This places HORSE
ahead of PIG when the program refers to CD$ by its index values rather
than by its own subscripts, which
haven't changed.
Using an index to refer to and sort
elements in an array has several advantages. First, the original order of
the data is unchanged. CD$(1) will remain CD$(1) throughout program execution; only the values in the index
change. Also, since the index values
are simple integers, the exchange of
values during the sort is much faster.
Finally, if you swap the actual data
in the arrays, then you must swap all
field elements along with the field the
program is sorting. That is, if CD$(1)
becomes CD$(8), then you must also
swap ED$(1) and CN$(1). Using an
index, you exchange only the one index value, and the matter is done.
Database Sorter sorts independently
of listing or displaying data. After sorting a selected field, the program returns you to the menu and you must
then select the option to list the data
to see the newly sorted list.
Conclusion
There must be a dozen different
sorting algorithms currently in widespread use. The one in this article is
fairly simple to describe, but isn't the
most efficient. It rivals bubble-sort and
exchange-sort techniques, and is
faster in some cases, depending on
the way you arrange the original data
array. Other, more complicated sorting
algorithms using binary techniques
are the method of choice for large arrays. But for your database list using
this program, you'll probably find the
"ladder sort" here suitable.M
Write to Dan Bishop at 4124 Beaver
Creek Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80526.

YES

NI ARE THERE MORE
ELEMENTS TO
( RETURN ) I BE CHECKED P

inCider
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Sign Up with AppleWorks

"The Sign Up
database
template lets
you organize,
store, sort, and
print that
mountain of
conference
information."

by David Goodrum
and Joel Robbins

102

rganizing conferences, summer
camps, workshops, or any
school activity that requires registering participants is always an Alpine task: Just when you think you've
conquered the mountain of work, an
avalanche of paper falls into your lap.
Sign Up, an AppleWorks database
template we'll help you create, provides a way to store, sort, retrieve,
and print participants' names and addresses, session preferences, and final assignments. Specifically, you can
use Sign Up print formats to create
application forms, mailing labels, participants' assignment sheets, I.D.
badges, and session lists for each
workshop teacher.

O

Designing the Sign Up Template
Starting from the AppleWorks main
menu, choose Add Files to the Desktop, Database, and From Scratch,
then name the template SIGN UP.
Use OA-Y to yank the "Category 1"
label, so that you can put in your
own categories.
Type in the following category
names, and remember to press
the return key
after each: Date,
First, Last,
School, Street,
City-St, Zip,
Phone, AM 1st
Pref, AM 2nd
Pref, AM Assignment, PM 1st
Pref, PM 2nd
Pref, PM Assignment, Count, and
Grade Level. If
you plan to use
Sign Up with students at your
school, change the School category
to Parents or Club. You can include
other categories according to your
application. For example, if the database is for your club, you might want
to add the category Interests.
When you're finished designing the
Sign Up template, press the escape
key, then the spacebar, to enter Insert
New Records mode.

Before entering any information,
let's put in blank lines as standard
values for the date and preference
categories; when you print a fact
sheet for mailing, the information provided by participants will be apparent
at first glance.
To set standard values, press OA-V.
Enter a long blank line with the
underline key for the Date and the
four Preference categories. A line
20-25 characters long will provide
enough room for participants to enter
information. Also, type 1 into the
Count category to add up the number of individuals for each workshop
session.
Sign Up is designed for activities
that have one session each in the
morning and afternoon. Participants
indicate their preferences from the
sessions you'd list in an accompanying handout or brochure. You can
add more assignment categories according to the needs of your conference or workshop.
To get back to Insert New Records,
press the escape key, then use the
up arrow to move the cursor to the
First category so that you can enter
the first sample record.
Entering Sample Records
Check your template design and
type in the first sample record with
the information provided in Figure 1.
Remember to press the return key
after entering a category. Use the return key or the up and down arrow
keys to skip categories.
By supplying blank lines for key information, you set up the database to
create individualized fact sheets. Participants can check and correct your
current information and fill in the
blanks you provide for their session
preferences. You can also type in a
blank line for any other facts you
don't have, such as phone number or
grade level—anything you need to
make your database as accurate as
possible. Use the sample participants
in the Table to practice entering additional information. When you're finished, press Escape to exit Insert
New Records.
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Customizing the Layout
The next step is to customize the
Workshop-template screen layout so
that you can get an overview of the
participants as their registrations begin
to arrive. Follow these steps from the
multiple-record display:
1) Press OA-L to start the layout-customizing process.
2) Press OA-left arrow to narrow the
Date category by six spaces.
3) Use left- and right-arrow keys to
move the cursor to appropriate
categories.
4) Press OA-left arrow to narrow the
First category by 14 spaces.
5) Press OA-D to delete the four address and phone categories.
6) Press OA-left arrow again to narrow the four Preference categories by
11 spaces and the two Assignment
categories by six spaces.
7) Press OA-D to delete the Count
category.
8) Now compare your screen to
Figure 2.
9) Make adjustments as necessary.
10) Press Escape to quit customizing
the screen layout.
11) Press Return to choose down as
the standard direction of return.

Table. Information for four more possible participants.
Record 2

Record 3

Record 4

Record 5

First: Anne
Last: Beginner
School: Senior High
Street: Arts and Sci.
City-ST: Diploma, IN
ZIP: 47402
Phone: (200) 200-2000
Grade Level: Secondary

Robert
Usure
Excellent Middle Sch
State Supported Ave
Coastal Town, IN
46567
(300) 300-3000
Middle Sch

Ed
Doctorate
Instate U.
Endowment Dr.
Midstate, IN
47401
(400) 400-4000
University

Alan
Principal
Fairland School
1 Best St.
Bestland, IN
46568
(500) 500-5000
Secondary

Figure 1. AppleWorks screen during insertion of first new record.
File: SIGN UP

Date:
First: Andrew
Last: Novice
School: My High School
Street: 555 Education Street
City-ST: Heartland, IN
ZIP: 47401
Phone: (100) 100-1000
AM 1st Pref:
AM 2nd Pref:
AM Assignment: PM 1st Pref:
PM 2nd Pref:
PM Assignment: COUNT: 1

1) Press OA-P to start the printing
process.
2) Choose 3 and press Return to
choose a label format.
3) Type in MAIL LABEL to name the
print format, then press Return.
4) Press OA-D at the beginning of the
category names to remove all categories except First, Last, School,
Street, City-St, and Zip.
5) Place the cursor at the beginning
of the Last category and use OA-right
arrow and OA-up arrow to move it up
to the right of the First category.
6) Press OA-J (justify) to print the Last
name one space after the First name.
Notice that a less-than symbol (<) is
added to the category name.
7) Press OA-D to remove blank lines
and move the rest of the categories up.
inCider

Escape: Review/Add/Change

Grade Level: Elementary

Figure 2. Customizing the Sign Up record layout for your screen.
File: SIGN UP

Date

Designing Mailing Labels
You can use the information in your
Sign Up database (and immediately
start saving time) by printing address
labels for mailing the applications and
brochures. From the Review/Add/
Change screen, follow these steps to
create the report format:

INSERT NEW RECORDS

Record 1 of 1

F Last

CHANGE RECORD LAYOUT

Escape: Review/Add/Change

AM 1 AM 2 AM Assign PM 1 PM 2 PM Assign Grade Level
Elementary
Secondary
Middle Sch

A Novice
A Beginner
R Usure

More -->

Figure 3. Creating various LABEL report formats.
File: SIGN UP
Report: MAIL LABEL

REPORT FORMAT

Escape: Report Menu

First <Last
School
Street
City-ST <ZIP
Each record will print 6 lines
File: SIGN UP
Report: BADGES

REPORT FORMAT

Escape: Report Menu

First <Last
School:
Grade Level:
Each record will print 6 lines
File: SIGN UP
Report: ASSIGNMENTS

REPORT FORMAT

Escape: Report Menu

First <LeSt
School
AM ASSIGNMENT:
PM ASSIGNMENT:
Each record will print 6 lines
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13) Press Escape to return to the report format.

8) Press OA-right arrow and OA-up
arrow to move the Zip category next
to the City-St category.
9) Press OA-J to justify the Zip category.
10) Press OA-D to remove any extra
blank lines so that only six lines will
be printed for each record.
11) Now compare your screen to
Figure 3.
12) Press OA-O (printer options), type
in PH, and press the return key to
print the report without a report
header.

Now you can print a sample mailing label to either the screen or your
printer: Press OA-P and follow the
prompts. If you're sending out a large
number of applications, arrange your
labels by the Zip category—press OAA (arrange) and choose (0-9)—and
save postage with your presorted
mail. After you've completed the sample printing test, press Escape until

LEROY'S CHEA TSHEET
Keyboard Overlays & Reference Cards

only

$5.95
each
Reference Card
for your Apple Ile

Keyboard Overlays for your Apple Ile

Put your Computer's Commands Where They Belong - And Your Manuals On The Shelf.
Have you ever sat at your computer with the manual in your lap trying to find an elusive command? How much
time have you lost searching through manuals to refresh your memory on how to do what you wanted? Now you
have a way to end that frustration - Leroy's Cheatsheets.
Leroy's Cheatsheets help you get into your program right away. We put the commands right at your
fingertips, actual keystrokes are in bold type, variables are shown in italics. Designed by software experts, our
durable plastic laminated overlays are comprehensive reference aids which document a product or system
completely. Now use your software more easily and more effectively. With Leroy's Cheatsheets you'll never
See below for ordering informailon
have to hunt for a program command again!!!

DOCU-TRAY TM

Leroy's Apple Ilc

1.
.0.000
-4,-riC.0

only

$12.95

10.11
."
. ..

each
Attention Apple!' c Owners !!!

At last you can get your reference material off your lap and put it where it does the most good - right on the
computer - at eye level. Leroy's Docu-Tray T. is made of sturdy vacu-formed plastic, supports heavy
manuals, is perfect for order-entry or our own reference cards. Specially designed so that it does not block the air
vents. Leroy's Docu-Tray T.4 adds 75 square inches of usable workspace to your //c.
See below for ordering information

Order Now and Save ... Mone , Time and Frustration
Please send me the following Leroy's Cheatsheets
for my ❑ Apple Ile or ❑ Apple Ile for only

NEW

❑ Appleworks
❑ AppleWriter II (ProDOS)
O Basic (DOS 3.3)
O Basic (ProDOS)
O Blanks (3 not laminated)
0 Elite

NEW

$5.95

each (plus shipping).

0 Fleet System 3
O Flight Simulator II
O For The Beginner
❑ lmagewriter printer
❑ Logo (Apple)
O Multiplan

NEW

0 Newsroom
ProDOS Utilities
O Screenwriter II
O SuperCalc 3a
❑ Visicalc
0 Wordstar

NEW ❑

NEW

MORE AVAILABLE ..WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

7 Please send me
Leroy's DOCU-TRAYS
for my Apple II c for only
$12.95 each plus shipping I

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

For fast delivery send cashier's
ORDERING INFORMATION:
check or money order. Personal & company checks allow 2 weeks to
clear. Master card and Visa orders please include card C, expiration
date .Prices and availability subject to change without notice.
U S FUNDS ONLY
LING:
APO FPO,AK
INTERTOTAL
TOTA
Cont.
NO C 0.D
ORDER
U.S.
HI,CAN,PR
NATIONAL
TAXES:Ada 6%
UP to $10
$2.00
$2.00
$5.00
sales (Inc shipping)
$10- $25
$7.00
$3.00
$4.00
for PA residents
$25 - $50
$9.00
$4.00
S5.00
only
$50 UP
$5.00
$6.00
HOURS: 8 AM - 5 PM EST $15.00 thru Friday cidl

CHEATSHEET PRODUCTS, INC.

P.O. Box 111368 Pittsburgh, PA. 15238

you return to the Review/Add/Change
area of the database template.
Use formats similar to MAIL LABEL
to make I.D.s and assignment announcements, then paste them onto
pin badges and post cards, respectively, and send or hand them out to
participants. Again, you want to make
sure the report format prints only six
lines and no report header. Refer to
Figure 3 for examples of these formats. Notice that we've performed
OA-V on categories followed by a colon (:). You can speed up the process
of creating these formats with the
"Duplicate Existing Format" option of
the database report menu; start with
MAIL LABEL.
Designing the Fact-Sheet Report
You can send a facsimile of your information to participants with a FACT
SHEET report format; they can correct any mistakes and add their preferences. The format is very close to
the actual database, which makes
keying in new information much easier. Starting from Review/Add/Change,
follow these steps to create and print
the fact sheets:
1) Press OA-P to take you to the report menu.
2) Press 3 and Return to choose the
label format.
3) Type in FACT SHEET and press
Return to name the report format.
4) Press OA-D to remove the two Assignment categories and the Count
category, since these are for you and
your office to fill in later.
5) Press OA-V at the beginning of
each category name to print it along
with the information. Notice, when you
press OA-V, the colon (:) and the information from the first record appear
on screen.
6) PresS OA-N, then the return key, to
type these sample instructions into the
title space above the double line:
PLEASE CORRECT, COMPLETE,
AND RETURN BY JAN 31, 1986.
THANK YOU. Then press Return.
7) Now compare your fact sheet to
Figure 4. You'll want to customize
your print options so that the instructions appear with every fact sheet. If
your printer is set up to accept top-ofpage commands (under Specify
Printer Information, number 7 of Other
Activities from the main menu), you'll
get one fact sheet per page. Otherwise, you'll get two fact sheets per

For Orders only TOLL FREE 1-800-334-2896 PA Orders - (412) 781-1551 DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME
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Figure 4. Creating the FACT SHEET report format.
Escape: Report Menu

REPORT FORMAT

File: SIGN UP
Report: FACT SHEET

PLEASE CORRECT, COMPLETE AND RETURN BY JAN 31, '87. THANK YOU.
Date:
First: Andrew
Last: Novice
School: My High School
Street: 555 Educational Street
City-ST: Heartland, IN
ZIP: 47401
Phone: (100) 100-1000
AM 1st Pref:
AM 2nd Pref:

Grade Level: Secondary

PM 1st Pref:
PM 2nd Pref:
Each record will print 15 lines

Figure 5. Creating the AM LISTS report format.
REPORT FORMAT

File: SIGN UP
Report: AM LISTS

Escape: Report Menu

Group totals on: AM let Pref
Date
-A

F Last
A Novice
A Beginner
R Usure

AM 1st Pref AM 2nd Pref AM Assign COUNT
-F
9999999999
9999999999
9999999999
REPORT FORMAT

File: SIGN UP
Report: AM LISTS

L
n
7
7

Escape: Report Menu

Group totals on: AM Assign
First
-A
Andrew
Anne
Robert

Last
B
Novice
Beginner
Usure

AM Assign

page, which you can cut in half.
8) Press OA-O. Type PH and the return key to remove the report header.
9) Type PL, press Return, type 5.5,
then press Return to set the form
length at half a page.
10) Type TM, press Return, type .5,
then press Return to set a top margin
of half an inch.
11) Type BM, press Return, type .5,
then press Return to set a bottom
margin of half an inch.
12) Press Escape to go back to the
report format.
Again, test the printing of the report
format.
Entering Preference Data
When participants return the fact
sheets, update your database by
pressing OA-Y to yank out the blank
lines, then typing in the date and participant preferences. Press OA-A (arrange) on the Date or Preference
categories to separate returned forms
from nonreplies—all the blank ones
inCider

COUNT

L

9999999999
9999999999
9999999999

5

2) Choose 2 to create a table format.
3) Type in AM LIST and press Return
to name the report format.
4) Use OA-left arrow to narrow the
Date category by three spaces and
the First category by 11 spaces.
5) Use OA-D to delete the four address and phone categories, the three
PM categories, and the Grade Level
category.
6) Use OA-T (total) on the Count category and press Return twice to get a
total number of participants after each
separate session list.
7) Press OA-G (group totals) and
press Return twice on 1st Pref so that
the total count set up in step 6 will
reflect the number of people who
chose various sessions as their first
preference. Before you print with this
report format, you'll need to also
press OA-A on the 1st Pref category to
arrange the database' by session.
8) Now check Figure 5.

0

will clump together. (Always use the
same session number or short description of preferences to aid the
sorting process.)
To actually assign preferences, use
OA-A to arrange the database first by
the Date category, then again by the
1st Pref category. (Work separately
with morning and afternoon session
assignments.) People who returned
their forms early will be at the top of
the database. In multiple-record viewing mode you can quickly go down
the AM Assign or PM Assign column
and type in assignments as you try to
give each person his or her preference.
Creating the AM & PM LIST Reports
Use the Count category to see the
number of people who prefer particular sessions, or, after you've assigned
the sessions, to print lists of participants for each session. From the Review/Add/Change section of the
template, follow these steps:
1) Press OA-P to begin the report
process.

You can make a report format
called PM LISTS by following the
same steps; just keep the PM-related
categories and delete the AM-related
categories.
Creating the AM and PM
ASSIGNMENT Report
After you've made all the assignments, you can quickly draw up session lists of actual participants for
your presenters or group leaders by
choosing to duplicate a report format
at the report menu.
Duplicate AM LIST or PM LIST, rename it, delete the Date category and
the Preference categories with OA-D,
widen the First category with 0A-right
arrow, and press OA-G to include
group totals for the Assign category.
Before printing, make sure you arrange the Assign category. Figure 5
shows an example of the AM ASSIGN report format.
Next month we'll give teachers, students, and parents—both BASIC programmers and AppleWorks users—
some handy ways to figure final
grades for a period or year.•
David Goodrum and Joel Robbins are
developers of School Works templates
for AppleWorks, published by K-12
MicroMedia Publishing, and other educational software. Write to them at
Tulip Tree House 1016, Bloomington,
IN 47401. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope if you want a personal reply.
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Large-Program Tools—Part 2

"Units are
professional
tools for fitting
large programs
into small
computers."

by Tom Swan

ne of Pascal's most useful tools
for writing large programs is the
unit, a ready-to-use collection of
precompiled code, variables, and
other items. By placing your favorite
routines into units, you build libraries
of common procedures and functions,
reducing compile times and often saving disk space.
In Part 1 (Pascal Primer, November
1986, p. 136), I explained how to use
two other large-program tools, segments and chaining. In this article, I'll
show you how to write your own
units, install them in library disk files,
and write a host program—one that
uses a unit's contents. I'll also fulfill
the number-one request from many of
you: a version of the 40-column
ScreenDump program (Pascal Primer,
July 1986, p. 77) for the Apple Ile
80-column card (see Listing 2).
What's in a Unit?
The two kinds of units, intrinsic and
regular, differ in one simple way. Intrinsic units stay in a library file (usually SYSTEM.LIBRARY) until you run
a program. Pascal reads the unit's
routines from the library file when it
loads the host program. Regular units
operate similarly, but require you to
link them—using SYSTEM.LINKER—
into a program's disk-code file. Intrinsic units, therefore, save both compile
time and disk space. Regular units
save compile time too, but, because
you copy them into a program's code
file, they don't conserve disk space.
Both kinds of units have four parts:
the unit declaration, the interface, the
implementation, and the initia&ation.
Refer to Listing 1 as you read the
following descriptions of those parts:
Unit Declaration: Similar to a program
declaration, this names the unit.
Names must begin with a letter and,
although Pascal recognizes only the
first eight characters, can be as long
as you want.
Line 2 shows an example of an intrinsic unit declaration, which specifies
code and data-segment numbers. If
this were a regular unit, the declaration would end after the first semicolon (before the keyword INTRINSIC). Segment numbers range from 7
to 31 for 64K systems, and from 7 to
57 for 128K systems.
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Intrinsic units with no global variables don't require data-segment
numbers. You can use any segment
values you choose, but they must be
different for all units in a library and
for all units used in a program.
Interface: The interface contains the
declarations that tell a host program
how to use the procedures, functions,
and other items in the unit. As in a Pascal program, you can declare CONST,
TYPE, and VAR sections. If you declare
a variable here, you must supply a
data-segment number in the unit declaration. You also declare procedures
and functions, but just their heads—
no bodies. The actual programming
for these routines comes later.
Implementation: As you can see from
lines 32-55, the implementation part
of a unit can have its own constant,
type, and variable declarations. However, these items are strictly local to
the unit—a host program can't access
them. By putting into the interface
only those items needed by the host
program and keeping everything else
in the implementation, you simplify the
interface and decrease the time it
takes to compile the host. If you declare variables here, you must supply
a data-segment number in the unit
declaration.
Also in the implementation part are
the programming statements that go
with the procedure and function declarations in the interface. Because you
already declared any parameters to
these routines, you don't need to repeat it here. For example, in line 56,
procedure Poke correctly appears without the parameters it has in line 17. (You
can ignore this rule for procedures and
functions without parameters.)
Procedures and functions with no
counterpart declarations in the interface are strictly local to the unit. Because a host program can use only
what appears in the unit interface, it
can't directly call local routines.
Initialization: Just as in a Pascal program, a unit has a main body that
starts with BEGIN and ends with END
as shown at lines 94-107. In between
are the statements you want Pascal to
run before the host program starts.
This gives you a handy way to initialize a unit. If you have no initialization
January 1987

steps, omit the BEGIN and end the
unit with a lone END.
One little-known fact is that the initialization part of a unit is in memory
only until it performs its statements,
after which it disappears, making the
memory it occupied available to other
programming. You can stuff as many
statements as you want into a unit's
initialization part without affecting the
amount of memory available to a host
program. This is a great way to use
memory efficiently in large programs
that require many initialization steps.
An Example Unit and Host
PrimerUnit in Listing 1 and ScreenDump in Listing 2 are examples of a
unit and host program. The interface
part in lines 12-30 declares a new
data type, Byte, three functions, and
two procedures. Poke and Peek read
and write bytes in memory; ReadScreen returns a character from the
He 80-column display at any (x,y) coordinate; Center centers a string on
the display; and Upcase returns the
uppercase equivalent of a character.
Type in the unit and save it as
PRIMERUNIT.TEXT. Compile it to
PRIMERUNIT.CODE, then follow the
steps outlined in the sidebar to install
the unit in SYSTEM.LIBRARY.
You can't directly run a unit. Instead, you first write a host program
that uses the unit's compiled code,
then run the host. The compiler
knows how to put host and unit together by reading the unit's interface
part, a sort of window through which
it looks inside the unit.
Type in the example host program
in Listing 2, save it as SCREENClUMPTEXT, and compile it to SCREENDUMP.CODE. Because of the USES
PrimerUnit; clause in line zero, the compiler reads the interface part of PrimerUnit from SYSTEM.LIBRARY when it
compiles the program, then adds the
unit's contents to the program.
When you're finished compiling, turn
on your printer and run ScreenDump to
print a test pattern. When Pascal runs
the program, it first loads PrimerUnit's
code from SYSTEM.LIBRARY, runs the
unit's initialization part, and then loads
and runs the program. Because the
unit is the intrinsic kind, these actions
are automatic.
But if PrimerUnit were the regular
kind, you'd have to link the unit to
the program before running it. There
are two ways to do this. If the unit is
in SYSTEM.LIBRARY and the compiled program is the current work file
inCider

Listing 1. PRIMERUNIT.TEXT.
0: (*$S+*)
(* Swapping required on 64K Apples *)
1:
2:UNIT PrimerUnit; INTRINSIC CODE 23 DATA 24;
3:
4:(*
5:
6: * A library unit of several routines that have appeared in Tom Swan's
7: * Pascal Primer inCider column. For Apple //e computers and Apple
8: * Pascal 1.2 or 1.3.
9:
10:

*)

11:
12:INTERFACE
13:
14:TYPE
15:
Byte = 0 .. 255;
(* Range of values in an 8-bit Byte *)
16:
17:PROCEDURE Poke( Address : Integer; Value : Byte );
18:(* Insert value directly into memory at address 5)
19:
20:FUNCTION Peek( Address : Integer ) : Byte;
21:(* Return 8-bit value at memory address *)
22:
23:FUNCTION ReadScreen( x, y : Integer ) : Char;
24:(* Read character at screen coordinate (x,y) *)
25:
26:PROCEDURE Center( y
Integer; s : String );
27:(* Center String s at display line y *)
28:
29:FUNCTION Upcase( ch : Char ) : Char;
30:(* Return uppercase equivalent of ch
31:
32:IMPLEMENTATION
33:
34:
35:CONST
(* System addresses -- details in *)
Store80
= -16383;
36:
(* your 80-column card manual. *)
= -16299;
37:
Page2On
Page2Off
= -16300;
38:
= -16298;
HiresOff
39:
(* Maximum x coordinate *)
40:
XMax
= 79;
(* Maximum y coordinate *)
YMax
= 23;
41:
(* Screen width DIV 2 *)
42:
ScwD2
= 40;
43:
44:TYPE
45:
OneByte = PACKED ARRAY[ 0 .. 0 ] OF Byte;
46:
(* Free union "trick' record *)
47:
MemRec =
RECORD CASE Boolean OF
48:
True : ( MemAddress : Integer );
49:
: "OneByte )
False : ( MemValue
50:
51:
END;
52:
53:VAR
54:
ScRow : ARRAY[ 0
YMax ] OF Integer; (* Screen row addresses 5 )
55:
56:PROCEDURE Poke(* ( Address : Integer; Value : Byte ) *) ;
57:VAR Memory MemRec;
58:BEGIN
59:
Memory.MemAddress := Address;
Memory.MemValue-[0] := Value
60:
61:END; (* Poke *)
62:
63:FUNCTION Peek(* ( Address : Integer ) : Byte *);
64:VAR Memory : MemRec;
65:BEGIN
66:
Memory.MemAddress := Address;
Peek := Memory.MemValue[0]
67:
68:END; (* Peek *)
69:
70: FUNCTION ReadScreen(* ( x, y : Integer ) : Char *);
71:BEGIN
72:
Poke( Store80, 0 );
Poke( HiresOff, 0 );
73:
IF Odd( x )
74:
75:
THEN Poke( Page2Off, 0 )
76:
ELSE Poke( Page20n, 0 );
ReadScreen := Chr( Peek( ScRow[y] + ( x DIV 2 ) ) );
77:
78:
Poke( Page2Off, 0 );
79: END; (* ReadScreen *)
80:
listing continued.
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Listing continued

81: PROCEDURE Center(* ( y : Integer; s : String ) *);
82: BEGIN
83:
GotoXY( 0, y );
write( s : ScwD2 + ( length(s) DIV 2 ) )
84:
85: END; (* Center *)
86:
87: FUNCTION Upcase(* ( ch : Char ) : Char *);
88: BEGIN
89:
IF ( 'a' <= ch ) AND ( ch <= 'z' )
THEN Upcase := chr( ord( ch ) - 32 )
90:
ELSE Upcase := ch
91:
92: END; (* Upcase *)
93:
94: BEGIN (* PrimerUnit initialization *)
ScRow[ 1] := 1152;
95:
ScRow( 0] := 1024;
ScRow[ 3] := 1408;
96:
ScRow[ 2] := 1280;
97:
ScRow[ 4] := 1536;
ScRow[ 5] := 1664;
98:
ScRow[ 6] := 1792;
ScRowl 7] := 1920;
99:
ScRow[ 8] := 1064;
ScRow[ 9] := 1192;
ScRow[10] := 1320;
ScRow[11] := 1448;
100:
101:
ScRow[12] := 1576;
ScRow[13] := 1704;
102:
ScRow[14] := 1832;
ScRow[15] := 1960;
103:
ScRow[16] :=.1104;
ScRow[17] := 1232;
104:
ScRow[18] := 1360;
ScRow[19] := 1488;
105:
ScRow[20] := 1616;
ScRow[21] := 1744;
ScRow[23] := 2000;
ScRow[22] := 1872;
106:
107: END. (* PrimerUnit *)
End of Listing.

(because you compiled it to SYSTEM.WRK.CODE, or because you
used the Filer's Get command), Pascal automatically runs SYSTEM.LINK-

ER, combines unit and program
code, and creates and runs a new
SYSTEM.WRK.CODE file when you
type R to run.

You can also manually link unit and
host. After compiling the host, type L
to start the linker. Respond to "Link
what host codefile?" by typing the
program name. The linker then asks
for a series of library files. Type the
filenames of the libraries containing
the units the program uses, or type
the unit-code filenames (up to eight
files per host), and press Return
when you're done. The linker then
asks you for a Map file. Again press
Return. If instead you type a filename—MAP.TEXT, for example—the
linker writes brief descriptions for unitand program-code segments. This information is of little practical use,
though, and I usually just press Return. Finally, the linker asks for an
output file. Press Return to create a
new SYSTEM.WRK.CODE, or type a
filename, omitting the .CODE suffix, to
send the linked code to a named file.
If you want to experiment with regular
units, change line 2 of Listing 1 to read
simply "UNIT PrimerUnit;", then compile, link, and run the program.

RAMWORKS
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES.
BECAUSE THERE AREN'T ANY.
here's only one card like RamWorks. Others may say they're RamWorks
T
compatible but they're not! We've got the best hardware design. We supply
the best software and we've got the best support from software companies.
If someone tempts you with an imitation, please get both sides of the
story. You'll discover why RamWorks offers the best enhancements to
AppleWorks and other programs, and at the lowest price.

GUARANTEED!
214-241-6060
9 AM - 11 PM
7 Days a Week
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Library Utilities
Apple Pascal has two library utility
programs, LibMap and Library, both
on the APPLE2: disk. LibMap displays the interface part of a unit or
several units in a library. Library installs or removes individual units from
a library file.
LibMap first asks for a library filename, but you can type the name of
any code file, omitting the .CODE suffix. If you type a host program's
name, you'll see a description of the
code file and the version of Pascal
that compiled the program. If you
type a unit's name, you'll see a copy
of its interface text—exactly what the
compiler sees when it gets to your
program's USES clause.
LibMap asks whether you want to
list the linker-info table. If you answer
Yes, it asks if you want it to list referenced items. These options display
the references one unit makes to another, plus labels in assembly-language external routines.
When LibMap asks for an output filename, press Return to send output to

IANJIt
SMITH

the display, type PRINTER: for a printed
copy, or type a filename such as
MAP.TEXT to send output to disk. After
listing what it can about a code or library file, LibMap again asks for a library name. Type in another filename
or press Return to end the program.
The Library program lets you insert
compiled units into a library file such
as SYSTEM.LIBRARY. See the accompanying sidebar for instructions
on using this program.
Libraries and 128K Systems
If you have the extended 80-column card and an Apple Ile, you're
probably running the 128K version of
Apple Pascal. To set up a 128K system, copy files 128K.APPLE to SYSTEM.APPLE and 128K.PASCAL to
SYSTEM.PASCAL on your boot disks.
After rebooting, you'll have a lot
more room for compiling and running
programs.
With a 128K system, you can store intrinsic units in named library files. Under
the 64K system, intrinsic units must be
in a single SYSTEM.LIBRARY. The

128K system lets you have up to five
additional libraries per program.
To use this feature, install your unit
code files in a library file with the
same name as a host program, but
ending in .LIB. For example, if you have
the host MYPROG.CODE, you'd name
the library file MYPROG.LIB and insert
there all the units MyProg uses. MYPROG.CODE and MYPROG.LIB must
be in the same directory.
A second way to use additional libraries is to create a library-name text
file. Again, if you have the host MYPROG.CODE, you could use SYSTEM.EDITOR to create a text file with
the following general format:
LIBRARY FILES:
<library name 1>
<library name 2>
<library name 3>
<library name 4>
<library name 5>
$$

The text file begins with LIBRARY
FILES: and ends with $$. In between
are the names of up to five program
libraries containing the units a pro-

Does copy protection
have your hands tied?

®

BACKUP YOUR SOFTWARE WITH
TM
LOCKSMITH 6.0 .
Locksmith, the controversial copy program that took
the Apple world by storm in 1981, has evolved from a
powerful bit-copy program into a complete disk utility
system, allowing the Apple user to recover crashed
disks, restore accidentally deleted files, and perform
hardware diagnostics on the disk drive and memory
boards. The NEW Locksmith version 6.0 is now
available and includes an advanced disk recovery
utility, a framing-bit analyzer, an automatic boot tracer,
a sector editor, many file utilities, and of course, the
most powerful bit-copy program available. A fast disk
backup utility copies disks in eight seconds flat.
Improvements to Locksmith Programming Language
have made it more powerful and easier to use for you
to write your own backup and repair procedures.
Includes a library disk which contains automatic
procedures to copy hundreds of Apple programs.
Locksmith requires no additional hardware, but
will use any additional RAM memory that it finds,
including RAM boards from Applied Engineering and
Checkmate Technology.
Don't get caught with your hands tied. Order
Locksmith 6.0 today.

NEW LOW PRICE $79.95
Registered Locksmith 5.0 owners may upgrade to version 6.0 for $29.95.
Available from your computer dealer or directly from:

Eil

Alpha Logic Business Systems, Inc.
4119 North Union Road

Woodstock, IL 60098
(815) 568-5166

eAlpha Logic Business Systems, Inc. 1985
Locksmith and Locksmith/PC are registered trademarks of Alpha Logic Business Systems, Inc.

Circle 190 on Reader Service Card.
inCider
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Z-RAM®gave the IIc guts.
Now comes the glory.
No jumper wires, clips or drive removal—
so installation takes only a few minutes and a
screwdriver.

Real-time dock displays time and date
on AppleWorks'7 screens and files and is
PRO-DOS compatible for use with other
PRO-DOS software
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Optional 65C816 16-bit processor plugs right
in with no other component changes

Pinpoint's AppleWorks accessories
with RAM enhancement
software—together a $118 value
—only $79 if ordered with
Z-RAM Ultra

Up to 1 MEG memory (you
choose how much) lets you store
load and run programs up to 30
times faster

Run CP/M® programs with
Z RAM Ultra's built-in Z-80B
microprocessor.

Printer buffer lets you continue
working while printing AppleWorks files

Introducing Z-RAM Ultra.
lvour Apple IIc is about to become a computer you never
I dreamed it could be. Because the most exciting chapter in
the Z-RAM history of turbo charged Tic's has just been written.
It's called Z-RAM Ultra. And it takes IIc expansion into a whole
new realm

stamp any PRO-DOS file. And a printer buffer handles printing of
AppleWorks files so you can continue working.
Patented technology and a computer-aided design allow Z-RAM
Ultra to run with extremely low power consumption—less than
half the power drain of other memory cards. And all the IC chips
are in sockets.

7 recommend
Applied Engineering products
wholeheartedly." (Of course
Steve's IIc has a Z-RAM installed)

Call to order or for more information!
Z-RAM Ultra comes with simple instructions, RAM disk software,
Z-80 operating system, CP/M manual, a five-year "hassle-free" warranty and all the AppleWorks enhancements we're famous for
If you want to run CP/M software, but don't need more memory,
we suggest our Z-80C card, priced at only $159.
CALL 214-241-6060 TO ORDER TODAY 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. seven
days, or send check or money order to Applied Engineering.
MasterCard, Visa and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 51/8%
sales tax. Add $10.00 outside U.S.

Steve Wozniak, the creator
of Apple Computer
Ultra smart. Ultra speedy.
With any Z-RAM Ultra, your AppleWorks word processor capacity
will instantly increase from 2,250 lines to over 15,000 and the maximum number of records from 1,350 to over 25,000. Available desktop memory rockets to over 700K with all of AppleWorks loaded
into RAM. Z-RAM Ultra even expands the clipboard and autosegments large files so they can be saved on two or more disks. Nothing
else comes close to enhancing AppleWorks like this!
Z-RAM Ultra will completely load your programs into RAM, then
run them up to 30 times faster And our included RAM disk is compatible with Applesoft, PRO-DOS, DOS 3.3, PASCAL and CP/M.
That's just the beginning.
Memory and speed are only part of the story. Z-RAM Ultra 3 also
has a built-in Z-80B microprocessor that allows it to run CP/M
programs (the largest body of software in existence)—including
WordStai dBase II, Turbo PASCAL, Microsoft BASIC and more. A
PRO-DOS compatible battery backed-up clock not only displays
time and date on the AppleWorks screen, but will time and date

Prices:

Z-RAM Ultra 3 (With memory, clock and CP/M)
256K— $329.00

512K— $379.00

1 MEG— $459.00

Z-RAM Ultra 2 (With memory and clock)
256K— $269.00

512K— $319.00

1 MEG— $399.00

Z-RAM Ultra 1 (Memory only-expandable to 512K)
256K—$199.00
512K—$249.00
Pinpoint with RAM enhancement software
(List price $118)
16-bit 65C816 Upgrade

$79.00
$99.00

'E Applied Engineering

The Apple enhancement experts.
P 0. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc

(214) 241-6060
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gram uses. After typing and saving
this text file, use the Filer to rename it
MYPROG.LIB. Even though it's a text
file, it must not end in the usual
.TEXT suffix. Now when the host program runs, Pascal looks into the library files you specified, which may
be in the same directories as the host
program or in different ones. For example, the host might be on disk
MAIN:, while the libraries are on another
disk, perhaps LIB:. This is particularly
useful for organizing hard disks.

Other Unit Tricks
Units can use other units. For example, if you're writing a new unit
and want to use the Peek and Poke
routines in PrimerUnit, you could start
the new unit like this:
UNIT NewUnit; INTRINSIC 25;
INTERFACE
USES PrimerUnit;
This is the only place you can put
a USES clause inside a unit. Host
programs that use NewUnit must now
use both PrimerUnit and NewUnit in
that order. You might begin the program this way:
PROGRAM MyHost; USES PrimerUnit,
NewUnit;
Even though both host and unit
use PrimerUnit, Pascal loads only one
copy of PrimerUnit when it runs the
host. A unit never physically nests inside another.

Separate Compilation
If you change only the implementation and initialization parts of a unit,
you never need to recompile the host
program that uses it. For example, if
you change line 40 of Listing 1 to
HMax =39 instead of 79, recompile
PrimerUnit, and install it in SYSTEM.LIBRARY, you can immediately
run ScreenDump without also recompiling that program.
The ability to make changes inside
a unit, and then link those changes to
a compiled host program is called
separate compilation. You compile
separately only those parts of a program you change. This is essential to
writing large programs and can save
you hours of compile time.

Multiple Libraries
Normally, Pascal looks in SYSTEM.LIBRARY for units. To make it
look in another library, add a (*$U*)
compiler command to a USES clause.
The following example uses three units.
Chainstuff is in SYSTEM.LIBRARY,
PrimerUnit and AppleStuff are in
inCider

How to Use the LIBRARY Program
LIBRARY is a program on your
APPLE2: disk that installs and removes units from library files. With
a fresh copy of APPLE1: in #4:
(drive 1) and APPLE2: in #5:
(drive 2), follow these steps to add
PrimerUnit to SYSTEM,LIBRARY:
1) Run LIBRARY. In response to
"Output file," type *SYSTEM.LIBRARY. The asterisk tells Pascal to
look for the file on the boot disk.
You can also type a lone asterisk,
which the program understands to
mean *SYSTEM.LIBRARY.
2) Respond to "Input file" by typing
*SYSTEM.LIBRARY. As in step 1,
you could type a lone asterisk. You
should see 16 slots, some filled with
unit names, some empty. These are
the units now in the library.
3) Press the equal-sign key to
copy all units to the new library.
As it copies, the program shows
its progress on the bottom half of
your screen.
4) Type N to open a new unit. Put
the disk containing PRIMERUNIT.CODE into #5:. In response to
"Input file," type #5:PRIMERUNIT.
You should see two new entries on
the top part of your screen. The
values to the right of the unit
name indicate the unit's length in

bytes. The values in parentheses to
the left are the code- and data-segment numbers, and must be different
from all other segment numbers in
the library.
5) Add PrimerUnit to the new library by typing a slot number from
the top display, pressing the spacebar, and typing the number of an
empty slot on the bottom. For example, to copy slot 1 from the top
to slot 10 on the bottom, you
would type 1, space, 10. Do this
for both parts of PrimerUnit.
6) Finally, type Q to quit. LIBRARY
asks you for a Notice. You could
type the date and time, or any
other message you want the LIBMAP program to print when it lists
this library's contents. Press Return
if you don't want to add a notice.
You can use LIBRARY to build
other libraries, too. Just type a different name in step 2. To select
several units from a library, press
the ? key in step 3. The program
will then prompt you for each slot,
transferring a unit only if you answer Yes. If you receive an error
(usually due to lack of disk space),
or make a mistake, type A to
abort the program. This throws
away any changes you've made
and lets you start over.0
—T.S.

Listing 2. SCREENDUMP.TEXT.
0: PROGRAM ScreenDump; USES PrimerUnit;
1:
2: *
3:
4: * DESCRIPTION: Screen print test program
Apple //e 80-column display
5: * SYSTEM:
Apple Pascal 1.2, 1.3
6: * LANGUAGE:
(C) 1986 by Tom Swan
7: * AUTHOR:
8:
9: * )
10:
11: CONST
(* Maximum display row/column values *)
= 79;
12:
XMax
= 23;
YMax
13:
14:
15: PROCEDURE CreateTestPattern;
16: (* Create something to print *)
17: BEGIN
18:
page( output );
(* Clear display *
' );
center( 0,
19:
T E S T' );
SCREEN
20:
center( 3, 'PRINT
21:
center( 6, 'By Tom Swan' );
center( 9, 'For Apple //e 80-Column Displays' );
22:
center( 14, 'Copy PROCEDURE PrintScreen into your' );
23:
24:
center( 16, 'own Pascal programs' );
center( 18, 'to add screen printing.' );
25:
Listing continued.
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Prepare to be blown away
by yourApple:
Phasor produces sound effects, music, and speech so striking,
Applied Engineering feels you should be warned.
Have a weak heart? Don't read any further. And by all
means, don't go near an Apple He or II + equipped with
the new Phasor sound synthesizer from Applied
Engineering.
But those of you with the right stuff ... prepare yourself. Because the Phasor is like nothing you've heard
before. It's a sound effects synthesizer that makes games
explode into life. A music synthesizer that will stun you
with 4 watts of stereophonic sound. And a speech synthesizer so realistic, it will send shivers up your spine.

"I recommend Applied
Engineering products
wholeheartedly!"
Steve Wozniak, the creator
of Apple Computer

What's best, the Phasor works with more off-the-shelf
software than any other sound card you can buy. So now
all your favorite games — like SkyfoxTM, Under Fire',
Willy ByteTM, Tactical Armor Command T" , Maze CrazeTM,
ZaxxonTM and Ultima IVTM — can have shattering sound
effects. Educational packages like Music Construction
SetTM, Guitar MasterTM and Music Star TM are also dramatically enhanced.

The Phasor has four times the output power and twice
the accuracy of any other sound card — but of course,
you can easily turn down the volume if you need a test.
The Phasor is equipped with 12 simultaneous sound
channels, 4 white noise generators, and a voice channel
expandable to 2 voices. Programs written for other sound
cards, including MockingboardTM, ALF music cardTM, Synphonix TM and the Super Music SynthesizerTM, sound even
better with the Phasor. And you can control speech, pitch,
volume and more with simple commands.
The Phasor comes with its own easy-to-use software
(ProDOS based), including 30 ready-to-run, non-copy
protected songs and sound effects along with a Music
Editor, Sound Effects Editor and Text to Speech program.
And of course, it carries our no-hassle, five-year warranty.
Order a Phasor for your Apple today — and prepare to
be blown away! Call (214) 241-6060 to order (9 am. to
11 p.m. 7 days). Or send check or money order for $179 to:

/1€ Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.
P 0. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006

(214) 241-6060

PASCAL PRIMER
Listing continued

26:
center( 23, '
27: END; (* CreateTestPattern *)
28:
29: PROCEDURE PrintScreen;
30: (* Dump screen memory to printer * )
31: VAR
32:
x, y : integer;
printer : TEXT;
33:
34: BEGIN
rewrite(
printer, 'PRINTER:' );
35:
writeln( printer );
36:
FOR y := 0 TO YMax DO
37:
BEGIN
38:
GotoXY( 0, y );
39:
FOR x := 0 TO XMax DO
40:
write( printer, ReadScreen(
41:
writeln( printer )
42:
43:
END (* for *)
44: END; (* PrintScreen *)
45:
46: BEGIN
CreateTestPattern;
47:
PrintScreen
48:
49: END.

');

x,

Y)

50:

End of Listing.

copy the entire procedure at lines
29-44 to the implementation. Unfortunately, you've just created a problem
that demonstrates one disadvantage
of units. The file at line 33 in ScreenDump is a local variable, which exists
only for the PrintScreen procedure.
Pascal doesn't permit such local
files in units. Instead, you have to
move the local file declaration from
the procedure to the global variable
declaration at lines 53-54 in PrimerUnit. This works, but, because the file
is now global, it permanently occupies
memory it previously used only when
PrintScreen was active. Requiring
global files partially defeats the spacesaving advantage of units, a problem
that's on my wish list for Pascal compiler writers—if any are listening—to
work diligently to repair.

Large-Program Recap
Listing 3. GOTOFILER.TEXT.
0: PROGRAM GotoFiler; USES ChainStuff, PrimerUnit;
1: VAR
2:
ch : CHAR;
3: BEGIN
4:
page( output ); (* Clear display *)
writeln( 'Welcome to Goto Filer' );
5:
6:
writeln;
writeln( 'Press F for Filer.' );
7:
writeln( 'Press Q to quit.' );
8:
9:
writeln;
);
write( '?
10:
11:
REPEAT
12:
read( keyboard, ch );
ch := upcase( ch )
13:
14:
UNTIL ( ch = 'F' ) OR ( ch = 'Q' );
IF ch = 'F' THEN
15:
16:
BEGIN
SetChain( '*SYSTEM. FILER.' ); (* Chain to this *)
17:
(* then return to this
18:.
SetCVal( 'GOTOFILER' )
19:
END ELSE
BEGIN
20:
(* Chain nowhere *)
21:
SetChain( " );
(* Clear old CVal *)
SetCVal( " )
22:
23:
END
24: END.
25:

LIB1.LIB, and Xtrastuff is in LIB2.LIB:
PROGRAM Host;
USES ChainStuff,
(*$U LIB-ELIB*)
PrimerUnit, AppleStuff,
(*$U LIB2.LIB*)
Xtrastuff;
When you use multiple libraries this
way, remember that intrinsic units
must be in SYSTEM.LIBRARY, or in
an alternate library for 128K systems,
when you run the host program. Because you link them to the host, reg-

inCider

ular units don't have to be on line
when you run the host. Redirecting
the USES clause affects only the
compiler; it doesn't affect the way
programs run.

A Project to Try
If you add the PrintScreen procedure from Listing 2 to PrimerUnit,
you could then add a screen-print
command to any program that uses
the unit. To do this, copy line 29 from
Listing 2 to the unit's interface, then

In the November 1986 Pascal
Primer (p. 136) I made one error and
one omission. I mistakenly told you
that CVaI means Common Value. The
correct term is Chain Value.
I also neglected to show you how
to chain to the Filer. As Listing 3
demonstrates, this is a useful trick to
know. The program uses two units,
ChainStuff and PrimerUnit, which must
be in SYSTEM.LIBRARY. Line 17 sets
up chaining to SYSTEM.FILER on the
boot disk. The trailing period after
FILER tells Pascal not to add the
.CODE suffix as it normally does. Line
18 sets CVal to GOTOFILER, the disk
name of the program to which you want
the Filer to return. You can chain to the
Filer this way under Pascal versions 1.2
and 1.3, but only 1.3 returns to the program name in CVaI.
Next month, Paul Statt starts off my
new column, Mastering the IIGS. It's
therefore with excitement and sadness
that I write these closing words to Pascal Primer To all of my readers—and
especially those who sent letters and
phoned—please accept my thanks for
your contributions. (P.S.: I strongly suggest you look into a Ik3s upgrade kit--I
haven't said my last words on Pascal
yet!) Good luck to all of you.II
Tom Swan is the author of the Apple
Pascal series, Pascal Programs for
Business, Pascal Programs for Games
and Graphics, and Pascal Programs
for Data Base Management, published
by Howard W. Sams. Address correspondence to Tom at P.O. Box 206,
Lititz, PA 17543. Please enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope if you
want a personal reply.
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Continued from p. 38.

that have been widely criticized, like
having to exit the main program and
load another to print graphs. It also
has specific hardware needs; it requires an enhanced Ile or Ilc with a
256K or larger RamWorks, Z-RAM, or
Checkmate memory-expansion card
(not an Apple-standard card) and produces color graphics only on composite (not RGB) color monitors. Also,
the Ile/IIc version will not run on the
IIGs; there'll be a separate edition for
the newest Apple.
But otherwise, amazing as it may
sound, VIP Technologies has managed to copy 1-2-3, add a Mac interface, and transport the whole thing to
the Apple II. If power spreadsheeting
is what you've got in mind, this is the
package for you.
The Big Grid
Professional is easy to get started;
the VIP disks are unprotected, so you
can make working copies or install
the program on a 3,4-inch disk or
hard disk, and a helpful tutorial occu-

5

pies about a third of Professional's
261-page manual. The tutorial uses a
budget worksheet from start to finish,
letting you work with the same data
while you add functions.
There's a good reference section
that covers all the commands in detail, and an excellent index. This is
the only software manual I've ever
seen that actually tells how you might
get incorrect results—which you can
with any spreadsheet.
As with 1-2-3, the heart of Professional is its worksheet—all the mathematical and financial functions of Lotus
Release 1A, plus the size of Release 2,
a gigantic 256 columns wide by 8192
rows deep (though only 14 instead of
20 rows appear at once). With a 256K
RAM card, I was able to peek at the
edges of this huge grid, but didn't
have enough memory to actually enter
data there. According to the manual,
VIP can support up to four megabytes
of memory.
If you've ever used 1-2-3, you
quickly learn that Professional works
exactly the same—typing a slash

essential printer support utilities
in one easy-to-use product

QUICK-SETUP: Easily control ALL printer features including International Characters, Page
Length, Skip-Over-Perf, Left Margin, and Horizontal Tabs. Download and select supplied
Customer Character Sets. Save frequently used setups to EXECable Setup Files.
QUICK-TYPER: A full featured one-line-at-a-time text editor that can imbed print feature
commands within a line. Text may be sent right to the printer or to a standard text file.
Wonderful for labels and quick memos! Unique Preview Line feature makes learning the
fanciest printing techniques easy!
QUICK-DUMPER: Simply the best and the easiest-to-use Hi-Res screen printer around! Use
the Quick'N'Easy Mode for one button screen printing or go into Total Control to select your
own print parameters. Print all or just part of the Hi-Res screen with super easy, keyboard,
joystick or mouse cropping. Quick-Dumper always tells you the size of your picture before you
print it!
QUICK-FONT: The finest Downloadable Character Set Designer/Editor available! Four
character sets included on the disk. Use the special graphics character set with Quick-Typer or
your favorite word processor to create custom business forms.
TEXT FILE UTILITIES: Print text files or display them on the screen with all hidden
command characters revealed!
OVER 30 DETAILED HELP SCREENS and a QUICK REFERENCE CARD allow immediate use of PRINT-QUICK
supporting the fine 150 page three-ring bound Owner's Manual.
PRINT-QUICK SUPPORTS: The Sider Hard Disk Drive (and other DOS 3.3 volume oriented hard disks),
Apple compatible 80 column cards and RAM cards, Apple compatible clock cards, the Apple Mouse, and the
Mockingboard.
PRINT-QUICK RUNS on the entire Apple II Family.
PRINT-QUICK supports printers made by Apple Computer, Citizens, C. Itoh, Epson, Okidata, NEC, Star
Ask your local dealer for PRINT-QUICK.
Micronics and their compatibles.

THIRD WAVE. TECHNOLOGY

Inc

Feel free to call us at (216) 671-8991 at any
time to find out more about PRINT-QUICK
(or call 1-800-233-WAVE and place an
order! MC & VISA accepted).

49.9!)

11934 Lorain Ave. • Cleveland, OH 44111
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Add 52.00 shipping & handling
FONT DISK I (15 additional fonts)$19.95
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gives you access to the menu line.
With Professional, though, the Macintosh interface then takes over, with
pull-down menus and dialog boxes to
guide you through whatever menu selection you choose.
The experienced 1-2-3 user will find
these little boxes and messages distract from the work at hand; 1-2-3
moves a bit faster in most areas, simply because you don't have to read
through the dialog boxes. A mouse
makes Professional a bit quicker. ,
Since the Apple doesn't have any
function keys and 1-2-3 takes full advantage of the PC's, Professional
uses a clever technique to give you
the same power. Using the open-apple key with a number performs the
same way the PC function key does.
For example, Fl on the IBM PC
brings up on-screen help; Open apple-1 does the same for Professional.
(The on-line help is first-rate—select a
subject and Professional covers it in
detail, even listing the manual page
where you can get more information.)
Pictures to Go
Professional includes a wide-ranging
graphics interface that lets you create
just about any kind of image you'd
like, based on information in your
worksheets. As with the rest of the
program, you wend your way through
dialog boxes and menu commands to
set graph titles, add legends to your
pictures, and so on; if you change
some worksheet numbers, you can
see a redrawn graph with just a few
keystrokes.
Pie charts are exploded by section,
a nice touch. When I tried a pie chart
with some negative figures, both
Professional and 1-2-3 treated them
as positive numbers or part of the
whole (which is how a pie chart is
supposed to work). Graphics is one
area where VIP really outshines Lotus,
as the on-screen pictures are much
better on the Apple than on the IBM.
Tables of Data
I doubt that anyone buys a powerful
spreadsheet and then uses it as a database, but Professional lets you work
with a good set of data-management
tools. The database, laid out like Lotus'
or AppleWorks' with one record per
row and one field per column, lets
you quickly sort your information, find
specific records, perform math like
summing or calculating the average
values of selected records, and format records in the output you need.
January 1987

GREAT NEWS
for

Apple He Owners and Potential Apple IIGS Owners
Use the ultimate enhancement for your Apple Ile today with the assurance of Checkmate's
liberal GS UPGRADE OFFER.
New MultiRam PlusTM Saves Valuable Time
MultiRam PlusTM is Checkmate's solution for one of
the worst bottlenecks in your system: loading
programs time after time. MultiRam Plus is the first
real alternative for the hard disk drive.
Easy To Install, Easy To Use
The MultiRam Plus easily piggybacks to your
Complete installation
MultiRam RGB card.
instructions are included, as well as Checkmate's
comprehensive MultiRam Software Manual, which
shows how to best use your additional memory. Great
software helps you check memory, set up RAM disks
and expand AppleWorks to 3,793K. That's nearly
FOUR MILLION CHARACTERS!
Load It Once and Put Your Disk Away Forever
MultiRam Plus offers up to 4 Megabytes of full-time,
always ready RAM. Now you can load programs and
leave them active for months on end. The external
power pack protects the memory and keeps it going
EVEN WHEN YOU TURN YOUR SYSTEM OFF.
Battery Back-up Gives You Confidence
You are protected against accidental power outages by
our exclusive INTERNAL BATTERY BACK-UP.
MultiRam Plus switches AUTOMATICALLY from
AC power to emergency battery power. Hard to find
batteries? Absolutely NOT! This system uses
common "C" size Alkaline or rechargeable Ni-Cad
batteries as the emergency battery back-up. A built-in
trickle charger is even included for Ni-Cad batteries!
Reliable and FAST!
Hard disk drives are a lot like model aircraft--they are
usually noisy and are known to crash. A RAM drive is
absolutely quiet and has no moving parts to wear out.
Plus, there is NO file access that is faster than RAM.
MultiRam Plus is up to 20 times faster than a hard disk
drive!

Save Your Apple
When the external power option is used, not one bit of
power is drawn from your Apple's already loaded
power supply. All the power that is needed to: run the
MultiRam Plus is taken from either the external wall
unit or the internal battery unit.
LED's For Programmers
MultiRam Plus not only supports 16-bit operation
(through the use of the MultiRam //EX), but it gives
programmers the extra edge they need when developing large programs. As a memory bank is selected,
a series of lights shows the user exactly which area of
memory is in use. Only Checkmate provides LED's
(light-emitting diodes) on their memory cards.

BUYER PROTECTION GUARANTEE
A Written Trade-In Policy
Apple //e owners can now buy Checkmate MultiRam
cards with confidence, knowing that they will never be
left with equipment they can no longer use.
Here is how it works:

Buy a MultiRam memory card for the Apple //e. Enjoy
the convenience and improvement in productivity
NOW. If you purchase or upgrade to the new Apple
IIGS, Checkmate will offer a credit of ONE-HALF of
the current list price of your MultiRam //e, MultiRam
RGB or MultiRam Plus cards in exchange for our new
MultiRam GS card (available in February 1987). All
exchanges will be handled directly from Checkmate.
Details are available from Checkmate Technology.

MultiRam products are available
at your favorite CHECKMATE Dealer

Checkmate Technology, Inc.

Apple //e and Apple Ilas are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

509 South Rockford Dr.
Tempe. Arizona 85281
Out of State (800) 325-7347
In State (602) 966-5802
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The Data Table command is included as part of the database capability of Professional, but in fact it's
something that belongs in any truly
powerful spreadsheet. Many of us use
spreadsheets to calculate answers to
"what-if" questions. A data table lets
you enter a variable, then replaces it
with a series of numbers, to automatically create a table that answers any
number of what-if questions.
For example, let's say we'd like to
see what happens to our business'
net profit if sales rise or fall by a specific percentage. While it's easy to
construct a formula to do this for a
specific change, it's more difficult to
do so for a range of percentage increases and decreases. The data table does this work automatically.
That's not all: A two-way data table
handles these same calculations for
two variables, letting us see (in this
example) what happens to our net
profit if sales change in, say, two-percent increments while our overhead
changes in one-percent amounts. Put
another way, a two-way table lets us

construct a formula that reflects
changes in our data based on two
variables, each with its own (user-determined) range. Once you try this
powerful capability of Professional's,
you'll be astonished at the information
it provides.
Shorthand Commands
Macros, those powerful yet scarylooking formulas we've all heard
about (and probably yearned for),
have until recently been reserved for
the IBM world. Macros help automate
worksheets by going through a specific series of keystrokes at the user's
request. They can do things as simple as asking a user what width a
particular column should be, or as
complex as running an entire program, complete with commands that
send program control to a specific
place or subroutine (like the BASIC
GOTO or GOSUB commands).
As far as I know, VIP Professional
is the first spreadsheet to offer true
macro capability to Apple II users; as
near as I can determine, the macros

Still Searching?
What does the
Bible say? And
where?

We offer an integrated family of software products that allow you to search the Bible as
never before.
With "THE WORD Processor"software (which includes the complete text of the KJV
or NIV Bible) you can create indexes on key words, phrases, even concepts, as well as
search, display or print, for just $199.95. Greek and Hebrew Transliterator products
which include Strong's Concordance are also available. Or choose from a host of other
exciting Biblical software products available in varying price ranges.
So if you're still searching, give us a
call. We're anxious to show you how
BIBLE ESEARCH SYSTEMS
your PC can help you access your
Bible as never before.
2013 Wells Branch Parkway, Suite 304
Include 83.00 for postage and handling. For Apple, IBM PC,
Commodore 64, TRS80, Macintosh. CPM 2.2. MS-DOS.

Austin, Texas 78728 (512) 251-7541
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VIP understands are exactly the same
as 1-2-3 Release 1A's. And macros
are nothing to be afraid of, as they
truly expand your worksheet power;
they only look complex.
For example, let's say you want to
create a budget worksheet, but you'd
like another office worker to enter the
data. Turning over a business budget
to someone who doesn't understand
it can result only in disaster; without
macros, about the best you could do
is to protect specific areas of the
worksheet from user input and hope
the typist would put the sales volume
in the cell marked Sales.
Macros let you completely automate
this function—to jump to an unused
portion of the worksheet (the macro
{goto} command will take you there),
ask something like "Please enter January's sales figure here," then wait
until the amount is typed in (the {?}
command tells VIP to pause for user
input). Once the figure's been entered, the macro can put it into the
correct cell, clear the screen again,
and ask for the next item. Macro
commands look difficult because of
the way they're written, usually with
funny brackets around them, but
once you get the idea you'll be writing them like a pro.
Professional also copies Lotus' powerful "X" series of macros, which let
you create on-screen menu lines so
that your automated worksheet can
guide user input in any manner you
see fit. All told, Professional's macro
capability may be its strongest feature—
it not only moves the Apple spreadsheet user into the big leagues, but
lets you (as noted above) pick up any
of the books on Lotus 1-2-3 and use
any of its commands and macros.
VIP can even use Lotus 1A's files
directly, but they must be sent from
an IBM to your Apple with a communications program. Professional can
also convert AppleWorks files to its
own format.
Half Speed Ahead
VIP's weakest point is that it's simply slower than 1-2-3 in nearly everything it does. Professional's speed
can be improved by tagging a cell as
the end of a worksheet (so the program won't be looking all over its
giant grid for your numbers) and by
adding a 16-bit board with a 65C816
processor, but if you have a standard
Apple, expect things to be sluggish.
Cursor movement is a good example. On the part of the grid you see,
January 1987

WHAT IS YOUR
LOWEST PRICED Ilc
PRINTER OPTION?
Epson LX80

$329

Hotlink®

Suggested Retail Price

69

$398

Apple ImageWriter® II $599
29

Apple Cable

$628

Suggested Retail Price

Save $230 with Holm

TM

Ilc Printer Interface

HotLink, the economical and effective link for your Apple Ilc and parallel printer
■ Interface the parallel printer of your choice:
Okidata 182 & 192; Star Micronics SG-10;
Panasonic 1090; Citizen MSP-10; and all
other standard parallel printers.
■ Full text and graphics compatibility with
your most popular software packages
■ Easy to use and install

HotLink

■ Text/graphics switch for maximum flexibility
■ Low power CMOS technology — no external
power required
■ Orange Micro's "Seldom Used" one-year
warranty
For a full graphics interface with support for Mousepaint®, we
recommend the Grappler® C
HotLink, from Orange Micro, Inc.— your lowest priced
solution. Contact your local Apple dealer for details.
Circle 122 on Reader Service Card.
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you can move very quickly; you can
also scroll from page to page very rapidly. But if you try to move one line off
the current screen, there'll be a short
wait. The same thing happens when
you use the Data Fill command to enter consecutive numbers into a bunch
of cells; there's a pause while the
program works. A small two-way data
table recalculates in six seconds with
1-2-3; it takes 24 with Professional.
Of course, VIP fares better when
compared to other Apple II spreadsheets, with comparable calculation
times. Screen handling is still disappointing, though, as when you're typing a series of labels across a
worksheet—if you're a fast typist,
you'll lose characters unless you wait
for VIP. With a standard 65CO2 at the
standard 1MHz, the program runs just
'too darned slowly.

SuperCalc3a, AppleWorks, and Multiplan, as well as 1-2-3 and a number
of others on non-Apple machines. VIP
Professional ranks with the best of
them in terms of spreadsheet power.
Its use of macros gives the Apple II
user a whole new world with which to
work, and its Macintosh-like interface
makes all its power accessible to the
new computer owner.
To get the most from Professional,
you really must have a 65C816 or
TransWarp card in your micro; otherwise, you'll be disappointed in its slow
speed at times. But that's a function of
the processor rather than the software—
VIP Professional really is a new generation of spreadsheet, and you'll need a
more powerful Apple to handle it. It's
not perfect, but it's damned good.III
Gregory R. Glau
Prescott, AZ

How Good?
Over the years, I've worked with a
number of spreadsheets, including
original and advanced VisiCalc,

ESSENTIAL DATA DUPLICATOR
Back up your copy-protected disks with
Essential Data Duplicator 4 PLUS. ■
EDD 4 PLUS is new technology, not just
"another" copy program. The EDD 4
PLUS program uses a specially
designed hardware card which
works with your disk drives to
back up disks by accurately
copying the bits of data from
each track. Don't be fooled..
no other copy-program/system
for Apples can do this! • In addition to backing up disks, EDD 4 PLUS
includes several useful utilities such as
examining disk drives, certifying disks, displaying drive speed rpm's, plus more!
■ EDD 4 PLUS runs on Apple II, II Plus
(including most compatibles), and Ile,
and is priced at $129.95 (duodisk/unidisk 5.25 owners must add $15 for a
special cable adapter). Add $5.00
($8.00 foreign) ship / handling

when ordering direct.IIA standard EDD 4
version which doesn't include any hardware is available, and can be used' on Apple
Ilc and III (using emulations mode) and
is priced at $79.95. •Add $3.00 ($6.00
foreign) ship/handling when
ordering direct. • If you own
an earlier version, send us
your EDD disk and deduct $50
from your order. MI Ask
for EDD 4 PLUS at your local
computer store, or order direct.
Mastercard and Visa accepted. All
orders must be prepaid. • In addition,
registered owners may purchase EDD's
printed 6502 SOURCE CODE listing for
educational purposes.

UTILICO MICROWARE
3377 SOLANO AVE., SUITE 352
NAPA, CA 94558/(707) 257-2420
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Power Users' ProDOS
•KIX 1.1
Kyan Software Inc., 1850 Union Street
#183, San Francisco, CA 94123
ProDOS interface/operating-system shell; 128K
Ile, Ilc, IIGs
$49.95
Rating: •• ■ •
When Apple Computer introduced
its first disk-operating system for the
old Disk II, it started a tradition that
endures to this day: Apple operating
systems are weird. Whether you have
a Macintosh or an Apple II, Apple
doesn't let you interface directly with
the operating system. To anyone who
has ever used another brand of computer, that's the best evidence of Apple's peculiarity. MS-DOS, CP/M, VAX/
VMS—they all let you enter commands at the keyboard to manage
and manipulate your disks and files.
Apple keeps you at arm's length, with
menu interfaces like those of the
ProDOS Filer.
KIX, an operating-system enhancement from Kyan Software, changes
that. It extends ProDOS by adding
disk-based commands to the system.
Keeping commands on disk until
they're needed is common practice
with other operating systems, but foreign to the Apple II, where the entire
DOS is kept in memory at all times.
This is certainly convenient, but it limits the power of the system.
By contrast, KIX gives ProDOS
users access to many features of
more powerful operating systems
such as MS-DOS and UNIX. If your
Apple II system includes a high-capacity disk drive (UniDisk 3.5 or hard
disk), you should buy KIX.
Using KIX
If KIX.SYSTEM is the first system
file on your boot disk, KIX will load
automatically. Otherwise, you can start
January 1987

KIX by calling KIX.SYSTEM from BASIC or from an applications launcher
such as Catalyst. You can also install
KIX in AppleWorks, where you access
it with Solid apple-K. You exit the KIX
environment oy typing the command
QUIT or entering the pathname of another application.
The interpreter that digests KIX commands occupies less than 1K of memory when active. The commands are
stored in a directory named /BIN on
the KIX disk. KIX also gives you the
option of loading as many commands
as will fit into the /RAM disk, to greatly
speed up execution.
Some KIX commands replicate
ProDOS commands. MKDIR (Make
Directory), for instance, mimics the
ProDOS CREATE command; LS (List)
performs the same function as CAT
and CATALOG, but with many more
options. You can, for instance, list volumes on line or list all files in a directory, including those in subdirectories.
As with some other KIX commands,
you can use a greater-than symbol
(>) to redirect output of the LS command to any slot; LS>1 lists the contents of the current directory to a
printer connected to slot 1.
The advantage of KIX comes from
the new commands it adds to
ProDOS—specifically its file- and diskcopying commands. No longer do
you have to resort to Filer or System
Utilities to perform basic operating-system tasks. The KIX CP (copy) command, for example, lets you copy a file
from anywhere to anywhere. Using the
powerful wildcard options built into
KIX, you can copy lots of different files
with one command. My only complaint
about the CP command is that it copies files only; it won't create a directory
as part of the copy process—a shortcoming which, Kyan says, the next KIX
will fix.
KIX contains a FORMAT command
and a volume-copy command (CPV).
Unlike some other operating systems
(MS-DOS, for example), KIX warns
you if you're about to format a large
disk. This should help prevent accidental hard-disk reformats. In all, KIX
contains more than two dozen commands and utilities that are a welcome sight to anyone who has to
manage files on a hard disk.
KIX and AppleWorks
Since KIX is a power user's product and AppleWorks is the definitive
power user's program for the Apple
II, I spent a lot of time examining the
marriage between KIX and AppleinCider

Works. As a pop-up program within
AppleWorks, KIX not only offers diskhandling commands but lets advanced users run Pascal and Assembly programs—creating, in effect, their
own Pinpoints. It won't work with the
real Pinpoint or other add-ons like
MacroWorks. KIX does work with popular third-party memory cards like RamWorks and MultiRam; you simply install
KIX after modifying AppleWorks to recognize these memory cards.
When you access KIX from AppleWorks, KIX saves your desktop to
disk before letting you enter KIX commands. This keeps the commands
from clobbering your data. The problem is that saving a desktop is timeconsuming, especially on a floppybased system; saving to a RAM disk
is much more practical. Armed with
KIX, Applied Engineering's AppleWorks Desktop Expander and ProDrive software (version 5.2B), and an
unaltered version of AppleWorks—not
an easy thing to find these days—I

set out to create the ultimate AppleWorks-KIX installation, one with which I
would still have an expanded desktop
and with which I could save the desktop to a RAM disk when invoking KIX.
Surprisingly, I was successful. First,
I patched AppleWorks using the AE
Desktop Expander. Next, I used the
AE Partition utility to let ProDrive (the
RAM-drive software) use only 256K of
my 512K for a RAM disk. I also used
Partition to let my modified AppleWorks recognize only 256K of memory. I then installed KIX. Filially, I
formatted a new disk and copied
ProDOS, BASIC.SYSTEM, the modified ProDrive, and an Applied-specific
startup program (supplied with KIX) to
the blank disk. I booted my system
with this disk, inserted my AppleWorks Startup, and entered /APPLEWORKS/APLWORKS.SYSTEM. I kept
my fingers crossed as my thrice-modified AppleWorks loaded into memory.
Everything worked. When I accessed KIX from AppleWorks, my
desktop was saved to the RAM disk

A COMPLETE PERSONAL FINANCE PACKAGE

V,Ni?

Money'wonMo
,-

• xico Ili

-44`41"al5:3
Over 30 financial options
Combined on one simple menu driven disk
Complicated financial planning and analysis become enjoyable without spending hours studying a lengthy users manual.
Gain control of your financial future now. Planning, organizing, and measuring results are the
keys to effective money management.
Just boot and see how Moneyworks
for you!

ALL FOR ONLY $39.95
call to order
I-800-835-2246 ex 161
1-800 362-2421 ex 161 Kansas Residents

=

Including
r a.ickage
Complete loan ant
Checkbook balance
Income statements
Balance sheets
Electronic calculator
Te ephonefaddress list
Sortable record filer for all financial accounts
and transactions including checking, savings, credit cards, stock market, real estate
and more
,• Memo writer, an easy to use word
processor.
• Complete analysis package for savings.
annuities and investments (present and
future values).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compatible with Apple II series
Computers and Printers

or send check or money order to
University Software
6019 Ogden Forest Drive
Houston, Texas 77088
plus $3.00 shipping and handling
Texas residents add 6.125% sales tax

Unihrsitl'
sof t win% •

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc. Moneyworks. University Software and the University
Software logo are trademarks of University Software Houston, Texas 77088.
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in a flash, and recovered just as
quickly when I had finished. True, I
lost half of my desktop space, but
with memory so cheap, I can afford
to buy more if I need it. AppleWorks
performed fine, and didn't confuse
the RAM disk with main memory. I
was ecstatic to see products from
three different suppliers working so
well together.
I don't have many complaints. KIX
reports disk errors with codes hidden
in the ProDOS Technical Reference
Manual. I found one mistake in the
documentation (128 pages, no index)
concerning the proper prefix to use
with the RAM-disk AppleWorks Startup, but the solution was easy to find.
More seriously, I missed some
method of batching commands together
in a file and then executing the file, such
as moving my data files into a RAM
disk before starting an application. In
effect, I could use KIX to create a
RAM-based desktop for any application. KIX needs a batch command—
again, Kyan says, coming in future
versions. There are also plans for a
16-bit GS version with even more
UNIX functions.
Overall, though, KIX provides the
ProDOS control Apple left out. If you
have only 5%-inch floppies, you don't
need it, but the bigger your drives,
the more important KIX becomes. Serious users shouldn't be without it.•
Robert M. Ryan
Sharon, NH

Not-So-Easy
Accessories
ATL EASYCARD
Applied Technology Laboratories, 11926
Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA
90025
Expansion-slot card with utility software in
ROM; 64K Apple II Plus, Ile
$219.95 (with utility, disk-copy, clock, macro,
and screen-dump software)
Rating: ■ ■
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A card that keeps utility programs
in ROM is a great. idea: Everybody
who uses a computer daily knows the
frustration of having to leave an application and boot up a whole new disk
to do a simple job like multiplying
234 by 432. Simple tasks ought to be
easy, and ATL's EasyCard handles
some jobs—such as supplying a calculator and notepad whose contents
stay in memory even when your Apple's turned off—effortlessly. Some of
its more advanced functions, however,
are more awkward, and its compatibility with AppleWorks add-ons leaves a
lot to be desired.
In addition, jumping from a modern
program into the EasyCard feels a bit
like keeping an Edsel in the garage
in case the Porsche breaks down—
the EasyCard is compatible with the
40-column, all-uppercase Apple II Plus,
so on a modern Ile it looks like the best
of 1978 Integer BASIC technology. Popup utilities became popular as enhancements to high-powered applications like
Lotus 1-2-3. The EasyCard worked best
for me while I was creating simple programs under DOS 3.3.
Beneath the Keyboard
To install the EasyCard, you plug
the unit into an available slot and attach a wire to the keyboard. The process is easy enough for hackers like
me who don't mind a cable or two
running in an odd direction, but it
helps if you already know where to
find the keyboard jumper on your
motherboard, and if you have enough
Apple experience to know that you
must use the harder of the two ways
to connect a plug to it.
The EasyCard has its own memory
and battery power supply. It works by
monitoring signals from your keyboard
before they get to the CPU, waiting
for the "EasyKey combination" (Control-Shift-Solid apple, which you can
abbreviate to Control-Shift if you prefer). A few seconds after you type the
command, the EasyCard menu pops
onto the screen, in front of your application program, BASIC, or the system
Monitor. The menu offers a choice of
SideJob (calculators, notepad, and
ASCII chart), Copy Master (disk copy),
or Utilities (macros, screen dump, and
other aids).
EasyCard started badly for me. If
your application displays 80 columns,
it lapses into 40 while you use EasyCard. The display returns to 80 columns when you quit using EasyCard,
but I found it disconcerting to see my
work decimated when I hit the ATL
command sequence.

The shifting screen width also
makes EasyCard macros unwieldy.
Macros are written on a 40-column
EasyCard screen; you can install up
to 32 macros, limited to 30 characters
each and typed when you press the
EasyKey combination, then tap the
assigned key before the ATL menu
appears. When you use a macro in
an 80-column application, the video
display shudders as it leaps back and
forth between 40 and 80, and the
contents of your macro after about
the tenth character are lost or garbled; "September 19, 1986" appeared as "September 9."
Even worse, when I tried to enter
EasyCard during an AppleWorks
workout, my precious words remained
tattered and torn on the screen-1 didn't
get into EasyCard, and I couldn't return
to AppleWorks, either. When I complained, ATL wrote that perhaps my
copies of AppleWorks had been "unpredictably modified." They had—
version 1.1 with MacroWorks and Applied Engineering's Desktop Expander, and version 1.3 with AutoWorks.
How unpredictable of me. (In fairness,
unmodified copies of AppleWorks 1.1
and 1.3 had no EasyCard problems.)
More Easy Features
While the EasyCard screen-dump
program works effectively, it's limited
to printers from the ATL list. It's a
good list—Epson, Apple, Okidata, and
more for a total of 20—but if your
printer isn't compatible with one of
these, forget it. You can still use your
printer for your other software, but
can't enter control codes or otherwise
adapt it to EasyCard functions.
The best parts of the EasyCard
software are the calculators—a plainvanilla model that adds, subtracts, divides, and multiplies, and a programmer's calculator that also converts hex
to decimal to binary.
The calculators perform with adequate speed, and I was glad I could
copy results into my applications or
into BASIC—EasyCard assigns macro
zero to the current calculator total.
But I wish I could have added a column of numbers by repeated use of
the M + (memory-plus) key, as my
$4.98 solar calculator does.
The notepad, like the calculator and
clock (which shows the time of day,
but doesn't date-stamp files), has a
great feature: Its 4K buffer keeps your
jottings intact overnight or any time
the computer's turned off, thanks to
EasyCard's on-board battery. In use,
though, the notepad reminds me of
an old-fashioned, all-caps text ediJanuary 1987

CALL TODAY 1-800-621-0937
FREE Updates on Ramcard Software* •

FREE Catalog with every order

10 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ANY HARDWARE PRODUCT*
*In 10 days of receipt we will refund your money If you're not 100% satisfied with any Hardware Product shipped to you, (less shipping).

CHECKMATE

APPLIED
ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGIES
Multiram Ile 64k
$ 119
Multiram Ile 320k
165
Multiram Ile 576k
205
Multiram Ile 768k
237
Multiram Ile 64k w/RGB
158
202
Multiram Ile 320k w/RGB
Multiram Ile 576k w/RGB 235
Multiram Ile 832k w/RGB
259
Multiram Ile lmeg w/RGB 279
16 bit Microprocessor Ile 159
Multiram Ilc 256k CX
179
Multiram Ilc 512k CX
239
Multiram Ilc CX kit 16 bit 129
Multiram Ilc CX +
CALL
CP/M RAM software
20
256K Ram Chips 150ns
4

NEW!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

65CO2 Processor
Full 128k of RAM
Built-in 5.25-inch Disk Drive
Most Apple //c Compatible on the Market
External Apple II-compatible expansion slot
10-key numeric keypad
AppleWorks $
Mouse and Modem Interface
Compatible
Serial & Parallel interface

Laser 128

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS

Ribbons $3.00 ea
BUSINESS

DISKETTES
Elephant SS/SD
Elephant SS/DD
Verbatim SS/DD
Diskettes 3 1/2 SS/DD
Diskettes 31/2 DS/DD
Diskette Cleaner kit 5.25
Disk Notcber (use both sides of disk)
Diskette Carousel (holds 72) 5.25

Disk Drives

Disk Drive Ile Applied Eng....
Disk Drive Controller AE
Mitac Disk Drive //c
Mitac Disk Drive //e
//e Drive to //c - adapter plug

Add Different Fonts & Sideways Printing to AppleWorks

APPLEWORKS
77.95
40.99
40.99
40.99
40.99
208.95
64.95
74.95
109.00
67.95
63.00
65.00
102.00
115.00
64.95
126.00
68.50
68.50
68.50
68.95
CALL
84.95
CALL
98.00
50.00

AutoWorks
FontWorks
FormsWorks
Graph Works
HabaMercp
Haber Templates
InfoMerge
MacroWorks
MegaWorks
Pinpoint 2C/2E-Enh 128k ProDOS
Pinpoint Tool Kit
Pinpoint Pop-up Speller Checker
Pinpoint Print Enhancement...
Pinpoint & Pop-up Speler Combo
Point to Point
Pinpoint Modem Enhancement ..
Pinpoint Ile Upgrade kit
Power Print
Quicken
RepcinWorks
Sensble Spelkar DOS or ProDOS ea
Sensible Grammar
Sdeways ProDOS NEWI
Spell Works
Think Works

HOME-HOBBY
27.95
37.95
32.95
55.95
48.50
19.95
39.95
22.95
68.95
34.95
29.95
34.95
13.95
68.00
85.95
19.95
19.95
24.00
52.95
68.95
71.00
59.95
36.95
28.95
95.00

PRINTERS
9.95
12.95
14.95
24.95
29.95
7.95
9.95
15.95
119.00
67.95
129.00
119.00
19.95

Epson LX-80
Epson FX-85 80 col
Epson FX-286 136 col
Epson LQ 800 Ser. & Par

COLOR RIBBONS CALL

EDUCATION

Copy II + or Choplifter
ea 22.50
Dazzle Draw
35.15
Fantavision
28.95
F-15 Strike Eagle or Lode Runner ea 20.50
Flight Simulator II
29.95
GATO
20.95
Graphics Expander Req. Printshop 23.95
Horne Accountant
39.00
King's Quest II VII (C/E-128K) ea 29.30
Mind Prober
33.95
Newsroom +/5/C
30.50
Newsroom clip an I or III .
ea 16.25
Newsroom dip art II
24.00
One on One or Silent Service
ea 24.95
Printshop +/C/E
26.75
Printshop GL 1,2,3
ea 14.25
Printshop Refill
12.25
Printshop Companion
22.50
Program Writer
39.95
Sargon III (II. Mac)
29.30
Seven Cities-Gold or Skyfox .
ea 25.50
Star Trek-Kobayashi
24.50
Turbo Pascal (Req. CP/M) NEW
54.00
Ulitma III / IV
34.95
Winter Games or Summer Games ea 24.00

HARDWARE
279.95
419.95
609.95
619.95

RIBBONS
lmagewriter
Imagewriter II 4-Color
Prowriter 8510
Epson FX/RX 80
Epson FX/RX 100
Epson LX-80
Okidata 192

SPECIAL

FontWorks $35.95

IMAGEWRITER, PROWRITER & EPSON FX80/ RX80

ASCII Exoress ProDOS /DOS
ea
Bank Street Mahler
Bank Street Writer 64K/128K ea
Bank Street Speller
Bank Street Filer 64K/128K
ea
BPI GA,AR,AP,PAY Pro
ea
Bookends ProDOS-2C/2E-128
CommWorks
Crosstalk
Dollars & Sense (11c/11e-128k)
Fontrix
The Graphics Department
Manage Your Money
MouseWrite 2C/E-ENH 128..
Merlin Pro 2C/2E-128K ....
PFS 1st Success F/R/W Pro-128K
PFS File & Report
ea
PFS: Graph
PFS Write ProDOS-2C/2E-128K
ProFILER
Supercalc 3a 2C/2E ENH
Think Tank
VIP Professional //e,//c -256k
Word Perfect
Your Personal NetWorth

395

Ramworks III 64k
$
140
Ramworks III 320k
188
Ramworks III 576k
226
Ramworks III 832k
268
Ramworks III 1 meg.
296
Ram Factor 256 to 1 meg CALL
Z-RAM II 256k //c
296
Z-RAM II 512k //c
340
Z-RAM II 768k //c
384
Z-RAM II 1 meg //c
515
Veiwmaster (+/E)
106
Z-80 Plus
(+/E)
106
lIc System Clock
66
Timemaster II H.O.
101
TRANSWARP
220
16 Bit Option for 11c/Ile
70
65C816 16 Bit Option Ile 139

3.00
9.95
3.00
3.00
4.75
3.50
4.95

Amdex 300 12"
Cables for Modems & Printers ea
Color 300
Color 600
RGB Interlace
A+ Mouse or Serial Grappler . ea
Kraft Quick Stick
Grappler +
Buffered Grappler + 16K
Hot Link, S-P cable for //c
Grappler C
A-B switch Box 25pin
A-B Switch Box 36pin
Mitac Monitor 9"

Early Games for Young Children
Master Type
Math Blaster
Typing Tutor III
Word Attack
Speed Reader II
Mission Algebra
Spinnaker Full Line
Stickybear ABC/Ws/Math/etc ea
Mere is Carmen San Diego? ..
Algebra I Vint IV
ea
Fraction Fever .
Visable Computer 6502 ....
Spell It
Snooper Troops 1 or 2
RookVs Boots
Spellicopter or Turtle Tracks
Charlie Browns's ABCs
Beneath Apple Pro DOS
Story Maker
Turbo Tutor
Sticky Bear Reading
Certificate Maker

18.00
23.45
29.30
29.30
29.30
41.00
28.00
$CALL
24.00
24.25
26.95
17.95
37.95
28.69
22.95
31.95
24.00
29.95
16.95
24.50
24.95
23.99
32.95

We Welcome School PO's
HARDWARE

123.00
24.95
225.00
399.00
127.00
79.00
49.00
72.00
131.50
44.00
75.00
59.95
99.95
105.00

Wide Carriage Printer Stand
No-Slot Clod( (SMT)
Koala Pad //e - //c
Mach III w/Fire (Il+/Ile)
.
Ile 80Ram Card
System Saver
The Cricket //c
Thunderclock +
Disk Notcher

MODEMS

Hayes Smartmodem 1200
Hayes Smartmodem 300
Micromodem Ile w/Smartcom I
Hayes 2400 External Modem ..

19.95
65.00
75.00
32.25
55.95
62.00
111.00
103.00
9.95
358.00
132.00
129.00
577.00

NO ADDITIONAL CHARGES FOR VISA & MASTERCARD ORDERS
For fast delivery send cashier's check, certified check or money order. Personal and company checks allow 15 days to clear. Shipping - Software (54.00 min.). Shipping - Hardware (please call).
Sorry No C.O.D.% . School P.O.'s accepted, terms net 15. Am. Ex.-5%. 'NM Res. add 5.25% sales tax. Prices & availability subject to change without notice. All products are new aid include
factory warranty, therefore All software sales are final. We do not guarantee compatibility. Products purchased in error subject to 15% restocking fee. Defective merchandise replaced with
same item only. Foreign add 18% ($25 min). Not Responsible for typographical errors.
Mail Orders to COMPUTER NETWORK, 211 W. Fiesta #25, CARLSBAD, NM 88220
'To update your Muitiram, Ram Works, & Z-RAM software Disk, please send a Diskette whh a self stamped package for Return. All RETURNS must include an RMA #, call before shipping products.
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program. The copy process stops if it
finds other programs on the disk.") I
would have liked to praise the EasyCard as a quick copy method for
DOS 3.3 BASIC programmers, but I
can't: You won't want to have to keep
each short BASIC program on a separate disk.
Besides, in the time it takes me to
save the HELLO program to disk, I
can almost copy a disk. The wasted
time in the disk backup process is
not the actual copying of files, it's
leaving the program where you're
working and booting up a new program to do the copying. EasyCard
forces you to initialize a new disk and
saves no time at all.
To be more specific about copying
ProDOS software, you can copy a
memory-resident ProDOS program—but
to a DOS 3.3 disk with HELLO program, which won't get far if you try
executing anything. The EasyCard is
best at backing up copy-protected
memory-resident programs that use a
proprietary operating system or Pascal—in short, VisiCalc and some oth-

tor—Control-D deletes letters, Control-I
inserts, and Control-J moves the cursor up a line. (On the Apple Ile, you
can take advantage of state-of-the-art
hardware` tomove up and down with
the arrow keys.) Once again, you feel
while scribbling that it's 1978, Woz and
Jobs are still in their garage, and you're
using an up-to-date word processor.
Selective Copying
EasyCard's disk-copying feature is
a great idea that loses something in
its realization. The advertisements
promise that you can "make backup
copies of all (including protected!)
memory-resident software," but the
catch is that only memory-resident
software, programs that load entirely
into RAM, can be copied. You can't
copy a program that has to revert to
the disk.
What's worse, you can't copy
ProDOS software, and even when
backing up DOS 3.3 software you
need a fresh initialized disk with only
the HELLO program on it. ("[The target] disk can only contain the HELLO

$499°

MODEM MGRTM

plus $3 ship/hand
plus tax (Calif. only)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A new modem communications program
For Apple ][ +, //c, //e, enhanced //e
Both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS support
Supports most serial and modem cards
Supports most smart and non-smart modems
Fast operation (110 to 19200 baud)
Text capture and auto disk-save
Screen capture (snapshot)
Full-screen editor
Full- or split-screen display with block
send (for CB, chat, packet radio)
Macro script files for auto log-on
Programmable function keys
XMODEM error-free file transfer
Supports Apple or Videx 80-column card
On-screen time-of-day or elapsed-time
display (with some clock cards)
Unattended mode with password protection
Emulates DEC VT-52, DG D200, others
Supports most printer cards
Choice of carrier or "smart" modem control
Not copy-protected
Available direct only. Send check to:
Suite 101

MGR
SOFTWARE

A Good Idea, But...
In short, the EasyCard is a good
programmer's tool—its calculators do
the job, and you can make copies of
your programs quickly. I really enjoyed playing with the EasyCard in
the Monitor, had fun with it when I
was in DOS 3.3 BASIC, and would
have liked it in ProDOS BASIC if I
could have loaded ProDOS into memory with the card's InstaDOS feature
as I did DOS 3.3. (While DOS 3.3
fits, the card doesn't have enough

... I Don't Want The
Middleman !!
Put Me Through To
Your Computer ! j

MODEMS: Avatex 1200/300 Baud now @ $119
Turn your Apple into an easy to

LET'S TALK: use on-line information center. $175
Access another computer at the

TALK BACK: press of a key. Editors' Choice. $79
Ask your Apple Dealer about FREE on-line access to
UPDATE. Enjoy on-line product reviews, features by
famous authors, downloadable software, and more!

RUSS Systems...helping people communicate.

305 So. State College Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 993-0294

Apple, ProDOS are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
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ers. ATL's letter to me said that my
attempt "to copy DOS 3.3 or ProDOS
software is silly at best; there are other,
more flexible tools." Unfortunately, just
about every piece of software I own is
DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.
The EasyCard documentation booklet is complete. It's also printed on a
dot-matrix printer and photocopied.
This kind of desktop publishing is
good enough for text, but murder on
pictures—the illustrations that accompany the story of EasyCard installation
are abstract at best.
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RUSS Systems, Inc.

1344 Pacific Ave. # 103
Santa Cruz, Ca. 95060

rim
_ - (408)
458-5080
425-INFO
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memory to hold ProDOS. It's another
example of why EasyCard is an admirable concept, and why I wish someone had realized it for today's
ProDOS environment.)
But it's not an application product.
The notepad is silly in a powerful application, because you can't paste notepad material into your program.
EasyCard macros work, but they work
best in BASIC when you want to save
yourself the trouble of typing PRINT
CHR$; MacroWorks or AutoWorks
macros are better with AppleWorks.
For a calculator and notepad I would
rather have Pinpoint, unless I absolutely needed hexadecimal conversions. Disk copying is easier with
Diversi-Copy, Copy II Plus, or the
lumbering ProDOS Filer.
The EasyCard's claim to fame is that
it does the work of all those separate
programs—and so it does. But it's not
any cheaper, and the other software
never hangs up my system.III

Paul Staff
inCider staff

through the rest of the three R's; a
sequel, Writer Rabbit, is now available, and. another, Math Rabbit, is in
the works. Writer, Rabbit prepares kids
for writing by teaching them about
the parts of a sentence—words that
serve "who," "where," "did what,"
and other roles—and how to combine
them into a complete sentence.
This entertaining program includes
five separate games, a Silly Story Party,
and a helpful Sentence Hints tutorial that
explains the parts of a sentence and
how they work together. Children should
look through this section before playing
any of the games.

Silly Sentences
WRITER RABBIT

Let the Games Begin

The Learning Company, 545 Middlefield
Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025
Writing skills for ages 7-10; 64K Apple II
Plus, Ile, 11c, Ilan
$39.95
Rating: ••III•

The Ice Cream Game gives you
three tries to decide which part of a
sentence is represented by a group
of words (such as, "a sea serpent" or
"in a space station:'). If you get it
right on the first try, the ice-cream
machine takes in three carrots and
makes a three-scoop cone, and Writer
Rabbit beams happily.

After his success in the popular
Reader Rabbit program, The Learning
Company's long-eared tutor is going

• Extends the Apple lie to 128K RAM

RAM 8OeTM

• Adds crisp 80 column video display
• Enhances spreadsheet and wordprocessor
viewing
• Allows double high resolution graphics
• Acts as high speed disk drive with ProDOS.
Easily installs in the Aux. slot of the Apple Ile.
$79.
Comes with full documentation,

MSR DRIVETM
Full height, 51/4 " disk drive for the Apple 11+, lie &
JIGS. 100% compatible with all software. Completely operational as data or boot drive even
with protected software. Plugs into any standard
disk controller card. Includes 1 year warranty.

The most powerful full feature real time clock EVER designed for the Apple!
The new ClockWorks card is not just another clock bused on the same old IC used in Timemaster
HO, Proclock, Versacard, Multi I/O and many others, but rather a new and innovative
ground-up design with new technology that gives you all the features you'd expect from a high
quality product, all the compatibility you must have and above all, additional capabilities not
available with any other clock. Just compare and find out why ClockWorks is the only
clock/calendar card you should obtain for your Apple".
CLOCKWORKS°
FEATURES
ADDS THE TIME AND DATE TO
YES
APPLEWORKS SCREENS AND FILES
SET THE TIME PRECISELY TO ANY
YES
EXACT SECOND.
LONG LIFE LITHIUM BATTERY, ALWAYS
YES
WORKS, NO RECHARGING IS EVER NEEDED.
INCLUDES A DIGITAL I/O PORT FOR
YES
ADVANCED APPLICATIONS.
EXTERNAL SOURCE INTERRUPTING
YES
AND FLAGGING.
YES
BUILT-IN TIME SETTING COMMANDS
$99.00
CLOCK PRICE
$29.00
BSR REMOTE CONTROL OPTION

TIMEMASTER"

THUNDERCLOCK"

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
NO
$129.00
$39.00

NO
YES
$149.00
$49.00

ClockWorks has 24 hour & AM/PM modes, software selectable interrupts, time & dote stamps,
ProDOS, DOS 3.3, and Pascal files, and comes comple e with four dis sides full of useful
software, including "The Time Machine", a new powerful disk based appointment book/time
management system written especially for ClockWorks.
aoc4Wor4s is the registered trademark vi Miero Systems Reseorth Appk, Prodae4, iimemoskr Ha. Mold
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MSR Drive
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$129
$49

Controller card

EXTEND-p"
Reliably extends all 50 signals at internal slots to a
50 pin DIP. One side plugs into an Apple slot, the
other plugs into any breadboard/protoboard.
Now you can easily wire an interface card circuit
without tedious wirewrapping or soldering techniques. A must for every designer.

11111111W

Only

534

All expansion cards include full documentation, 5 year warranty, 15 day money back guarantee
and are available for immediate delivery.
Now available at your favorite dealer. To order send CHK/MO plus shipping (USA $2.50 plus
$.50 for each additional unit, Canada $5.00, Other $10. VISA, MC, COD welcome).
To order call toll free

For information & GA orders

1-800-233-5767

404-928-9394

MICK:ICI SYSTEMS RESEARCH
4099
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With each incorrect guess, Writer
Rabbit's ears droop as he gets sadder and sadder, and one carrot is
taken away from the machine, making a
two-scoop and then a one-scoop cone.
If you make three wrong guesses, the
machine won't be able to make any
ice cream, and the program will give
you the answer.
The three Cake Games give you
practice in a variety of sentence skills.
The first Cake Game presents a sentence, and asks you to find a certain
part such as the "who," "why," or
"how." Cake Game Two asks you to
underline one by one the words in a
phrase that make up the desired part,
and Cake Game Three teaches you
to recognize the proper order of the
sentence parts. Again, you get three
tries for each sentence; wrong answers bring fewer carrots and a sadder rabbit.
The Juice Game shows you a
phrase and asks, "Is this a sentence?" If it is, you have to decide
what you could add—such as a
"where" phrase—to make it more in-

.4)(‘e

4:

teresting. If it isn't, you must decide
which phrase to add to complete the
sentence. The game then shows the
sentence with phrases scrambled in
three different orders, and you have
to pick the right one. Every correct
answer fills a glass with carrot juice.
Whenever you give a wrong answer
in any game, a banner unfolds across
the screen telling you why you're
wrong. If you get two wrong answers,
the banner will give you a little hint; if
you miss on your third try, it will explain your mistake again and show
you the correct answer. After finishing
a game, you get to see your score
for all the games you've played so
far. If you get a perfect score in any
game, Writer Rabbit dances a little jig
to congratulate you.

More Activities
The Silly Story Party lets you create
a variety of things, from stories and
letters to thank-you notes and party
invitations. You can choose your story's length and type, or pick the Write
option and let Writer Rabbit choose a
story or letter for you.

51/4" UNBRANDED
POLY PACK
DISKETTES

•A e

Double Side Double Density
Guaranteed Forever - Error Free

460

360

Each
^WINN"
With Hub Rings, WP Tabs & Tyvec
Envelopes. Sold in lots of 100 only.

SONY

3.5" DISKETTES
Certified by Apple for Macintosh'.
Prat. Par DIskalt•
SS

DS

Box

1.29

1.89

Bulk

1.17

1.49

THE CLEAN IMAGE"'
PRINTER HEAD
CLEANING KIT

100% ERROR FREE
Min. Order 50 Disks

PRINTER RIBBONS
Quality replacements for most popular printers.
Min./6.

Applelmagewriter
Apple Scribe
Epson LX 80/90
Okidata 80/82/83

$3.95 ea.
$2.95 ea.
$2.95 ea.
$1.49 ea.

Cleans your dot matrix print
head in less than one minute.
Compatible with Apple Imagewriter I & II and others. Good
for up to 10 cleanings.

$14.95 Each
FREE SHIPPING

Min. Order $25.00. S&H: Continental USA $4.00/100 or fewer disks. $2.00 per
dozen ribbons. Reduced shipping charge on larger quantities. Foreign orders.
APO/FPO please call. Ml residents add 4%tax. Prices subject to change without
notice. Hours: 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM ET.

P.
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Precision
P.O. Bc
oxi

3457

Ra pids, MI
omcr Service
Lon. (616) 452-3457
Toll Free Order Lines: MI 1-800-632-2468
Outside MI 1-800-258-0028

Circle 29 on Reader Service Card.

Each selection, like the party game
Mad Libs, asks you to fill in parts of
sentences. You can play in two ways—
you can see the story as you fill in
the missing parts ("Lady Macbeth
and I went to the amusement park
during an earthquake"), or have the
story hidden and choose phrases at
random. You can choose from the
three phrases offered (all of which
usually sound pretty silly) or write
your own.
The Special Features option lets you
change the game options, review
scores, and print Silly Stories or score
certificates (listing a child's name, date,
and carrot totals). You can change the
speed of the program, toggle the
game's sound and countdown timer,
and adjust the level of the program to
fit the needs of individual children—
choosing a reading level of second-,
third-, or fourth-grade words, and using
all or just a few of the different sentence parts. You can also turn the
sound and timer on or off from within
any game, choose sentence parts for
the Ice Cream Game from the game
itself, and save or print stories from the
Silly Story Party.
At press time, The Learning Company was working on the latest version
of Writer Rabbit, which will be completely copy-protected. (Our review edition had a copy utility permitting one
backup.)
If you have a one-drive system,
you'll find you have to do a bit of disk
swapping to move between Silly Story
Party and the other games, but the
amount involved isn't tedious.
The games in Writer Rabbit are entertaining and give children a good
grasp of the different parts of a sentence and how to use them. The only
complaint I have here is that the word
combinations in some of the phrases
could be a little confusing and unclear
to younger yids. They may know what
the words mean, but may not be able
to decide what part of a sentence the
phrase represents. (My early copy of
the program misspelled weird, too.)
Otherwise, Writer Rabbit is enjoyable, nicely adjustable to different skill
levels, and a good precursor to
teaching children writing with a word
processor. Kids could easily spend
quite a while playing the Ice Cream,
Cake, and Juice games and creating
Silly Stories—learning about proper
sentence structure all the while.•
Lafe Low
inCider staff
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Manufactunng Company, Inc

CLIZTIS

The Experts in Accessories

Computer Tool Kit:
10 computer and
electronic repair
tools in zippered
vinyl case.
Lifetime Warranty.
Retail.. 529,95

Safe-Strip
Surge Protector:
with six multi-purpose
outlets 7 ft power cable
#SP-3
29 95

Universal System Stand: Adjustable from
x to accommodate most system units.
sifetime Warranty #55-3 Retail. S29 95

Sate-Bloc Surge
Protector:
m, A n.rroose

1 Yr.
Warranty
#SP 5 Retail
Sil9 95

i real , into
duplex r;ot
outlet,

Universal Printer Stand: Fits or,pr ritecarnage or wide rei-m:AoLile Lace_ tee
arra r

Universal Base: 07 and swivel base, fits most
it sir- 'ors 7,- :z smyelsafud 360'
Retail . $29 95

Need A
Gift Idea?

Curtis' special $19.95 to $29.95 gift selection of microcomputer accessories is
perfect for anyone who uses a computer. If you're buying for a computer-user, or would just
like to drop a hint, check out the great gift ideas from Curtis at the dealer nearest you.
Curtis—the experts in accessories.
Curtis products are available nationally from leading Dealers, Distributors, and Retail Chains.
In Canada: Micro-Computer Products, P.O. Box 235, Ajax, ONT, Canada LI S 3C3, (416) 427-6612
For the Curtis dealer nearest you call (603) 924-3823
Manufacturing Company, Inc.

C-1

CLIZTIS

305 Union Street, Peterborough, NH 03458

BEGINNERS PAGE
From time to time inCider will run
Beginner's Page—step-by-step instructions to help novice Apple users type
in and enjoy the programs inCider
publishes.
The instructions assume that you
have an Apple II, II Plus, //e, or //c
computer with one disk drive and either DOS 3.3 or ProDOS. You also
need one blank, 5%-inch disk. If
you're using the UniDisk 3.5, you will
be restricted to ProDOS and, of
course, you will need a blank 3.5
inch disk. To type in and run inCider's programs, just follow the
instructions.
Creating a BASIC
Programs Disk
The first step is to prepare a disk
on which to save your programs. This
process is called formatting. In addition, ProDOS requires you to copy
two files, PRODOS and BASIC.SYSTEM,
to create a start-up disk. For details
about creating a DOS 3.3 disk, see
the DOS Programmer's Manual. You
will find information about creating a
ProDOS start-up disk in BASIC Programming with ProDOS or the System
Utilities Manual.
Typing in BASIC
Programs
• When you find a program you'd
like to type in, put your programs
disk into drive 1 (the internal drive on
the //c) and turn on your computer.
After the disk stops, the Applesoft
BASIC prompt "1" appears on the
screen. At this point, type in HOME
and hit the return key to move the
prompt to the upper-left corner of the
screen. Next, enter NEW and press
the return key.
• Having cleared memory with the
NEW command, you are now ready
to enter the first line of the BASIC
program. First, type in the line number (most BASIC programs begin with
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line 10), and then type the rest of the
line exactly as it appears in the magazine. Don't worry if the line is longer
than the width of your screen display.
The program line will automatically
jump to the next line on your screen.
Once you have entered the entire
program line, hit the return key.
• Continue to enter program lines in
this manner until the entire program is
in memory. Now, even before you run
the program, save it to disk so that
all of your work won't accidentally be
lost. The SAVE command copies a
program from main memory (RAM) to
disk. Just type SAVE file name (where
file name is the name of the program)
and press the return key.
• Since the program is still in memory, you can run it with the RUN
command. Unless you are a very
careful typist, you now face the task
of removing syntax errors from the
program. For example, if, when you
run the program, you get a message
saying SYNTAX ERROR IN 1050, it's
'a good bet that you made a typing
error in line 1050. The simplest way
to correct it is to retype the entire
line. The computer will automatically
delete the old line and replace it with
the new one.
• When you have the program running properly, save the corrected version by typing SAVE file name again.
This command overwrites the old version of the program with the corrected version.
Typing in Machine-Language
Programs and Shape Tables
Many programs in inCider use machine-language routines and shape tables. The listings for machine code
consist of hexadecimal RAM addresses followed by the hex code
(5E00- A9 04 30 65 FA 8C 1B 09,
for example). To type in such a listing, follow the guidelines below:
• Turn on your computer with your
programs disk in drive 1. ,
• From the Applesoft prompt, type in
CALL —151 (the dash is a minus
sign) and hit the return key.
• An asterisk, the Monitor prompt,
now replaces the Applesoft prompt.

• At this point, get the first address
of the machine-language program
from the listing. This address is the
first four characters in the listing.
• Type in this address, followed by a
colon (not a minus sign!). Now type
in the hex numbers as they appear in
the magazine. For example, if the hex
line shown above were the first line of
a hex program, you would enter:
5E00: A9 04 30 65 FA 8C 1B 09
and then hit the return key.
• For subsequent lines in the machine-language listing, you don't have
to type in the address. Just type in a
colon at the start of each line and
then the hex bytes, followed by a return-key press.
• To check your typing before you
save the listing, type in the starting
address of the program and hit the
return key. The number that appears
is the content of the byte at the address shown. Hitting it again produces the rest of the first program
line on the screen. Pressing the return key subsequent times makes additional program lines appear for your
inspection. If any line requires changing, just retype that line, being sure
to include the address and to use a
colon in place of the minus sign.
• Once the entire listing is correct,
you have to save it. First, type in
3DOG and hit the return key to return
to the Applesoft prompt.
• Now type BSAVE file name,Aa,L/
(where a is the starting address of the
routine and I is the length). If these
are hexadecimal instead of decimal
values, a $ will precede them. Don't
worry about having to figure out the
address and length parameters yourself; these are always published with
the program.
You now know what it takes to type
in and use the programs published
by inCideri
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"The # 1 Best Selling Word Processing Package"- BILLBOARD'S COMPUTER SOFTWARE CHART*
PAPERCLIP II
FOR THE COMMODORE 128
• Compatible with C-64 PaperClip files: the
natural choice for C-128 upgrades
• Includes integrated 38,000-word spelling
checker
• Built-in telecommunications module: access
on-line services, incorporate on-line data in your
work, and send text to other users
• New editing features include multiple columns,
reverse video scroll, chaptering, powerful macros
• Maximum document size expanded to
999 lines

"you can't go wrong choosing Paper Clip"
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%.11MITEMES ., INCLUDED
Professional Word-Processor

PAPERCLIP
FOR ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
(WTTH SPELLPACK FOR THE 130 XE)

—OMNI MAGAZINE

"best professional word processor available"
—RUN MAGAZINE

"by far the best word processor ever available
. . . So clearly superior, . . . State-of-the-art
word processing"
—ANTIC

"as far as we are concerned, PaperClip is the
top word processor running on a micro
computer"

PAPERCLIP FOR THE APPLE Ile, c
• Insert/Delete, Move & Copy, Cut & Paste,
Global Search & Replace
• Automatic page numbering, headers and
footers
• Simplified columns, tabbing and scrolling
• Form letter and mailing label functions
• Unique new capabilities for Apple: dual text
windows, automatic text protection, macro
commands and more

THE GUIDE TO COMPUTER LIVING

—HOME APPLICATIONS FOR THE C-64

"Performance: excellent. Error-handling:
excellent. Value: excellent. . . You'll find
yourself growing spoiled."
CuTm...Res .7INcLuDED)
Professional Word-Processor

—FAMILY COMPUTING

"Exceptional word processing. . ."
— INPUT

D L IP
ER 'b

"many features . . . easy to use"
—ATARI EXPLORER

"A superb word processor . . . the most
sophisticated to date."

• All the high-productivity editing features plus:
Dual Text Windows, Automatic Paging, Macros
and much more
• Fully-integrated SpellPack spelling checker on
the same disk
• 36000 words in the SpellPack dictionary plus
you can add thousands more
• Memory-resident for speed and convenience:
no need to quit the word processor to check
a document

—COMPUTE MAGAZINE

"... the ultimate word processor
— ANALOG MAGAZINE

"One of the easiest of the professional word
processors . . . a sensible manual . . . plenty of
aids for the accident prone."
—COMPUTING NOW

"An excellent word processor . . . well
designed . . . many advanced features."

PAPERCLIP with SPELLPAK
FOR THE COMMODORE 64

—INFOWORLD

• Built-in spelling checker
• All the high-productivity text editing features
• Move, Copy, Insert, Delete — words, sentences
or entire blocks of text
• Macro power: define & store up to 52
repetitive words/phrases, then enter them with
just one keystroke
• Includes 80-column Print Preview display,
requires no extra hardware
• Sophisticated Global Search & Replace, Mail
Merge and Mailing Label functions

"a "must have" in an ideal software library"
— ELECTRONIC LEARNING
". . most powerful of packages"
—COMMODORE MAGAZINE

"PaperClip is a logical evolutionary step
forward."
—AHOY

"... facts attest to its excellence!"
—FAMILY COMPUTING

PAPERCLIP ELITE FOR THE ATARI ST
and COMMODORE AMIGA
• Go beyond word-processing, with idea
processing, text/graphics integration, real-time
spell checking, independent variable columns and
so much more. Look for PaperClip Elite.
Coming soon.

BATTERIES INCLUDED, an 11111 company, 30 Mural Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada,1.411 1135 (416)881.9941, Customer Information (416)881.9616.

BATTERIES
INCLUDED

If you can't find this product at your local retailer, you may order It direct from us at the full suggested list price plus $5.00 for postage and handling. For
product orders please call I-800.387.5707 (U.S. only). For most Batteries Included products you can always have the latest version of your program by
returning the original disk and $10.00. Write to us for our full color catalog of products for the APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI, ATARI ST,
COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AM) IBM SYSTEMS.
©1986 Batteries Included. APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI, ATARI ST, COMMODORE, COMMODORE AMIGA, AND IBM are registered trademarks
respectively of APPLE COMPUTERS INC., ATARI CORPORATION, COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC., AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC.
Some features may vary with computer system used.
'AS COMPILED FROM NATIONAL RETAIL SALES REPORTS
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Integral
Solutions

hotCider Software Special!

"Hints & Techniques"
featuring over two dozen of the best utilities from
Mader, Including:
❑ Easy Letterheads
❑ Pseudo Random Numbers
❑ Peek to Poke
❑ Text Tricks
❑ Applesoft Shortcuts
❑ Paddle Reading
❑ Creative Sound Effects
❑ Print-Using Subroutines
❑ Picture Combine, 1, 2 and 3
❑ Super Startup
❑ Easy List
❑ Double Vision
❑ Apple Numbers
❑ The Calendar Printer
❑ Superfriendly Menu
❑ Mini-Catalog
❑ Applesoft FILL Command
❑ Programming Above Hi-RES Page 1
❑ Computed Gotos
❑ Keypad
❑ Mukipage Dump
❑ Ditto
❑ Turn The Page
❑ Memory Search
❑ Ampersand Number Converter

If Your
hotCider Library
Is Incomplete,

hotCider Volume II, featuring:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Should I Trade?
Low-Res to Hi-Res
Modem Battleship
Mailing List Manager
Formatted Lister
Softball Statistics
Apple Turnover
CP/M to DOS Textfile Converter
Flashcards
Balloons
Rocket Man
Type Maker

hotCider Volume I, featuring:
❑ Visidata
❑ Poster Printer
❑ Doing Windows
❑ Cider Zap
❑ Dino Math
❑ Rembrandt
❑ Bongo's Bash
❑ Stack Attack
❑ Wizfix
❑ Procat
❑ Hello Menu
❑ Sector Mapper
Act now while this Premiere Volume of hotCider is still
available!

Each disk comes complete with full
documentation booklet, and expert
telephone support.

Fill In The Blanks!
BUILD YOUR APPLE II SOFTWARE LIBRARY the easy,
reliable way, with the tested, proven programs selected
from the pages of inCider. Complete coupon below and
mail today or, for immediate service, CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-258-5473 (In NH, dial 1-924-9471).

YES! I

want to build my Apple II software library with the proven
programs from InCider. Please send the hotCider disks I've checked
below, complete with documentation booklets.

❑ Hints and Techniques, 26 Utilities, just $21.47**
❑ hotCider Volume I, 12 Programs, just $21.47**
❑ hotCider Volume II, 12 Programs, just $21.47**
❑ Payment enclosed ❑ AE ❑ Visa ❑ MC
* Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
** Prices indude postage and handing. Foreign airmail please add $1.50 per kern.
US funds drawn on US banks only.

Card #

Exp. Date

Signature
(print) Name
Address
City

State

Zip

MAIL TO: hotCider • Elm Street • Peterborough, NH 03458

"Amazin as it may sound,
VIP Techno o es has managed
to co y 1-2, addaMac irate
an transport the whole thing
tothe Apple II."

Editor's Choice Award
inCider Magazine

Apple® II owners — rejoice.
pictures are much better on the Apple
There's finally a spreadsheet that treats
than on the IBMP"
your Apple like a serious computer.
And VIP Professional offers more
It's called VIP Professional® and it
raw spreadsheet power: A large 8,192 row
establishes once and for all the Apple Il's
by 256 column sheet and additional data
place in the business world.
query fields. Plus, VIP Professional is
VW Professional not only incorthe only mouse-driven spreadsheet that
porates familiar Lotus01-2-30 functions,
features pull-down menus and addresses
but it's compatible with all Lotus 1-2-3
over 4 megabytes of memory on Re or llc
compatible files. This alone makes
and 8 megabytes on IIGS.
it a new spreadsheet standard for
Better than AppleWorks.
Apple users.
Like AppleWorks, VIP Professional
But we didn't stop there. VIP Professional's mouse interface and pull-down
integrates a spreadsheet, database and
menus give it the best
text processing. But VIP
of Excel® too. And its
Professional's spreadmassive database and
sheet and database are
text processing capabilfar more powerful—
ities outshine even
and VIP also offers
AppleWorks!
colorful graphics and
The result is the
a mouse interface.
most powerful business
VIP Professional
tool ever available to
reads all AppleWorks'
Apple users. Mini and
files and is supported by
supennini versions
templates and macros
Superior color graphics for
are already in use
to speed common
dynamic charts and graphs.
worldwide. Now VIP
functions.
Professional is available
Better than Excel.
for the Apple lIe, 11c
In giving Excel
and IIGS.
a mouse interface,
Microsoft® stripped
Better than 1-2-3.
it of many of 1-2-3's
Because VIP Profesqualities—including
sional is designed to
calculation speed and
work exactly like 1-2-3,
spreadsheet
memory.
those familiar with the
Only VIP Professional
program will be instantly
gives you more speed
productive. And novices
and power than 1-2-3
can take advantage of
Pull-down menus make using
with the ease-of-use of
existing 1-2-3 tutorials
Excel. All at a much
VIP Professional easy.
and productivity aids, as
better price.
well as our user-friendly
dialog boxes.
"When you get tired of playing around
VIP Professional also incorporates
with the others and want to get serious,
a mouse interface that allows easy,
VIP Professional is something worth
Macintosh:Mike interaction with your
looking into. There are few serious
business products for any microcomputer
Apple (or use the keyboard if you prefer).
that I would give a higher reLommenNow you can instantly choose funcdation to than VIP Professional!'
tions from pull down menus and enter
data with the click of a button. Icons and
1986 Editor's Choice Award
AmigaWorld, November-December 1986
scroll bars help you organize information.
You'll also enjoy superior color
"If power spreadsheeting is what you've
graphics. InCider Magazine said,
got in mind, this is the package for you:'
"Graphics is one area where VIP really
inCider Magazine
outshines Lotus, as the on-screen

Special offer!
VIP Professional requires at
least 256K of auxiliary RAM to operate.
It works with a range of Applied
Engineering memory and accelerator
boards, induding all RamWorks and
Z-RAM boards (256K required),
all GS-RAM boards (512K required),
and TransWarp boards.
VIP software
Apple
System
lIe, IIc
IIGS

(with purchase
of board)
$199
$249

VIP software
only
$219 (reg. $249)
$269 (reg. $299)

Applied Engineering offers special
prices on VIP Professional software and
even better prices when purchased with
Applied Engineering boards.
To order or for more information, see your dealer or call Applied
Engineering, 9 a.m. to 11 p.m., 7 days at
(214) 241-6060. MasterCard, VISA and
C.O.D. welcome. Applied Engineering,
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006.

Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.

AppleWorks and Apple are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. VIP Professional and VIP are registered trademarks of VIP Technologies Corp. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.
Excel and Microsoft are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a registered trademark of McIntosh Laboratories, Inc. and is used with express permission of owner. IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corp. VIP Professional is marketed worldwide by ISD Marketing Inc., Toronto, Canada L3R2W5.

STATTUS REPORT
Fireside Reading

by Paul Statt, Technical Editor
his new year I resolved to read
more—the more I read at home the
more time I have at work to play Stickybear SpellGrabber on the IIGs, post witty
messages on inCider's BBS, and find the
true path from AppleWorks files to ProDOS,
without "printing ASCII files to disk."
I like computers, but when I go home on
a winter evening I'd rather sit in my easy
chair in front of the fire with a good book
than spend eight romantic hours staring at
a flickering BASIC prompt. I like my Apple II,
but it's not easy to curl up with.
I compromise: I take the docs home and
leave the disks on my desk.
I'm a "hands-on" kind of guy—the documentation is no substitute for the real thing.
But reading reams of manuals by the fire,
without benefit of the machine at hand, has
shown me documentation in a new light.
Docs are books—mostly, bad books, hard
to read and deadly boring. If none of them
made sense I might assume that docs are,
by nature, unintelligible and dull, and pick
up something simple like The Critique of
Pure Reason.
But not all docs are dull. Apple Computer
publishes books that are intelligently conceived and executed, a pleasure to read.
Current examples are the manuals accompanying AppleWorks 2.0 and the Ile and Ilc
Technical Reference Manuals. The classic of
the genre, however, is my yellowing (1979)
Apple II Reference Manual. In those days,
everybody who had an Apple was
"technical."
The Technical Reference Manual? This
'bozo reads the Technical Reference Manual
and calls it fun? What could he mean by a
"pleasure to read"?
Glad you asked. A reference manual isn't
a novel; I don't expect tension or resolution—although I usually have plenty of the
former. But I do expect to learn: first, how
to use the program or hardware. Then I
hope to read what to do when something
breaks. That's rarer, because no writer
dares attempt an "index of. problems."

T

"Docs are
books—mostly
bad, hard to
read, and deadly
boring."
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That's the least I expect of docs—although
I'm afraid that installation and troubleshooting aren't good subjects for "home study,"
where the only hardware I have is a bellows and poker.
Still, I might pick up something by reading—some kindling to fire the mind, if not
any substantial fuel. It's that little extra that
makes Apple docs—and Beagle Bros',
too—a pleasure.
For example, I might learn about logical
operators, and thus logic, in spreadsheet
docs. You could teach business correspondence in a word-processor manual. People
who learn BASIC usually have to learn
some math, too. It's not so far-fetched—a
good ProDOS telecommunications program
should have docs that explain quite a bit
about the file structure of ProDOS.
"ProDOS? What's ProDOS?" was the
question a software developer asked me on
the phone the other day. He wasn't joking.
He might not have wrecked my confidence
in his product if it hadn't been a disk-operating system he was selling. It was like
climbing onto a plane and overhearing the
pilot mutter, "FAA? What's the FAA?"
Mr. Developer somehow saw my jaw
drop. "Oh well," he laughed, "I only write
the docs." I was reassured—it wasn't the
pilot who had never heard of air-traffic control, it was the navigator.
In the future, Mr. Developer will publish
his book on a laser printer instead of a dotmatrix, and he'll have "desktop-publishing"
software so that he can wrap text around
screen shots. Desktop publishing will make
every little developer look like Microsoft
Press. I look forward to his instantly published book, but I'm afraid it will also be
instantly conceived, instantly thought out,
and instantly written. Oh, these brave new
books will look beautiful. USA Today looks
beautiful, but that doesn't mean intelligent
people want to read it.
Anyone who publishes anything about
computers—documentation, reference manuals, user guides, tutorials, or magazines—
should read as much Apple documentation
as possible. It's complete, well organized,
and written in prose graceful enough to
keep me awake. If you find me dozing over
BASIC Programming with ProDOS, blame
the fire and the wine, not the book.III
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ORDER
TOLL FREE
1-800-327-7234

Computer Accessories

=COD

When Only the Best Will Do!

We only sell proven products that work. By selling only the industry best we can assure you of the highest level of reliability and
performance. Selling large volumes of a smaller product line allows us to have the lowest discount prices and fast same day shipment.
osRAM & csRAM Plus These cards offer

AE APPLIED ENGINEERING"
RamWorks III'" If you have a Ile this
card is perfect and if you use Apple Works,
it's an absolute must! Applied Engineering
was the first company to expand AppleWorks and they're always 6-12 months
ahead of the competition. And you can stay
current with our FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES. Why settle for a partial compatible when you can have a real RamWorks at
a discount price.
RamWorks III 256K
$169
RamWorks III 512K
$209
RamWorks Ill 1 MEG
$279
$389
RamWorks III 1.5 MEG
65C816 16 Bit Card Requires RamWorks 11 or Ill and Apple Ile. Enhances VIP
Professional
$149
RamWorks RGB Option Even if you
bought a RamWorks just to use the RGB
option, it would be worth it The Applied
Engineering RGB option has 4 text colors,
runs both Apple and IBM RGB monitors,
and is compatible with Apple's standard for
RGB, includes cables.
$99
(See our new RGB monitor at right.)
TransWarp' We tested all the accelerators and TransWarp was 20-300% faster
than the others Runs cool too!
$219
Z-80 Plus" Runs all CP/M® software,
works with Sider hard disk There are over
5000 CP/M® programs out there and this
card runs them all. Includes operating system and manual, a great value.
$99
Timemaster H.O." We tried them all,
Clockworks, Thunderclock, and others.
Timemaster H.O. had the most features and
was the easiest to use. It comes with about
4 times the software of anyone else. It even
adds 15 new commands to BASIC! $99
Viewmaster 80' Super resolution, total
software compatibility and everything you
need to run Apple Works on a II+ or Franklin.
$109
RamFactor" If you have a II+ or would

rather use slots 1-7 in your Ile or Iles, RamFactor is for you. It is fully compatible with
Apple's memory card, runs Apple Works on a
Ile, II+ or Iles and has a battery back-up
option.
RamFactor 256K
$189
RamFactor 512K
$224
RamFactor 1 MEG
$299
Battery Back-up
$149
Extended 80 Column Card with 64K
$69

Comes with full documentation.

much greater performance and expansion
capabilities than Apple's memory card and
unlike most others GsRAM and GsRAM
Plus use standard RAM's so further expansion is easy and economical. Only GsRAM
and GsRAM Plus can expand Apple Works
2.0 internal limits and include a built-in
printer buffer.
GsRAM 256K
$139
GsRAM 512K
$179
GsRAM 1 MEG
$249
GsRAM 1.5 MEG
$319
GsRAM 2-8 MEG
Can 214-484-5464
GsRAM Plus 1 MEG
$529
GsRAM Plus 2-8 MEG Call 214-484-5464
tic System ClockZ-RAM Ultra

Ultra 1:
Memory Only
Ultra 2:
Memory & Clock
Ultra 3:
Memory, Clock &
CP/M

S69

For all Ilc's
256K
512K
256K
512K
1 MEG ..
256K
512K
1 MEG

$169
8209
$209
$249
$319
$259
$299
$369

More Quality Products
Ultra Hi-Res RGB Monitor/7V This Sony
RGB monitor uses a 13" ultra hi-res CRT for
super sharp 80 column text and great
graphics But in addition to being the best
RGB monitor available this unit is also a 180
channel cable ready television set with
remote control. Try it You WILL like it
(List $625)
Only $499
$29.00
RGB Cable For above
5-1/4" Disk Drive Super quiet direct
drive compatible with all Apple software
and Apple controller card A top quality unit
with 1 year warranty.
Only $119
5-1/4" Disk Controller Runs up to 2
drives
$49
16K RAM Card ForApple II and 11+ $69
Heavy Duty Apple Power Supply With
over twice the output current of Apple's
original power supply. This unit can run
even fully lo'aded Apples
$59
DataShield Uninterruptable Power
Supply Keeps your Apple running through

power transients, voltage drops, brownouts
and blackouts. Provides constant flow of
power in a blackout for 15-20 minutes,
allowing an orderly shutdown.
200 Watt Unit
$329
Kensington System Saver Fan with 2
power outlets and surge protector. $69

Order by mail: Send check or money order to Preferred Computing, P.O. Box 815828, Dallas TX 75381
Order by phone: 1-800-327-7234 Visa, MasterCard or COD
Texas, Hawaii and Alaska 1-214-484-5464

Internal 1200 Baud Modem Cermetek
1200, for Apple Ile, II+ and Iles runs at 1200
and 300 baud Auto-dial auto-answer with
built-in speaker. Hayes compatible, Bell
212A and 103 compatible, tone or pulse
dialing with built-in communications software and self test Comes complete with
cable and manual. A top quality unit with a
two year warranty. (List $299)
$149
Pinpoint's Apple Works Accessories

The best available and they are written to
fully utilize Applied Engineering's RAM
cards. (Includes RAM enhancement software). Together a $118 value. Only $69
256K RAMS 150na 5 year warranty. Set
of 8
$39
VIP Professional Lotus 1-2-3 Workalike (List $249)
$169

SPECIAL!
Ram Works' That's right, RamWorks
not RamWorks IL RamWorks is the memory
card that started the revolution. RamWorks
can expand to 512K on the main board and
up to 1 meg with an optional 512K piggyback and can accept Applied Engineering's
new RGB option. A 512K RamWorks gives
Apple Works a 360K desktop. Comes with
Applied Engineering's newest software.
Hurry, at this price they won't last long.
• With 512K $139

Why buy from us?
1. Toll free 800 number for orders
2. We almost always ship from OUR stock
and we never let ourselves run out of
Applied Engineering products Call us
before 3 P.M. and it ships today.
3. All memory cards have factory installed
and tested RAM chips.
4. We're nice guys that want to help. We
want our business to grow because of
repeat customers and word of mouth.
5. We handle only the industry's best
We've tested and used all the products we
sea
6. 15 day money back satisfaction guarantee on hardware. If you don't like something,
we'll give you your money back No hassles
7. We'll support service and warranty
everything we sell.
8. No surcharge is added for charge cards
and we won't charge your card until we ship.
9. No sales tax is collected on orders outside Texas
10. All shipments are insured by us

Orders only call 1-800-327-7234
Questions and Customer Service call 1-214-484-5464

Texas residents add 51/8% sales tax
Prices subject to change without notice

MINIPIX DIS

TPIE BEAGLE COMPILER

$29.95 / by Fred & Sara Crone

$74.95 (for any Apple II-64K min.) / by Alan Bird

L
Machine-Language Speed for
Applesoft Programs

B

oot THE BEAGLE COMPILER and then
run practically any Applesoft BASIC program from disk. The program will be
converted on the spot, in seconds, to run at
machine language speed.

HOW FAST IS IT?
It depends on your original Applesoft program. 5- to 7-times speed is about average.
10-times speed-and up-is not uncommon.

HOW EASY IS IT TO USE?
Say you've got a normal (slow) Applesoft
program on disk named "ABC". Simply type
RUN ABC and, within seconds, ABC is running
at machine language speed!
It's just that easy.
If you want, make changes to your
program (using Applesoft) and immediately
re-run it at machine language speed.

'Beginning programmers
love it. Experts are amazed."

M

IT'S QUICK!
Compiling takes only a few seconds (more or
less-it depends on a program's size).
EFFECTIVE
Most programs compile without alteration.
Syntax errors, illegal GOTO's, and so on, are
automatically trapped before a program runs.
COMPACT AND CONVENIENT
A compiled program actually occupies less
memory than its Applesoft original. You can
even save in compiled format so people can't
read or change your original Applesoft code.

Plus-You'll find 200 more pictures

PRoDOS BASED
Compile Applesoft programs from ProDOS
floppy disks, hard disks or Unidisk 3.5's.
Like all Beagle Bros software since 1980,
The Beagle Compiler is not copy-protected.

1 II
BEAGLE SCREENS [ pawl
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on MINIPIX DISK#1:
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Coming soon: MINIPIX Dtsx#3
and Minipix for THE NEWSROOM TM
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$34.95 (for any Apple Ile, Ilc or IIGS)
by Fred & Sara Crone, Matt Reimer,
Bert Kersey and Rob Renstrom

EAGLE SCREENS will get your message
across-anything from "Happy Birthday"
to "Hands Off'- in a unique and colorful
way. Use our pictures to add a touch of class
to your Apple programs or presentations.
Or just use them to show off your Apple.
You get forty captionable full-screen
pictures on disk (samples shown here). Half of
the pictures are automatically animated as
soon as you put them on the screen.

se ~I
Press The
BETLI1111
***
(Press any other
key, anb you're
history!)

TRIPLE—DUMP

$39.95 (for any version of Apple II)
by Mark Simonsen & Rob Renstrom

T

RIPLE-DUMP combines with your dotmatrix (graphics-capable) printer and
any Apple II to print:
• Hi-res graphics • Double Hi-res graphics
• Lo-res graphics • Double Lo-res graphics
• 40-column text • 80-column text
Make "hard copies" of all kinds of images with
absolutely no programming knowledge.
Or, if you're a programmer, use TripleDump's routines in your Applesoft programs.
Triple-Dump offers picture cropping,
rotating and magnifying, plus the ability (on
many printers) to adjust the print density.

1111100m,..„,...00111111111

Choose from a dozen caption typestyles to
give your messages variety. Beagle Screens is
compatible with Font Mechanic fonts too.

AUTOANIMATION

Presenting...
THE BEAGLE
FAMILY TREE
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BANNERS

Animation gives your messages extra punch.
Twenty Beagle Screen pictures are
automatically animated as soon as you load
them onto the screen.

Print giant (8"-high letters) text banners on
any printer. Great for special occasions!

Each picture has a blank area (or "balloon")
where you can add your own message.

BUY BEAGLE PRODUCTS AT
YOUR SOFTWARE STORE.

We make it EASY to add your own words
and create colorful on-screen "slide shows".
Or print the pictures up as unique signs.
(Printing requires a dot matrix printer and any
standard printer software like Triple-Dump.)

Another
Quality
Program by
GEORGE...

INIPIX DISK#2 is 200 picturesALL NEW and ready to use with
THE PRINT SHOPTM:

If your dealer is out of a particular disk,
get on his case. Tell him he can have
any of our products in his store for you
within a couple of days by contacting
any major Apple software distributor.
Or by phoning Beagle at 619-296-6400.
8

Or ou can order by mail (we ship fast!):
Call Toll Free (orders onlyMon.-Fri., 9am-4pm Pacific time):
1-800-345-1750 (Calif. 1-800-992-4022).
Visa, MasterCard or COD(or mail a U.S. check).
Add $2.50 shipping ($5.00 if overseas)
+$3 if COD +6% if California.

BEAGLE BROS, INC.
It s easy-just type the message on the
screen, and save the picture on disk.

3990 OLD TOWN AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

POWER PRINT
MACROWORKS SUPER
MACROWORKS
$34.95 (for AppleWorks version 13 or older)
by Randy Brandt
Note: New AppleWorks Version 2.0
requires New SUPER MACROWORKS--4

M

$39.95 (for any Apple 11-64K min.)
by Rob Renstrom

$49.95 (requires new AppleWorks version 2.0)
by Randy Brandt

S

UPER MACROWORKS provides the
same AppleWorks enhancements and
improvements as MacroWorks, PLUS:
AUTO STARTUP
Boot AppleWorks and it will get itself up and
running without another keypress. It will also
automatically load any file that you want
DIRECTORY DATABASE
New! AppleWorks
Read file names from any or all
"...THE BEST
of your disks into the AppleSINGLE
MOUSE CONTROL
Works Data Base.
MacroWorks lets you use your
APPLEWORKS
Now you can sort by file
Apple's Mouse to control AppleADD-ON
name, type, date, etc., and make
Works' menus, scrolling, wordprintouts, to see what's really in
AVAILABLE .
block highlighting , and so on.
that disk library of yours.
TODAY."
APPLEWORKS MACROS
NO
MORE TYPING
—A+ Magazine
MacroWorks will convert any
PATHNAMES!
Oct. 86
series of keystrokes into a new
When AppleWorks wants a
one-keystroke solid-Apple (11)
pathname (another disk or
command. (All open-Apple
"...IF YOU USE
direc-tory), you now select from a
commands stay intact.)
APPLEWORKS, BUY
menu instead of typing. Simply
Use MacroWorks' built-in
highlight the name you want-it's
MACROWORKS."
macros or define your own. For
just like loading files.
—Editor's Choice
example, make d-N type your
TIME/DATE MACRO
name and address. Or let d -X
inCider, Aug 86
One keystroke prints the current
save or print all of your desktop
date or time anywhere in Applefiles, nonstop.
You can set up macros that execute any Works-in any application.
often-repeated function. You can even skip READ-THE-SCREEN MACROS
over unwanted AppleWorks questions like Convert from lower case to upper and back!
"How many copies?".
Cut and paste anywhere, including from fieldto-field or record-to-record in the Data Base.
JUST BOOT APPLEWORKS,
LOCAL/GLOBAL
MACROS
AND GO!
MacroWorks is not a time-consuming "pre- Define macros that work in one specific
boot" disk. To start up, just boot AppleWorks application (for example, in the Spreadsheet,
like you always do. Now you've got optional but not in the Data Base).
Mouse control and you've got over 4,000
Updates: Mail old MacroWorks manual front
keystrokes-worth of macros at your fingertips.
cover+$22.50 to Beagle Bros (add 6% if California).
ACROWORKS streamlines AppleWorks' word processor with new
features. For example, one keystroke
now deletes the character or word at the
cursor. Another keystroke jumps to the start
or end of a line. Another erases an entire line.
Change your mind? Press d-U to "undo"
your last delete-command.

S

HAPE MECHANIC converts hi-res
drawings into animatable shapes that
can be put on the screen with simple
Applesoft commands. It also converts sections of hi-res pictures into "drawable" shapes.
Easy "List and
Lhda
earn dipekemis:znse cohhn_

if. t

you how to create your own hi-res programs.
HI-RES TYPEFACES TOO
30 proportionally spaced hi-res screen display fonts-both large and small-are included
on the Shape Mechanic disk. Each character
may be edited or redrawn as you choose.

F

ONT MECHANIC gives you thirty new
hi-res display typefaces compatible with
all of the programs on Shape Mechanic,
Apple Mechanic and Beagle Screens.
A,CIIEDICAIY DELLS HOT SAUCE
BRWSUIR'13 'MDR siC3 CRATE
coururmin Oa Cr @Lb etigusli
£915011 LEADEUGIT §fit11411110
GRADE SCHOOL 111-101111111DIIDE
Ill01160C37111 TINES ROOSEUELT
Zs/ fig SPRCE fJrf !J

ORA) ERGE-31Vh
IICICHNOCIDDOCIODOCHHICKHIO

BORDER FONTS TOO!
..,cvvv
.:',..navv,c,cars2.:;70).cop.pc.n.n..
(Custom fonts appear on your printer, not on the
screen. Any key can be made to print any character.)
OUR FONTS OR YOURS
Many custom printer-fonts are included on
the Power Print disk. An easy-to-use Font
Editor lets you redraw any of the characters in
our fonts. Or you can design your own custom
fonts and special characters from scratch.
You can even
Honestly,
design a set of
or
custom characters that combine to print a
4a
small illustration
Uncle
Abe
like a signature.
For a creative touch, print your logo at the
top of all of your word processing documents.

FAST-and Compatible
with APPLEWORKS
:(. Unlike other printer-font softL.el• M..' *4-* ware, Power Print won't slow your
3.:11:::: 1..printer down one bit. And it's
ii,lli r., ii:., compatible with AppleWorks,
ma lir.: »L. and most other Apple software.

'Zi 4
-rg

G

PLE is Beagle Bros' "Global Program
Line Editor"-still the NUMBER ONE
editor for your Applesoft programs.
INSERT AND DELETE characters and
words in your basic programs. No more awkward "cursor tracing" to make changes.
SEARCH AND REPLACE: Find every occurrence of any word or variable in a program.
Or replace any word with any other.
ESCAPE MACROS: GPLE lets you make
Escape-anykey do almost anything you want.
For example, Esc-1 can Catalog drive 1. Esc-N
can type your name and address, etc.

BUY BEAGLE BROS PRODUCTS
AT YOUR SOFTWARE STORE.

Or order by mail (we ship fast!). Call Toll Free
(orders only-Mon.-Fri., 9am-4pm Pacific time):
127
1-800-345-1750 (Calif. 1-800-992-4022).

APPLE EROAUWAY CHUMP
COMPUTE FIIITS0 MOD PEMBA
11012.04 OGJOIDEC BLOCK L.E.O.
STENCII. WESTERN P.1312111:111

saunnEmiLL

111311Dabcc167834167
f113CDE12.3464,++1 0

$49.95 (for any version of Apple II)
by Neil Konzen

$29.95 (for any version of Apple II)
by Mark & Jon Simonsen

$39.95 (for any version of Apple II)
by Bert Kersey & Mark Simonsen

P

OWER PRINT lets you "download" a
second typestyle into your printer's
memory, so you can alternate between
your standard printer-font and a custom font
with special characters and symbols:

G.P.L.E.

FONT
MECHANIC

SHAPE
MECHANIC

Works with most full-font downloadable printers, including:
Apple DMP and IMACEWRITEE (1 & 111, EPSON CM Et. riXt
OKIDATA (92, 93, 192, 193), PANASONIC 0092, 1093)
STAR (DELTA. RADIX, SD, SC, SR), and more

Visa, MasterCard or COD(or mail a U.S. check). Add $2.50
shipping ($5.00 if overseas) +$3 if COD +6% if California.

JflCCEEP

BEAGLE BROS, INC. 619-296-6400
3990 OLD TOWN AVE., SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

is;:$1•62.S' IBIRINIIIDILIPIV =MT
Circle 229 on Reader Service Card.

E.G. FOR EXAMPLE
Hiking the Vapor Trail

by Eric Grevstad, Review Editor

"I hate to
see Apple
contributing even
slightly to the
industry tradition
of vaporware."

134

just got a shiny new sports car, but the
dealer kept the keys. I just married the
Iwoman of my dreams, but she left right
after the ceremony to live in another city.
inCider just got an Apple IIGs.
The first two sentences, luckily, are fiction,
while the third is fact, but all three indicate
a kind of to-have-and-have-not frustration. In
the case of our IIGs, we have an early production unit—not the rare Steve Wozniak autograph model, but young enough to bear a
"Good Ensoniq/Sound
p
RAM" quality-control
sticker—and we're using AppleWorks and
playing games on it to beat the band.
We're also climbing the walls waiting for
software. Except for a "pre-alpha demo"
(step zero in the three-step process of alpha, beta, and production versions) of Electronic Arts' Deluxe Paint, we haven't seen
ProDOS 8, let alone ProDOS 16. We've
never found the Finder. People are complimenting us on the October issue's preview
coverage, but we're suffering major delays
in following it up.
Things should be better by the time. you
read this; I'm writing in late September, a
few days before Apple dealers stage special parties and Saturday hours to introduce
the GS. (A dealer downstate told me Apple
is giving rewards for the liveliest showroom
intros. After discussing how many helium
balloons he needed to lift a bedsheet off
his GS, he asked, "And do you have the
Bose loudspeakers and the music demo
disk?" No, I gnashed my teeth, I didn't.)
IIGS buyers won't have to wait as long as
early Macintosh owners did. Developers will
release great 16-bit software before, during,
and after 1987, with menus, colors, and
sound to adore. But for now, I'm reading
press releases and wondering about the
talking error messages in PBI Software's
CommWorks/16. What will they say? "Hang
up now"? "Can't find disk in drive 2"?
"Don't call CompuServe during prime time,
you can't afford it"? And what if the idea
catches on? It's quirky enough to see
AppleWorks "Carefully saving this file," but
can you imagine hearing it?
These may be frivolous thoughts caused
by software deprivation (the other day I
spent my lunch hour thinking of things for
"GS" to stand for besides graphics and
sound: Great Scott, gaps in software, gross

surcharge). But I hate to see Apple contributing even slightly to the industry tradition
of vaporware—premature announcements
designed to keep customers waiting for
your product instead of buying someone
else's. To Apple's credit, it has a tangible
product in the IIGs; IBM's strategy in new
markets, from office networks to 80386 systems, is to make the world wait fearfully because it might release a product that will
presumably become a standard, leaving
earlier rivals stranded.
There are plenty of other examples. I
don't have to point at IBM; I could point all
day at Commodore. I could point at many
vendors whose ads say, "Coming soon,"
instead of "Now on sale." I saw some impressive software at the Consumer Electronics Show last June; some of it should arrive
in time to be assigned to reviewers for the
March issue. Several of you have asked if
inCider plans to review the ProAPP' hard
disk; we do, though ProAPP started advertising in July that its drive supported ProDOS,
DOS 3.3, Pascal 1.3, and a printer spooler
and shipped it with only the first of the four,
with the other functions promised by midOctober. No, Apple is far from the worst
offender.
Still, here I am waiting for ProDOS 16
and reading the fine print in the September
press releases ("AST Research, November
30. Addison-Wesley, January."). Here are
dealers telling me they won't get as many
machines as they'd like for Christmas. Here
are Ile owners lighting up our phone lines
with impatience for the GS upgrade. The GS
has been years in the making, but it's also
been rushed to market. That may be part of
life in a competitive business, but it doesn't
stop you from getting a little depressed.
Or from applauding the honorable exceptions. Tech Editor Paul Statt, having read
the first page of a Hayes press release
("September 15—Hayes Microcomputer
Products today announced") without going
on to the second ("FCC approval is expected
in the fourth quarter"), called the company to
ask about reviewing its new Apple II internal
modem. The Hayes representative listened
politely and said words we ought to hear
more often: "No, I can't send you a preproduction copy. It wouldn't be fair." That
pleased me so much I could almost overlook Hayes' whopping $439 price.•
January 1987
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CoRn*
rgOlear,
Diamond
Emerald
Sapphire
Ruby

LIST
$49.95
$59.95
$79.95
$89.95

SALE
$37.46
$45.46
$51.97
$58.47

Computer Su%Ales of Peterborough

!

NEW

Super Value!
priced at only

•
•*Quality Nationally Known Brand 514 " disks
Reliable, lifetime warranty
•DS/DD only 68c each
•Any quantity
a
k

CURTIS
SAFE-STRIP

$19.95 L4-11 /.44

Brother M-1509 Serial Impact
Dot Matrix Printer

electronic equipment
Valuable
and data files from damage. Surge and
spike suppressor and noise combination
converts one outlet into six.

Protect

Tilt and
Swivel
Power
Center

canna'?

SURGE PROTECTOR
WISE EMIIFILTER

Software

1Y

BARGAN

Voodoo Castle
Mortons Fork
Mystery Fun House
Savage Island
Merlin
Routine Machine

MORE items at fantastic SAVINGS . . .
Our Price!
$32.47
$38.97
$39.00
$22.72
$19.47
$22.72
$25.97
$22.72
$22.72
$22.72
$38.97
$32.47
21.95

Modems
Anchor Volks 12
Anchor Volksmodem
300 baud

$26.95
$37.95

only $169.95.
The benefits of owning this drive to,
you are:
*Faster, more precise tracking and
larger capacity than standard Apple
drives.
•Cluieter and smoother running.
.100% Apple compatibility for II+,
Ile, andIlc external drives.
Half-Height, compact design . . . saves you space.
•
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY.
.30 day moneyback guarantee.
GLARE GUARDS
FOR YOUR CRT
These screens are available
for color or mono (please
seenitY).
*Fine nylon mesh•Easy attachment with velcro stdm
*Reversible black or. cream
color•prevents dust accumutation
5
21939.

Protect Software from dust,
debris and moisture.
Stores up to 60
51/4 " diskettes.

Universal Joystick from
PICO PRODUCTS

This great joystick will work with an
Apple II, II+ , Ile and comes
complete with:
.2 operating modes to give you "Auto-Centering" or "FreeFloating."
.2 pairs of fire buttons for the left or
right-hand user.
*New quick fire button
ONE YEAR WARRANTY, 30-day money back guarantee.
•
Sale 21.95
Easy to use and extremely durable. List 39.95
•

List
Our Price
299.00 199.95 o
72.68 49.95 0

Sale $9.95
Also Available
LIST
SALE
Kalmar Teak Rolltop 51/4 50#454 $32.95 $21.42
Kalmar Teak Rolltop 315-454452
$23.95
$15.57
Kalmar Teak Rolltop
Kalmar Teak RoMop 31/2-90#453 $37.95 $24.67
51/4-110#456 $54.95 $35.72
Kalmar Teak Rol
es
$49.95 $31.90

OOK AT THESE GREAT
PRICES & TITLESHM

ORDER TOLL FREE

800-843-6700

Ext.J-1

QUESTIONS? Call 603-525-4201 Ext. J-1

List
39.95

List $550.00

■ High speed output (180 cps) '
■ Near Letter Quality printing
• Variety of printing fonts and functions
• Large buffer memory
• Optional auto cut sheet feeder
• Compatible with IBM PC® and
Epson FX-100+®
• One inch paper cut function
• Slim, compact, and attractively styled
■ Quiet Operation

Look at this great half-height 100% APPLE compatible disk
drive. Suggested List Price $269.95. Instant Software priced at

►1Suckt A 1)6
S

Pico Products
Joysticks for ALL Apples

SALE
$14.95

WE KNOW OF NO BETTER DRIVE AT ANY
PRICER!!!
Another incredible PICO Product ......

All Titles

Certificate Maker
Toy Shop
Sideways
Rainbow Painter
Picture Writer
Early Games
Easy as ABC
Puzzle Master
Karateka
Nato Commander
Kampfgruppe
Questron

#311(4

Atftfik

LIST
2081000 Sheets
micro-perfed $19.95
204 2500 Sheets
micro-perfed $32.95
154 Green bar
3500 Sheets $47.95

• 15A Circuit Breaker
• 6FT Cord
14/3 AWG SJT
• 15A, 125V, 60Hz, 1800W
• Master Power
On/Off Switch
• Lighted Rocker Switches
Correspond to Five
Individual Sockets
on Rear Panel
• High Grade Against Fire
ABS Construction.
• Can Swivel & Tilts
• 11"x 10"x.75"

Apple Clinic
Football Forecast
Ham Package
Know Your Apple
Night Flight
Skybombers 11

awr

risfri Ato

Hours: M-F 8:00-5:00 EST

Computer Supplies of Peterborough
WGE Center
Route 202N
Peterborough, NH 03458
= MC VISA Money Order
Circle 116 on Reader Service Card.

List

Star Trek:
The Coviasni Alternative $39.95
$59.95
Dazzle Draw
Hitch Hikers Guide
$39.95
To The Galaxy
$49.95
Print Shop
Where Is Carmen
$39.95
San Diego?
$59.95
Newsroom
$49.00
Flight Simulator II
$49.95
Math Blaster

Our Low Price
$25.97
$39.97
$21.95
$32.47
$25.97
$25.97
$31.85
$32.47

SINGLE SIDED/DOUBLE
DENSITY DISKS

.29 ea.
COMMWORKS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

59.95

CommWorks is the easy, complete
telecommunication solution for the Apple.
Distinguishing features are: file folder user
interface,
communications
files,

CommWorks Macros, a powerful on-line
text editor, and an auto log facility.(Disk)
List $99.95 SALE $59.95

1200 BPS MODEM SALE
SALE

$119.95

SPINNAKER

SrL95 DELTA DRAWING (D)

List $199

This 1200 BPS modem contains its own
computer for controlling communications
and reporting its status back to you. Some
features are dial by tone or pulse, fully
compatible Hayes function & command,
and much more. List $199.95 SALE $119.95

2400 BPS MODEM SALE
SALE $199 • 00 List $499
times faster than a
conventional modem. Saves on phone bills!
Some features are 11 number storage, call
progress, 1 year limited warranty, and much
more. List $499.00 SALE $199.00
Lowest price anywhere! 8

FLIP-N-FILE
SALE $41.
_A. -W•
List $24.95

95

Dust and dirt can hurt your disks. Proper
filing and protection of them will reduce
wear and tear. Flip-N-File saves and holds
over 70 disks. List $24.95 SALE $14.95

SOFTWARE
ACCESS

HOP D
PAN1ON (D)
PRI
S
GRAPHICS LIB. 1.2 or 3 (D)
KARATEKA (D)
BANK STREET WRITER (D)
CHAMPIONSHIP LODE RUNNER (D)
WHERE IS CARMEN SANDIEGO? (D)
BLUE CHIP
MILLIONAIRE (13)
BARON (D)
TYCOON (D)
SQUIRE (D)
DESIGNWARE
ALGEBRA (D)
CREATURE CREATOR (D)
THE BODY TRANSPARENT (13)
CRYPTO CUBE (13)
EUROPEAN NATIONS & LOCATIONS (D)
THE GRAMMAR EXAMINER (D)
MATH MAZE (D)
MISSION ALGEBRA (D)
REMEMBER! (D)
SPELLAGRAPH (D)
SPELLAKAZAM (D)
SPELLICOPTER (D)
SPELLING & READING PRIMER (D)
STATES & TRAITS (D)
TRAP-A-ZOID (3)
ELECTRONIC ARTS
ONE ON ONE (D)
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD (D)
HARD HAT MACK (D)
MURDER ON THE ZINDERNEUF (D)
SKYFOX (D)
REACH FOR THE STARS (D)
FINANCIAL COOKBOOK (D)
CARRIERS AT WAR (D)
EPYX
PITSTOP II (D)
BALL BLAZER (D)
SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES (D)
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION (D)
ROBOTS OF DAWN (D)
SUMMER GAMES 11 (D)
WORLD'S GREATEST BASEBALL (D)
WINTER GAMES (D)
MOVIE MONSTER GAME (D)
WORLD'S GREATEST FOOTBALL GAME (D)
FISHER PRICE
PETER RABBIT READING (D)
1ST MEN IN MOON MATH (D)
JUNGLE BOOK READING (D)
MINDSCAPE
BANK STREET STORYBOOK (D)
CROSSWORD MAGIC (D)
THE HALLEY PROJECT (D)
STEPHEN KING: THE MIST (D)
JAMES BOND: A VIEW TO A KILL (D)
RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD (D)
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE (D)
THE PERFECT SCORE (D)
RACIER (D)
RANDOM HOUSE
ALPINE ENCOUNTER (D)
CHARLIE BROWN'S ABC'S (D)
GARFIELD DOUBLE DARES (D)
GARFIELD EAT YOUR WORDS (D)
SNOOPY WRITER (D)
SNOOPY'S SKYWRITER SCRAMBLER (D)
SPECTRUM HOLORYTI

ACTION PACK (D)
ACCOLADE

$14.95

FIGHT NIGHT (D)
HARDBALL (D)
DAM BUSTERS (13)
PSI TRADING CO. (D)
LAW OF THE WEST (D)
ACTIVISION

$18.95
18.95 GATO (D)
18.95 SPRING BOARD
18.95
18.95 NEWSROOM (D)
CLIP ART I (D)
CLIP ART II (D)
CERTIFICATE MAKER (D)
$24.95 GRAPHICS EXPANDER
(D)
20.95
22.95 SUGLOGIC
21.95
21.95 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (D)
NIGHT MISSION PINBALL (D)

HACKER (D)
MASTER OF THE LAMPS (D)
GREAT AMERICAN CROSS COUNTRY RACE (D)
GHOSTBUSTERS (D)
BORROWED TIME (D)

Add $3.00 for shipping, handling, and insurance. Illinois residents please add 6'h %
sales tax. Add $6.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII, ALASKA, APO-FPO
orders. All orders must be in U.S. Dollars. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER
COUNTRIES EXCEPT CANADA. Enclose Cashier Check, Money Order or Personal
Check. Allow 14 days for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mall.
Prices & Availability subject to change without notice. Hardware shipping prices
vary according to weight. Please call for amount. (No APO-FPO for monitors)
VISA-MASTER CARD-C.O.D.
C.O.D. on phone orders only.

FACEMAKER (D)
KIDS ON KEYS (D)
ADVENTURE CREATOR (D)
ALPHABET ZOO (D)
FRACTION FEVER (D)
KIDWRITER (D)
14.95 KINDERCOMP (D)
14 .73 STORY MACHINE ( D)
"
.J..2 SUM DUCKS (D(
HOMEWRK HELPER MATH (D)
22.95 RHYMES & RIDDLES (D)
TRAINS (D)
GRANDMA'S HOUSE (D)
$22.95 HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE (D)
22.95 SNOOPER TROOPS I (D)
22.95 SNOOPER TROOPS II (D)
22.95 COUNTING PARADE (D)
THE MOST AMAZING THING (D)
HOMEWORK HELPER WRITING (D)
$19.95
9 95 STATIGIC SIMULATIONS INC.
23.95 BATTLE OF ANTIETAM (D)
19.95 NAM (D)
23.95 U.S.A.A.F. (D)
23.95 COLONIAL CONQUEST (D)
22.95 PANZER GRANADIER (D)
23.95
39.95 TELARIUM
22.95
17.95 AMAZON (D)
22.95 DRAGONWORLD (D)
22.95 FAHRENHEIT 451 (D)
23.95 RENDEZVOUS WITH RAMA (D)
22.95 9 PRINCES IN AMBER (D)
PERRY MASON (D)
WEEKLY READER
$9.95
995 STICKYBEAR MATH (D)
9 95 STICKYBEAR NUMBERS (D)
995 STICKYBEAR READING (D)
22.95 STICKYBEAR OPPOSITES (D)
26.95 STICKYBEAR ABC (D)
27.95 STICKYBEAR SHAPES (D)
30.95 STICKYBEAR SPELLGRABBER (D)
STICKYBEAR PRINTER (D)
STICKYBEAR TYPING (D)
$19.95 STICKYBEAR TOWN BUILDER (D)
19.95 WINDHAM CLASSICS
22.95
14.95 ALICE IN WONDERLAND (D)
14.95 BELOW THE ROOT (13)
22.95 SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON (D)
19.95 WIZARD OF OZ (D)
22.95 TREASURE ISLAND (D)
24.95
22.95
49
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100% Certified 5 1/4 " floppy disks. Lifetime
Warranty, automatic lint cleaning liner
included. 1 Box of 100 $29.00 List $1.99 ea.
SALE $.29 ea.

SALE $

ARTSCI
MAGIC MEMORY (D)
MAGIC CALC (D)
MAGIC WINDOW (D)

$22.95
22.95
22.95
$22.95
27.95
24.95
22.95
22.95
22:95
24.95
39.95
24.95
$19.95'
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

$22.95
13.95
13.95
16.95
16.95
13.95
16.95
13.95
13.95
19.95
22.95
12.95
16.9'3
13.95
12.95
12,95
12.95
16.95
10.95
22.95
$26.95
21.95
30.95
21.95
21.95
$12.95
12.95
12.95
12.95
22.95
22.95
22,95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.9$
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
$21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95

BEST SERVICE IN THE
U.S.A. • 90 DAY
REPLACEMENT
WARRANTY • ONE DAY
EXPRESS MAIL • 15 DAY
FREE TRIAL • OVER 500
PROGRAMS • A CUSTOMER
LIST OF OVER 3,000,000
LARGEST IN THE U.S.A.

CALL FOR FREE
CATALOG WITH $2.00
OFF COUPON!

$19.95
$29.95
15.95
20.95
30.95
21.95
$29.95
21.95

PHONE ORDERS
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. C.S.T. Weekdays
9 a.m. - 12 noon C.S.T. Saturdays
(312) 382-5050

COMPUTER DIRECT WARRANTY
All Computer Direct's products carry a minimum 90 day warranty. If
anything fails within 90 days from the date of purchase, simply send
your product to us via United Parcel Service prepaid. We will
IMMEDIATELY send you a replacement at no charge via United Parcel
Service prepaid. This warranty proves that We Love Our Customers.

SUPER DEALS
(312) 382-5050 TO
12" 80 COLUMN
MONITOR
SALE $

////////%;;;; /y/////
/////'

'79.95

APPLE COMPATIBLE
LASER 128 COMPUTER
SALE $395.00 List $649
Comes complete with 5 1/4 " disk drive built
in, 32K ROM, 128K RAM, and much more.
Compatilbe with virtually all software for
the Apple II, lie, and Ilc. Plus, for a
limited time you will receive Magic Window
Ile word processor for FREE. (a $149.95
Value) List $648.95 SALE $395.00

ACCESSORIES SALE
RS 232 Cable
Centronics Cable
RGB Cable
Expansion Box
2nd Disk Drive

APPLE COMPATIBLE
SYSTEM SALE
SALE $ 499.00

List $1227
Marvelous! Save over $700! Included are:
Laser 128 Computer, Big Blue Printer, 12"
Samsung Green Monitor, Interface, Magic
Window Ile Word Processor, Magiccalc
Spreadsheet, Magic Memory Data Base and
2 Paper Rolls. A comparable system costs
over $2000. Great savings. List $1227.95
SALE $499.00

JOYSTICK SALE
SALE $
29 95 List $39.95

.

SALE
List
$29.95 $14.95
$34.95 $19.95
$24.95 $19.95 This analog joystick is terrific. Choose self$99.00 $79.00 centering control or free-floating. For
$299.95 $129.95 Apple or IBM. List $39.95 SALE $29.95

BIG BLUE PRINTER
/

SALE

39.95

11

List $129
Super High Resolution green screen
monitor. 80 columns x 24 lines, easy to
read, plus easy to adjust control knobs.
Supreme Quality. Fantastic value. List
$129.00 SALE $79.95

14" COLOR MONITOR
SALE

$139.95

List $329
This premium quality monitor comes with
speaker and audio hook up, High
Resolution, clear screen, 40 columns x 24
lines, front panel controls and more. Can
also be used with VCR. One year warranty.
List $329.00 SALE $139.95

-!er.a=

I

List $199
This is the affordable printer you have been waiting for! This 81/2 " letter size, 80 column
dot matrix, heat transfer printer features upper and lower case, underline, graphics, word
processing, and much more. List $199.00 SALE $39.95

PREMIUM QUALITY
150-170 CPS COMSTAR
AERO 160 PRINTER
SALE

'199.00

List $499
The Comstar Aero 160 gives you a 10" carriage, 150-170 CPS, 9x9 dot matrix with double
strike capability for 18x18 dot matrix (*near letter quality), high resolution bit image
(120x144 dot matrix), underline, back spacing, left and right margin setting, true lower
descenders with super and subscripts, prints standard, block graphics and special
characters. It gives you print quality and features found on printers costing twice as much!
(Centronics Parrallel Interface) List $499.00 SALE $199.00 (*with Xetec interface)

PRINTER/TYPEWRITER COMSTAR 1000 PRINTER
WITH SPELL CHECK
SALE $189.95
List $349
SALE $299.94

qa List $399
Superb Silver Reed letter quality daisy
wheel printer/typewriter. Includes Spell
Check; over 90.,000 words with capacity to
add more of your own. LED readout
corrects mistakes before they print. Comes
with free memory expander. (90 day
warranty) Centronics Parallel Interface is
built in. (Apple Interfaces Available) List
399.00 SALE $299.95

This is the best values today. Print letters,
documents, ect. at 100 characters per second
and has Near Letter quality mode. Features
are dot addressable graphics, adjustable
tractor and friction feed, margin settings,
pica, elite, condensed, italics, super &
subscript, underline, bold, and double
strike. Image writer compatible at half the
price. Works with Apple, Laser and
Macintosh. List $349.00 SALE $189.95

ATTENTION
COMPUTER CLUBS • DEALERS
We offer big volume discounts!

CALL TODAY

14" RGB & COMPOSITE
COLOR MONITOR
SALE 1/7 nn

List $399
Must be used to get 80 columns in color with
80 column computers (C128 - IBM - Apple)
(RGB cable $19.95) Add $14.50 shipping.
List $399.00 SALE $237.00

TV TUNER
SALE $

49.95

List $130
This tuner has dual UHF/VHF selector
switches, mute, automatic fine tuning and
computer/TV selector switches. Hook it up
between your computer and monitor! Inputs
included for 300 ohm, 75 ohm, and UHF.
List $129.95 SALE $49.95

CALL BEFORE YOU ORDER:
• OUR PRICES MAY BE LOWER
& AND WE OFFER SPECIAL
SYSTEM DEALS •

COMPUTER DIRECT
We Love Our Customers

22292 N. Pepper Rd., Barrington, Illinois 60010
(312) 382-5050 to order
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16
COLORS

(Premium Quality)

(Premium Quality)

SALE
95*

• Built in Speaker & Audio
• For Video Recorders
• For Small Business
Computers
• Apple - Commodore
-Atari - Laser 128 -etc.

$

• One Year Warranty'

• Black Line
• Beautiful Color
Contrast

13 9

• High Resolution
• Sharp Clear Text
• Anti-Glare Screen
• 40 Columns x 24 Lines
• Front Panel Controls

List $32900

V
so coV)otos

14" Color Computer Monitor1
it 1
Super High
Resolution

*C64/Atari composite cable $9.95
* C128 RGB/Composite 80 column cable

3

Salell

$19.95.

095

.

1

Add $14.50 Shipping

14" ROB & Composite Color Monitor

Allows use of C-128 and C64 mode - composite and 80 column RGB mode.
Must be used to get 80 columns in color with 80 column computers. Specially List $399.00 $
designed for use with the C128's special composite video output. plus green
screen only option switch. (add $14.50 shipping)

00

.

Sale

12" 80 Column Green/Amber Monitor
Super high resolution composite green or amber screen monitor. 80 columns x
24 lines. easy to read. Fantastic value. Limited Quantities.

List $129.00

$

95 .

Sale

Turn Your Monitor into a TV Set Without Moving Your Computer

Elegant TV Tuner with dual UHF VHF selector switches goes between your
computer and monitor. Includes mute, automatic fine tuning and computer-List $129.95
TV selector switches. Inputs included for 300 ohm, 75 ohm, and UHF. Can be
used with cable TV and VCR's. Fantastic Value. Limited Quantities. (Includes
loop antenna for UHF 8 RCA connecting cables) (Add $3.00 Shipping. Plus
$3.00 for APO/ FPO).

$4995
Sale

15 Day Free Trial - 90 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty
Add S10.00 for shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois
residents please add 61/4 % tax. Monitors con only be shipped to
Continental U.S. addresses only. Enclose Cashier Check, Money
Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days for delivery. 2 to 7 days
for phone orders, 1 day express mail! Prices 8 Availability
subject to change without notice.
VISA — MASTER CARD — C.O.D.
C.O.D. on phone orders only
No Monitors shipped A.P 0.-F.P.O. or Alaska

COMPUTER DIRECT
We Love Our Customers

22292 N. Pepper Rd., Barrington, III. 60010

312/382-5050 to order

• Famous "rational Brand •

15 Day Free Trial-Satisfaction or Your Money Back
90 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty

80 Column Printer

81/2 11 Letter Size

We Like this Printer so much
We Bought Out the Factory

SALE

$3995 SALE

List $199.00
Now you can have a full fledged 8 1/2 " letter size 80 column printer for less than the cost of a large box of
paper. This printer uses advanced dot matrix, heat transfer technology to print upper and lower case (with
true lower descenders), underline, enlarged, all points addressable graphics plus More. Print out pictures,
program listings, wordprocessing pages, graphics and more. Perfect for the homeowner or student and
definitely affordable. List $199.00 Sale $39.95

Atari®

Commodore ®

F

l

Apple°
BIG BLUE

I
1

1'
iill

I

81/2 "

Letter Size

This printer was made by Canon® for' the IBM PC and PCjr. The Big Blue printer comes ready to hook up to the serial port
of the IBMOPC jr. Plus with low cost adapter cables you can connect the Big Blue printer to the Apple®
Apple
Compatibles, Atari®, Commodore® 64 ,128, SX-64, Vic 20, Plus 4, IBM ®PC, IBMOXT, IBM®AT, IBM Compatibles
TI-99, Tandy 1000, plus many more.
Intelligent Commodore® Interface—Connects Big Blue to the printer port of the C-64 and 128. Print graphics, us
Printshop, word processors and more
List $49.95 Sale $19.95
Intelligent Atari() Interface—Connects the Big Blue to Atari® computers (except 1200). Print Atari graphics,
Printshop, word processors, and more
List $49.95 Sale $19.95
RS-232 Adapter—Adapts Big Blue for IBM® PC, AT, XT, PCIr. 8 Apple® II series RS-232 port
List $19.95 Sales 9.95
Laserl21, Apple II ®c interface ... List $24.95 Sale $12.95 Printer Stand
List $24.95 Sale $14.95
Paper (2 Rolls)
List $19.95 Sale $ 5.95 Complete Printer Care Kit
List $29.95 Sale $19.95
IBM, Apple, Canon, Commodore, Atari are trademarks of International nosiness Machines, Apple Computer, Canon Inc, Commodore business Machin„, Atari Inc. Respectively.

Add $7.50 for shipping, handling, and insurance, Illinois residents please add
61/2 % sales tax. Add $6.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII, ALASKA,
APO-FPO orders. All orders must be in U.S. Dollars. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO
OTHER COUNTRIES EXCEPT CANADA. Enclose Cashier Check, Money Order or
Personal Check. Allow 14 days for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day
express mall. Prices 8 Availability subject to change without notice.

VISA — MASTER CARD — C.O.D.

C 0 D on phone orders only.

COMPUTER DIRECT
We Love Our Customers
22292 N. Pepper Rd., Barrington, III. 60010

312/382-5050 to order

NEW PRODUCTS
edited by Lafe Low

Block That Surge

Hardware
Hi-Res Eyes
The successor to Digital
Vision's original video-acquisition system is now
available for the Apple II.
ComputerEyes/2 is a slowScan device that connects
to any standard video'
source. It features a capture time of less than six
seconds in any mode, automatic preview of video input directly on the monitor,
and automatic calibration of
brightness and contrast.
With a Video-7 Enhancer or
Legend E' Card, ComputerEyes/2 can acquire standard,
double-hi-res, and gray-scale
images; images are compatible with most popular graphics programs.
ComputerEyes/2 sells for
$129.95; an entire system, including ComputerEyes/2
hardware and software, a
black-and-white video camera, lens, and cable, costs
$459.95, from Digital Vision,
14 Oak Street, Suite 2, Needham, MA 02192, (617) 4449040. For more information,
circle Reader Service
number 364,

What a Memory
Installing Applied Engineering's new GS-RAM
memory-expansion board
in your Apple IIGs will give
you an 8092K AppleWorks
desktop. The board is compatible with all operating
systems and software for
the GS. It comes with
256K, 512K, 1MB, and
1.5MB on board; you can
expand it to 8MB with a
piggyback card. For even
more memory, the GS-RAM
140

Capture video images on screen with ComputerEyes/2.

Plus uses 1-megabit RAM
chips in 1MB to 6MB versions, also- expandable with
a piggyback card. The GSRAM retails for $169-$379,
the RAM Plus for $599,
from Applied Engineering,
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton,
TX 75006, (214) 241-6060.
Circle Reader Service
number 361 for more
information.

A New Brother
Brother has entered the
Apple II market with an
ImageWriter I- and II-compatible dot-matrix printer.
The Brother M-1109AP
needs no special settings or
DIP-switch changes—just
plug it into your Ilc and
print. It features 75 character-per-second printing in
draft mode, 33 cps in nearletter-quality, a built-in topmounted forms tractor, and
a variety of print styles and
modes. The M-1109AP retails for $349, from Brother
International, 8 Corporate
Place, Piscataway, NJ
08854, (201) 981-0300. Circle Reader Service number
359 for more information.

ImageWriter Color
Print in color with your
ImageWriter II and the Typerite Multi-Color ribbon (also
compatible with C. Itoh
ProWriter C-310 and C-315
printers). Typerite's fourcolor ribbon comes in primary process colors, or
with heat-transfer inks for
creating iron-on transfers,
banners; and posters. Refills are available for both
versions. Check with your
dealer for price information.
Typerite, 38-04 48 Street,
Long Island City, NY
11104, (718) 784-3535. Circle Reader Service number
365 for more information.

Protect your computer,
VCR, TV, stereo, microwave, and other home-electronic equipment from
power fluctuations with the
Safe-Bloc surge suppressor. It features six outlets,
multipurpose line-to-line protection, and an indicator
light. The UL- and CSA-approved Safe-Bloc mounts
directly onto any duplex
wall outlet. The Safe-Bloc retails for $19.95, from Curtis
Manufacturing, 305 Union
Street, Peterborough, NH
03458, (603) 924-3823. Circle Reader Service number
363 for more information.

A Thingi or Two
If shuffling papers while
you're typing has got you
down, get a Thingi. This
simple device holds copy
for typing or quick reference right at eye level next
to your monitor. The Thingi
is strong and rigid enough
to hold a magazine or notepad, and comes molded in
black or white scored plastic
in left- and right-handed versions. The Thingi sells for
$13.95, from Sum-Pro International, Dept. CI-12, Drayton Harbor Mall, P.O. Box
3428, Blaine, WA 98230,
(604) 521-7546. For more
information, circle Reader
Service number 362.

A Thingi holds your papers, pad, or magazine while you type.
January 1987

Clean Image improves print
quality.

Clean Sweep
Keep your dot-matrix
print clean with the Clean Image Printer Head Cleaning
Kit. The Clean Image cartridge snaps into your
printer in place of the ribbon cartridge. Solution is
released from a chamber to
clean your printhead in less
than a minute. Use the
Clean Image kit every time
you change a ribbon or
switch from black to color
printing to eliminate color
overlap. Clean Image comes
in three common sizes and
retails for $19.95, from Transphere International, 2325
3rd Street, Suite 325, San
Francisco, CA 94107, (415)
861-7510. For more information, circle Reader Service
number 360.

create a new table, add,
replace, delete, or relocate
any symbol within a table,
and merge tables up to 6K.
The Triple Dump utility
lets you print hi-res and
double-hi-res, convert lo-res
colors to shades of gray,
and dump to any graphicscapable printer. The CADS
package comes on four
disks for $139.95, from Dynacomp Inc., 1064 Gravel
Road, Webster, NY 14580,
(716) 671-6160. For more
information, cirde Reader
Service number 355.

It's Academic
Students who need help
with their study habits may
be able to make the grade
with Davidson's new student-productivity software. Homeworker includes
six integrated modules—Textwriter, Outliner, Flash Card
Maker, Calendar, Grade
Keeper, and a Calculator
with conversion tables. The
program also features onscreen tutorials, fact-finder
files, and a clipboard for
transferring information from
one module to another.

Homeworker is packaged
in a notebook-sized student
organizer with divider
pages, notepaper, phoneand-address book, disk
holder, and study accessories. Homeworker retails for
$89.95, from Davidson &
Associates, 3135 Kashiwa
Street, Torrance, CA 90505,
(213) 534-4070. Circle
Reader Service number
352 for more information.

Software with Class
To enhance its School
Starter Library collection of
174 programs, the Duncan
Institute has released a
Classroom Series drawn
from its public-domain software library. Three sets of
educational programs are
designed for grades K-6,
7-9, and 10-12. Each set
contains more than 120
programs on eight disks,
covering math, spelling,
reading, music, science,
geography, word studies,
and other topics.
The Classroom Series
sells for $55.60 per set,
$95.20 for two bundled,

Software
Perfect Lines
CADS is a complete
computer-aided-design
system for your Apple II,
The Caddraw module can
use a variety of input devices, as well as freehand
sketching. It scrolls up,
down, left, and right between two drawing pages
and includes a variety of
drawing features. With Caddraw Symbol Maker/Editor
you can store up to 225
symbols in each table, capture any symbol or any
part of a hi-res drawing,
inCider

and $130.80 for all three.
The School Starter Library
(174 programs) costs
$69.95 alone, $107.10 bundled with one Classroom
Series, $141.70 with two,
and $168.30 with all three
Classroom Series sets. Order from the Public Domain
Library, Box 137CS, Duncan Institute, 18 Duncan
Drive, New Port Richey, FL
33552, (813) 848-0413. For
more information, circle
Reader Service number 358.

Read On
MECC has released the
first six packages in its
Reading Collection. The
three series—each currently
including two products—
cover phonics, word-building, and reading comprehension. Phonics Prime
Time: Initial Consonants and
Final Consonants gives students practice in associating
beginning and final consonant sounds of words with
the letters that represent
those sounds. Words at
Work: Contraction Action
matches contractions and
the words that make them
with the proper spelling of
both forms.
In Words at Work: Prefix
Power, students underline
prefixes in words and determine the meanings of
words with prefixes. Those
Amazing Reading Machines
Product descriptions contained in this section are
based on information supplied to us by the respective manufacturers. These
announcements are provided solely as a service
to our readers and do
not constitute endorsement
by inCider of any given
product.

Get organized with Homeworker's integrated study tools.
141

Your Business Needs
Our AppleWorks Templates!
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE Designed for a small business. Tracks cash,
check and credit card transactions. Unlimited categories. Allows split
transactions. Groups and totals for easy tracking. Your accountant will love itl
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE Records sales, customer data. Reports
accounts receivable, aged overdue accounts, and more. Tracks inventory, aids
marketing analysis. Prints invoices and bills on standard forms!
PAYROLL Tracks hourly, daily, weekly or monthly employee time, including
overtime, vacation and sick time, other earnings, taxes, FICA, other deductions,
net pay, reimbursements. Calculates quarterly, year-to-date & year-end totals.
FINANCIAL CALCULATOR Calculates simple & compound interest,
present value, annuities (eg. IRA), monthly loan payments, treasury security
and bond yields, 10-year loan amortization schedule and others.
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO Summarizes stock, mutual fund, bond and
CD holdings. Tracks commission, original and current value, bond yield,
gain/loss, and more. Clusters by security name for dollar-cost averaging.

So Does Your Home!
ACCOUNTANT for the home is easy to use. Ever wonder where the
money goes? Use Accountant and find out. Fast and easy.
You may easily customize templates. Instructions & tutorial on each disk
REQUIRES: AppleWorks (any version), Apple //c, //e or //GS with at least 128K RAM, one disk drive &
80-cdumn monitor. Second disk drive, 132 column printer and keypad are recommended, but not required.

$2925each
Applied Scientific

NEW PRODUCTS
I and II are designed for
students in grades 3 and 4,
respectively. These readingcomprehension programs
give students practice in
reading for sequence and
developing strategies for
different reading situations.
Look for more products
coming up in all three series, plus a manpgement
system for teachers using
the programs. The MECC
Reading Collection titles sell
for $49 individually, $229 for
the entire collection, from
MECC, 3490 Lexington Avenue North, Saint Paul, MN
55126, (612) 481-3500. For
more information, circle
Reader Service number 354.

416 Arnold, Bozeman,Mt. 59715 (406) 586-1157
Each template $29.95 by check (includes shipping). VISA or MC phone orders
welcome. Send number, expiration date and add 5%. Sorry no COD.
Satisfaction or return for refund. How can you lose? Apple, Apple //c, Apple //e, Apple
//GS and AppleWorks are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Templates (c) 1986 by R.J. Flaherty.
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card.
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ENTER
THE FINAL
FRONTIER
OF
MAN-TO-MACHINE
COMMUNICATIONS
There is nothing else like
it. Voice Master gives
both speech output
and voice recognition with this single hardware product! Your voice
controls programs, or home appliances, robots, and more with spoken
commands. Verbal response back gives status, verifies, or requests your
reply! Speech output and recognition patterns are recorded in with your
voice. Or use the voice of your friend, boss, teacher, mother, even the
family pet! Programming is simple with new commands added to BASIC.
A music bonus program lets you write and compose musical scores
simply by humming the tune. Unlimited applications for fun, education,
and commercial use. Design your own programs for profit. Speech and
recognition quality unsurpassed by even the most sophisticated
machines. Only Covox provides this high-tech marvel at a price less than
most common peripherals.
The Covox Voice Master comes complete with all hardware and software
for only $89.95. (Add $4 shipping and handling for USA, $6 Canada, $10
overseas.) Available for Commodore 64/128, Apple II, 11+,11c, Ile, Atari 800.
800XL, 130 XE. Specify when ordering. Visa, MasterCard phone orders
accepted.

Call or write for FREE Voice Master Infopak
and special combination package offers.
•

COVOX INC., DEPT. IC
675-D Conger Street • Eugene, Oregon 97402 • U.SA.
Area Code (503) 342-1271 • Telex 706017 (Av Alarm UD)
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A> Recipes show you the
way to healthful eating.

Get Cooking
If you're too busy to plan
meals for yourself and your
family, these four new
A> Recipes cookbook
disks may help. Micromeals includes easy-to-prepare recipes for any
microwave oven. Natural
Food Recipes, chosen from
the Rodale Basic Natural
Food Cookbook use only
additive-free ingredients. No
Salt, No Sugar, No Fat
Recipes help you prepare
more nutritious meals—from
appetizers to desserts.
Recipes for Parents and
Kids is a collection that
helps parents and children
cook together and learn techniques for healthful cooking.

Programs in the A>Recipes
Cookbooks on Disk series
sell for $15.95 each, from
East Hampton Industries,
66 Newton Lane, East
Hampton, NY 11937, (516)
324-2224. Circle Reader
Service number 356 for
more information.

Pass the Bill
Now you can learn
about the inner workings of
the United States legislative
process. B5's new political
simulation lets students
push bills through various
committees and both chambers of Congress, amend
them, and finally pass or
defeat them. As President,
a student must decide
whether or not to sign a bill
into law when it reaches his
or her desk. Join Congress
in session for $31.95, from
B5 Software, 1024 Bainbridge Place, Columbus,
OH 43228. Circle Reader
Service number 353 for
more information.

Artistic License
How'd you like to illustrate your Newsroom or
Print Shop creations with
unique artwork? Clipcapture
is a menu-driven graphics
utility that lets you design
your own pictures or convert existing drawings for
use with either program.
Your Newsroom clip art,
Print Shop graphics, and
your own hi-res graphics
artwork will be totally integrated. Each disk stores
more than 250 pieces of
clip art. Capture a Clipcapture disk for $24.95, from
Clipcapture, 477 Windridge
Drive, Racine, WI 53402.
Circle Reader Service number 351 for the complete
picture.
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THE LAST SPORTS GAMES YOU'LL EVER NEED!

Product Updates
• Users of the Gutenberg Word Processor
now have two accessories
from which to choose.
With the Foreign Language Teacher's Application Disk, instructors
enter their own data and
print from preformatted
files, including memos, letters, worksheets, syllabus
outlines, 13 quizzes, and
more. The Gutenberg
Global Conversion Disk
converts text files written
in Applesoft or CP/M to
Gutenberg format and
back. The Foreign Language Teacher's Application Disk sells for $40; the
Global Conversion Disk is
$19.95, from Gessler Educational Software, 900
Broadway, Department F,
New York, NY 10030,
(212) 673-3113.
• The Winchendon Group
has reduced prices of all
its statistical and forecasting software. ELF: The
Statistical Package (formerly $250), TWG/ARIMA
(formerly $350), and
EASI/ARIMA (formerly
$350) now retail for $150
each. Teachers and students are still allowed a
$50 academic discount.
Place orders with The
Winchendon Group, 3907
Lakota Road, P.O. Box
10339, Alexandria, VA
22310, (703) 960-2587.
• In another marketing
agreement, CBS Interactive
Learning is now distributing
The Observatory exclusively to schools, libraries,
and other institutions. This
astronomy program for
grades 7-12 and collegelevel instruction was developed by Gary Lassiter,
president of Lightspeed
Software. The Observatory

comes with a program
guide, teacher's guide,
and backup disk for
$64.95. The Lab Pack retails for $194.85. Contact
CBS Interactive Learning for
details at One Fawcett
Place, Greenwich, CT
06836, (203) 622-2500.
• Educators will soon
have an easier time using
PractiCalc II in the classroom. PractiCorp International now offers its
spreadsheet package to
schools on a site-license
basis. The basic fee will
be $1500, which includes
ten user manuals and 100
copies of PractiCalc II.
The company also provides a $200 discount to
schools that pay upon ordering the program. According to PractiCorp,
company representatives
will work with schools
whose needs are different
from the standard arrangement. Contact PractiCorp
International for details at
The Silk Mill, 44 Oak
Street, Newton Upper
Falls, MA 02164, (617)
965-9870.
• GTE surge suppressors are now being mar:
keted by SAFE Power
Systems. Produced by
GTE's Control Devices Division in Standish, Maine,
the products will still carry
the Sylvania brand name
and the Smoothline product-line name. Six basic
models include two-, four-,
and six-outlet units, a modem-only unit, a four-outlet
and modem unit, and a
power strip. SAFE Power
Systems is located at 528
West 21st Street, Tempe,
AZ 85282, (602) 894-6864.

"If you're looking for the most realistic simulation around, 3
IN 1 FOOTBALL should be your first draft choice."
—The Chicago Tribune
"[BASKETBALL is] another real winner from Lance Haffner
...a must addition to your library"
—The Guide To Computer Living
Didn't like the way last season went for your favorite team? Here's your
chance to do better as the coach. Or imagine the possibilities of dream matchups like the '72 Miami Dolphins vs. the '85 Chicago Bears or UCLA with
Alcindor going against Patrick Ewing and Georgetown. How about the '86
Celtics against anybody? Now YOU can know the the outcome of some of
the greatest sports matchups that never were!
3 IN 1 FOOTBALL
• with Stats Compiler for each player and team • you choose from
14 offensive plays and 6 defensive formations
• includes 176 college teams, the 28 NFL teams and 14 USFL teams
from the '85 season PLUS 174 great college and 189 great pro teams
of the past
FINAL FOUR COLLEGE BASKETBALL & BASKETBALL: THE PRO GAME

• Includes Stats Compiler • you determine starting lineup, substitutions, shot selection, passing, offensive and defensive styles of play
and more • the College game includes 292 teams from the '85-'86
season plus 70 all-time greats • the Pro game features the 23 NBA
teams from '85-'86 and more than 100 great teams of the past
OTHER PAST SEASONS' TEAMS DISKS AVAILABLE AND 1986 FOOTBALL
TEAMS READY PRIOR TO PLAYOFFS AND BOWL GAMES.
Available at your local dealer or send check or money order for $39.99 each.
Visa and MasterCard accepted on phone orders only. Please add $2.00 for postage
and handling.
COMMODORE—APPLE—AMIGA—IBM and compatibles

LANCE HAFFNER GAMES
P.O. Box 100594 • Nashville, TN • 37210 • 615/242-2617
3 in 1 Football also available for
Atari 520ST, Macintosh, and Atari 800/800XL/130XE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE -FULL COUNT BASEBALL!

Circle 290 on Reader Service Card.

DO YOU LOVE

PRINT SHOPTM?
We dot And that s why we've created the PS LOVER'S
UTIUTY SET (P.L.U.S.). P.L.U.S. gives you ten "Print ShopTM"
related utility programs that are so useful, you'll wonder how
you ever got along without them.
There's CATALOG PRINTER which will print out the picture and
name of all the graphics on any library disk. Now you can
organize your Print Shop Graphic LibraryTM disks and make
charts of what is stored on each one. With LABEL PRINTER
you can design and print mailing labels which mix Print ShopTM
Graphics and text. It's great for spicing up your letters and you
can even use it to design labels for your software disks.
TRANSFER allows you to convert Print ShopTM graphics so that
they can be used with Newsroomlu.
If that's not enough, P.L.U.S. features
seven more utilities which you'll love.
P.L.U.S. requires an ImageWriterTM, Apple
DMPTu, C.ltohTM, or EpsonT"-compatible
printer. It will work with any standard
interface card. P.L.U.S. comes complete
with printed documentation describing
each of the utility programs.
Order product number PS01 for only $24.95. Price includes
shipping and handling! No hidden charges. MasterCard or
Visa accepted.

Big Red Apple Club
1105 South 13th Street, Suite 103
Norfolk, NE 68701
(402) 379-4680 Print Shop is a registered trademark of Broderbund Software.
Newsroom is a registered trademark of Springboard Software.
Cirde 151 on Reader Service Card.
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GAME ROOM
by Brian J. Murphy
In Game Room, Brian Murphy tells us what's new in
the world of Apple games.
Look here for inCider's
scoop on the latest fun.
Wizardry fever has finally
hit Strategic Simulations.
Widely acknowledged as
the maker of the best computer war games, SSI
seems to be going after the
fantasy-game market—led
by Sir-Tech's addictive Wizardry and Origin Systems'
Ultima series—as well.
Judging by four of SSI's recent entries, it looks like the
company's on the right
track, but still has a way
to go.

and exploring. Combat
takes place on a tactical
screen, where you direct
the movement of individual
adventurers.
The problem with Wizard's Crown is boredom—it
doesn't grab your interest.
Progress is slow, and after
an hour or two of trying to
make something of your
heroes, you wind up asking
yourself, "Why bother?"

-"E-'-''

Rings of Zilfin
**
Strategic Simulations Inc.
Fantasy/role-playing
Any 48K Apple II or III
$39.95

Wizard's Crown
*
Strategic Simulations Inc.
1046 North Rengstorff Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
Fantasy/role-playing
Any 48K Apple II or III
$39.95
Wizard's Crown is rather
run-of-the-mill, incorporating
elements of Wizardry and
Ultima without achieving the
excitement of either. Your
quest is for the legendary
Crown of the Emperor,
worn by various chief wizards of the land until it was
usurped in ages past.
You control a band of
warriors and magicians who
demonstrate all the predictable attributes and shortcomings; they develop their
respective skills through the
usual routines of fighting
Cider

You'll get a substantially
larger kick out of Rings of
Zilfin. Despite a familiar
scenario (you're searching
for a magic ring that would
give the evil Lord Dragos
power over all the land),
it's the most original of the
four new SSI games.
Unlike Wizardry or the
last two games of the Ultima series, there's only
one adventurer. A minimum
of hand-eye coordination is
required as your hero
shoots down nightbirds and
duels with various land
monsters.
Rings of Zilfin is unpredictable. Though it's hard
to establish yourself, you're
never bored, thanks to incessant action and surprises around every corner.
Psyching out the game and
learning how to predict
where danger lies are delightful challenges.

Shard of Spring
**
Strategic Simulations Inc.
Fantasy/role-playing
Any 64K Apple II or III
$39.95
Shard of Spring is an
Ultima-style game that's
pleasing to the eye and offers a good hands-on tactical-combat screen. Overall,
there's plenty of challenge
and excitement. Again, you
send out a party of magicians and fighters. This
time they're searching for
"the Shard, a fragment of
the enchanted Lifestone."
Action moves briskly. Encounters with monsters are
frequent, and in combat
you get the chance to
move your heroes around,
cast damaging spells (entertainingly represented on
screen), and enjoy all the
usual weapons shopping,
tavern hopping, and training you expect from the
"towns" of a fantasy game.
Clues in hand, you soon
get a grasp on the game,
and the action becomes
more exciting.

Phantasie II
** *
Strategic Simulations Inc.
Fantasy/role-playing
Any 48K Apple II or III
$39.95
My favorite SSI fantasy
game is the most Wizardrylike of the four, Phantasie

II. The action is played out
in a world of darkness,
which you gradually open
up as you explore and
fight.
As in Wizardry, the development of your characters
from novice adventurers to
heroes is long and painful,
with plenty of setbacks. The
rewards come from exploration. It's an interesting
process, bringing light (in
the form of hi-res color
graphics) into the dark, forbidding places of your
Phantasie world.
After about 20 hours or
so of play, when your characters are really tough and
all the possibilities of the
world you're exploring
seem to be exhausted, it's
fun to enter the upper
world. There you'll find a
whole new land to discover
as your heroes search for
the orb that will destroy the
power of Dark Lord
Nicodemus.
The bottom line is that
you'll have as much fun
playing Phantasie II as you
do Wizardry—and that's
saying something. If SSI
had been able to reach this
level of entertainment in a
more original way, Phantasie II would have rated four
stars instead of only three.
That wraps it up for the
Game Room. Next month,
Scott Mace takes over with
a column of commentary
and criticism focusing on
Apple II entertainment.■

inCider's Ratings
* * * * Excellent
* * * Above average
* *
Good enough
Not up to standards
The empty set
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HINTS/TECHNIQUES
Apple users know that there's always
an easier way to get the job done.
A shortcut here, an elegant twist
there. That's what Hints/Techniques
is all about. It's an information swap
for readers who want to share their
programming pointers, DOS tips,
hardware secrets, AppleWorks applications, WPL enhancements, and all
those other insights that make you go
"Aha!" in the night. So read on and
see if you don't find just the solution
you've been looking for.

Dating ProDOS Files
by Brian L. Zimmerman
Unlike the ProDOS User's Disk (described in the ProDOS User's Manual), a file-copying program with
extras, the System Utilities disk provided with the Apple Ilc doesn't datestamp files. As a result, when you try
to CATALOG disks on which you've
saved or copied programs, you get a
NO DATE notation under the "date
created" and "date modified" headings. Here's a solution for Apple Ilc
users who have no system clock, yet
would like to date-stamp files on
ProDOS disks.
BASIC Programming Examples, the
disk accompanying the Apple manual
BASIC Programming with ProDOS,
contains the same date-stamping routine. It's called TIME and is listed under the directory EXTRAS. You can
use it the same way to manually set
date and time into system memory at
locations 49040-49043. Saving this
routine as your startup program on
the ProDOS startup disk you use for
writing programs, or on the Ilc System Utilities disk, lets ProDOS dateand time-stamp programs whenever
you save or copy them. The date
and time remain in memory until you
turn off the system.
First load your System Utilities disk
and exit to ProDOS BASIC. The Utilities disk already contains a program
called STARTUP, so to avoid writing
over it, rename it STARTUP.2. Now
LOAD EXAMPLES/EXTRAS/TIME from
the ProDOS BASIC disk, and add the
following line (which will let the System Utilities program begin running
automatically after you update date
and time):
146

1350 PRINT CHR$(4);"RUN STARTUP.2"
Press the return key, then SAVE
STARTUP to the Utilities disk, which
will from now on give you the option
of marking date and time on programs you save or files you copy.
The date you specify is recorded as
the "date modified" (and also as the
"date created" if there is none already).

Listing 1. Creating the text file
Startup.1 to date- and time-stamp
ProDOS files.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

D$ = CHR$(4)
PRINT D$;"OPEN STARTUP.1"
PRINT D$;"WRITE STARTUP.1"
PRINT "BRUN APA"
PRINT "CAT"
PRINT "NEW"
PRINT D$;"CLOSE STARTUP.1"
END

A New Startup Disk
Here's another tip for making a
startup disk for programming. Copy
the files PRODOS and BASIC.SYSTEM to your disk, then the
APA program (Applesoft Programmer's Assistant, under the EXTRAS directory), from the ProDOS BASIC
disk. Next load TIME and change line
1350 to read:
1350 PRINT CHR$(4);"EXEC STARTUP.1"
Save the program as STARTUP.
Now create a new text file called
STARTUP.1 by typing in and running
the program shown in Listing 1.
You now have a startup disk that,
when booted, first lets you update the
system date and time, then loads
APA for automatic line-numbering
commands and so on (see BASIC
Programming with ProDOS for details), lists the catalog of files on disk,
and clears the startup program from
memory so that you're ready to enter
new programs.• • '
Write to Brian Zimmerman at 14732
Esther Lane, Chester, VA 23831.

Running AppleWorks
on Your II or II Plus
by Craig Crossman
You're the proud owner of an early
Apple II or a II Plus—but you're beginning to feel as if you're missing
something. Your friends who have Apple //e's and //c's never stop raving
about the wonders of AppleWorks. And
here you sit with your old Apple II, feeling abandoned, forgotten, cast out.
Well, now you can smile—not only
can you run AppleWorks on your II or
II Plus, but there's a wide selection of
products to help you do it.
Minimum Requirements
First, your II or II Plus needs at
least 64K of memory, an 80-column
card, and an extended-RAM card.
You'll also need the shift-key modification for upper- and lowercase: a wire
leading from the game-I/O-port annunciator #2 to the keyboard. Most Apple dealers can install it for you for
around $15.
Besides letting you run AppleWorks,
most of the systems described here
also provide one or more of the following important functions:
1) The ability to extend the number of
records you can have in the AppleWorks data base (from 1350) and the
length of a word-processing document (from 2250 lines).
2) An option for loading part or all of
AppleWorks into RAM, thus increasing
program speed.
3) The ability to segment and store
data files that exceed the capacity of
a single floppy disk. Without this ability, a Jarge desktop is virtually useless
unless you have a UniDisk 3.5 or
hard-disk drive.
Several manufacturers offer products that let you run AppleWorks on a
II or II Plus,
Videx (1105 N.E. Circle Boulevard,
Corvallis, OR 97330-4285, 503-7580521) offers AppleWorks Modify
Plus ($59) for the II Plus only. It supports the Titan, Legend, and Abacus
RAM cards with AppleWorks versions
1.1 and 1.2, and Apple's RAM card
with AppleWorks version 1.3. AppleWorks Modify Plus gives you a 107K
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19.95
Piece of Cake Math
23.99
Picture Builder
21.25
Pinball Construction
44.95
Pinpoint
23.50
Pitstop II
31.89
Pixit
22.49
Planetfall
31.95
Pond
24.95
Power Print
48.95
Prince
23.95
Printographer
28.49
Print Shop Color
14.95
Print Shop Holiday
Pr. Shp. Gr. 41,2 or 3 14.49
Print Shp. Companion 23.49
12.25
Print Shop Refill
Probyter
17.69
69.96
Profiler 2.1
25.89
Prof. tour golf
34.95
Program Writer
14.69 s
ciPlra&S
uicken
-27115Reach for the Stars
27.50
22.75
Reader Rabbit
41.95
Ref urger '88
Rendezvous w/Rama 22.75
31.95
Report Card
68.95
Report Works
Rescue on Fractalus 23.50
24.95
Rescue Raiders

SILICON EXPRESS
5955 E. Main St. Columbus, Ohio 43213
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Rocky Horror Show
23.95
Robot Odyssey I
27.25
Rocky's Boots
27.25
Sargon III
27.20
Sat (Harcort Brace)
45.00
Science Tool Kit
39.95
Seastalker
22.49
Sensible Grammar
52.95
Sensible Speller
63.95
Shanghai
26.95
Shadowkeep
22.75
Shape Mechanic
20.00
Sideways Pro Dos
41.95
Silent Service
19.45
Silicon Salad
12.69
Skyfox
24.25
Snooper Trp 1 or 2
22.95
Solo Flight
19.95
Sorcerer
25.95
Speed Reader II
36.95
Spell Breaker
26.95
Spellicopter
23.50
Spell It
26.50
Spellworks
27.95
Spitfire Simulator
24.75
Spy Hunter
26.00
Spy vs. Spy
24.95
Squire
31.95
Starcross
27.95
Star Trek
27.95
Sticky Bear ABC
22.95
Basket Bounce
22.95
BOP
22.95
Car Builder
22.95
Math 1 or 2
22.95
Numbers
22.95
Opposites
22.95
Printer
22.95
Reading
22.95
22.95
Shapes
Spellgrabber
22.95
Town Builder
22.95
Typing
22.95
Story Machine
17,95
Story Maker
24.95
Sum. Games 1 or 11
22.45
109.95
SuperCalc 3A
Super Zaxxon
23.95
Suspect
25.95
Suspended
27.95
Sword of Kadash
11.95
Take 1
34.00
Tess Times
26.95
Technical Dictionary 27.95
Temple of Apshai Tri. 22.95

Terrapin Logo
54.50
Terrapin Utilities
14.95
Think Tank
88.89
Thinkworks
68.95
Time is Money
56.95
Tip Disk #1
12.00
T-Shirt Shop
26.95
Toy Shop
39.95
Transitions
13.95
Transylvania
11.95
Trinity
22.49
Triple-Dump
20.49
Turbo Pascal 3.0
34.95
Turbo Database Tlbx 39.95
Turbo Tutor
20.50
Tycoon
31.95
Type!
29.95
Typing Tutor III
28.95
Ultima III
33.25
Ultima IV
33.25
Understanding IIE
17.95
Understanding II+
15.95
Universal file cons
24.95
Utility City
14.69
Video Toolbox
23.95
Visable 6502
31.75
Wilderness
38.95
Will Writer
27.95
Winter Games
22.95
Wishbringer
22.49
Witness
22.49
Wizardry
27.95
Wizard's Toolbox
23.95
Wizprint
14.49
Word Attack
26.95
Word Handler
36.95
Word Perfect
125.95
Word Spinner
20.50
World Games
26.95
World's Great. Bball
19.95
World's Great. Ftball 22.95
Write Choice
41.95
Zork I
22.49
Zork II or III
25.95
HARDWARE
80 Col. 64K Card (II El 49.95
Apple Cat II
184.95
349.95
Apple Cat 212
21.95
Cornpuserve Starter
7.95
Datacase
Disk Hatcher
4.95
Disk Drive Con, Card 47.00
Disk Drive American 144.95
Disk Drive Hi-Tech
119.95
Essential Data Dup 4- CALL
Flip-n-File
10.95
Grappler Buffered
114.95
Grappler
69.95

69.95
Grappler (serial)
Grappler C
64949...999555
Motlink
70.45
Koala Pad
CALL
Kraft Joystick
394.95
Laser 128
Lemon
27.95
41.95
Lime
25.95
Mach 1111+ Joystick
Mach II IIE Joystick
25.95
Mach III II- Joystick 31.95
31.95
Mach HI IIE Joystick
Micromodem IIE
139.95
Mockingboard A or B 65.95
Mockingboard C
116.00
Mockingboard D
126.45
Multiram CX 512K
209.00
Multiram HEX (16 bit) 154.00
Mltrm CX 512K (16 bit) 394.00
Multiram RGB 64K
Multiram RGB 256K 194.00
.
Multiram RGB 512K 234.00
Multiram RGB 10246 314.00
Multiram IIE 80/64K 124.00
Multiram IIE 80/256K 159.00
Multiram IIE 80/512K 194.00
Multiram IIE 80/768K 229.00
26.50
Paddlesticks
PrairnatHiet1 Printer Card
P
44.95
122.95
Prometheus 1200A
254.95
99.95
Prometheus 300C
199.95
Ram Factor 256K
234.95
Ram Factor 512K
Ram Factor 1 Meg
304.95
Ramworks 64K
139.95
Ramworks 256K
174.95
Ramworks 5126 .--..209.95
Ramworks 1 Meg
279.95
Super Serial Card
84.95
58.49
System Saver Fan
102.95
Thunder Clock
Wildcard II
69.95
ZEE 80A Checkmate 10524.95
Zoom IIE
PRINTERS
Citizen 120D
1259C59A.. 09LL05
LV-1210
Star NX-10
Star SG-15
3944..995
Star Powertype
229.95
Okidata 182P
209.95
Okimate 20
399.95
Okidata 192P
16.95
Printer Stand
Colored Printer Rbns CALL
12.95 =
Color Paper Pack
MONITORS
Magnavox Monitors
CALL
414.99
Amdek Color 600
169.95
Samsung Color

YOUR ORDER FORM
SILICON EXPRESS
5955 E. Main St. Columbus, Ohio 43213
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

QTY.

Compu er Type
Phone No.

ZIP
Exp. Date

CHARGE CARD #

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

SHIPPING
TOTAL

Add $3.00 shipping, $4.95 in Hawaii and Alaska. MasterCard. Visa accepted. Personal checks
allow 2 weeks. 5.5% sales taws for Ohio residents. Returns accepted within 30 days. 20%
restocking fee if not replaced with same item. Compatibility not guaranteed.
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maximum desktop, regardless of the
amount of RAM on the card, and
works only with Videx 80-column
cards. It supports none of the three
major features listed above, and is
copy protected.
Norwich Data Services (P.O. Box
356, East Norwich, NY 11732-0356,
516-922-9584) offers two noncopy-protected programs for your Apple II or
II Plus that support AppleWorks versions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Pius-Works
($19.95) is the least expensive way to
run AppleWorks on your II or II Plus.
It provides a 10K desktop and requires no RAM card. Plus-Works-XM
($49.95) works with most 80-column
cards and RAM cards, including Applied Engineering's RamFactor. PlusWorks-XM has major features 1 and 2
above, but enhances only the database portion of AppleWorks, extending it to 4222 records. Norwich also
provides a way to use Plus-Works-XM
with all Franklin computers by modifying AppleWorks' operating system.
Norwich also offers Plus-WorksXMB ($49.95), a special version for
Basis 108 computers, and PlusWorks-L ($19.95), which provides a
10K desktop for the Laser 3000.
ItWorks (V9.50), from Davka Corporation (845 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60611, 800-621-8227),
was written by Norwich Data Services
and licensed to Davka with permission to market it under the Davka
name. ItWorks has, all the features of
Norwich's Plus-Works-XM, but Davka
offers a modification to let you use
AppleWorks in the Hebrew language.
Legend Industries (2220 Scott Lake
Road, Pontiac, MI 48054, 313-6740953) offers the S' Card for the Apple II, II Plus, and the Laser 128.
This RAM card goes into any slot,
and works with any Videx-compatible
and most other popular 80-column
cards. The expander software is provided and licensed to Legend by
Norwich Data Services, and has the
same features as Plus-Works-XM.
RamFactor, from Applied Engineering (P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX
75006, 214-241-6060), works with the
Apple II Plus, and supports AppleWorks versions 1.1 and 1.2, as well
as French- and German-language versions of AppleWorks 1.2. This RAM
card works in slots 1 through 7, and
you can expand it from 256K to 1
megabyte of RAM. It requires a Videx
or Viewmaster 80-column card. Although this is the most expensive
route, it seems to be the most flexible
and offers the most features. The
148

noncopy-protected software provided
with RamFactor supports all three major functions. With RamFactor, you
can have up to 5100 records in the
data base and up to 5100 lines in
the word processor. It also displays
the time and date on the AppleWorks
screen with any ProDOS-compatible
clock.
For current RAM-card prices, check
with the manufacturer: Prices vary with
RAM size and optional features, such
as battery backup and 16-bit CPU's.M1
inCider,
Write to Craig Crossman
Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

A Spreadsheet
Word Processor for Tables
by Susan W. Rollinson
Have you ever considered using
your spreadsheet as a word processor?
If you type a lot of tables, give it a try,
especially if they extend beyond the 80column screen or contain a number of
nonprinting printer-control codes.
My usual program combination for
this task is VisiCalc, Apple Writer II,
and Funk Software's printer utility Sideways. First, set up the table in your
spreadsheet; usually you'll have to
widen the columns. VisiCalc has
some less-than-ideal features—all columns must be the same width, and
only uppercase text is allowed—but
newer spreadsheets don't have these
limitations. Save the table as a text
file with your program's equivalent of
VisiCalc's print-to-disk command.
Next, open the text file with your
word processor, or merge it into an-

other document. Here, you can
change case, add subscripts and superscripts, change print size, and so
on. Again, you must be aware of possible limitations: For example, Sideways
doesn't support subscripts and superscripts. Save your revised file.
Then print your document. The
Figure shows a table merged into a
short text file and embellished with
word-processor subscripts.
Try this technique with AppleWorks,
too—the integration should make it
even more efficient.■
Write to Susan Rollinson at 849 Lou
Avenue, Clifton Forge, VA 24422.

File Restorer
by Charles Toth
Now you've done it—deleted your
only copy of one of your most important Applesoft programs. Don't
fret—help is only a few easy steps
away. You can resurrect your deleted
data, because your program (or document, binary file, or Integer BASIC
code) is still intact on disk.
Think of your file as a book—it's
still in the library, with all pages firmly
attached and all words still legible. It's
just that its library card has been removed and replaced with one on
which the information is scrambled.
File Restorer, the Applesoft program
shown in Listing 2, sorts through the
hodgepodge to find the original information, rearranges it in the right order, then puts the corrected data
back on disk.

Figure. Table of chemical equations prepared with a VisiCalc spreadsheet
and merged into an Apple Writer manuscript.
INIELFT- FcrAl_. I Zini-T I ON EGL_I+=i—r I DNS
Bases ' Acids

HCl

13140,

112004

CH3CDOH

NaOH

HCI + NaOH --)
NaCI + H,0

HMO. + NaOH --)
NaNO, 60

H,90. + 2 NaOH --1
Na250• + 2 11,0

CH,COGH + NaOH --)
NaCH.000 +

KOH

HCI KOH --)
KCl NO

NM a. KOH --)
KNO,

11250. a. 2 KOH --)
K:90. + 2 NW

CH,C0011 KOH --)
KCH,C011 + 11,0

Ca(OH),

2 HCI + CalOHI, -->
CaCI, a. 2 11,0

2 HMO. Cal0H1. --)
+ 2 H.0

11,90.

2 CH.COOH Ca(011). --)
Ca1CH,C001, 2 H.0

HCI

HNO. HUH --)
NH.MO, .

H.90. 2 1111411 --)
11111.1.90. 4 2 H.0

+ NH.OH -->
PIN.C1 NO

Ca(011). --)
+ 2 H.0

CH.COAH NH.CI
NH.CH.000 + H.0
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First, remove the disk with the accidental deletion. Don't perform any
more SAVE, BSAVE, or text-file operations—that would be the equivalent of
ripping pages from your book. If you
need to save another program in
memory, do it now on a separate
disk.
Load File Restorer into memory,
then place the disk with the deleted
file into the currently active drive.
Type RUN. A list of up to 20 deleted
files appears on screen, each name
preceded by a letter of the alphabet.
(Some of these files are relics and are
incomplete, inoperative, or just plain
garbage. The one you just deleted
will also be in the list.)
Note the letter preceding your filename and press the corresponding
key; don't hit Return. File Restorer locates your A, B, T, or I file, unscrambles the data, and returns them to
disk. Typographical errors in File Restorer may erase one or more sectors
of your disk catalog, so if you experiment with the program, do it with a
duplicate disk.■
Write to Charles Toth at 2404 Chero-.
kee Street, Adelphi, MD 20783.

Hi-Res Picture-Sector
Converter
by Kenneth D. Jordan
Have you been putting off converting your 34-sector hi-res pictures to
33 sectors because it seems like so
much work? Hi-Res Picture-Sector
Converter (see Listing 3) rescues you
from much of the drudgery by making the conversion process practically
automatic.
Standard Apple hi-res pictures are
normally BSAVEd to 5y,-inch disks as
34-sector files, but may also be
BSAVEd as shorter 33-sector files
without affecting their appearance on
screen. As the accompanying Table
indicates, this has some space-saving
storage advantages for both initialized
and nonbootable (without DOS) data
disks.
In addition, some hi-res graphics
programs (editors, utilities, and the
like) can BLOAD picture files of only
one length or the other, but not both
(for example, Broderbund's Print
Shop Companion BLOADs only 33sector pictures), thus requiring you to
convert a picture's length.

inCider

Listing 2. File Restorer.

DIM CN$(20): DIM CN(20)
110 POKE 46013,16
120 K = 0
500 I = 46280
510 P = PEEK (46013):P = P - 1: POKE 46013,P
520 CALL 45073
530 IF PEEK (I - 2) = 0 THEN 640
540 IF PEEK (I - 2) < > 255 THEN 610
550 K = K + 1
560 CN$ (K ) = " "
570 CN(K) = P
580 FOR J = I + 1 TO I + 31
590 CN$(K) = CN$(K) + CHR$ (PEEK (J))
600 NEXT J
610 I = I + 35
620 IF I > 46520 THEN 500
630 GOTO 530
640 IF CN$(1) = "" THEN 2500
1000 HOME
1010 FOR I = 1 TO K
1020 PRINT CHR$ (I + 64);"> ";CN$(1)
1030 NEXT I
1040 VTAB 21: PRINT "SELECT FILE TO BE RESURRECTED BY"
1050 PRINT "PRESSING THE LETTER NEAR THE FILENAME."
1060 PRINT "DON'T PRESS RETURN, USE 'Z' IF NONE.";
1070 GET A$
1080 PRINT
1090 IF ASC (A$) = 90 THEN 2500
1100 IF ASC (A$) < 65 OR ASC (A$) > 64 + K THEN INVERSE :
GOTO 1040
1110 K = ASC (A$) - 64
1500, POKE 46013,CN(K)
1510 CALL 45073
1520 FOR I = 46280 TO 46520 STEP 35
1530 CP$ = ""
1540 FOR L = I + 1 TO I + 31
1550 CP$ = CP$ + CHR$ (PEEK (L))
1560 NEXT L
1570 IF CN$(K) = CP$ THEN M = I: I = 46520
1580 NEXT I
2000 POKE M - 2, PEEK (M + 30)
2010 POKE M + 30,160
2020 CALL 45111
2030 HOME : GOTO 2520
2500 HOME
2510 VTAB 10: PRINT "THERE WERE NO FILES TO BE SAVED."
2520 VTAB 23: PRINT "DONE."
2530 END

100

Converter Operation
Hi-Res Picture-Sector Converter operates only under DOS 3.3 and
needs just one disk drive. Although
simple in design, the program provides a single-keypress main menu
with all the options you'll need for
easy sector conversion: 1) BLOAD a
hi-res picture; 2) display hi-res page
1; 3) BSAVE as 33-sector picture; 4)
BSAVE as 34-sector picture; 5) delete
a file; 6) catalog; and 7) quit.
For options 1, 3, 4, and 5, simply
type in a hi-res-picture filename, press

the return key, and follow the singlekeypress instructions on screen.
Pressing the return key without entering a filename will catalog the disk
and return you to the main menu.
Option 1 lets you BLOAD only binary files and displays only binary
files that are either 33 or 34 sectors
long. Once your Apple displays a
picture, you can toggle between
split- and full-screen display with the
spacebar, or press the escape key to
return to the main menu. Option 2
displays whatever picture you
149
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Lhsting, 3. Hi-Res Picture-Sector Converter.
REM ****k*****************************
REM * HIRES PICTURE SECTOR CONVERTER *
REM *
BY
KEN JORDAN
REM *
**********************************
REM
REM
70 REM INITIALIZATION
80 REM
90 TEXT : HOME : CLEAR : POKE 216,0:A = FRE (0): REM CLEAR
MEMORY
100 LOMEM: 24576
110 D$ = CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)
120 GOTO 410: REM JUMP TO MAIN PROGRAM DRIVER
130 REM
REM SUBROUTINES
140
150 REM
160 REM — DISABLE ONERR GOTO —
170 POKE 216,0: RETURN
180 REM — PRESS ANY KEY —
190 POKE — 16368,0
VTAB 22:Z$ = "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE...": GOSUB 240
200
210 IF PEEK ( — 16384) > 127 THEN POKE — 16368,0: RETURN
220 GOTO 210
230 REM — TEXT CENTERING ROUTINE —
240 HTAB (21 — LEN (Z$) / 2): PRINT Z$: RETURN
250 REM — FILENAME INPUT ROUTINE —
260 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 8:Z$ = "ENTER THE NAME OF A HIRES PIC
TURE": GOSUB 240: PRINT
270 HTAB 4: PRINT "TO "7: INVERSE : PRINT L$;: NORMAL : PRINT
" (30 CHARACTERS OR LESS),": PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
280 Z$ = "OR PRESS 'RETURN' TO CATALOG DISK.": GOSUB 240
290 VTAB 18: INPUT "--> ";F$
300
RETURN
310 REM — CHANCE TO CHANGE YOUR MIND —
320 VTAB 7: HTAB 3: PRINT "PRESS:": PRINT : PRINT
330 HTAB 2: PRINT "(1) TO BSAVE PICTURE TO HIRES PAGE 1 ": NORMAL
: PRINT : PRINT
340 HTAB 2: PRINT "(2) TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU"
350 VTAB 7: HTAB 10
360 RETURN
370 REM
380 REM MAIN PROGRAM DRIVER
390 REM
400 REM — TITLE PAGE —
410 TEXT : HOME
420 VTAB 10:Z$ = "HIRES PICTURE SECTOR CONVERTER": GOSUB 240
430 VTAB 12:Z$ = "BY": GOSUB 240
440 VTAB 14:Z$ = "KEN JORDAN": GOSUB 240
450 GOSUB 190
460 REM — MAIN MENU —
470 TEXT : HOME
480 INVERSE
490 Q$ = " "
500 VTAB 2: FOR W = 1 TO 40: PRINT Q$;: NEXT W: REM DRAWS TO
P BORDER
510 REM DRAW VERTICAL BORDERS
520 FOR W = 2 TO 22
530 HTAB 1: PRINT Q$;: HTAB 40: PRINT Q$;: NEXT W
540 VTAB 24: FOR W = 1 TO 39: PRINT Q$;: NEXT W: POKE 2039,3
2: REM DRAWS BOTTOM BORDER
550 REM INVERSE TITLE
": GOSUB 240: REM 2
VTAB 1:Z$ = "
560
4 SPACES
570 VTAB 2:Z$ = " 33/34 SECTOR CONVERTER ": GOSUB 240
": GOSUB 240: REM 2
580 VTAB 3:Z$ = "
4 SPACES
590 NORMAL
600 VTAB 6
610 HTAB 7: PRINT "1. BLOAD A HIRES PICTURE": PRINT
10
20
30
40
50
60

Read

COMPUTIST

& get step-by-step instructions on how
to move your uncopyable software to
normal disks so you can:
► Make backups for your
expensive software more easily.
n. Move programs from floppy to hard disk.
N. Add custom modifications such as
fast DOS to speed up LOADs and SAVES.

You also get: Adventure. Tips, Advanced Playing
Techniques (APTs), bit copier parameters, hardware
modification and construction projects, and more.

Just

Good Sense:
If you're a vigorous Apple cornputist
you can't afford to be without us any longer!
Subscription Rates Book Of Softkeys Volume I
(12 issues)
157 pages: a compdation of
COMPUTIST .1—.5
U.S. $32
U.S. $15 ea. All Foreign $18 ea.
U.S. First Class $45
Canada & Mexico $45
Book Of Softkeys Volume II
Other Foreign $75
157 pages: a compilation of
Sample copy
COMPUTIST
U.S. $20 ea. All Foreign $23 ea.
U.S. $4.75 ea.
(WA
state
orders add 7.8% tax.)
Foreign $8.00 ea.
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NEW!!

Backup UniDisk 3.5 With

Diversi-COPYTM
Listing continued.

620
630
640
650
660
670
680

HTAB
HTAB
HTAB
HTAB
HTAB
HTAB
VTAB

7: PRINT
7: PRINT
7: PRINT
7: PRINT
7: PRINT
7: PRINT
21: HTAB

"2. DISPLAY HIRES PAGE 1": PRINT
"3. BSAVE AS 33 SECTOR PICTURE": PRINT
"4. BSAVE AS 34 SECTOR PICTURE": PRINT
"5. DELETE A FILE": PRINT
"6. CATALOG": PRINT
"7. QUIT"
4: PRINT "PRESS THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE:

690 POKE — 16368,0
700 GET Q$
710 Q = VAL (0$): IF Q = 0 OR Q > 7 THEN 680
720 ON Q GOTO 740,840,950,1110,1270,1430,1460
730 REM — PICTURE TO BLOAD —
740 ONERR GOTO 1540
750 L$ = " BLOAD ": GOSUB 260
760 IF F$ = "" THEN 1440
770 IF LEN (F$) > 30 THEN 1530
780. PRINT D$"BLOAD "F$",A$2000"
790 P = PEEK (43616) + 256 * PEEK (43617)
800 IF P < 8184 OR P > 8192 THEN 820
810 GOSUB 170: GOTO 840
820 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "NOT A 33 OR 34 SECTOR PICTUR
E FILE —": GOSUB 240: PRINT :Z$ = "— TRY AGAIN —": GOSUB
240: FOR PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: GOTO 470
830 REM — DISPLAY PICTURE —
840 POKE — 16304,0: POKE — 16301,0: POKE — 16300,0: POKE
— 16297,0: REM DISPLAY HIRES PAGE 1 SPLIT—SCREEN
850 A = 1
860 HOME
870 VTAB 23: HTAB 1: PRINT "<SPACE> SPLIT/FULL SCREEN
(ES
C) MENU"
880 POKE — 16368,0
890 IF PEEK ( — 16384) — 128 = 32 THEN POKE — 16368,0: GOTO
920: REM 'SPACEBAR' PRESS
900 IF PEEK ( — 16384) — 128 = 27 THEN POKE — 16368,0: GOTO
470: REM 'ESC' TO MENU
910 GOTO 890
920 IF A = 1 THEN POKE — 16302,0:A = 2: GOTO 870: REM FULL
—SCREEN
930 IF A = 2 THEN POKE — 16301,0:A = 1: GOTO 870: REM SPLI
T—SCREEN
940 REM — 33 SECTOR BSAVE —
950 ONERR GOTO 1540
960 TEXT : HOME
970 L$ = " BSAVE ": GOSUB 260
980 IF F$ = "" THEN 1440
990 IF LEN (F$) > 30 THEN 1530
1000 HOME
1010 GOSUB 320'
1020 POKE — 16368,0
1030 GET Q$
1040 Q = VAL (0$): IF Q = 0 OR Q > 2 THEN 1010
1050 ON Q GOTO 1070,1080
1060 GOTO 1010
1070 HOME : VTAB 11:Z$ = "BSAVING 33 SECTOR PICTURE TO PAGE"
1...": GOSUB 240: PRINT D$"BSAVE "F$",A$2000,L$1FF8": GOSUB
170: GOTO 840
1080 GOSUB 170
1090 GOTO 470: REM TO MAIN MENU
1100 REM — 34 SECTOR BSAVE —
1110 ONERR GOTO 1540
1120 TEXT : HOME
1130 L$ = " BSAVE ": GOSUB 260
1140 IF F$ = "" THEN 1440
1150 IF LEN (F$) > 30 THEN 1530
1160 HOME
1170 GOSUB 320
1180 POKE — 16368,0
1190 GET Q$
1200 Q = VAL (0$): IF Q = 0 OR Q > 2 THEN 1170
1210 ON Q GOTO 1230,1240
Listing continued.

Now you can copy or mass-produce 3.5
inch disks at maximum speed. Uses up to
800K memory in the Apple //gs, //e aux.
slot RAM card, or Apple RAM card, for
1-drive,1-passcopying. And Diversi-Copy
is still the fastest way to copy unprotected
5.25 inch floppy disks as well.
'Divers/'-Copy is one of the best sets of
utilities I have, and I wouldn't be without
it. Its support of the 3.5 inch drives makes
it even better"—W. Parret, B.C., Canada

Go On-Line For Less! Call

Diversi-DIALTM
Stop paying by the hour to go on-line!
Call your local Diversi-DIAL for a low,
monthly fee.
For a list of over 35 local Diversi-DIAL
stations, call 313-553-4373 (300-baud
modem). For info on starting your own
profit-making station, send $5 for the
Diversi-DIAL demo disk.
"Since starting my Diversi-DIAL station,
I've made more new close friends than I
ever thought possible. And the extra $600
to $800 per month it brings in doesn't
hurt!"—K. Kirkpatrick, Rockford, IL

Diversi-DOSTM
Still The Best!

The top-rated DOS 3.3 enhancement
program. Speeds up BASIC, binary, and
TEXT file disk I/O. DOS Mover frees up
10K memory. Includes new insert/delete
mode, improved BASIC listings, keyboard
MACROS, wildcard filenames, text file
printer, RAM disk emulator, fast garbage
collector, and more!
"Diversi-DOS is without doubt one of the
most versatile and powerful utilities
available for the Apple //. You will probably
never find another program so well worth
the money."—W. Fryrear, Bradford, IL
❑ Diversi-COPY'"
❑ Diversi-DIAL'"
❑ Demonstration Disk
❑ Diversi-DOS"

$30
$475
$5
$30

❑ Diversified Accountant'"
$475
Job Cost System
❑ Demonstration Disk
$5
"The Diversified Accountant has paid for
itself many, many times over. I
recommend it without reservation."
—Jon Greenberg, JGA Inc., Berkley, MI
24-Hour Toll-Free Ordering
800 835-2246 ext. 127 (orders only)
For information call 313 553-9460
All programs work on Apple //gs, //e, //c
or 64K Apple 11+ compatibles.
Sold by Mail-Order Only. Price includes
1st class or foreign airmail.
C.O.D., Visa/Mastercard (include Exp. Date)
Personal Check, Purchase Orders accepted
Diversified Software Research, Inc.
34880 Bunker Hill
Farmington, MI 48018-2728

inCider

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card.
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HINTS/TECHNIQUES
Listing continued.

Table. Picture-storage comparison.
1220 GOTO 1170
1230 HOME : VTAB 11:Z$ = "BSAVING 34 SECTOR PICTURE TO PAGE
1...": GOSUB 240: PRINT D$"BSAVE "F$",A$2000,L$2000": GOSUB
170: GOTO 840
1240 GOSUB 170
1250 GOTO 470
1260 REM — DELETE FILE —
1270 ONERR GOTO 1540
1280 HOME
1290 L$ = " DELETE ": GOSUB 260
1300 IF F$ = "" THEN GOSUB 170: GOTO 1440
1310 IF LEN (F$) > 30 THEN 1530
1320 POKE — 16368,0
1330 VTAB 22: HTAB 2: PRINT "SURE ABOUT DELETING THIS FILE?
(Y/N)-"7: GET Q$
1340 IF Q$ = "Y" THEN 1370
1350 IF Q$ = "N" THEN GOSUB 170: GOTO 470
1360 GOTO 1330
1370 PRINT D$"DELETE"F$
1380 HOME : VTAB 10: HTAB 1: PRINT "FILE ";: INVERSE : PRINT
PRINT F$;: PRINT " ": NORMAL
1390 VTAB 13:Z$ = "NOW DELETED.": GOSUB 240: GOSUB 190
1400 GOSUB 170
1410 GOTO 470
1420 REM — CATALOG —
1430 ONERR GOTO 1540
1440 HOME : PRINT D$;"CATALOG": PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : GOSUB
190: GOSUB 170: GOTO 470
1450 REM — QUIT —
1460 ONERR GOTO 1540
/470 TEXT : HOME : PRINT D$;"RUN HELLO"
1480 END
1490 REM
1500 REM ERROR ROUTINES
1510 REM
1520 REM
1530 HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "NAME TOO LONG — TRY AGAIN.": GOSUB
240: FOR PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: GOTO 470
1540 E = PEEK (222)
1550 IF E = 6 THEN 1620
1560 IF E = 8 THEN 1630
1570 IF E = 13 THEN 1640
1580 IF E = 10 THEN 1650
1590 IF E = 4 THEN 1660
1600 IF E = 9 THEN 1670
1610 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12: HTAB 5: PRINT "UNEXPECTED ERROR
#";E;" IN LINE "; PEEK (218) + PEEK (219) * 256: GOSUB
170: GOSUB 190: CALL — 3288: GOTO 470
1620 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "FILE NOT FOUND — TRY AGAIN.
GOSUB 240: FOR PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: CALL
— 3288: GOTO 470
1630 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "OOPS! DISK PROBLEM — TRY AG
AIN.": GOSUB 240: FOR. PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170:, CALL
— 3288: GOTO 470
1640 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "NOT A BINARY FILE — TRY AGA
IN.": GOSUB 240: FOR PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: CALL
— 3288: GOTO 470
GOSUB 240: FOR
1650 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "FILE LOCKED.
PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: CALL — 3288: GOTO 470
1660 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "THIS DISK IS WRITE—PROTECTE
D.": GOSUB 240: FOR PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: CALL
— 3288: GOTO 470
1670 TEXT : HOME : VTAB 12:Z$ = "DISK FULL.": GOSUB 240: FOR
PA = 1 TO 2220: NEXT : GOSUB 170: CALL — 3288: GOTO 470
End of Listing.

Sectors
per
Picture

Pictures
per
Disk

HELLO
DOS 3.3
Program
on
Disk on Disk

34

14

Y

34

15

N

33

14

Y

33

15

33

16

N

Y (20
sect. max)
N
Y (34
sect. ma

N

BLOADed last, along with the same
choices.
Options 3 and 4 offer you a choice
of BSAVEing a picture as 33 or 34
sectors to hi-res page 1. Usually it's
best to BSAVE the converted version
of a hi-res picture with a new name,
then delete the original. Same-name
conversion is possible, but keep one
important point in mind: 33- to 34sector same-name conversion works
fine, but attempted 34- to 33-sector
same-name conversion still results in
a 34-sector picture file.
The solution to this problem is a
three-step process: 1) BLOAD the 34sector version; 2) delete the 34-sector
version from disk; 3) BSAVE the picture in memory as a 33-sector file.
(Always use option 2 on the main
menu to make sure you've BLOADed
the correct 34-sector picture before
you delete it from disk.) Use the
BLOAD/DELETE/BSAVE process to
also convert hi-res pictures on a disk
that's already full.
Option 5 gives you a chance to
change your mind before deleting a
file. Option 6 simply catalogs the disk
and returns you to the main menu,
and option 7 runs any program on
your disk named HELLO.
Hi-Res Picture-Sector Converter
makes the picture-length-conversion
process far easier, and the bonus is
that it can also quickly display any hires picture from disk.II
Write to Kenneth Jordan at 7602 Harcourt Drive, Fort Wayne, IN 46835.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Software

Publications

LABEL DESIGN PROGRAM
Design/print labels at work & home
for disks, parts, name badges, photos, etc. On-screen design system
lets you make unlimited variety of
labels. Save them on disk, reprint
when needed. "Input" fields let you
set up a standard format, yet edit
changeable items each time you
print. Set each line's format individually. Serialize & date stamp. Fast.
PRO LABEL + 100 starter labels
+ 20 pre-stored designs : $24.95
+ $1 shpg. Order today or write
for brochure. 128K-Apple Ile/lIc +
DMP. Satisfaction guaranteed.
PRO LABEL/AP2
Box 631
Marshalltown, IA 50158
515-752-5681

MENU'S APPLE II/IIGS
SOFTWARE GUIDE
Place your order NOW for the 1987
APPLE II/IIGS SOFTWARE GUIDE
listing over 7,500 titles for the Apple II series including the new IIGS,
only $9.95. The winter MACGUIDE
is also available now for only $4.95.
All software can be ordered directly
through MENU—the cost of the
guide will be deducted from your
first order (20% SoftCredit is earned
too!). Send your check or money
order, or call our toll-free order line.
Please include $1.00 S/H. Major
credit cards are accepted.
MENU
1520 South College Avenue
Fort Collins, CO 80524
Order line: (800) THE-MENU

CALCULATIONS BY THE DOZENS
Over 60 Menu Driven Programs
easily accessed by one touch of
the finger. These give you immediate answers to Finances for your
Home and Business; Real Estate,
Personal-Auto Records, Graphs,
Metric Conversion and more. It
comes with a manual you really
don't need since each screen has
complete easy to follow instructions
and help menu. Runs on any Apple II, Ill or on your compatible
computer. A real bargain at less
than 33 cents for each easy to use
program.
Send $19.95 + $1 for 1st Class Mail.
For More Information Send SASE.
FLEWELLINGS' FRIENDLY FILES
1609 King Street #6284
Santa Ana, CA 92706

COMPUTER ASSEMBLY MANUALS
APPLE SEED I: Introductory, selfdirecting guide for assembling PC
boards with an emphasis on the
popular 6502 11+ & Ile MthBds.
Ideal for the first-time builder .... 9.95
APPLE SEED II: Detailed parts list,
component layout diagrams, and
instructions for assembling over
85 APPLE"-compat bare
cards
$14.95
BIG BLUE SEED for IBMBUILDERS: Instructions for assembling over 75 IBM-compatible bare
cards
$17.95
Super References for ALL Engineers, Technicians, & Hobbyists.
Deduct 10% for 2 or more manuals. Also over 40 bare cards in
stock. CK/MO, VISA/MC.
NUSCOPE ASSOCIATES, DEPT IC
A DNision of Kosmic MicroTech Inc.
P.O. Box 790
Lewiston, NY 14902

TAXES MADE EASY WITH
APPLEWORKS
Apple Ilealc users—use the power
of AppleWorks to compute your
federal taxes—quickly and easily.
Templates include Schedules A, B,
C. D. E, F, G, R, SE, W and Forms
1040, 2106, 2441, 3468, 3903,
4136, 4137, 4255, 4797, 5695,
5884, 6251. Instruction manual included on disk. Send check or
M.O. for $29.95 + $2.00 Shipping
(NJ Res. Add 6% sales tax) to:
T & H SOFTWARE •
P.O. Box 578
Garfield, NJ 07026

Statistics
FREE STATISTICS AND
SCIENTIFIC GRAPHICS CATALOG
Our technical experts have gathered together the best statistical
analysis and scientific graphics programs in a single catalog. You can
benefit from the expert selection.
Call or write now for the free
catalog.
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
910 Reseda Blvd. Suite 222
Northridge, CA 91324
(800) 451-3030, (818) 993-8536
inCider

Business
AFFORDABLE TAX PROGRAMS
IRS-approved 1986 federal income
tax programs for Apple II+, 11c, Ile.
1-2 drives. Printer-display-recall-save
options. Values carried from form/
schedule to another. Home Pkg.
(1040, A, B, D, G, SE, W, 2441) for
$24.95. Office Pkg. (Home+C, E,
F, 2210, 4136, Billing, Add-up W2's, Letter to Client) for $39.95.
MO. Tax program (form 40) for
$9.95. MO. res., add 5.725% sales
tax.
CROWELL SOFTWARE CO.
5820 Bristlecone Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63129

HAS YOUR COMPUTER CALLED?
(615-562-3393) 24 HRS/DAY with
no hourly connect charges! Over
3,000 gift products from computers
to "RUN FOR THE WHITE HOUSE"'
at wholesale prices directly on-line!
Earn extra income! Even start your
own business using your computer!
With your club membership, advertise your business nationwide free!
STE, INC.
The Computer-Biz-Line'
Post Office Box 1508
LaFollette, TN 37768-1508

User Groups
INTERNATIONAL USERS GROUP
A.S.C.I.I. sponsor of:
Franklin Users Group Intl
1st Laser
Apple-80 (Apple CP/M)
Apple-16 (//e and //GS)
We provide a monthly newsletter,
public domain library and technical
hot-line. U.S. membership is $20 a
year, $30 with an expanded newsletter on disk, $42 with our Disk of
the Month. Add $2 for Canada/
Mexico, $15 elsewhere. Sample
Newsletter $2, public domain software catalog $5.
A.S.C.I.I.
67N East Wind Rd.
Tecumseh, MO 65760
(417) 679-3526 2-5 Central
PRINT SHOP USERS CLUB
We help you get the most out of
Print Shop! The $30.00 Membership
fee includes: 1200+ Graphics on 6
disks, plus a utility disk, plus the
club newsletter-Update Disk #1 (articles and 100+ more graphics).
Additional issues of the Update
Disk are 3/$25. Send $30.00 Membership fee or SASE for graphics
list to:
PRINT SHOP USERS CLUB
Box 216
Mercer Island, WA 98040

Entertainment
"GYPSY FORTUNE" X-MAS
SPECIAL
Amaze family and friends of all ages.
Two wishes are made by you!
As the gypsy shuffles and deals,
you see a pattern of your future unfold on the screen and off the
printer. 1st offer. Runs on any Apple Ile or 11c. Disc with documentation, $19.95. Allow 8 days for
delivery.
T.M.S.A.
P.O. Box 9031
Shawnee-Mission, Kansas 66201
(913) 341-2078 (After 6pm.)

Taxes
DO TAXES WITH APPLEWORKS
If you own AppleWorks, use
1040VVorks to calculate and print
your personal income tax return
without costly tax software.
1040Works turns AppleWorks
spreadsheet into a comprehensive
tax preparation package that computes Form 1040; prints IRSaccepted Schedules A B, C, D, E,
F, G, SE, W; calculates depreciation, child care credit, employee expense, more. For Apple Ilc or 128K
Ile; printer recommended. $23.95
(includes shipping). Got IIGS or
256K RAM? 1040Works-X saves
steps, does most tax returns on
one spreadsheet. $26.95. Both include custom macros for all macro
programs. By maker of TAXWORKS, rated easiest 1985 tax
software. Jan shipment. In NY add
state/local tax.
PERSONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
P.O. Box 1401, Dept. I
Melville, NY 11747
(516) 261-8652

Digitizers
COMPUTER EYES
- Make custom T-Shirts
- Print computer portraits
- Join our "FREE" public domain
ART GALLERY BBS (201) 469-0049
- Capture real world images
- Digitize video signals from:
Video Tape Recorders (VCR's)
Video Cameras, etc.
119.00
Apple ComputerEyes
Software interface to:
PrintShop/Newsroom
25.00
12.00
Double HIRES (11c)
Panasonic Commercial grade
199.00
B/W video camera
UNDERWARE ribbons to make
custom heat iron-on transfers for
12.00
T-Shirts, Scarves, etc
Complete color T-Shirt
CALL
systems
For VISA/MASTER CHARGE
ORDERS, call 1-800-227-0158 or
Send Check/Money Order and all
inquiries to:
HAL SYSTEMS
674 RTE. 202-206N. BOC4
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
Please Note:
Prices include shipping & handling,
(Continental USA).
One year parts & labor warranty.
For COD orders, add $5.00
NJ residents add 6%
AVAILABLE for APPLE, ATARI, C-64
AND IBM.
"A Picture is Worth a
Thousand Words"
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THE MARKETPLACE

Iv RIBBONS
mom
VISA
immEmo

Great Christmas Gifts
Recommended by Roger Wagner

OVER 300 TYPES! =

inCider SUPER INDEX

Examples:
Apple Imagewrlter
Diablo Fall MIS
EPSON MX-RX-FX 80
MX-RX-FX 100
LX-80
L0-1500
NEC 3500
5500/7700
8023
Okidata 80-82-92
192-193-182
Panasonic KXP

Black
$2.75
$2.40
$2.45
$3.40
$3.50
$3.50
$3.95
$3.50
$2.75
$ .90
$4.25
$4.50

On - disk

Colors
3.30

• Scan your favorite photos, maps,
drawings to create HI-Res or Double Hi-Res pictures.
• Compatible with most Prodos
drawing programs.

2.95
3.95
3.75
3.75
4.50
3.75
3.30
1.25
5.05

$219.00

Circle 36 on Reader Service Card.

Our line of 6809 coprocessors offer
FASTER PASCAL, DISK CACHING,
& more. If you use Apple DOS 3.3,
Apple PASCAL, or Microsoft CP/M we
can put our system to work for you.
We also speed up Apple CAD programs, including MATC-CAD & CADAPPLE.
For more information contact:

CALL/WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST

r

item)

NEXO DISTRIBUTION

Circle 98 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 26 on Reader

TURN APPLES INTO GOLD WITH A
/ LITTLE ALCHEMY AND LOTS OF ENGINEERING

RGB CARDS
COLORMASTER
KALEIDOSCOPE //

$99.
S139.

COLORMASTER
KALEIDOSCOPE //

$119.
S149.

Service

Cards plug into slot 7. Can be interfaced with //80 column card, or //e 80 column/RAM card.
Compatible with all RGB monitors.
Cable and connector supplied, + much more.

•
•
•
•

$119.

Bar Code Label System:

$349
Bar Code Reader: $199

Composite Video to RGB converter converts any composite video signal to an RGB and sync. format.

"
INK MASTER

'159.00
•

No Fuss No Mess
Simple to Use
%.
Versatile
Adjustable

..0
to

then dial

TELEMAX

Circle 252 on Reader Service Card.
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/

Circle 71 on Realer Sery ce Card.

FOR APPLE IlellIcIll + & MAC
GS-RAM 1 Meg $199, GS-RAM 1.5 Meg
PHASOR by AE...$149, 1200 Baud MODEM
RAMWORKS III 1 Meg by AE for Ile
RAMFACTOR e, GS, + 1 Meg $289, Battery ....
MULTIRAM PCB 1 Meg (Checkmate) Ile
SPEED-UP CARD: Transwarp (AE) Ile/ +
iSpeedDemon McT Ile/ +
do512K ZRAM ULTRA-I $199, U11$249, UIII
Excellent DRIVE: Ile/c= >5139, MAO+ - >
UNIDISK 5.25 $199, Drive Controller
FINGERPRINT $99; Printer/Modem cable
Pro Grappler Ile/GS $99; Grappler C
APPLEWORKS Version 2 S199, GRAPHWORKS
COMMWORKS S79, ASCII EXPRESS PRODOS
PRINTSHOP COLOR S35, CERTIFICATE MAKER
MULTISCRIBE S49, MACROWORKS S29, FONTWK
DISK NOTCHER S5, DRIVE ADAPTOR IIC
RIBBON FOR SCRIBE 55, FOR IMAGEWRITER
MULTICOLOR RIBBON FOR IMAGEWRITER

S249
$129
$249
.$149
S269
$229
$149
$299
S259
S49
$20
S89
$69
577
535

$39
$19
$5
$12

Shipping Charges (surface) $3/ $100 in Continental U.S.A.
Prices subject to availability & changes without notice. We do
not guarantee product compatibility in any manner.

ORDER TOLL-FREE:
800-553-2404
525 Main Street
In Iowa: 319/987-2976
Janesville, Iowa 50647 VIsa/MC accepted

tone,
(touch tone)

14755 Ventura Blvd.. Ste. 1483 Sherman Oaks. CA 91403

See our full page ad in Nibble magazine.

BORG
INDUSTRIES

welt for

Azure Mountain
Products

Card.

E-ZEE INKER

111=1111113 P.O. BOX 339
WARRINGTON, PA 18976 (215) 341-3000

$39.95

In Calirorni:

'39.50

950-1088,

Sununu [hilt

1-800-443-9060

/ CUT-RIBBON COST
tl
Re-ink
most
fabric
ribbons
with only
one machine

/

CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-843-0975

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer inc., CADAPPLE
is a trademark of T & W Systems, MATC-CAD by
Milwaukee Area Tech. College

WE

FREE:

Reader Service Card.

When you turn on your Apple , this
remarkable new ROM replacement
will display your name or personalized
message with optional password
protection.

SULATION
7WO

P.O. BOX 696 OAKVIEW CA 93022

UNIV & SCHOOL P.O.'s WELCOME!
VISA/MC OKAY-C.O.D. ADD $2.00

1011

11 on

Personalize and
Protect your Apple
with the

(805) 649-2833

914 East 8th Street, Suite 109
National City, CA 92050
(619) 474-3328 10am-6pm Mon-Fri

APPLE //C RGB:

Circle

V15.4

....1
-iff S-

FREE

Add: $2 Ship.handing, CA resid. 6.5% lax, Overseas S3
FASTFIND CO., 28503 Coveridge Dr., Dept. CC
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
VISA or MasterCharge (213) 544-2350
Modem orders save 4" 300 1200 baud. 8 bit. no panty '.,2131377-0V%

/

/ Pascal Speed Up Systems

64K/80 Column BD (11e)
$ 39
256K/80 Column BD w/Software (Ile) $109
80 Column BD-Videx Compatible (II+) $ 49
Z80 CP/M BDMicrosoft Compatible (11./11e)
$ 38
16K Ram BDExpands 11+ 48K to 64K (II+)
$ 35
128K Ram BDSaturn (Titan) Compatible (11+/11e)
$ 89
Graphic Parallel BD w/Cable (11+/11e) $ 45
Super Serial BDGreat for Modems/Printers (11+/11e) $ 49
Disk Drive H/H (Specify 11+/Ile or 11c) $129
Numeric Keypad-16 Keys (Ile)
$ 35
Cooling Fan w/Surge Protect (11+/11e) $ 29
Joy Stick (Specify 11+/Ile/ orllc)
$ 15
Joy Stick w/Large Fire Button
on Stick (Specify)
$ 25
Super Mini Vacuum Cleaner
$ 15
w/4 Attachments
ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

FRANKLIN 1000, 1200:

2 & get either INDEX above

$1
$4.00 S&H
JED design, Inc
3300 Central Ave. SE VISA/MC/CK/M0
Canton, Ohio 44707 6-8 wk delivery
OH res. 5% sales tax
(216) 484-1834

APPLE COMPATIBLES
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!

APPLE i/E AND //+
& FRANKLIN 2000:

Up to 100 times faster than word processors!
AND/OR/NOT logical operators & wild card.
Search multiple disks with single keypress.
Find lost files, even if you forget their names!
Print reports. A.P.P.L.E's best seller! _ Bonus
SPEEDOS. Any APPLE II or III.
'' - - '- '-

• Requires 128k Enhanced //e or //c
and imagewriter printer.

Circle 80 on Reader Service Card.

SINCE 1981

FASTFIND suETAILRITT

* Complete digitizing system.

NATIONWIDE
1.800-331-6841
OHIO
1-513-865-0947
HRS.: MON-FRI 9am-7 m

ADD S3 SHIPPING (Per ORDER. not per

database
summarizes
inCider
Magazine, including programs, tips & letters.
Cross-references corrections and updates.
Ends fruitless searches through stacks of
magazines. Like a "tip-book" cites 1000's of
fixes. Guaranteed to save TIME and MONEY!
. , $5 for 1986, $9 for 1984 and 1985

/

COVPUTER6 19116 CCPPAA:r
2303 N. 44TH ST. #2
PHOENIX AZ 85008

PHONE: 602-955-1404
Circle

142 on Reader Service Card.
January 1987

TRENT
SOFTWARE
OVER 2500 APPLE TITLES!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nation's largest library
SELL & SWAP software
21 Day rental period
Rent applied to purchase
10 to 20% of list price
$2.00 shipping charge
Money-Back Guarantee!!

Black Sun, Inc.
1988 Chestnut Street
Emmaus, PA 18049
(215) 967-3300

h41.r

4

N
FORMSWORKS

DISCOUNT PRICES
NEW - TOP QUALITY

• 100 legal/business forms to
use with Appleworks
• Save hundreds of dollars on
legal fees
• Save hours of typing/clerical
effort
• Legal consultant:
Gerald Hecht, Esq
• 30 day free trial
• Master Card / Visa accepted

NO MIN. ORDER • *COLORS. TOO !
*APPLE Imagewriter I-II .... ,,,,,, $3.85
APPLE Imagewriter II 4-Color .. $11.95
$3.85
*C.ITOH Pro-Writer 1-11
$2.95
*EPSON MX-FX-RX-80
$4.95
*EPSON MX-FX-RX- 100
$4.95
IBM PROPR1NTER-4201 ..... ..
SILVER REED EX-EXP-SERIES $4.95
*COLORS - ADD 75' EACH:
RED. GREEN. BLUE. BROWN

TERMS: Add S2.50 Shipping & Handling per
Dozen, or am fraction. SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER. MASTER CARD & VISA

—
Master-Media Supply

— SCHOOL P.O.'S ACCEPTED

ONLY $39.95
BRICKHOUSE SOFTWARE

P.O. BOX 705 • HOW ELI.. MI 48843

PATTERSON. N.Y. 12563
19141 878-2041
.\

Circle 225 on Reader Service Card.

\

Give Your Kids the 4ae
frki
Logo Learning
we
we
Advantage
iat
oriffe. fteilgreiffir

Now your kids can have their very own
Apple version of the mind-enriching
turtle graphics language that's used in
thousands of schools. SeeLogo helps
develop critical thinking and structured
reasoning skills in an intuitive interactive way that can constructively absorb
children for hours. Electronic Learning
called Logo "One of the best teaching
devices for all ages." See for yourself at
no risk with our 30-day money-backguarantee. Send $39.95 + $2 S/H to:

Z-80 CP/M CARD (MICROSOFT COMP)
80 COL CARD WIINVERSE (VIDEX COMP)
EXTENDED 80 COL W/64K (APPLE 11E)
DISK CONTROLLER FOR 2 DRIVES
GRAPHIC (PARALLEL) PRINTER CARD W/CABLE

programs on disk (add, sub, mult, division).

• Order yours today—Only $129.95 Check or Money
Order, Includes all shipping charges
Quantity discounts apply.

(212) 324.6110

Circle 3 on Reader Service Card.
inCider

"The lowest priced quality software around."
irCider Magazine
"Recommended"

Whole Earth Software Catalog
"These are excellent products...
Computer Shopper
the best buys around"
Why pay more for less? The Elfware Products, Elf
ABC, Coloring Book and Games are outstanding values at their regular price of $17.50 ea. For the Holiday season we are also offering a special Elf Pack
which includes all three programs for $39.95. Children love them! Check or money order to:

Elfware

P.O. Box 118
Pollock Pines, CA 95726
For coil ordering, (916) 644-3300
Name

COMPUTER SUPPLY
P.O. BOX 164R, VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582

(516) 239.1854 HOURS 9-6 M-F EST

N \

Circle 20 on Reader Service Card.

APPLE ORGANIZER

Address

ABC ❑

\

Zip

State

City
Games El

Coloring .__

All Three L-

Circle 82 on Reader Service Card.

Give Her a Cook's Tour of AppleWorks N

NONNIE'S FILE BOX
The Best Gift for YOUR Cook

• EYE LEVEL VIEWING • FITS APPLE
II, II+ , Ile • DIM-48" L x 13" D
• MADE OF OAK & OAK VENEER

• Spreadsheet and Data Base Templates
* Add your own recipes
* 700 Grocery Items for Customized Lists
• Sort recipes with Data Base
• 35 page Manual
* Two Reversible DATA disks
* PLUS Nonnie's 75 Favorite Recipes
.
,

P

Orders received by Dec.20 shipped in time for
Christmas

Bronx N.Y. 10470

$39
$58
$45
$39
$48
$69
$37

Shipping & Handling Under $100/10%—Over $100/50/0

• More programs AVAILABLE—CALL OR WRITE for
a free catalog.

Intrinsic System Inc.
P.O. Box 103

ELF-SPECIAL!

ASSEMBLED, TESTED & WARRANTEED
SCHOOL & INSTITUTIONAL P.O. ACCEPTED

• Finally a fun and inexpensive way to teach your
children mathematics by using both verbal and visual techniques. This system actually talks as it
teaches.
• Package includes speech board, speaker and 4
• Speechboard plugs Into slot #4 of your (Apple II,
11+,11e)

548-3620

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card.

\

SUPER SERIAL CARD W/CABLE
16K RAM CARD W/CABLE
128K RAM CARD W/SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTIONS
$99
(TITAN, SATURN COMPATIBLE)
$39
NUMERIC KEYPAD FOR APPLE 11E.
SUPER COOLING FAN W/2 OUTLETS
$34
LIGHTED SWITCH SURGE/FILTER
JOY STICK CENTER RETURN OR FREE FLOATING
$28
(HAYES MACH III COMP)
DISK NOTCHER W/GUIDE, ALL STEEL, SQUARE CUT $8
SLIM DISK DRIVE SUPER QUIET 1 YR WARRANTY
$130
APPLE IIC
$120
APPLE 11+ /IIE
$175
1200/300 BAUD MODEM (100% HAYES COMP)
DATA SWITCH BOX PARALLEL OR RS232
$69
ABDE
$49
AB

6 Arrow Road
Ramsey, NJ 07446
or Call 800-922-0401 today.
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EDITORS CHOICE
Diversi-Copy and Documax:
Big Help for Little Disks

sually Editors' Choice features brand-new products, but
this month we'd like to honor updates to two programs
that, while they've been around for years, have never
been more useful. Each overcomes a problem with a device
that's otherwise irresistible—the UniDisk 3.5 or the 3Z-inch drive
of the IIGs.
Making backup copies of disks is like wearing your seat
belt—a habit too often skipped with fatal results. Bill Basham's Diversi-Copy hangs on hackers' tool belts and circulates among honest friends (buyers are encouraged to give
copies to others who send Basham's firm the $30 price) because it does a simple job superbly. Other utility programs let
you duplicate copy-protected disks, tinker with tracks, or tag
a bunch of files for copying or deleting; Diversi-Copy merely
formats or copies unprotected ProDOS, DOS 3.3, Pascal, or
CP/M disks at breathless speed. Want a DuoDisk copy of
your 5%-inch AppleWorks Startup? You can spend a minute and 17 seconds with the ProDOS Filer, or watch Diversi-Copy's
verification and drive-speed indicators for 36 seconds.
Since few people own two 3%-inch drives, backing up a UniDisk can be a nightmare of pushing the eject button and
swapping source and target. With the Filer, it's Disk Maintenance from Hell: 15 minutes, swapping approximately every five
seconds. Diversi-Copy's secret is to make a copy buffer of all the memory it can find, on either auxiliary- or peripheral-slot RAM
cards (or, in an upgrade planned at press time, the extra memory of a GS); if you have 800K or more RAM, duplication takes one
pass, one disk swap, and just over four minutes. It's not fancy, but it's indispensable.
Or say you've got a disk full of word-processing files, all with useless names like "Letter" or "Company Report," and don't
know which one of them refers to the Denver account. Instead of loading them into your word processor to hunt for "Denver" one at a time, you could zap them through Signum Microsystems' Documax, a super searcher that finds text strings of
up to 30 characters. We asked Documax to find a name hidden in the last line of the last file of a 143K AppleWorks data disk; it
scanned 15 files and spotted the name in 90 seconds. A "FlexSearch" feature repeats the feat if you're not perfectly sure of
a phrase's spelling.
Documax works with AppleWorks word-processor and database (not spreadsheet) files, along with ASCII text from Apple
Writer II and most other ProDOS word processors and communications programs—we found WordPerfect and MultiScribe files
were readable despite sprinkled control characters, though Documax refused to read MouseWrite. After a slightly painstaking
process of selecting the current drive and directory and some or all of its files (Documax handles subdirectories skillfully, but
would benefit from file wildcards or directory-scrolling functions), you can search for a phrase or for two phrases with AND,
OR, or NOT logic—files that contain both "Denver" and "Cleveland," or "Apple Computer" but not "Macintosh."
You can browse through files' first 16 lines
(seeing the rest if you like) without hunting phrases,
or create a Documax database by saving occurrences of the phrase plus a file and line reference
and up to 18 lines of surrounding context to disk.
Documax's ASCII editor (not bad, if only blocks to
move, copy, or delete were highlighted instead of
invisible) lets you merge these snippets or any selected excerpts into new files.
A document compressor squeezes your files to
save disk space—a review that filled 30 blocks, for
instance, shrank to 19. (Documax can read and
search compressed files, though you'll have to decompress them for AppleWorks again.) If DiversiCopy is a good tool for day-to-day use to prevent
emergencies (crashing a disk that has no backup),
Documax is one you'll use first for emergencies
(plucking a phrase from a sea of files), then find
yourself relying on often.
Diversi-Copy (64K, II Plus/Ile/11c) costs $30 from
Diversified Software Research, 34880 Bunker Hill,
Farmington, MI 48018. ProDOS Documax (128K,
Ile/11c) is $49 from Signum Microsystems, 120
Mountain Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002.III
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HONESTLY.
THERE IS NO FREE LUNCH.
And even if there were, you
couldn't afford it. Not when it
comes to getting help with your
taxes. What you save now by buying an inexpensive tax preparation
program can end up really costing
you later.
Only Tax Preparer® by
HowardSoft® gives you the tax
break you have coming. Other programs look like glorified calculators
in comparison.
Unlike the others, Tax Preparer puts your
computer's full potential to work for you. Simply and easily.
It learns the tax forms to the letter, so you don't have to. It makes sense out of confusing
credits and deductions, reveals tax opportunities, and helps protect you from making entries
that don't conform to the latest tax laws. And it gives you added protection by performing
not just some calculations, but all of them.
Tax Preparer is not only smart, it's
organized. Make one change and it's
reflected throughout the entire return.
You end up with a finished document, printed out in IRS-accepted
format, ready to drop in the
mail. You won't need to labor
with handwritten additions or
corrections. All this on your
IBM-PC, IBM-compatible,
or Apple II Series Computer.
And best of all, it's blessedly
easy to use.
No other program can give
you even a taste of all this.
So, just stop by your favorite
dealer for a demonstration. And
remember. Pay a little more for
HowardSoft and get a return
that's a whole lot easier to digest.

HowardSoft®
The software investment
you can count on.
1224 Prospect Street, Suite 150, La Jolla, CA 92037 (619) 454-0121

Ask your dealer about Tax Preparer's California State Supplement and our Partnership Edition? Plus Real EstateAnalyzer,All from HowardSoft.
113M is a trademark of International Business Machine Corporation. Apple is a trademark of Appk Computer. Inc HowardSoft. Tax Prepares, Partnership Edition and Real Estate Analyzer arc trademarks of Howard Software Services.
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he Echo IIb tmspeech synthesizer is compatible with the
Apple ®IIe, II + and the new Apple IIGS. It offers both
text-to-speech and natural sounding speech
capabilities. Its unique text-to-speech program gives
the Apple an unlimited vocabulary. Over 400 rules of
the English language are utilized to produce highly
intelligible robotic sounding speech. The Echo IIb also
features distinctive natural sounding speech in a
female voice. This fixed vocabulary of 720 words is
supplied on disk and can easily be added to BASIC
programs.

The Echo IIb, like the Echo II, Echo + , and Cricket, `'"
is compatible with numerous educational and special
needs programs from over eighty software
manufacturers. Contact Street for a list of companies
offering these talking programs.

The Echo IIb comes with a high-quality external
speaker with volume control and headphone jack, a
tutorial manual, and a diskette which includes a
number of demonstration and utility programs.
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